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INTRODUCTION 

This volume contains the proceedings of a work
shop entitled "Physiological and Pathological Aspects 
of Eye Movements" held at the Pont d'Oye Castle, 
Habay-Ia-Neuve, Belgium, March 27-30 1982. 

The meeting was sponsored by the European Communi
ties. It brought together specialists of oculomotricity 
mainly from Europe but also from North-America. With 
such actions, the Communities want to encourage inter
national and multidisciplinary contacts between re
searchers of a particular field. Oculomotor neuroscien
tists, for quite a long time, have developed such con
tacts. This cooperation - this is not so common in 
biological research - embodies various approaches, 
from basic mechanisms to behavioral studies, but also 
this applied science that medicine is or should be. 
Many basic discoveries about eye movement mechanisms, 
made with the help of human of animal subjects, have 
found rapid medical applications in neurology, neuro
ophthalmology or otolaryngology. This is illustrated 
in this book by the fact that results obtained on rats 
or cats are interspersed with reports of clinical in
vestigations. 

The workshop was mainly focused onto three themes: 
(a) eye and head movements in man, (b) visuo-vestibular 
interaction and (c) eye-head coordination. In each theme, 
one or more "review" papers were included. In addition, 
most of the oral presentations or posters on display 
mainly contained unpublished material. 

It is our hope that this book will be useful to the 
scientific reader but will also contribute showing the 
intense vitality of eye movement research outside the 
restricted sphere of academies and universities. It is 
our wish that such workshop will be repeated and will 
further materialize the European community of neuro
scientists. 

We wish to thank Prof. E. Levi from the Directorate
General for Science, Research and Development who greatly 
helped organizing the Workshop. 

Finally, we are certain that those who met in the 
Pont d'Oye will keep an excellent memory of this pleasant 
and welcoming place. 

The Editors 



CONTROL OF GAZE IN MAN: SYNTHESIS OF PURSUIT, OPTOKINETIC AND 
VESTIBULO-OCULAR SYSTEMS 

H. COLLEWIJN, P. CONIJN, A.J. I~ARTINS+, E.P. TAMMINGA and 
G.C. VAN DIE (Rotterdam, Netherlands and +College Park, Md, USA) 

INTRODUCTION 
Human vision with maximal spatial resolution is only possible 

in the narrow sector of the visual field covered by the fovea. As 
a consequence we have to frequently redirect our gaze to examine 
a larger part of the world in any detail. This sampling process 
in space and time can be studied in a simplified form with a 
stationary observer (a subject on a biteboard) looking at a sta
tionary pattern. As shown already by Dodge (1903) and later by 
many others (e.g. Yarbus, 1967) our eye movements under such 
circumstances consist almost exclusively of step-displacements, 
called saccades. Significantly, the afoveate rabbit makes practical
ly no eye movements in a similar condition. Except for some slight 
tremor and drift, the rabbit's eye is kept stable most of the time 
when the head is fixed (see Collewijn, 1981). Also human subjects 
with a stabilized head maintain a steady gaze in the intersaccadic 
intervals, especially when they are instructed to fixate a small 
target. A difference with the rabbit (and probably all other mammals 
as well, inclusive monkeys) is that humans tend to make frequent 
small saccades (microsaccades) which, however, can be suppressed 
by voluntary effort. Standard deviations of about 5 min arc on both 
the horizontal and vertical meridian have been reported for human 
fixation (for reviews see Steinman et al., 1973; 1982). A visual 
target is necessary to maintain this kind of stability. In the 
dark, the eyes of rabbit (Collewijn, 1970) as well as man 
(Skavenski and Steinman, 1970) drift with velocities of about 10 /s. 
Thus, even with the head stabilized we need visual feedback to 
maintain a steady gaze. 

The control of gaze under more natural circumstances is compli
cated by two facts. Firstly, many visual targets are moving and, 
secondly, our heads are moving. Real object motion is usually 
restricted to parts of the visual surroundings which move relative 
to a stationary background. We are able to pursue such moving 
objects to keep their image in the fovea. For this we use not 
only saccades, but also smooth, continuous eye movements. Although 
several studies have analysed the dynamic performance of this 
pursuit system, practically all our knowledge is based on experi
ments in which the head is stabilized and a single moving target 
is shown without a background. A stationary background, present 
under normal conditions, might considerably influence pursuit by 
providing an opposite motion stimulus as soon as the target is 
pursued with a smooth eye movement. Thus, pursuit in the real world 
has to deal with conflicting stimuli on the central and peripheral 
retina. We know that a moving background without a distinct target 
induces a global form of pursuit, known as optokinetic nystagmus 
(OKN). Major questions then in the understanding of pursuit and OKN 
concern the interplay between target and background, the role of 
the central and peripheral retina, and eventually the selective 
attentional processes that determine that something is a target. 

Control of gaze becomes enormously more complex when we allow 
motion of the head. In a first approximation, simple rotation of the 
head can be added to rotations of the eye in the head, gaze being 

Roucoux, A. and Crammelinck, M. (eds.): Physiological and Pathological Aspects of Eye Movements. 
© 1982, Dr W. Junk Publishers, The Hague, Boston, London. ISBN-13: 978-94-009-8002-0 
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the sum of eye and head position. Coordinated eye and head move
ments could then be described as the output of an expanded oculo
motor system, incorporating not only the traditional extraocular 
muscles but also the neck muscles and most other muscles used in 
postural control. However, most head and body movements are not 
made to direct our gaze, and should not result in displacements 
of gaze. To filter out the non gaze related head movements the 
vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR), specifically the canal-ocular reflex 
was developed. This provides compensatory eye rotations which are 
opposite and roughly equal to head rotations, in cooperation with 
the visually induced OKN. 

These compensatory eye movements reduce the slip-velocities of 
the retinal images. They must be of fundamental importance in vision, 
independently of the development of foveal vision, as they are 
functioning very well in the afoveate rabbit and indeed in all 
species studied. 

The VOR and visual pursuit systems must function together in a 
symbiotic way (Robinson, 1977) because neither of the two systems 
alone has sufficient dynamic range to cover the full spectrum of 
natural head motion. Visual control of eye movements is restricted 
by a long delay (about 100 ms) and rather low limits on velocity 
and acceleration (Lisberger et al., 1981), but works well for low 
and steady velocities. The VOR is fast and effective through all 
but the lowest naturally occurring frequencies, but being a feed
forward system it will by itself not maintain a correct gain under 
changing conditions. Only the visual system can signal whether the 
control of eye movements is optimal. 

The requirements for adaptation of compensatory eye movements, 
on a short as well as long term are indeed formidable. One reason 
is the structure of our body: even for apparently simple rotations 
the rotational axes of head and body do not coincide with each 
other or with the nodal point of the eye's optical system. The 
other reason is the three-dimensional structure of the world, in 
which targets and backgrounds are at different optical distances. 
These facts alone make that a standard gain of unity for compensa
tory systems would be inappropriate. 

However, in real life motion is even more complex. Pure rota
tions of the head are a rarity; normal head motions will consist 
of a mixture of rotatory and linear displacements. As soon as linear 
displacements occur, true compensation for the whole visual field by 
counterrotation of the eye is by definition impossible. Furthermore, 
parallax motion between close and distant objects will occur. All 
these factors make that optimal stabilization of the retinal image 
during unrestricted head movements can be achieved by counterrota
tion of the eye only for a selected, small part of the surroundings. 
Logically one would expect vision to be optimized for the central 
retina. Thus, we can argue that all compensatory movements (visual 
and vestibular) and their adaptation should be controlled mainly by 
the central part of the retina, since this part is crucial for our 
vision, and since motion information provided by the peripheral 
retina will be often uncorrelated or in conflict. This holds also 
for the adaptive processeD necessary on a slightly longer term as a 
result of growth, degeneration, damage or the simple wearing of eye 
glasses, which magnify or reduce the visual surroundings and their 
apparent motion induced by head movements. 

Such considerations have led us to conducting experiments which 
address the following questions: ' 
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-What is the contribution of the central and peripheral retina 
to OKN? 

-What is the effect of a stationary, structured background on 
pursuit, and of a moving background on fixation? 

-How effective is compensation by the VOR during natural head 
movements? 

-How fast does the VOR change its amplitude to adapt to 
altered requirements? 

-How well can we pursue continuously moving targets by 
coordinated eye and head movements? 

OPTOKINETIC NYSTAGMUS 
Methods 
Horizontal eye position was measured with the technique of the 
scleral induction coil in a rotating magnetic field (Collewijn, 
1977). The scleral coil was embedded in a self-adhering silicone 
annulus, mounted around the limbus (Collewijn et al., 1975). This 
technique provides linear recording of gaze direction over angles 
up to 3600 with perfect stability, resolution better than 0.1 and 
absolute calibration (invariant for annuli and subjects). Subjects 
were seated with the head on a chin rest in the center of a hemi
cylindrical, homogeneously white screen with a radius of 0.8 m. 
The optical stimulus was projected from a central rotating cylinder 
and consisted of square wave grating8 with different spstial 
froquencies. The pattern extended 90 to both sides, 38 up~ards, 
67 downwards and could be rotated at velocities of 6 - 180 /s in 
both directions. The projection system could be partly occluded by 
cylindrical masks of different sizes, which deleted selected sectors 
of the projected stripe pattern. The angular position of the mask 
was coupled to the eye position by a servo-positioning system in 
such a way that the exposed and masked parts of the pattern remained 
projected on the same selected parts of the retina, even though the 
eyes were moving. In this way the optokinetic contribution of the 
different parts of the retina could be systematically investigated. 
Vision was monocular; the eye without the annulus was covered. 
Subjects were instructed to pay full attention to the moving stripe 
pattern, wherever it was located, without attempting to deliberately 
pursue a particular stripe. Trials of 16 s were digitally stored by 
a computer. The average slow phase velocity was calculated after 
deletion of all saccades and expressed as gain, the ratio slow 
phase eye velocity / stimulus velocity. Thus the values presented 
are averages, not maxima. 

Results 
Pull field stimulation: effects of pattern and velocity. 
Average gain for 5 subjects and 2 directions during unobstructed 
stimulation of the whole right retina at velocities from 6 - 1800/s 
is shown in the upper series of graphs (squares) in Fig. 1. The 
different lines represent stimulus gratings with a period of 20 

(1 0 white - 10 black); 50; 100 and 20 0 . These data suggest several 
conclusions. The maximal gain, reached for the lower stimulus velo
cities (6 and 120/s) is smaller than unity and of the order of 0.9. 
(Standard deviations were about 0.15). Higher stimulus veloc~ties 
result in progressively decreasing gain, to about 0.2 at 180 Is. 
These trends were not systematically influenced by the spatial 
frequency of the pattern in the range used (0.05 - 0.5 cycles/deg). 
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Fig. 1. Optokinetic slow phase gain as a function of velocity and 
wavelength of pattern. Open squares: full field stimulus (width 
180°). Closed circles: central 20° of retina unstimulated. Open 
circles: only central 20° of retina stimulated. 

Central or peripheral stimulation. 
The lower set of graphs (filled circles) in Fig. 1 shows responses 
to the same stimuli with a central sector of ZOo (100 at each side 
of the fixation point) deleted. Although this eliminated only 11% 
of the stimulus surface, the effect was dramatic. Gain decreased to 
1/3-1/Z of the full field values. Once more gain was similar for 
thE various patterns, except that at the lower velocities the pat
tern with the ZO period was slightly more effective. 

The middle set of graphs (open circles) in Fig. 1 shows the 
effect of masking the whole stimulus except the central ZOo centered 
around the fixation point. The responses were inferior to those in 
the full field situation, but considerably better than with 
peripheral stimulation. The response to the pattern with ZO period 
was peculiar as it was identical to the full field response at 
60/s and to the peripheral response at 1Z00/s. 

Gain as a function of the width and location of the retinal 
stimulus is shown in Fig. 2 (averages and S.D. of 5 subjects), for 
a stimulus of 12 0/s and 50 wavelength. On the left side, the effect 
of progressive peripheral masking is shown. At this moderate veloci
ty, OKN gain decreased only slightly even when just a central sector 
of 5. 0 (exposing two contrast lines) was stimulated. The central 
retinal location of this narrow stimulus was critical for this re
sult, as a stimulus 100 wide centered at 100 to the right or left of 
the fovea (columns) was a relatively poor stimulus. The right side 
of Fig. 2 shows the complementary situation, in which an increasing 
central sector was occluded. Even a central occlusion only 50 wide 
significantly lowered OKN gain, which declined further to about 1/3 
of full field level when a zone of 300 was deleted. Once again the 
central retinal location of the occlusion was critical; a shift of 
the 100 mask from the center to 100 peripheral (columns) restored 
OKN gain to almost full field value. 
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Fig. 2. Optokinetic s~ow phase gain as a function of stimu~ated 
retina~ sector. The occ~uded zones are indicated on the abscissa. 
Continuous ~ines: rotation to the ~eft; interrupted lines: 
rotation to the right. 

Effect of centra~ scotoma. 
We had the opportunity to record OKN in a patient (female, age 60) 
with a circumscript, absolute central scotoma of the right eye 
(Fig. 3) with an extension of about 10 x 20 0 . The ethiology of the 
lesion was unknown but it had been present and stationary since 
childhood. Vision with the left eye was completely normal. We 
tested both eyes separately and monocularly (coil in the seeing eye) 
with full field stimulation. The results, shown in detail in Fig. 4, 
demonstrate a decrease in OKN gain of the scotomatous eye strikingly 
similar to the defect induced in normal subjects by a central 
occlusion. 

Conc~usions 
These results, parts of which have been published in greater detail 
(Van Die, Collewijn, 1982), show conclusively that the central retina 
is of paramount importance in the control of OKN. Fig. 2 suggests 
that a central sector 50 wide is about as powerful to elicit OKN 

Fig. 3. Visua~ fie~d of right 
eye of patient with centra~, 
absolute scotoma. 

as the entire retina peripheral 
to this area. Similar relations 
were found in the patient with 
a central scotoma of very long 
standing. Our results agree with 
the tendencies found in several 
previous investigations for man 
(Cheng, Outerbridge, 1975; 
Dubois, Collewijn, 1979b), 
monkey (Korner, Schiller, 1972) 
and rabbit (Dubois, Collewijn, 
1979a). They do not support the 
claims by Hood (1967, 1975) that 
OKN is predominantly controlled 
by the peripheral retina. 



Fig. 4. OKN gain of patient with central scotoma of right eye and 
normal left eye (A - C) and average gain of 5 normals (D - F) with 
various maskings of the stimulus. A: normal eye of patient; D: full 
field stimulation in normals. B: scotomatous eye of patient; E: 
normals with central sector of 200 masked. In A, B, D and E lines 
represent left rotation, dots right rotation. C: averages for both 
directions for normal (line) and scotomatous eye (dots) of patient. 
F: average gains for both directions for 5 normal subjects during 
full field stimulation (line) and stimulation with central 200 

deleted (dots). Pattern wavelength: 5°. 

THE VESTIBULO-OCULAR REFLEX AND ITS ADAPTATION 
Methods 
These experiments were done in collaboration with R.M. Steinman, 
using the IIMaryland version ll of the revolving field technique. 
Implementation of digital techniques in this apparatus has resulted 
in a resolution better than 1 min arc. Subjects were seated on a 
motor-driven chair at 12.2 m distance of a bright and colorful 
target. They were either oscillated passively, with the head suppor
ted on a biteboard or made active sinusoidal head movements, paced 
by, a metronome. Both types of motion were tested in the light and 
in complete darkness. Subjects were tested in their habitual visual 
conditions as well as after putting on positive or negative glasses. 
These changed the magnification factor of relative motion of the 
visual world induced by head motion. To maintain retinal stability 
the subjects had to recalibrate their compensatory eye movements. 
We measured the effects of such changed conditions upon the VOR, 
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recorded in light and darkness. The visual stimulus (inclusive a 
small background) subtended 4.7 0 . In most cases the altered optical 
conditions caused blurred vision as the spectacles' refraction was 
not correct for maximal acuity. 

The apparatus recorded the absolute angles in space of the eye 
and head. Eye position in the head was derived as the difference. 
These we shall call nominal angles. When spectacles are worn the 
effective gaze direction is changed as a function of the magnifi
cation factor of the glasses. Thus, nominal and effective values 
have to be distinguished for the direction of gaze and for the gain 
of compensatory eye movements. For the derivation of the rather 
complex relations between these several parameters we refer to 
Collewijn et al. (in preparation). Several aspects of this work 
have been already reported (Steinman, Collewijn, 1980; Collewijn et 
al., 1981a, b; Steinman et al. ,1982). 

Results 
Baseline performance. 
The average effective gains (incorporating magnification factors 
for subjects wearing spectacles normally) for 5 subjects in base
line condition are shown in Fig. 5. Several important trends can be 
seen. During active head motion in the light gain is close to 
unity, although it is rarily precisely one. The slight deviation 
of gain from unity (by usually less than 5%) results in appreciable 
modulation of gaze by head movements, as evident in the graphs of 
gaze. As an example see the baseline performance (Fig. 6A) of a 
myopic subject (AM) wearing negative glasses which make the ideal 
value of his nominal gain for the right eye (recorded here) 0.86, 
corresponding to a perfect effective gain of 1.0. Actually, his 
right eye had a nominal gain of 0.90 and an effective gain of 1.04 
in the light, with as a result slight overcompensation (motion of 
effective gaze out of phase with the head). This amount of instabi
lity was commonly found. In addition to the possible causes of a 
non-unity gain discussed in the Introduction we should mention that 
the power of the left and right spectacle glasses of AM was unequal, 
and that the left eye showed an effective undercompensation (gain 
0.96). Different demands on both eyes appear to result in a compro-
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Fig. 6. Recordings of head position (divided by 10) and nomina~ 
and effective cumu~ative gaze with saccades de~eted during active 
head movements at 2/3 Hz in ~ight and dark. A: base~ine condition 
with negative spectac~es. B, C, D: 5, 10 and 40 min after change 
to +5 D spectac~es. Subject AM. 

mise as the eyes seem to be unable to change their gain individually. 
For passive motion in the light, effective gain (averaged over 

subjects, frequencies and eyes; Fig. 5) was slightly lower (0.985 
~ 0.041 S.D.) than during active motion (1.014 ~ 0.035 for the same 
frequencies). This difference was significant (p<O.OOI), but the 
apparent effect of frequency was not significant. 

For active head motion in the dark average effective gain 
(3 frequencies, 2 eyes) was 0.963 ~ 0.044 (S.D.), which was 0.045 
lower than for similar motion in the light. The difference, although 
surprisingly small, was highly significant (p<0.0005). The differen
ce is visible in Fig. 6A, which instead of the slight overcompensa
tiGn in the light shows almost perfect compensation in the dark. 

Finally, for passive motion in the dark (at 1/3 and 2/3 Hz) 
gain was 0.821 ~ 0.127 (S.D.), compared to 0.957 ~ 0.046 (S.D.) 
for the same frequencies during active movement. The difference of 
0.136 was highly significant (p<0.0005). Notice that also the 
variabil ity (S.D.) was higher than in any other condition. Some 
other recent reports in which the VOR was tested by active head 
motion (Takahashi et a1., 1980; Tomlinson et a1., 1980) have 
similarly mentioned gains much closer to unity than the traditio
nally reported values for this frequency range, varying between 
0.43 (Meiry, 1971) and 0.54 - 0.90 (Barnes, Forbat, 1979) with 
many other results in between these values (Benson, 1970; Gonshor, 
Me1vi11 Jones, 1976a; Barr et a1., 1976). Such values, measured 
with passive motion, are clearly not representative for the perfor
mance of the VOR during normal, active movement. Mental arithmetic 
activity of the subject is often used to maintain alertness, 
although the relation of calculation to a steady gaze is not 
obvious and such activity could even be distractive. Specific 
instructions to the subject to fixate an imagined, stationary 
target while being rotated passively have resulted in higher VOR 
gains (Barr et al., Ig76). However, the simple instruction to 
move the head actively may be at least as effective. 

At this moment we do not know whether the improvement of the 
VOR by active head motion is due to the specific activity of the 
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of nominal and effective for the same 
in Fig. 6. Asterisk: theoretical level to 
in the dark was reduced by the positive 

subject or to additional proprioceptive signals from the neck, 
which may contribute to ocular stability via the cervi co-ocular 
reflex. However, the status of this reflex in man is far from 
clear (Barnes, Forbat, 1979; Barlow, Freedman, 1980). 

Adaptation of the VOR. 
The results described above make it abundantly clear that the VOR 
is not a stationary system with a constant input-output relation. 
On the contrary, it is subject to strong modulatory influences. 
One of the relevant signals in this respect is systematic retinal 
image slip in conjunction with head motion. Such slip calls for 
increase or decrease in gain of the VOR, depending on the sign. 

Adaptation of the VOR to modified visual motion signals has 
been clearly demonstrated in recent years in man (Gauthier, 
Robinson, 1975; Gonshor, Melvill Jones, 1976a, b), monkey (Miles, 
Eighmy, 1980) and several non-primates. Dissociations between 
head and eye movements were generally effected by inverting prisms 
or telescopic spectacles with a magnification factor far removed 
from 1 (viz. 0.5 or 2.0). The resulting adaptation was slow 
(taking several days or weeks) and incomplete. We contend that the 
demands in these experiments were high and that adaptation to 
smaller, more physiological changes is fast and virtually complete. 

As an example, Fig. 6 shows the changes of the VOR in light and 
dark during a period of 40 min after AM changed his normal, 
negative glasses for positive glasses (+5 0). This required his 
compensatory eye movements to enlarge by 36%. The head was oscil
lated actively at 2/3 Hz during the whole period while the subject 
fixated the target or was briefly in darkness to measure the VOR 
in the dark. 

The time course of the nominal and effective gain is shown in 
Fig. 7. The change from negative (reducing) to positive (magnifying) 
spectacles required the nominal eye movements to change from 
undercompensation to overcompensation. In the light, this change 
was readily achieved. In Fig. 6 B (light) the eyes move already 
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out of phase with the head and the amplitude is growing further 
in the later recordings (Fig. 6 C, D). After 40 min the effective 
gaze movements in the light were virtually identical to those in 
the baseline condition. The time course of these changes in the 
light (Fig. 7) was very fast and effective gain reached an early 
asymptotic level close to the original level after about 30 min. 
The fact that these changes were not instantaneous illustrates 
that even in the light plasticity (learning) is involved in addition 
to mere algebraic summation of visual and vestibular responses. 

The more interesting point is the immediate transfer of these 
changes to the VOR measured in darkness. Even after only 5 min 
training (Fig. 6 B, dark) the nominal gaze movements were in 
counterphase instead of in phase (Fig. 6 A, dark) and the amplitude 
was rapidly growing in the later recordings (Fig. 6 B - D, dark). 
After 30 min, effective gain in the dark was restored to 0.98 
(Fig. 7), compared to the baseline value of 1.02. 

This result was typical for our experiments on short term 
adaptation. We have to conclude that adaptation of compensatory eye 
movements (in light and darkness) is much faster than generally 
assumed until now and can be controlled by a small, central, 
blurred stimulus. 

TARGET AND BACKGROUND 
Methods 
Eye movements were recorded with the scleral coil and phaselocked 
amplification. The horizontal and vertical components were separated 
by 900 phase shifts in the magnetic fields and detection systems 
Robinson, 1963). Subjects were seated with the head supported on a 
chin rest and viewed a large translucent screen (90 x 900 ), upon 
which stimuli were projected via servo-controlled mirrors. The 
targer was a bright laser spot (dia 7 min arc); the background was 
a fine random dot pattern (elements 15 min arc). Motion of the 
stimuli was numerically controlled by the computer which was also 
used to store and process the data. Calculations included separation 
of smooth and saccadic components, calculation of gain and phase 
in the frequency domain and of the retinal position error in the 
time domain. Only some aspects of these experiments are discussed 
here. We have briefly reported some effects of a background before 
(Tamminga, Collewijn, 1981). Here we shall discuss only two-dimen
sional pursuit of single sine waves, triangular waves and mixtures 
of sine waves, which were two-dimensionally composed into circular, 
rhomboid and pseudo-random motion. 

Results 
Pursuit with and without a structured background. 
The most conspicuous effect of a background was a shift from smooth 
to saccadic pursuit, the sum of these components remaining about 
equal in amplitude. Examples of pursuit of a target following a 
circular or rhomboid trajectory are shown in Fig. 8 as a function 
of time and in Fig. 9 as two-dimensional plots. The circular motion 
without background (Fig. 8 A) was pursued quite smoothly with few 
saccades, as should be expected for this highly regular motion. 
A stationary background caused a slowdown of the smooth pursuit with 
the insertion of frequent corrective saccades. Fig. 9 also shows 
that without a background saccades were mostly made in a radial 
direction as course corrections, while with a background they were 
made mainly in a tangential direction to catch up with the target. 
Pursuit of rhomboid motion is much more difficult than pursuit of 
circular motion. Especially the corners create difficulties, although 
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Fig. 8. Horizontal and vertical pursuit of sine waVes and triangular 
waves (frequency 0.275 Hz; amplitude 100 ) with 90° phase shift to 
form a circle (A) and a rhomboid (B). Of each group of three traces 
the middle one represents target position and the others eye 
position during pursuit without background (nb; upper trace) 
and with background (b; lower trace). 

they are completely predictable. Even without a background a 
considerable number of saccades is made (Fig. 8 B, 9). In the 
presence of a background pursuit deteriorated further and the number 
of saccades increased. 

An additional feature of the pursuit of rhomboid motion (Fig. 9) 
was the frequent occurrence of directional errors, independent of 
the presence of a background. This resulted frequently in the 
rotation of the figure formed by the eye motion relative to the 
trajectory of the target. The rotation was in the sense of the 
target motion and thus appears to be anticipatory in nature. 

The average effect of the background on smooth pursuit gain is 
summarized for 5 subjects in Table 1 for two-dimensional pursuit of 
a rhomboid motion (frequency 0.275 Hz; amplitude 100 ; horizontal 
and vertical velocity components 110 /s). To exclude any unspecific 
effect of an illuminated background all pursuit tasks were also 
done while the background was illuminated diffusely at the average 
luminance level of the structured background. The values in Taole 1 

Table 1. Average gain (± S.D.) of 5 subjects for smooth pursuit 
of rhomboid motion. 

Direction 

Hori zonta 1 
Vertical 

Background 

Dark Light Structured 

0.829 + 0.052 0.838 + 0.050 0.728 + 0.106 
0.798 ~ 0.132 0.770 ~ 0.128 U.621 ~ 0.151 
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Fig. 9. X-Y plots of' pursuit of' a circular and rhomboid target 
motion with and without a stationary background. Target motion 
is clockwise, 1 revolution/3.61 s. Interval between two successive 
points in eye posi tion plot: 8 ms. 

represent average smooth pursuit gain (+ S.D.) after deletion of the 
saccades and of the corners. It is clear that smooth pursuit is 
inhibited by a structured, but not by a homogeneously lighted back
ground. However, this does not result in a systematically larger 
distance of the retinal image of the target from the fovea. This 
error, summed for pursuit in symmetrical directions (right-left; 
up-down) has an average value not significantly different from zero 
and a pseudo-normal distribution which can be characterized by its 
standard deviation. Some values of this are given in Table 2 for 
pursuit of a circular, rhomboid and pseudo-random trajectory. 
It is obvious that the error is hardly increased by a background. 
This means that the increased number of saccades is effective in 
limiting the error to the same level as tolerated without a back 
ground. Other tendencies revealed by Table 2 are that the vertical 

Table 2. Average standard deviations (in degrees) for 5 subjects 
of retinal error during two-dimensional pursuit of different 
stimulus configurations. 

Background 

Configuration Component Dark Light Structured 

Circle Horizontal 0.459 0.358 0.459 
(0.275 Hz) Vertical 0.562 0.508 0.621 

Sum of sines Horizontal 0.558 0.412 0.506 
(0.15-0.78 Hz) Vertical 0.642 0.501 0.636 
Rhomboid Horizontal 0.553 0.538 0.629 
(0.27!:i Hz) Vertical 0.671 0.679 0.703 
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Fig. 10. Bode plots for hori
zontal pursuit of sine waves. 
Total eye movement including 
saccades. Dots: ;) single sine 
waves) measured in separate 
trials. Triangles: sum of 4 
sine waves (0.15 - 0.78 Hz). 
Squares: sum of 4 sine waVes 
(0.34 - 0.95 Hz). 

error is always slightly larger than the horizontal error and that 
the error increases in the order pursuit of circle - two-dimensional 
sum of sines - rhomboid. 

Analysis of the total eye movement (saccadic plus smooth) in 
the frequency domain shows that errors develop as a result of 
deviations of gain as well as phase from the ideal values of 1.0 
and 00. Moreover the pursuit system is not stationary but dependent 
on the type of stimulus. This is illustrated for horizontal pursuit 
in the Bode plots of Fig. 10. Single sine waves, tested individually 
are tracked with unity gain and a very small phase error, attribu
table to a delay of about 100 ms. A mixture of sines in the same 
frequency range (triangles) is pursued with about the same gain but 
considerably larger phase lag. A similar mixture of slightly higher 
frequency (Fig. 10, squares) is pursued with a phase lag of about 
20 0 and a gain increased to about 1.2 at 1 Hz. Several of these 
trends have been known for a long time (e.g. Stark et al., 1962). 

Fixation with a moving background. 
Typical fixation patterns for a stationary target (the same laser 
spot) are shown in Fig. 11, and the average standard deviations for 
5 naive subjects for fixation periods of 30 s are shown in Table 3. 
Without a background standard deviations were equal in horizontal 
and vertical direction. They were larger than the values (about 5 
min arc) typically mentioned in the literature. This may be due to 
the fact that they were obtained in completely naive subjects who 
participated for the very first time in an oculomotor experiment, 
while the recorded periods were rather long (30 s) and contained 
several blinks. More important than the absolute value is the effect 
of a background. When it was stationary, it reduced the standard 
deviation of fixation in both dimensions, mainly by reducing drift 
velocities (Fig. 11 B and C). A horizontally moving background 
(frequency 0.275 Hz; amplitude 10 ) induced a marked response. 
The slow component followed the background with an average gain of 
0.2 for this particular stimulus (but otherwise not linearly related 

Table 3. Average standard deviations (in degrees) of fixation 
for 5 naive subjects. 

Condition 

No background 
Stationary background 
Moving background 

Horizontal 

0.197 
0.157 
0.228 

Vertical 

0.192 
0.163 
0.142 
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Fig. 11. Fixation in the presence of a moving background (A), 
a stationary background (B) and no background (C). Totat hori
zontat eye movements are shown (Eye) as wett as computer-recon
structed cumutative smooth and saccadic components. 

to stimulus amplitude) and an average phase lag of 900 . Of course, 
pursuit of a similar frequency in a normal way shows practically 
no phase lag (Fig. 10). Thus, the eye is not simply dragged along 
with the background, nor does it follow the apparent opposite 
target motion which is often vividly perceived in this experiment. 
Rather, eye displacement is in phase with the velocity of this 
perceived target movement. More research will be needed to under
stand this phenomenon. 

Remarkably, the absolute fixation error is only slightly 
increased by the moving background (Table 3), because the induced 
smooth movements are almost completely offset by saccades in the 
opposite direction. The vertical component of fixation was not 
affected by the horizontal motion of the background. 

Conctusions 
Pursuit and fixation are demonstrably affected by a structured 
background. However, this influence is limited and any deficiencies 
of the smooth eye movements are corrected by saccades which 
maintain overall accuracy of gaze. 
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Fig. 12. Movements of target, gaze, head, eye and retinal position 
error (effective gaze minus target; shown at 10 x higher sensitivity). 
An identical episode of target motion is pursued with the eye only 
and with a maximal contribution by head movements. Maximal deviation 
of target: 300 . Interrupted lines represent zero levels. 

PURSUIT WITH COORDINATED EYE AND HEAD MOVEMENTS 
Methods 
The same equipment was used with which OKN was investigated, except 
that a second sensor coil was attached to the head. The target was 
a similar laser spot as used in the other pursuit experiments. Its 
position on the cylindrical screen was linearly controlled up to 
eccentricities of 600 . Due to the short distance of the target 
(0.8 m) the sum of nominal eye and head angles is not equivalent to 
effective gaze. Appropriate corrections have been discussed in 
Collewijn et al. (1982) and can be expressed in simplified form as: 
gaze = head + 0.89(eye in head). The target motion consisted of the 
sum of 15 non-harmonic sine waves in the range 0.045 - 2.2 Hz, with 
maximal deviations of 15, 30 or 50 0 from the center. Subjects were 
instructed to pursue the target either with eye movements alone 
(eye only) or with a maximum contribution by head movements (head 
only). Trials lasted 66.7 s. Data processing was similar to that 
for the other pursuit experiments. 

Results 
Fig. 12 shows recordings of pursuit under the eye only and head only 
instructions, for identical episodes of the target motion. The 
instruction eye only was completely effective as the head did not 
move. The instruction head only elicited head pursuit movements 
which were often larger than the target movements but showed a 
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Fig. 13. Distribution of retinal position error during pursuit 
without and with head movements. Maximal target deviation: 30°. 
Average values for 4 subjects. 

considerable lag. The movements of the eye in the head were very 
different in the two cases, but the displacements of the gaze were 
very similar. A real surprise is the shape of the error signal 
(the difference between target and gaze). The similarity between 
the two error traces, even in small details, is amazing. In numerous 
instances almost exactly the same saccades or group of saccades 
were made at exactly the same moments. All saccades were in the 
direction of the zero error level and many terminated close to it. 
Also the smooth components in the error signal were highly similar 
in the two conditions, although the movement of the eye in the head 
was very different. Thus, the retinal position of the target 
followed a virtually identical trajectory under the two conditions, 
although the position and motion of the eye in the head was entirely 
different in the two cases. 

The similarity of the error under the two conditions is further 
corroborated by histograms (Fig. 13) of the distribution of retinal 
position error, computed as the average for 4 subjects. The shape 
and standard deviation of the distributions obtained under the two 
instructions are identical. 

A first conclusion from these findings is that the trajectory 
of the retinal image of a moving target is highly stereotyped 
(at least within one subject and one session) and independent of 
the position or velocity of the eye in the head. In this respect 
the oculomotor responses appear to be deterministic. 

Analysis in the frequency domain confirms the identity of the 
gaze/target relation in the two conditions, as shown in Bode plots 
for one subject in Fig. 14. These show gain and phase for each of 
the 15 components of the stimulus. They can be compared to the 
relations shown in Fig. 10. The main differences are that in Fig. 14 
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the increase in gain to values above unity is even clearer for 
frequencies above 1 Hz and that the phase lag is much larger 
(450 at 1 Hz, compared to 20 0 for the stimulus with the highest 
frequency components in Fig. 10). These differences may be due to 
the increased complexity of the stimulus (15 instead of 4 compo
nents), the increased bandwidth or the larger amplitude. However, 
the presence or absence of head movements does not have the 
slightest effect. 

Table 4 shows average values for the standard deviation of the 
retinal error (the mean error being zero) during pursuit with and 
without head movements for three different ranges of target 
deviation. These three stimuli contained the same 15 components 
but had a different power spectrum in order to keep overall 
velocities roughly similar. The error increased with the maximal 
deviation, but was unaffected by head movements. (For a target 
deviation of 500 pursuit with the eye only was impossible and for 
400 it was very difficult).The errors are considerably larger than 
for pursuit of a 4-component motion with a bandwidth of 0.78 Hz 
and a maximal excursion of 100 (Table 2). They are also larger 
than the values we reported recently (Collewijn et al., 1982) for 
head and eye pursuit of a 6-component stimulus in the frequency 

Table 4. Average standard deviations of retinal error for four 
subjects during eye and head pursuit. 

Target motion Target excursion range Eye only Head only 

Sum of 15 sines 150 2.18 2.20 
0.045-2.2 Hz 300 2.89 2.80 

500 3.46 

Sum of 6 sines 150 1.18 1. 20 
0.045-0.9 Hz 300 1. 57 1. 55 

400 2.65 1. 61 
500 1. 79 
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Table 5. Gain and phase of compensatory eye movements during active, 
irregular head movements. Average values of 3 emmetropic subjects. 

Dark, Dark, fixation 
Light, fixation of no specific of imaginary 

stationary spot instruction stationary spot 
(0.89 eye/head) (eye/head) (eye/head) 

Frequency 
range (Hz) Gain Phase Gain Phase Gain Phase 
0.34-1.17 0.989 181.0 1.011 182.7 1.080 179.9 
1.17-1.95 0.995 182.6 1.039 185.0 1.090 182.2 
1.95-2.72 0.987 184.3 1.048 186.9 1.079 184.6 
2.72-3.50 0.983 185.9 1.054 188.5 1.087 185.6 

range of 0.045 - 0.9 Hz, which are also mentioned in Table 4 for 
comparison. The error and phase lag clearly increase with amplitude, 
bandwidth and possibly the number of components of the stimulus. 

A second conclusion from these experiments is that head move
ments add to the spatial range of pursuit, but do not appreciably 
affect the retinal trajectory of the target's image in any other 
way. Thus, the effective sum of eye and head movements - gaze -
remains constant in relation to the target. This means by definition 
that the added head movements are subtracted (with the appropriate 
magnification factor) from the eye movements or, in other words, 
that head movements during pursuit are virtually completely compen
sated by opposite eye movements. This extends the conclusions 
reached from the experiments with fixation during head movements: 
compensation is excellent during active head movements, whether the 
fixated target is stationary or moving. 

To confirm the findings in Maryland for a stationary target 
independently, we also determined the gain of compensatory eye 
movements without a moving target with the apparatus in Rotterdam. 
The results are summarized in Table 5. Three emmetropic subjects 
made, at the end of the pursuit session, voluntary head movements 
somewhat similar to the pseudo-random target motion they had 
pursued before. Gain and phase were calculated for four frequency 
ranges. With the fixation spot present the effective gain (corrected 
for non-coincidence of eye and head rotational axes) was within 
1 or 2% of unity. The remaining gaze instabilities were of the same 
order of magnitude as found in the Maryland experiments. The phase 
lags deviated by maximally 60 from the ideal value of 1800 at the 
highest frequencies, which corresponds to a delay of about 5 ms. 

Due to the vicinity of the target (0.8 m) such good compensation 
required the eye movements to be larger than the head movements. 
This is reflected in the gain of the subsequently measured VOR in 
the dark (inclusive any contribution by the cervico-ocular reflex). 
As shown in Table 5, all nominal VOR gain values were in excess of 
unity, possibly due to adaptation to the close target in the 
previous trials. The additional instruction to fixate an imagined 
stationary target caused a slight further elevation of the gain 
(Table 5). 
GENERAL CONCLUSIONS 
The present results suggest the following answers to the questions 
formulated at the end of the Introduction: 

-OKN is largely controlled by the central retina. Stimulation of 
a central sector of 200 produces almost normal OKN whereas a 
complementary peripheral stimulus excluding the central retina 
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results in a strongly decreased OKN. A similar decrease was 
found in a patient with a central scotoma. 

-A stationary structured background slows smooth pursuit down 
by 20 - 30%. The deficit is supplemented by saccades and the 
overall accuracy of pursuit is unaffected. 

-Compensation by the VOR during active head movements is excel
lent in the light and almost as good in the dark. Deviation 
from unity gain in the light does not exceed a few percent. 

-Adaptation of the VOR in the light and in the dark to changes 
in visual magnification factor up to 36% is very fast. The 
changes have a time constant of 10 min or less and are virtu
ally complete within 30 min. 

-The quality of pursuit and even the details of the retinal 
trajectory of the image of the target are identical in the 
absence and presence of active head movements. The latter only 
extend the useful pursuit range. 
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GAZE FIXATION AND PURSUIT IN HEAD FREE HUMAN INFANTS 

A. ROUCOUX, C. CULEE and M. ROUCOUX (Laboratoire de Neuro
physiologie, University of Louvain, Brussels, Belgium) 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Vision plays a major role in the organization of the human 
newborn behavior. Many observations show that soon after 
birth, the infant manifests interest for his visual surroun
dings (Bower, 1966; Brazelton et aI, 1966; Barten et aI, 
1971; Fantz et aI, 1975, Haith et aI, 1977; Miranda et aI, 
1977; Dubowitz et aI, 1980; Banks and Salapatek, 1981). 
In some studies visual target fixation saccades have simply 
been counted (Kessen et aI, 1972; Aslin and Salapatek, 1975; 
Salapatek et aI, 1980). 
Other authors more quantitatively analyzed eye movements 
with D.C. E.O.G. recording. The observations were done with 
head fixed (Dayton et aI, 1964;Kremenitzer et aI, 1979) or 
head free with a monitoring of head movements (Trevarthen 
and Tursky, 1969; Tronick and Clanton, 1971) .It is shown in 
the head fixed situation (Dayton et aI, 1964) that no smooth 
pursuit exists before two months of age for a target moving 
at 16°/sec. Kremenitzer (1979) ,in a similar experimental 
situation demonstrates that three days old babies display 
smooth pursuit of targets moving slower than 14°/sec. The 
periods of smooth pursuit however do not exceed 15% of the 
total time during which infants pay attention to the target. 
Trevarthen and Tursky (1969) and Tronick and Clanton (1971) 
also recorded head movements but give few quantitative data 
about eye-head coordination mechanisms in smooth pursuit or 
saccadic movements and their evolution with age. 
The present study is a first attempt to quantify eye and 
head movements during pursuit or rapid shifts of gaze in in
fants and analyze their evolution with age. 

2. METHODS 
Data obtained in four infants (three boys and one girl) are 
reported here. The subjects were full-term babies free of any 
perinatal problem and judged normal by routine neurological 
examination. Recording sessions were conducted while the in
fants were alert in state 3 or 4 according to Prechtls' s scale 
of alertness (Prechtl and Benteima, 1964): subjects are awake, 
eyes open, moving spontaneously. Sessions were stopped if 
fussing or crying occured. Horizontal eye movements were re
corded by electrooculography. Two Beckman miniature electro
des were placed each at an outer canthus. Signals were sent 
to D.C. coupled amplifiers. A small coil was also affixed 
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to the mid-forehead in order to record head movements by the 
magnetic field technique (Roucoux et aI, 1980). The subject 
sat with his (her) head at the center of the field coils, on 
his (her) mother's lap, head and trunk resting against the 
mother's body, inclined backward at about 30° from the verti
cal (Casaer and Akiyama, 1973). The baby's trunk was slightly 
restrained by the mother, leaving arms and legs free. The mot
her herself sat on a chair supporting the coils. Targets con
sisting of black and white "Mickey's" heads subtending angle of 
ten to two degrees were rear-projected onto a tangent trans
lucent screen placed at a distance of 80cm from the infant's 
eyes. Targets could be moved horizontally by means of a gal
vanometer-mounted mirror. Eye, head and target positions were 
stored on magnetic tape. Eye movement signal was calibrated 
by presenting the target respectively at 0, 15 and 30° to the 
left or to the right, visually observing the subject's sacca
des, and noting on the tape, the moments at which he (she) 
appeared to fixate. A mean of the voltages corresponding to 
a serie of successful fixations was taken as calibration. 
Head movement calibration was done with a dummy coil. Gaze 
position in space was obtained by summing suitably calibrated 
eye and head position signals. 

3. RESULTS 
3.1. Fixation saccades 
Contrary to the adult, infants fixate peripheral targets by 
means of several successive hypometric saccades. The number 
of saccades increases with the eccentricity of the target and 
progressively decreases with age. The acquisition of targets 
by one saccade is realized at eight weeks for targets situa
ted at 15°, at twelve weeks for eccentricities of 30° and 
still later for 45 degrees. The latency of eye saccades is 
much larger than in the adult until one year of age (400ms 
versus 200 ms) . 
Fig. 1 illustrates fixation saccades aimed at a 15 degrees 
target. At five weeks two or even three successive saccades 
are made. At eight and twelve weeks, two saccades are still 
sometimes present. At twelve months, the pattern becomes 
adult-like. For this eccentricity, head movements are almost 
absent. 
Fig. 2 shows the different fixation patterns for 30 degrees 
targets. At five weeks, three to four saccades are made, 
one or two at eight and twelve weeks and only one at twelve 
months. For this eccentricity, head moves slightly and an 
adequate compensating movement is seen on the eye's trace 
for all ages. 
On fig. 3 are shown the patterns for 45° fixations. At five 
weeks, this target is apparently not perceived and not fixa
ted. At eight weeks, two or three saccades are made. At twel
ve weeks, subject J.B. grossly undershoots the target by ma
king only two small saccades. At twelve months, the whole 
pattern is close to that exhibited by the adult as illustra
ted (C.C.) for comparison. The coordinated head movement is 
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Fig. 1. Eye and head fixation movements made by infants at 
different ages for a target eccentricity of 15 degrees. 
Hh: horizontal head movement; Eh: horizontal eye movement; 
Gh: horizontal gaze (Eh + Hh); Th: horizontal displacement 
of the target. The amplitude calibration is valid for all 
traces. 
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Fig. 2. Eye and head fixation movements made by infants at 
different ages for a target eccentricity of 30 degrees. 
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JB.12weeks M.M. 12 months c.c. 26 years 
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Fig. 3. Eye and head fixation movements made by infants of 
different ages for a target eccentricity of 45 degrees. The 
adult pattern (C. c.) is shown for comparison. 

is noticeably larger for this eccentricity and the adequate 
compensatory eye movement present in all cases except at 
eight weeks in some cases. 

3.2. Smooth pursuit 
From five weeks on, babies are able to smoothly pursue a 
visual target, provided that its velocity is low enough. 

Hh 

Eh 

Gh 

Th 

11"0 

JL. 5 weeks 

231. 1J.·'s 

Fig. 4. Eye and head pursuit movements made by an infant of 
five weeks at different velocities. 
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With age, the maximum velocity of smooth pursuit increases. 
At one year, pursuit capacities are still lower than in the 
adult. In the youngest subjects we have tested so far (five 
weeks) almost 100% of the time the baby pays attention to 
the target, is occupied by smooth tracking with both head 
and eye for an llo/sec. velocity. Corrective eye saccades 
are small and rare. When target velocity increases up to 
23°/sec., eye saccades appear more frequently. Their ampli
tude also increases . They are interspersed with smooth pur
suit, the velocity of which is most of the time too small. 
Head movement is smooth. At 44°/sec., smooth head-eye move
ments have almost disappeared. Instead fixations can be ob
served interrupted by visually very large saccades (up to 
60 degrees). These large saccades are always synchronous 
with rapid head movements. At this velocity, head pursuit 
is virtually absent. 

lL. 8 weeks 

-

13·/5 39·/5 45·/5 
25 

Fig.5. Eye and head pursuit movements made by an infant of 
eight weeks at different velocities. 

At eight weeks (fig.5) pursuit capacities improve: at 39 
and 45°/sec. smooth pursuit eyes movements very rarely match 
target velocity and thus corrective saccades are frequent. 
Head movements are smooth. 
At one year (fig.6) smooth pursuit becomes almost adequate 
at 45°/sec. At 55°/sec., adequate smooth pursuit is still 
present for short periods of time, though quite large sac
cades appear. Head movement is most of the time smooth but 
its velocity adapts slowly to target velocity changes. By 
comparison, the adult performance is illustrated on fig. 7. 
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MM. 12 months 

15·'s 45·'s 55·'s 

Fig. 6. Eue and head pursuit movements made by an infant 
of twelve months at different velocities. 

e.e. 26 years 
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Fig. 7. Eye and head pursuit movements made by an adult at 
different velocities. 

] 30· 

Note that half the amplitude of the movement is accomplished 
by the head, the other half by the eye in the orbit. 
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4. DISCUSSION 
This preliminary study of eye and head movements in infants 
has been focused on two types of gaze movements: fixation 
saccades and pursuit. 

4.1. Fixation saccades 
Though it has previously been shown that infants already 
very early display saccadic eye motility, few quantifications 
have been done. Moreover the contribution of the head in this 
behavior has never been investigated. 
Our main conclusion is that in young infants (five weeks) , 
visual fixation can be elicited in a range of about 30 de
grees from the midline. This fixation is accomplished by se
veral small and hypometric saccades. With age, both the ex
tent of the visuo-motor field and the amplitude of the indi
vidual saccade increase. Aslin and Salapatek (1975) have 
shown a limitation of the visuomotor field to about 30 de
grees for ages of one to two months. Macfarlane et al. (1976) 
measure a field of 25 degrees for their neonatal group and 
35 degrees for seven weeks old subjects. Also in accordance 
with our findings is the observation (Aslin and Salapatek, 
1975) of multiple saccades, the number of which increases 
with the eccentricity of the target. The appearance of the
se multiple saccades is thus not caused by a restriction of 
head movements as hypothesized by Macfarlane et al (1976). 
The longer than adult latency of fixations has also been des
cribed by Aslin and Salapatek (1975). We did not however 
made a detailed analysis of this value nor of its variation 
with target eccentricity or age. Our data reveal that, from 
a few weeks on, the eye-head coordination during orienting 
or fixation movements seem basically similar to that of the 
adult (Bartz, 1966): almost all fixations are executed by a 
combined eye-head rotation, the head movement is slower than 
the eye saccade and gaze is stabilized at the end of the sac
cade by a compensating movement most probably of vestibular 
origin (Dichgans et al, 1974). 

4.2. Pursuit 
Our results show that infants, from the age of five weeks 
are able to smoothly pursue a moving visual target of a size 
of a few degrees with a combined eye-head pattern similar 
to that of the adult. What characterizes the improvement of 
performance with age is an increase of the highest gaze ve
locity attainable. These results are in disagreement with 
studies taking the functional immaturity of the fovea during 
the first month as the cause of an inability to pursue 
smoothly (Dayton et al, 1964; Bronson, 1974). Kremenitzer 
et al (1979) however, demonstrated the presence of smooth 
pursuit in newborns aged of three to five days. These move
ments are rare (15% of the total time) and slow ( <15°/S). 
Our data show that, in older infants (one month), pursuit 
is present 100% of the time the baby pays attention to the 
target, for similar velocities. The improvement of pursuing 
ability, howev.er is slow and progressive with age. At one 
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year, performance is still lower than in the adult. In the 
first weeks of life however, the infant capabilities improve 
rather rapidly. Our data would favor the hypothesis according 
to which the central retina, soon after birth, already pos
sesses some functional specialization (Lewis and Maurer, 
1980). They also suggest that the physiological development 
of the foveal zone is progressive. Moreover, it appears from 
our records, that the eye-head coordination pattern during 
smooth pursuit does not change qualitatively with age. At a 
few weeks already, infants are able to "suppress" their 
vestibulo-ocular reflex in order to realize combined eye and 
head smooth pursuit movements. Only when velocity passes 
beyond a certain value does an "afoveate" pattern appear 
(smooth head movement accompanied by a serie of eye saccades, 
Collewijn, 1977). Another interesting phenomenon is that, 
although unable to make large fixation saccades, the young 
infant can exhibit very large saccades during high velocity 
pursuit attempts, always synchronous with rather fast head 
movements. The tight linkage between eye and head, also, 
is a characteristic of afoveate animals. 
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1. Introduction 
If a human observer is presented with a target moving at 
constant speed he can, almost within a single reaction 
time period, "lock" onto this target and start to track 
with virtually no retinal slip. This ability is difficult 
to explain if one considers the pursuit system merely as 
a simple servo mechanism responding to velocity and 
position errors (Young, 1971). Therefore a variety of 
alternative mechanisms have been invoked, among them many 
which invol ve some form of "prediction". Vossius and 
Werner (1969) for example have proposed an extrapolating 
prediction, based on a Taylor expansion of current target 
movement into future. They and others (e.g. 
Eckmiller,1978) had observed that the smooth pursuit 
response can "bridge" short gaps of target presentation. 
Before the idea of predictive extrapolation can be 
pursued however, it needs a quantitative experimental 
basis. As a step toward such a basis the present report 
considers the smooth pursuit component that remains when 
a moving target is suddenly removed from sight. 

2. Methods 
In a first series of experiments a highly predictable 
pattern of target movement was used. The target consisted 
of a light spot (diameter 1/4 deg), rear projected onto a 
translucent tangent screen. At regular intervals it moved 
from right to left and vice versa with constant velocity 
over an angular distance of 40 deg .The velocity (5,10, 
or 20 deg/sec) remained the same throughout an 
experimental session. Between moves there was a pause of 
constant length during which the target made two small 
up-and-down movements which helped the observer to 
synchronize his response with the next horizontal 
movement. During about 40 % of all moves the target was 
blanked for various time periods leaving the observer in 
complete darkness. The blanking periods were random with 
regard to their occurrence, their length, and their 
position along the target track. In some experiments they 
could start right at the beginning of the target 
movement. Observers were instructed to "track the 
horizontal target movement as accurately as possible" and 
to "continue tracking, if the target disappears, so as to 
be right on target when it reappears". Four observers 
participated in this series,among them the two authors. 

The observers' eye movements were recorded by means of a 
suction lens with embedded induction coil (Collewijn et 
al, 1975) and stored on computer tape, together with tar-
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get position and blanking signals. Using interactive 
computer software all saccadic components were then 
removed and replaced by a linear interpolation of the 
smoot~ movement before and after the saccade. After 
removal of the saccades the eye position curves were 
averaged, separately for each blanking condition. By 
digitally differentiating these averages, average smooth 
velocity curves were obtained. 

3. Results 

3.1 Survey 
The observers who all were familiar with the basic 
aspects of smooth and saccadic eye movements felt quite 
uncertain about their tracking performance during 
blanking periods. They noticed the increased number and 
size of saccadic eye movements occurring in the dark, but 
were generally surprised to see, at the conclusion of a 
recording session, the considerable amount of smooth 
velocity they had continued to produce between saccades. 
This continued smooth velocity component was obvious 
already in the very first trials of an experimental 
session. 
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Figure 1. Example of 
smooth pursuit res
ponse to a target mo
vement of 10 deg/sec. 
Dashed curves,average 
(n=20) of trials 
without blanking of 
target ("NORMAL"). 
Continuous curves, 
trials (n=8) with 
blanking ("DARK"). E, 
desaccadized eye po
sition ("smooth eye 
position"). ~, smooth 
velocity. T, target 
position; dotted seg
ment indicates blan
king period. VD%, ve
locity in trials with 
blanking normalized 
to velocity without 
blanking. TDE, du
ration of fast ini
tial decay of velo
city ("decay time"). 
VSP, residual velo
city at beginning of 
"plateau period". 
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A typical profile of averaged smooth velocity is shown in 
Fig.1. After blanking the smooth velocity initially 
undergoes a sudden and steep decay. The velocity does not 
reduce to zero however, but stabilizes at a new level. 
This level represents what we call the "residual 
velocity". The residual velocity either remains almost 
constant while the blanking period continues, or declines 
slowly as in the example shown in Fig.1. The near 
constancy of the residual velocity becomes particularly 
clear if it is normalized to the velocity in trials 
without blanking (trace VD% in Fig. 1). Velocity profiles 
of the type shown in Fig.1 which are characterized by an 
initial fast deceleration and a subsequent "plateau" of 
slow or no velocity changes were by far the most frequent 
to occur (62%). In other cases the velocity showed no 
well defined transition between fast decay and subsequent 
plateau (12%) or declined along an exponential curve 
(9%). However, all observed velocity patterns appear to 
be variants of a same basic scheme and do not constitue 
truely different entities. Target velocity and blanking 
conditions (period of visible target movement preceding 
blanking) had no obvious effect upon their frequency of 
occurrence. The only exception are trials where the 
target was blanked right at the beginning of its 
movement; they will be considered separately. 

3.2 Initial decay of velocity 
The decay time, TDE (cf.Fig.1), of each observer had a 
constant value which was independent of the velocity 
decrement associated with the initial period of fast 
deceleration. It had mean values (standard deviations) of 
191 (70), 258 (32), and 280 (91) msec in three of our 
observers. (No reliable value can be given for the 4th 
observer who had participated in only one experiment and 
tended to have an exponential decay). The decay time 
being constant, the magnitude of deceleration was 
proportional to the velocity decrement. The decelerations 
resulting from blanking were larger in magnitude than the 
initial accelerations in response to the start of the 
target movement. The average (across observers) 
acceleration during velocity increments from 0 to 8.6 
deg/sec, for example, was 18.5 deg/sec , while the 
average deceleration associated with a 8.6 deg/sec drop 
of the velocity after blanking, was 34.5 deg/sec A 
comparison to the pursuit decelerations that result if an 
always visible target suddenly slows down is not 
available, at present. We feel however that these 
decelerations would not be faster than those observed in 
responses to blanking. This would imply that, after 
blanking, the smooth velocity behaves as if the observer 
had actually seen the target slow down to the residual 
velocity. 
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3.3 Residual velocity 
The direction of the residual velocity was identical to 
that of the target movement. This was true also for small 
target velocities (5 deg/sec). Therefore drift phenomena, 
such as spontaneous vestibular nystagmus, are not at the 
origin of the residual smooth movement; they would result 
in an unidirectional movement. Furthermore, the magnitude 
of the residual velocity clearly is a function of target 
velocity. This was established by measuring ~VD%0.7", the 
normalized residual velocity occurring 700 msec after the 
beginning of the fast velocity decay (or approximately 
450 msec after its end). VD%0.7 was considered to be 
representative of the initial part of the plateau period. 
Examined as a function of target velocity, VD%0.7 was 
approximately constant in all three observers who had 
partipated in experiments with different velocities. 
Thus, the normalized residual velocity appears to be 
independent of target velocity, at least in the velocity 
range explored in the present experiments (5-20 deg/sec). 

The normalized residual velocities obtained at different 
target velocities were pooled, therefore, and used to 
construct an average time course of the velocity during 
blanking for each of the observers (Fig.2 ) . The leftmost 
point of each of the individual curves shown in Fig.2 
represents the instant at which the velocity begins to 
deviate from its normal profile. The second point marks 
the end of the fast decay period, and the following 
points give the velocity measured at constant intervals 
from the beginning of the deviation. The curves confirm 
the qualitative impression that the residual velocity 
following the fast decay period is only slowly declining. 
Averaged across observers the normalized residual 
velocity approximately had a value of 60% at the outset 
of the plateau period. 
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Fig.2 Time course of the normalized residual velocity. 
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3.4 Blanking at beginning of target movement 
A closer inspection of the velocity profiles from all 
experiments revealed that, quite regularly, the smooth 
movement had started prior to the actual target movement 
despite the fact that the target still was seen to be 
stationary in the horizontal direction (cf.Figs.l&3) .The 
lead time of the smooth movement ranged from 50 to 200 
msec. In order to investigate for how long a time period 
this truely predictive generation of smooth "pursuit" can 
be maintained, we had the target disappear in synchrony 
with the onset of its horizontal movement in some 
experiments. Although no target movement could be 
perceived in this situation, the observers continued to 
accelerate their smooth movement along the same velocity 
profile as when responding to the start of an always 
visible target movement (Fig.3). Only 200 to 300 msec 
after the - invisible - start of the target movement 
began the velocity to deviate from its normal profile and 
to decelerate for a short period of time. Thereafter 
there was even another, albeit slower, period of 
acceleration with still no target movement being visible. 
Thus the predictive generation of a known velocity 
profile can be sustained for up to 500 msec (= 200 msec 
lead time + 300 msec period of continuing acceleration). 
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Figure 3. Example of 
predictive smooth 
pursuit movement in 
trials whith blanking 
synchronous to start 
of target movement. 
Same presentation as 
in Fig. 1. 
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4. Conclusions 
The residual velocity occurring after blanking is 
suggestive of nystagmus aftereffects. Besides the well 
known optokinetic afternystagmus, also a pursuit 
afternystagmus (PAN) has been reported (Muratore and Zee, 
1979). The time course and the normalized velocity 
("gain") of PAN are compatible with those of the residual 
velocity. However, in order to induce PAN, long periods 
(2 min) of unidirectional smooth pursuit have been used 
while the residual velocity is seen after very brief 
periods of tracking already. This does not preclude a 
link between the two phenomena. If one interpretes PAN as 
the output of a storage mechanism which is slowly charged 
by a prolonged pursuit movement, then the residual 
velocity could well result from a rapid charging of the 
storage mechanism by a predictor of target movement. The 
smooth acceleration observed in the absence of a visible 
target movement demonstrates that prediction exists 
indeed and that it can be translated into appropriate 
motor commands. Among its benefits is certainly the 
possibility to synchronize the pursuit movement with 
known regularities of the target movement. 

We consider our results compatible with the idea that the 
structure controlling the smooth pursuit response 
contains an integrating component which can be charged by 
a predictor of future target movement, to a value 
equivalent to at least 60% of the predicted velocity. In 
case of slow target movements this may indeed help to 
reduce retinal slip and yet to operate the system at low 
open loop gain without danger of uncontrolled 
oscillations. 
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BIPHASIC AFTEREFFECTS OF VESTIBULAR STIMULI, OPTOKINETIC 
NYSTAGMUS AND PURSUIT - CO~10N INTEGRATORS ? 

J. Dichgans and E. Koenig 
(Neurological Clinic, University of Tlibingen, W.-Germany) 

SUHHARY 
Primary (phase I) and secondary (phase II - opposite in 
direction) afternystagmus after vestibular, optokinetic 
and pursuit stimuli of different duration and velocity 
were quantitatively studied in humans to determine the 
charge and discharge characteristics of the underlying 
central storage mechanisms. Three different storage me
chanisms were identified: 1. A common integrator for the 
vestibular and the retinal periphery dependent optokine
tic system gives rise to optokinetic afternystagmus I and 
prolongs the decay of vestibular afternystagmus I. Its 
vestibular charge is fast and the OKN charge slower 
(30 s). It discharges within 1 min and is related to 
storage of ego motion sensation. 2. An integrating 
mechanism for pursuit with a rapid charge (2 s) and a 
fast discharge (10 s) stores a velocity signal concerning 
object motion possibly playing a role in prediction of 
pursuit. 3. Secondary afternystagmus is a common feature 
of vestibular stimuli and prolonged optokinetic and pur
suit stimulation. It shows rapid charge for vestibular 
and slower charge for OKN and pursuit stimuli, but slow 
discharge after vestibular and visual stimuli. Its gain 
is lower than the one of primary vestibular, optokinetic 
and pursuit afternystagmus. The secondary nystagmus in
tegrator is independent of whether or not nystagmus occurs 
during stimulation. Its inputs seem to bypass the phase 
I integrator. 

INTRODUCTION 
Whereas secondary vestibular (VAN II) and secondary opto
kinetic afternystagmus (OKAN II) are well known for a 
long time, the underlying mechanisms are still not com
pletely understood. In recent years efforts in the ana
lysis of the optokinetic and vestibular systems have 
centered on primary vestibular (VAN I-per- and postrota
tory) and primary optokinetic afternystagmus (OKAN I). 
Similar characteristics of the two phenomena led to the 
assumption of a common storage mechanism (Cohen et al., 
1977; Raphan et al., 1979). There is good evidence that 
this common integration is achieved in the brainstem 
involving the vestibular nuclei (Dichgans and Brandt, 
1972; Waespe and Henn, 1977). The vestibular nuclei re
ceive inputs from the vestibular endorgans as well as 
from the retina. Optokinetic input is effective whenever 
large field motion is seen. Since secondary nystagmus of 
reversed direction is also observed after both kinds of 
stimulation when applied in isolation and shows similar 
characteristics, it is tempting to assume a common in
tegrator also for secondary nystagmus (Waespe et al., 
1978). The latter may represent an adaptational process 
to counteract primary vestibular and optokinetic 

Roucoux, A. and Crommelinck, M. (eds.): Physiological and Pathological Aspects of Eye Movements. 
© 1982, Dr W. Junk Publishers, The Hague, Boston, London. ISBN-13: 978-94-009-8002-0 
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FIGURE 1. Stimuli applied and typical characteristics of 
afternystagmus observed (continuous lines), reduction of 
vestibular afternystagmus I by intermittent fixation of 
a stationary horizon (dotted line), long lasting secondary 
optokinetic and pursuit afternystagmus (dashed lines) af
ter prolonged optokinetic and pursuit stimulation. 

afternystagmus. Previous studies (Mackensen, Rudolf, 
1962; Brandt et al., 1974; Koenig, Dichgans, 1981) however 
indicated that secondary nystagmus (VAN II and OKAN II) 
are not dependent on the actual occurrence of nystagmus, 
but are a response to the stimulus itself. In this paper 
we compare primary and secondary nystagmus after vesti
bular, optokinetic and pursuit stimulation, and the ef
fects of fixation during these stimuli to determine the 
characteristics of primary and secondary nystagmus and 
their possible interdependence. 

METHODS 
4 subjects were seated on a rotatory chair with their 
heads in a headrest. The chair was surrounded by a cy
lindrical drum which could be rotated about the same axis. 
Both chair and drum could be rotated independently or 
coupled at servo controlled velocities up to 180 o/s and 
accelerations up to 18 0/S2. Eye movements were recorded 
by electrooculography using d-c coupling. They were 
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calibrated using voluntary saccades between each trial. 
Horizontal and vertical eye movements as well as drum 
and chair acceleration and signals monitoring on and 
off of both drum illumination and the fixation target 
were recorded on paper charts. 
Vestibular stimuli (Fig. la) consisted of chair accele
rations of 18 0/S2 for 10 s in the dark. Deceleration of 
the chair was initiated after 4-5 min, when VAN II had 
definitely ceased. 
To test the influence of fixation-suppression on vesti
bular nystagmus (Fig. la, dotted line) chair and drum 
were coupled and accelerated simultaneously. At the end 
of the acceleration the drum was illuminated for inter
vals of 2, 5, 10, 20, 30 sand 1, 2, 3 min presenting 
the "stationary" inner wall of the drum to the subject. 
The inner wall of the drum was covered with 48 alternat
ing black and white stripes (7.5° wide) and a small band 
at eye level covered with coloured comic strip figures 
as an additional foveal stimulus. 
To study the influence of full field optokinetic stimu
lation (stimulating both the pursuit and the large field 
dependent OKN-system simultaneously, Fig. lb) only the 
drum was rotated at velocities of 30, 90 and 180 o/s and 
illuminated for intervals of 2, 10, 30 sand 1, 3 and 
15 min. 
To test the pursuit system in isolation (Fig. ld) single 
target stimulation was achieved by means of 8 LEDs moun
ted on the inner wall of the drum at eye level at equal 
distances of 45°. LEDs in the peripheral visual field 
were masked, leaving an aperture of 60° width in front of 
the subject, so that only 1 faintly lit spot was visible 
for 3/4 of the stimulus duration (45/60) and 2 light 
spots for the remaining time to elicit a refixation sac
cade. Subjects were asked to attentively pursue both the 
full field and single target stimulus. 
To test fixation-suppression of OKN (Fig.lc)andof pursuit 
(not shown) subjects were asked to fixate a stationary 
light spot mounted immediately in front of the wall of 
the drum. 
Eye movements were analyzed manually. All data mentioned 
in the result section refer to average values of the 4 
subjects tested. 

RESULTS 
Pure vestibular stimulation (Fig. la) by a body accelera
tion of 18 0/S2 elicited a maximum slow phase velocity 
(SPV) of primary vestibular nystagmus (VAN I) of approxi
mately 90 o/s (gain 0.5) which decayed on the average 
within 37 s (cumulative amplitude 1150°). After a pause 
of about 10 s, secondary vestibular afternystagmus 
(VAN II) started and slowly increased in velocity reach
ing a maximum of approximately 7 o/s 1 min after the end 
of the vestibular stimulus. Then VAN II slowly decayed 
and ceased on the average 175 s after the termination of 
the body acceleration. Cumulative amplitude of VAN II 
averaged 635°. 
Fixation after the end of the vestibular stimulus (Fig. 
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FIGURE 2. Duration of optokinetic afternystagmus I and 
II after different durations of (a) OKN or (b) fixation
suppression of OKN with three different stimulus veloci
ties (30,90,180 o/s). 

1a, dotted line) leads to a rapid decrease of SPV of 
VAN I. After an intermittent fixation of the stationary 
scene VAN I reappears (after fixation periods of up to 
20 s), but does not reach the. SPV of VAN I without prior 
fixation at the corresponding time. VAN I ceases some
what earlier after fixation (29 s after stimulus termina
tion). The duration and cumulative amplitude of VAN II 
was not reduced by prior fixation, but instead was some
what larger with the shorter fixation intervals (up to 
30 s). Pilot experiments showed that even the presence 
of the stationary horizon throughout the acceleration 
phase did not affect VAN II. 
Full field optokinetic stimulation leads to afternystagmus 
(OKAN I) even after short stimulus durations of 2 s (ave
rage initial SPV just after lights off about 20 o/s). 
OK AN I increases with stimulus durations up to 1 min 
(average cumulative amplitude 170°, maximally 250° with 
t~e 90 o/s stimulus, Fig. 2a). And so does the initial 
Spy of OKAN I (average 28 °/ 8 after 30 s of stimulation). 
OKA~ I duration increases with low stimulus velocities 
(30 o/s) up to 15 min of stimulus duration (average 70 s), 
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FIGURE 3. Duration of pursuit afternystagmus I and II 
after different durations of (a) pursuit or (b) fixation
suppression of pursuit with three different stimulus ve
locities (30, 90,180 o/s). 

but decreases with high stimulus velocities lasting only 
5 s after a 15 min stimulation at 180 o/s. The average 
duration of OK AN I with all stimulus velocities and du
rations was about 30 s. OKAN II may be observed if sti
muli last for more than 10 s. Its duration (up to 155 s 
after the 180 o/s stimulus) and cumulative amplitude (up 
to 724°) increase with stimulus speed and duration up to 
the longest stimulus tested (15 min, Fig. 2 a). 
Suppression of OKN throughout full field stimulation re
duces OKAN I, but does not abolish it (Fig. 2b). The 
maximum of SPV of OKAN I no longer occurs immediately 
after lights off. Instead, SPV increases slowly over se
veral seconds indicating an outlasting effect of the 
prior fixation. After optokinetic stimulation of 3 and 
15 min OK AN I may be missing. Again OKAN II does not 
start immediately after switching the lights off, but 
rises slowly over about 10 s and lasts up to 80 s. 
Pursuit stimulation by only one (and intermittently two) 
small moving targets elicits PAN I (pursuit afternystagmus 
I) and after prolonged stimulation PAN II (Fig. 1d). Even 
though, according to most of the literature, one would 
not easily assume a convergence to the visual-vestibular 
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PAN I AND II AFTER STIMULATION FOR 3min (90·/s) 

a) PURSUIT 

b) FIXATION 

'sec 
20"1-

LED OFF t 

FIGURE 4. a) Original recording of primary and secondary 
pursuit afternystagmus after 3 min of pursuit with 90 o/s 
stimulus velocity, b) original recording of eye movements 
after the same stimulus as in a), but with fixation sup
pression of pursuit. 

integrator, storage is indicated by a short lasting PAN I 
(average cumulative amplitude 45 0 after the 1 min sti
mulus, up to 65 0 after 1 min of stimulation with 180 o/s, 
Fig. 3a). The initial SPV of PAN I reaches about 30 o/s 
after 2 s stimuli and a maximum of about 39 o/s after 30 s 
of stimulation. PAN II reaches an average cumulative am
plitude of 45 0 after 3 min of stimulation (original re
cording in Fig. 4a). Pursuit afternystagmus seems to be 
elicited by the repetitive tracking and not by the visual 
stimulus, e.g. it is probably an oculomotor aftereffect. 
The latter statement was suggested by the results of pre
senting the identical pursuit stimulus and suppressing 
pursuit by fixation of a stationary target. In this case 
almost invariably neither primary nor secondary after
nystagmus were observed (Fig. 4b). Rarely, however, the 
1 or 2 light spots moving across the retina during fixa
tion were able to elicit a slight selfmotion sensation, 
then a very weak afternystagmus was occasionally seen 
(Fig. 3b). 
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FIGURE 5. Charge and discharge of afternystagmus (con
tinuous lines) as well as the suggested charge and dis
charge properties of the underlying central integrating 
mechanisms (interrupted lines) and the cupula (dotted 
lines in a). 

DISCUSSION 
The results of aftereffects of vestibular, optokinetic 
and pursuit stimulation, as well as fixation suppression, 
may help to understand some of the basic characteristics 
of the underlying storage mechanisms. The results and 
some of the interpretations suggested are graphically 
presented in Fig. 5. This figure schematically depicts 
data on the temporal summation (charge) within the neu
ral mechanisms responsible for afternystagmus (on the 
left) as well as on their discharge characteristics (on 
the right). 
Vestibular stimulation (Fig. Sa) leads to a cupula de
flection which slowly decays after the termination of 
acceleration. During the decay three mechanisms contri
bute to vestibular nystagmus: 1. The slowly decaying 
cupula deflection modulates the discharge rate for about 
20 s throughout its return phase (time constant 7 s, 
Fernandez, Goldberg, 1971; Blittner, Waespe, 1981). 
2. A storage mechanism in the vestibular nuclei storing 
activity of the peripheral nerve (throughout the accele
ration and the cupula return phase) prolongs primary 

3' 
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vestibular afternystagmus beyond the termination of 
cupula return (Buettner, Buttner, 1979; Raphan et al., 
1979). 3. The activity of the storage mechanism forming 
the basis of primary afternystagmus, however, outlasts 
VAN I. The slow rise of VAN II (the result of a second 
integrator with an opposite effect) seems to be due to 
the vanishing counteraction of this storage. It must be 
noted that the observed nystagmus up to this point in
variably results from the probably linear interaction 
of two mutually counteractive storage mechanisms, the 
VAN I and OKAN I storage in the vestibular nuclei 
(vestibular nucleus integrator) and the storage respon
sible for secondary nystagmus (secondary integrator). 
The latter is active throughout the primary phase, but 
initially,is outweighed by the higher charged, but 
faster decaying vestibular nucleus integrator. The 
vestibular nucleus integrator may be discharged by fixa
tion of a stationary target or scene (Collins, 1968; 
Raphan et al., 1979; Buettner, Buttner, 1979; Koenig, 
Dichgans, 1981). Primary vestibular neurons which are 
not modulated by optokinetic inputs (Keller, 1976; 
Buttner, Waespe, 1981) however are obviously not affected 
by fixation, as they seem to recharge the vestibular 
nucleus integrator throughout the cupula return phase 
(Cohen et al., 1981; Koenig, Dichgans, 1981). Recharging 
was seen up to 20 s after the end of acceleration. 
Full field optokinetic stimulation (Fig. 5b) leads to 
a rather rapid charge of a storage mechanism. The amount 
of charge after different stimulus durations can be in
ferred from the initial SPV of afternystagmus and is 
schematically shown in Fig. 5b. Most of the charge is 
accumulated within the first 2 s (in contrast to Cohen 
et al., 1981) who used an optokinetic stimulus without 
our features to improve foveal pursuit. The maximum, 
however, was reached also in our experiments after 30 s 
of stimulation. The slight drop of the initial SPV of 
OKAN with long stimulus durations is interpreted as the 
consequence of the slow build up of charge in the coun
teractive secondary integrator. The decay of OKAN I shows 
similar properties to that of VAN I, if one takes into 
account that the input from the semicircular canals 
throughout the cupula return phase is missing (Raphan et 
al., 1979). OKAN I lasts about 30 s, the discharge of the 
underlying storage mechanism again is supposed to last 
until OKAN II has reached its maximum (about 1 min after 
stimulus termination). So the data conform with the hypo
thesis of a common storage mechanism for OKAN I and VAN I 
(Raphan et al., 1979). 
Pursuit afternystagmus I (PAN I, Fig. 5d) first demonstra
ted by Muratore and Zee (1979) and as an oculomotor af
tereffect in a different optokinetic paradigm by Brandt 
et al. (1974) shows about the same initial SPV as OKAN I 
(similar charge characteristics), but a much more rapid 
decay thereafter. The initial SPV reaches about the same 
high level after 2 s of stimulation and then still in
creases somewhat to a maximum after 30 s. The initial 
fast rise may be the correlate of a prediction mechanism 
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for pursuit, the latter segment suggests a slow build up 
of charge independent of prediction. The fact that dura
tion and cumulative amplitude of PAN I amount to only 
30 % of that of OK AN I is inconclusive with respect to 
the question whether PAN I and OKAN I are driven by the 
same integrator. The same initial SPV, but the much 
shorter duration of PAN I however suggest two different 
discharge time constants and therefore two mechanisms. 
The experiment of Brandt et al. (1974) proves that both 
the retinal periphery dependent OK AN (vestibular nucleus) 
integrator and the pursuit integrator may be charged in
dependently. During full field optokinetic stimulation 
both integrating mechanisms are charged simultaneously. 
The pursuit integrator stores activity related to slow 
eye movements (slow phase of nystagmus or pursuit) when 
those are repetitively elicited into one direction, the 
vestibular nucleus integrator stores motion information 
either from the vestibular or the visual system (predo
minantly from the retinal periphery) . 
The independent existence of a sUbsystem for velocity 
storage in the pursuit system may also be demonstrated 
by the characteristics of OKAN I after fixation suppres
sion of OKN (Fig. 5c). The slow rise of OK AN I after 
stimulus end may be an outlasting effect of the fixation 
impetus. It may be speculated that the intention to 
fixate generates an internal pursuit signal opposite to 
the direction of the optokinetic stimulus. This pursuit 
signal may charge the PAN I integrator. Thus in the case 
of the afternystagmus after fixation-suppression of OKN 
we might have studied the discharge of the oppositely 
charged PAN I and vestibular nucleus integrating mecha
nisms. 
The storage mechanism for secondary nystagmus is probably 
common to the vestibular, to the retinal periphery de
pendent optokinetic and to the pursuit system. Vestibular 
and full field optokinetic stimulation charge it strongly 
whereas pursuit leads to less secondary nystagmus. The 
amount of charge accumulated in the storage mechanism is 
about the same after an 18 0/S2 body-acceleration for 
10 s (final velocity 180 o/s) and a prolonged 180 o/s op
tokinetic stimulus (OKAN II cumulative amplitude 724 0 , 

duration 170 s, VAN II: 635 0 , 175 s). OKAN II is missing 
with stimuli shorter than 10 s and increases up to the 
longest stimulus tested (15 min). Thus the discharge pro
perties of the secondary integrators seem to be very si
milar, the charge characteristics, however, are different. 
Secondary nystagmus is directly elicited by the stimulus 
and does not depend on the execution of primary after
nystagmus. Fixation-suppression during primary vestibu
lar afternystagmus (Collins, 1968; Cohen et al., 1981; 
Koenig, Dichgans, 1981) as well as during OK AN I (Waespe 
et al., 1978) reduces the primary afternystagmus, but not 
the secondary one; instead secondary nystagmus is fre
quently stronger. 
We thus suggest that there are 3 central integrating 
mechanisms besides the mechanical integration properties 
of the cupula: The integrator in the vestibular nucleus 
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responsible for OK AN I and the prolongation of the time 
constant of VAN I, a storage mechanism for pursuit, 
probably used for prediction and a secondary integrator 
with a low gain and a long discharge time constant 
counteracting all kinds of primary afternystagmus (VAN I, 
OKAN I, and PAN I). 
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THE COORDINATION OF PURSUIT AND SACCADIC EYE MOVEMENTS IN THE 

SCANNING OF A MOVING SCENE. 
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The visual exploration of a scene in relative motion with respect to 

the observer requires the joint action of the two main oculomotor modes: 

the smooth pursuit mode to stabilize the scene with respect to the head, 
and the saccadic mode to capture the visual targets. The coordlnation of 

these two modes is studied in the case of reading eye movements. We 
provide a quantitative description of the changes that displacements of 

different amplitude, direction and velocity induce in the parameters of 

the saccadic sequences. The possible strategies for planning a saccade 

to a moving visual target are discussed and compared with the results. 

It appears that such planning has access to, and is contingent upon, in

formation on the smooth pursuit components, and therefore that the coordi 

nation of pursuit and saccadic movements entails more than the simple 

vectorial summation of the two components. 

2- INTRODUCTION 

One of the most remarkable aspects of the oculomotor system is the 

sharp dlfference, both qualitative and functional, between its two main 
modes of operation: saccadic scan and smooth pursuit. It is indeed quite 
unique in the whole motor system that one and the same neuromuscular 
complex has evolved specific control modes to satisfy specific needs. 
Nothing of the kind has for instance happened in the case of the tongue 
movements which eventually took up the all important task of speaking 
withouth evolvlng a task-specific mode of operation. 

Even more intriguing are the instances when these two sharply different 
types of eye movements are called upon simultaneously (Feinstein and 

Williams;1972).This happens ~ore frequently than we may perhaps realize: 

whenever the visual scene and the observer are in relative motion, the 
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exploratory scanning of the scene requ1res in fact the coordinated action 

of both the pursuit and saccadic systems. Ideally, the smooth pursuit 

should stabi lize the visual scene with respect to the retina in order to 

provide a workable frame of reference for the planning of the saccades. 

In actual facts, however, perfect stabilisation is seldomly,if ever,achi~ 

ved (Stark et al. ,1962), expecially when the relative displacement bet

ween the scene and the observer is unpredictable (Michel and Melvil I Jones, 
1966; St Cyr and Fender,1969 a,b). Thus the planning of the saccades also 
requires the availability of proprio- and exteroceptive information on 
the intervenig smooth pursuit. 

The fOllowing research in an attempt to clarify the nature of this 

coordination in the particular case of reading eye movements. This task 
1S ideally suited to our purposes because reading is certainly one of the 

most familiar and stereotyped forms of oculomotor performances, and beca~ 

se the normal (i .e. static) scanning pattern during reading has been 
extensively stud1ed (Levi-Schoen and O'Reagan,1979; Monty and Senders,1976). 

An effort is made to render in a quantitative fashion some aspects of the 

motor performance. However, the main concern of this preliminary work is 
with the qualitative description of the oculomotor strategies. The study 

includes three experiments. The first two were designed to provide a me~ 

sure of the difficulty that different types of displacements introduce in 

the reading task, both in the case of litterary texts (Experiment I) and 
random digits (Experiment II). Experiment III studies more specifically 
the organisation of the eye movements. 

3-APPARATUS AND GENERAL PROCEDURE 

Subjects sat at 57 cm. from a translucent projection screen. At this 
distance 1 cm. subtends approximately 1°. During the recording of eye 
movements (Experiment III) the head of the subject was immobilized with 
the help of a front rest and of an individually molded biteboard. When 

only reading time was being measured (Experiments I and II),the distance 

of the eyes from the screen was kept constant by the front rest,but the 

head was otherwise unconstrained. The texts to be read were retroprojected 

on the screen by a Leitz Pradovit 2500 slide projector. Each text was 

contained in the white rectangular frame provided by the slide mounting 
(angular dimension 24°x' 36°). The average luminance of the frame was 
100 cd/m2 and the contrast with the dimly illuminated sorrounds was 
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about 10. With the help of two orthogona·lly mounted galvanometric mirrors 

(Scanner,300-GPX) the images on the screen were displaced sinusoidally 

along the three main directions: horizontal, vertical and oblique(along 

the 45°/225° meridian). The maximum angular displacement in both the 

horizontal and vertical direction could take one of the three values + 5°, 

~ 7.5°, ~ 10°. The frame displacement in the case of oblique movements 

was f2 larger than each of these values, respectively. The range of fr~ 

quencies of the sinusoidal oscillations varied according to the values of 

their amplitude (see later). In Experiments I and II the voice of the 
subjects during overt reading was taped to measure reading times and to 
analyze the inflectional and prosodic patterns. In Experiment III the 
horizontal and vertical components of the eye movements were measured 

with the search-coil technique (Robinson,1963; Collewijn et al.,1975) 
which affords a dynamic accuracy of a few minutes of arc. An accurate 

calibration procedure (Viviani and Swensson, 1981) was followed to obtain 

a static accuracy of the same order of magnitude. Both the eye movements 

and the displacements of the texts were filtered (400 Hz. cut-off),sampled 

(1 KHz. sampling rate) and stored for subsequent processing. 

4-EXPERIMENT I 

Our first concern shall be to define the range of parameters within 

which it is meaningful to explore the coordination of pursuit and saccades 
in the case of dynamic reading. Experiment I provides an estimate of this 

range using a global measure of performance. Quite expectedly, as the 
~ize and frequency of the relative displacement increases, all aspects 
of overt reading are progressively affected. Preliminary measurements 
have however demonstrated the existence of three qualitatively different 
types of behavior. For any combination of direction and amplitude of the 
displacements, at the lower frequencies the presence of movement does 
not modify appreciably the reading pattern. In the middle frequency range 
only the rythm of reading slows down, but the inflectional and prosodic 
patterns are not affected. Finally, a further increase in frequency 
results, quite abruptly, into the appearance of localised slowndowns or 

pauses which make the rythm very irregular and affect heavely the supr~ 

segmental features of the voice. Moreover, subjects make many errors, 

also because their understanding of the text becomes poor. This last type 
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of behavlor can no longer be construed as normal reading. It appears thus 

that reading time provfdes,for any combination of amplitude and direction 

of the movement, an upper frequency bound within which the oculomotor 

coordination subserves a qualitatively homogeneous performance. Further

more, in the middle frequency range, it provides an appropriate behavioral 

measure of the extent to which movement affects the performance. 

4.1-METHOD 

Texts 

fhe texts used for the experiments consisted of 9 short excerpts of 

standard french prose taken from the newspaper "Le Monde". The criterion 

of selection, and some minor editing ensured that the texts could be read 

with a smooth, regular prosodic rythm. Al I numbers and unpronounceable 

acronyms were eliminated. Some particularly elaborated syntactic forms 

were resolved into simpler expressions. Each text consisted of 10 lines 
containing between 70 and 75 characters (including spaces). Words were 

never split. The texts were typeset in Newton 55/20 font wi'th right-end 
justification, and transformed in standard 24 x 36 slides. The angular 

size of the projected text was 12°x 32°. 

Subjects 

Ten native french-speaking subjects participated to the experiments 
and were paid for their services. 

Procedure 

The experiments were run in three successive sessions, one for each 
value of the displacement amp"litude. The order of the sessions was rando 
mized and counterbalanced across subjects, and they were spaced by at 
least one week to prevent excessive practice with the texts. In each 
session a subject read four times the entire sequence of 9 texts. The 

first three times the texts were animated by an horizontal, vertical and 
oblique movement respectively. The fourth time no movement was imposed. 

Text no.l was always presented at the lowest frequency,which varied as a 

function of the amplitude (1.0 Hz. for ~ 5°;.8 Hz. for ~ 7.5°;.6 Hz. for ± 
10°). For text no.2 the frequency was increased by 0.1 Hz. and so on 

until text no.9 which was always read at the highest frequency (1.8 Hz. 
for ~ 5°; 1.6 Hz.for + 7.5° ; 1.4 Hz. for 10°). In the case of vertical 
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and oblique displacements of large amplitude (7.5° and 100),some subjects 

have not been able to complete all the projected sequences because their 

performance entered in third type of behavior described above(deoiphering) 

before reaching the highest frequency. 

4.2-RESULTS 

Table I reports the means and standard deviations of the reading times 

Ts (averaged over the three sessions) for all subjects and all texts in 
the static condition. A two-way analysis of variance shows that the 

Table I : Static Reading Times(sec.) 

Text 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Av 33.7 34.3 36.5 37.4 35.8 37.2 37.1 37.2 38.9 
Sd 3.25 3.46 3.82 3.65 3.84 4.10 3.36 3.40 4.46 

Subject SI S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 S8 S9 SlO 
Av 35.5 37.5 43.6 34.5 35.5 33.4 38.8 40.7 33.3 31.6 
Sd 2.09 1.41 2.22 1. 79 2.96 1.15 2.09 2.10 2.18 1. 70 

"subject" factor is highly significant (F(9,80)= 26.95, P «.001) whereas 

reading times are not sognificantly different across texts (F(8,81)= 1.67, 
P= .118). A signiflcant interaction effect can be demonstrated, which 
however need not to concern us in this context. For our purposes, we can 
admit that texts and subjects are two independent factors of the experi

ments, and that the static reading times define a baseline performance 
for each combination of these factors. 

Each panel in Figure I shows the results in the dynamic condition for 
the indicated directions. The data pOints in this figure are the average 
across all subjects of the ratio Td/Ts between the individual dynamic 
(Td) and static (Ts) times. If more that 5 subjects were unable to read 
the text for a given combination of amplitude, direction and frequency 
of the displacements, the corresponding data point is omitted. Ihe results 
demonstrate the following points: 
1) Below .7 Hz a displacement of the image has no apparent effect,under 

any condition, on the reading performance. 

2) Above this value, reading times progressively increase as a functlon 

of frequency for all combinations of amplitude and direction.However, 
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Figure 1: Reading times as a function of frequency for 
all combinations of amplitude and direction of the 
displacement.Average data for all subjects normalized to 
the individual static times. 

horizontal displacements affect the performance far less than either the 
vertital or oblique ones 

3) Since oblique and vertlcal displacements have roughly comparable effects, 
and considering also that the former are v'2 larger than the latter, 

it is likely that the presence of a vertical component is the discrimi 

nating factor vis a vis the horizontal case. 

4) The higest frequency at which normal reading is possible for all combi 
nations of amplitude and direction, is about 1.2 Hz. 

5) The amplitude A and the frequencyCJ of the displacement have indepen

dent effects on reading times. If the performance were only dependent 
on the average linear velocity of the images(which is proportional to 
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the product AW')then reading times should be expressible by a relation of 

the type Tcrf(AW)ln fact, the results are in a much better agreement with 

the general expression Td= f(LJ+ g(A)),where g is some function of the 
amplitude and the function f only depends on the frequency. Thus, to a 

first approxlmation, increasing the movement amplitude simply results into 

a rightword shift of the Time/Frequency curves. 

5-EXPERIMENT II 

Experiment I has shown that the effects of vertical and oblique displa

cements on the reading performance are considerably larger than those of 

horizontal movements. Moreover, the analysis of the voice recordings shows 
that the rythm of reading during horizontal movements is fairly constant 

across the lines of the text. Instead, when a vertical movement component 
is present, the rythm slows down in the middle of the text, where the 

spatial references provided by the text frame are less visible. One possi 

ble reason for these differences may be the fact that only in the first 

case smooth pursuit and saccadic eye movements have the same direction. 

Experiment II was designed specifically to test this hypothesis by using 
numerical texts which can be scanned both vertically and horizontally. 

5.l-METHOD 

Texts 

Only one text was used which consisted of a square matrix containing 

100 arabic numbers arranged in le rows and 10 columns. Each row and each 
column contained a different random permutation of the first ten numerals 

(0 to 9). The font type, the vertical angular size and the spacing between 

rows was the same as in the 1 i tterary texts. 

Procedure 

The general experimental procedure was similar to that of Experiment I. 
However, only one frequency (W = 1. Hz.) and one amplitude (A= ~ 100) 

was tested. These values produce a substantial reduction of the reading 
rate, but are still compatible with what was considered normal behavior. 

The displacement of the text could be either horizontal (Mh) or vertical 

(Mv)' and the matrix could be read either row-wise (Rh)or column-wise(Rv). 
Four conditions are then possible: 
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(Mh,Rh), tMh,Rv),(Mv,Rh),(Mv,Rv). In a single session each subject execu
ted five times the following sequence: 

1: (Mh,Rh); 2: (Mh,Rv); 3: static reading,row wise; 4: (Mv,Rh); 5: (Mv,Rv); 
6: static reading, column-wise. 

Subject 

Four subjects, native french speakers, participated in the experiments 
and were paid for their services. 

5.2-RESULTS 

In static conditions, reading by columns does not take significantly 
longer than reading by rows. Thus, at least in the case of digits, the 
performance seems to be independent of the absolute direction of the 
saccades. Table II reports, for each subject and each experimental condi
tion, the average over the five repetitions of the ratio Td/Ts between 
dynamic and static reading times. 

Table II: DJ'namic Reading Times for Digits(Normalized) 

Sl 52 S3 S4 Av. 

(Mh,Rh) 1.09 1.27 1.09 0.86 1.08 
(Mh,Rv) 1.32 2.16 2.19 1.40 1.77 
(Mv,Rh) 1.09 1.15 1.36 1.29 1. 22 
(Mv,Rv) 1.37 1.31 1.48 1.33 1.37 

On the average, the ratio 1d/Ts is higher when the direction of the 
displacement is different from the direction of the saccades than in the 
case when the two movements have the same direction. However, the pattern 
of the results also suggests that, in contrast with the static case, the 
dynamic performance also depends on the absolute direction of the saccades. 
A simple linear model is used to quantify the relative weight of these 
two factors. Let us suppose that the ratio Td/Ts is equal to 1 plus the 
sum of two terms. The first term takes the values kh or kv according to 
the absolute direction of the saccades. The second term takes the value 
kd if saccades and pursuit have different directions, and 0 otherwise. 
Thus, from Table II we get the following set of~elations: 



Condition Td/Ts Exp 

(t~h' Rh) Kh + 1 1.08 

(Mh,Rv) kv + kd + 1 1.77 

(Mv,Rh) k + n kd + 1 1. 22 

(Mv,Rv) k + 1 1.37 v 

Solving this overdeterminated system in the least square sense, we 

get an estimate of the parameters kh, kv and kd: 

kh = .015 kv = .435 kd = .270 

This simple model predicts quite accurately the experimental values of 

the ratio Td ITs: 

Observed 1. 08 I .77 1. 22 1. 37 

Predicted 1.015 1.705 1.285 1.435 
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The total lenghtning Td - Ts of the reading time can then be decomposed 

into three parts which correspond to the factors kh, kv and kd 
T - T K T k T k T d s h s v s v s 

(Mh,Rh) 0.60 B.60 B.OO 0.00 

(Mh,Rv) 28.25 0.00 17.43 10.82 

(Mv,Rh) 11 .06 B.58 0.00 10.48 

(Mv,R) 16.89 0.00 16.89 0.00 

This analysis confirms the presence of two additive factors: the mutual 
direction of the pursuit and of the saccades accounts for approximately 
one third of the total lenghtning. The absolute direction of the saccades 
is almost irrelevant in the case of horizontal displacements (as in static 
reading) but it is the dominant factor in the case of vertical displace

ments. 

6-EXPERIMENT III. 

Figure 2 illustrates a typical pattern of reading eye movements under 

normal (i .e. static) conditions. The lines of the text are scanned by a 
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very regular sequence of horizontal saccades of small amplitude (4°_ 5°). 

One large backward saccade with a small vertical component is generally 

used to skip from one line to the next. Because reading eye movements 

are so highly directional, their coordination with a pursuit component 

must depend critically on the direction of the displacement. 

35· 
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. 
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="-_~_-- DOWN 

o 5 10 15 20 25 sec 

Figure 2: Typical recording of the horizontal(H) and 
vertical (V) components of the eye movements during 
normal (static) reading of a text used in the experi

ments. In the upper panel, the resulting X-V displace
ment of the gaze. 

In the case of horizontal displacements, the problem to be solved by 
the oculomotor system is basically that of composing algebraically the 

movements of the eye in space with the perceived motion of the text with 

respect to the same stable external reference. When the text is displaced 
vertically the problem is more complex for it involves vectorial composi-
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tion of the eye and text movements. In both instances, however, the ocul~ 

motor system must estimate the total dlsplacement of the text after the 

completion of a saccade. As we snal I argue later, this seems a rather 

formioable task which requires both proprio- and extero-ceptive informa
tion on the ongoing movements, as well as accurate knowledge of tne in

trinsic properties of the saccadic system itself. 
In Experiment III reading eye movements both in space and with respect 

to the moving frame were recorded to provide: 

a) A qualitative descriptlon of the modes of coordination between smooth 

pursuit and saccadic eye movements. 
b) A quantitative measure of the effects of relative motion upon the par~ 

meters of the saccadic sequences (Amplitude, duration and latencies). 

c) The groundwork for a discussion on the possible mechanisms which permit 

the reaching of visual targets under dynamic conditions. 

6.1-METHODS 

Procedure 

The general procedure was that of Experiment I. However, reading was 

done silently because of the biteboard used to fixate the head position. 

All the three directions of frame displacement were tested, but the ampli 

tude was kept constant (~ 10°). On the basis of the results of Experiment 
I, the effects of frequency was tested only at three selected values: 
.2, .6 and 1.0 Hz. which cover most of the dynamic range of interest. 

Each subject participated to three identical sessions organised as 
follows: 

Text no. 2 3 3 4 5 6 6 7 8 8 9 
Frequency .2 .6 1. static .2 .6 1. static .2 .6 1. static 
Direction .. .. ~ • • • , 

" Each session begun and ended with a calibration. Sessions were spaced by 
at least two weeks. 

Subjects 
Two payed subjects participated in the experiments. They both had a 

long experience with the corneal lens used to measure eye movements. 
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6.2-RESULTS 

The summation of pursuit and saccadic components. 

Figures 3,4 and 5 show representative examples of eye movement recor

dings for the horizontal, vertical arid oblique displacements respectively. 

Each of the three parts of these figures is relative to a frequency value 

(A: 1. Hz.; B: .6 Hz.; C: .2 Hz) and contains two sets of recordings. 

Those labelled "Space" represent the horizontal (H) and vertical (V) co!!1. 
ponents of the eye movements with respect to the head (which is fixed in 
space). Those labelled "Page" represent the position of the gaze with 

respect to the moving frame, and have been obtained by vectorial subtra£ 
tion of the frame displacement from the eye movements. 

During horizontal displacements (Figure 3) the vertical eye movements 

are unaffected by the dynamic conditions. The horizontal eye components 

in space are, in all cases,the algebraic composition of the smooth and 

saccadic mode. However, the morphology of the resulting tracings depends 

on the frequency of the oscillations. At .2 Hz.(C) the subject is able 
to read two, or even three lines within one 5 sec. period. When the text 

moves to the right, the eye runs after it; when it moves to the left,the 
line of sight remains roughly in the straight-ahead position and scans 

the 1 i nes by taki ng advantage of the frame d i sp 1 acement( Bouma and de Voogd, 
1974). At this frequency, the most frequently observed strategy consists 
of initiating the scanning of a line in coincidence with one of the two 
extreme positions of the frame (zero velocity). At .6 Hz. (B) it becomes 
difficult to apply this strategy because the time to read a line almost 
coincides with the period of the oscillations. As a consequence,the mov~ 
ments of the eyes in space become very erratic. Finally, at the highest 
frequency(A) several cycles of oscillation are necessary to read a line 
and the large backward saccades are once again synchronized frequently 
with the extremes of the cycles. 

The most relevant aspect of these results is the striking linearity 
of the neuromuscular mechanisms which integrate the pursuit and saccadic 
components of the motor commands. In fact, even when the total displace

ment of the line of sight in space is very irregular (as for instance in 
panel B), it nevertheless contains a stair-case saccadic component quite 

similar to the one present in normal reading. This is demonstrated by the 
tracings labelled "Page" which represent the best approximation to the 
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Figure 3: Reading eye movements during horizontal 

sinusoidal displacements of the text. A : 1 Hz., 

A 

B 
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B : .6Hz., C : .2 Hz. The traces noted "Page" show 

the movements of the gaze with respect to the moving 
frame of reference. 
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Figure 4: Reading eye movements during vertical 
sinusoidal displacements of the text. See Fig. 3. 
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Figure 5: Reading eye movements during oblique 
sinusoidal displacements of the text. See Fig. 3. 
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normal reading sequence that the observer can obtain with the help of the 

pursuit system. Even when the tracings contain obvious distorsions with 

respect to the analogous results for the static case (cf.Figure 11) these 
distorsion appear to be a consequence of the reduced pursuit gain rather 

than the effect of non-linearities. 

When the text displacement is vertical, the coordination is entirely 

different, because the two oculomotor modes are addressing two independent 

muscular systems. While the vertical component of the eye movements in 

space is the algebraic sum of the smooth pursuit and of the small line-to
line vertical saccades, the horizontal component -both in space and accross 

the text - show a pure sequence of reading saccades. At .2 Hz. this se
quence is virtually undisturbed (cf.again Figure 1), but with increasing 
frequency it becomes progressively slower and more irregular. This sug

stests that the vertical and horizontal neuromuscular system are not com
pletely independent (cf.,however, Goodwin and Fender,1973 a,b).Nevertheless, 

the global performance of the oculomotor system is still remarkable, 

expecially if one considers that a mechanical coupling between the hori

zontal and vertical components is inevitably introduced by the oblique 

extraocular muscles (Jampel ,1966). The case of oblique displacements 

(Figure 5) presents the combined features of the previous cases and does 
not require further elaboration. 

In summary, the above qualitative analysis of the eye movements shows 

that reading under dynamlc condltions is accomplished by composing a 
pursuit command to stabilize the frame of reference,with a conventional 
saccadic sequence. The composition appears to be equally effective whether 
is is obtained vectorially,by the joint action of different neuromuscular 
sustems (as during vertical displacements), or algebraically within the 
same system. However, the progressive increase in reading time with the 
frequency, and the differences among directions are reflected in the 

timing of the saccadic sequences. 

Quantitative analysis of the saccadic sequences. 

The saccadic components of the eye movements with respect to the text 

were analysed as described in detail elsewhere (Viviani and Monot,1981). 
Figure 6 reSU~,2S the average results for the two subjects who participa

ted in the experiments. Each panel represents the effect of frequency 
on the indicated parameters. Once again the dynamic values of these 
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parameters are normalized to the corresponding static averages calculated 

during normal reading. 

Both the number (N) and duration (T) of the fixations increase at 
1 Hz. (note) .The product of these two factors is approximately equivalent 

TITo NINo DIDo -H j: ·V 

~~~ .--:t· -0 

'~l--. . -.~. 

0 0 0 
.2 .6 1.0 .2 .6 1.0 .2 .6 1.0 Hz 
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Figure 6: Parameters of the saccadic sequences as 
a function of the frequency(normalized values). 
T:fixation duration; N:number of fixations; ):sac~ 
cade duration;N:number of regressive saccades; 

rr: number of forward saccades; A: amplitude of the 

saccades. 

Note: The slow drifts of the gaze due to the reduced gain of the pursuit 

were classed as fixations by the analysis as long as their velocity 

did not exceed 40 o /sec. 
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to the reduction in reading rythm demonstrated in Figures 3 to 5, but is 
somewhat higher than the corresponding values in the case of overt reading. 
Although the absolute number of regressive saccades remains small, the ra

tio~/Nio increases dramatically at the higher frequencies, expeclally in 

the case of oblique displacements. Amplitude (A) and duration (D) of the 

saccades decrease pari passu, but their variations are modest. 

The planning of the saccades under dynamic conditions. 

After the capture of a visual target, the pursuit system keeps it in 

the foveal field for the amount of time necessary to l)extract the info~ 
mati on contained therein, and 2) plan the reaching saccade to the next 
target. In general, the displacement of the scene is not in the same 
direction of the vector connecting two successive targets. Thus,whatever 
its amplitude, a saccade planned along this vector would certainly miss 
the target by an amount which depends on the velocity of displacement of 

the scene. In order to obtain an accurate capture, it is instead necessary 

that the amplitude and direction of the eye movements be planned to reach 
the point where the target will be after the saccade. Figure 7 demonstra-

40 deg 

A ~ JUD'MJJ"'[ 
B \)\ /D 1lP ~ 

Figure 7: X-V trajectories of the eye in space 

during vertical displacements. A : 1 Hz. , B : .6Hz., 
C : .2Hz. 
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te thi s poi nt by showi ng for each frequency (A: 1 Hz.; B: .6 Hz.; C: .2 Hz. ) 

three representative X-V recordings of actual eye movements during verti-

cal displacements of the text. As hypothesized, forward saccades are bent 

in the direction of the movement; their inclination is maximal in the 
midpoint of the dlsplacement -where the velocity is maximum- and virtually 

zero at both extremes of the oscillations (zero velocity). Notice that 
the planning of the reaching saccade is quite accurate, for corrective 
saccades are almost never seen. 

Figure 8 illustrate schematically the two pure strategies that may 

be used for the accurate planning of the movements. According to diagram 

A, a saccadic motor command is issued which produce a velocity vector Vs 

directed toward the target position before the movement. However, the 

pursuit command that made possible the previous fixation continues to 

act during the saccade and produces a velocity vector Vp in the direction 
T'-T" of the text displacement. As long as the gain of pursuit is 1, the 

vectorial summation of the velocities Vs and Vp automatically ensures 
that the target pos iti on T" after the saccade wi 11' be correctly reached. 
From simple geometrical considerations it results that such a scheme 
would predict the relation Vp = Vs tg ~ between the velocities and the 

v. tg«1>=Vp/Vs 
o s f:J--------, T' 

" Vp 
"-, 

"-, , , , , , , '. Til 

A B 

Figure 8: Schematic representation of the two 

possible pure strategies for capturing a moving 
visual target with a saccade. 
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direction of the saccades. This simple and elegant hypothesis is the 
generalization to the case of two-dimensional movements of the notion 
that saccade and pursuit velocities summate when they are in the same 

direction (JUrgens and Becker,1975). According to diagram B,the saccadic 

motor command is directly programmed to produce a velocity vector Vs 
pointing to the final target position T". In this case the pursuit command 
must be shut off during the saccade and the appropriate relation among 

Vs ' Vp and c.p is: vp = Vs sin cpo 
In order to test these two hypotheses it is sufficient to calculate 

independently the velocities of the horizontal and vertical components 
of the total eye movement in space. In fact, if scheme A holds true, 
the hi gh velocity component correspondi ng to the saccadi c commands shoul d 
only be present in the horizontal traces. Figure 9 shows an example 

o 6""" 

Figure 9: Reading eye movements during vertical 

displacements at .6Hz.Horizontal and vertical compo

nents of the position and velocity of the eye in 
space. Notice the presence of saccades also in the 
vertical component. 
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of displacement (H and V) and velocity (H and V) traces always 

in the case of vertical displacements at .6 Hz. (cf.Figure 7), and demon 

strates unambiguously that both the vertical and horizontal traces con

tains typical saccadic components. We must therefore conclude that the 

hypothesis outlined in diagram B of Figure 8 provides a more realistic 

description of the saccadic planning than that of diagram A, even though 
it prefigures a more complex perceptuomotor coordination (see Discussion). 

As a final point,we consider again the question of the accuracy of 
the motor plan. The absence of corrective sacca des can be taken to sug

gest that the upper bound on the accuracy is of the order of magnitude 

of the "Dead Zone"(approximately .5° under static conditior:s) which is 

defined as the smallest error from the target that still elicits a cor

~ective saccade (Rashbass,1961; Young, 1966; Viviani and Swensson,1981). 
It is however interestIng to verify directly that indeed amplitude and 

direction of the saccadic velocity are planned,as a function of the 
instantaneous pursuit velocity, according to the relation Vp = Vs sin~ 

suggested by the diagram B of Figure 8. The results of Figure 10 provide 
such a verification in one subject for a vertical displacement at .6 Hz. 
In this Figure, each data point represent the direction of a saccade as 

a function of the smooth pursuit velocity Vp at the time of its onset. 
Since the spread of saccadic velocities is small (m=1600d~g./sec. ; 

e/m =.11), we have only distinguished between the saccades with Vs < 160° 

(data points .) and those with Vs > 160° (data pOints 0). The continuous 

line is the linear regressions corresponding to Vs = 115 deg./sec. 
Despite the fact that different values of Vs have been pooled together, 
the data indicate a very precise correlation (r = .89 ) between Vp and 
the inclination of the saccade sintp. This provides additional evidence 
that saccades are planned to aim directly at the final target position. 

7-DISCUSSION 

Reading a moving text is possible, with normal prosodic and stress 

patterns, up to a displacement velocity of about 300/sec. Under dynamic 

conditions the movements of the eyes are quite complex, but can still be 
decumposed into a pursuit component, and a sequence of saccades similar 

to those occurring during normal reading. However, all the parameters of 

the saccadic component (number and duration of the fixations. number of 
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smooth pursuit V and the direction of the saccades. p 
Vertical displacements at .6Hz. Notice that at this 
frequency the gain of the pursuit is close to 1 and 
the pursuit velocity almost coincides with the dis
placement velocity Vd (see Discussion). 

regressive saccades etc.) depart progressively from their normal values. 
Moreover, the fixations are increasingly affected by slow drifts due to 

the reduced pursuit gain. The decrease in reading rythm with velocity ap

pears to be a specific consequence of the reduced effectiveness with which 

the two main oculomotor modes cooperate to capture and stabilize the 

intended visual targets. More specifically, if we admit that the local 
frame of reference is set up by the vector that is pursued by the eye 

(Stoper, 1973; Stern and Emelity, 1978; Pernier et a1., 1969), we may 

then suppose that the progressive faltering of the pursuit system at the 
higher velocities makes the establishment of such a frame more and more 
problematic. In its turn, this would affect the correct planning of the 
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saccades, if indeed they are programmed with respect to a retino-centric 
reference. 

The analysis of the eye movements has suggested that the coordination 

of the two oculomotor modes entails more than the simple summation (alge
braic or vectorial) of the respective motor commands. The tentative scheme 
given in Diagram B of Figure 8 can then be used to outline the problem 
that the visuo-motor control mechanisms must solve to ensure en effective 
performance. Assuming that the velocity of the displacement is constant, 
the quantities relevant to the planning of a saccade in a dynamic condi
tion are indicated in the schematic diagram of Figure 11. In this scheme 
AX is the angular distance between the pOint being fixated (0) and the 

initial position of the target (T'), A and A T are the amplitude and 

duration of the saccade to the final target position T", Vd is the displa
cement velocity and Y;is the angle between the direction of the movement 

/ I / ax IT' 0 I 

I ¢ 
/ / 

~/ 'lV I d 
I / 

/ T" / 
I 

I 
/ 

Figure 11: Schematic representation of the 

planning of a saccade. 

and the vector OT'. Planning the saccade amounts formally to dermining 
its intended amplitude and direction ~ . However, the amplitude of a sac
cade is related to its duration by the Main Sequence Law (Yarbus, 1957; 
Robinson, 1964; Stark, 1968) which, in the range of values relevant in this 

context can be expressed as a power law : ~ T = k A b. Combining this 
expression with simple trigonometric considerations, leads to the following 
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non-linear system: 
A2 =/::,.X2 + k2 V2 A2b - 2kt:.X V Ab cos If 

p p 

coscr = (/::,.X - k Vp Ab cos'f')/A 
The first equation contains quantities which can be measured by the visual 
system (/::,.X, YI,Vp)' as well as parameters which are characteristic of the 
saccadic system (k,b) and may be supposed to be available. Solving for 
the unknown term A and substituing in the second equation one can calcu

late the other unknown <P . 
In conclusion, we must admit the possibility for the visual system to 

provide simultaneously a distance and a velocity estimate (Barmack, 1970). 

In particular, it should be noted that estimating the amplitude and direction 

of the velocity vector Vp poses an interestingly complex problem. In fact, 
when the gain of the pusuit loop is close to 1 (small values of Vp)' only 
the motor command itself can provide such an estimate. However, as soon as 
the gain decreases, this efferent information must be complemented with 
an afferent sensory information on the retinal slip. 

The above-going discussion was only meant to indicate the logical 

necessity of integrating both proprio- and extero-ceptive informations 
to the motor plan for capturing a moving target with a saccade. It should 

be obvious how unlikely it is that the perceptuo-motor system perform the 

specific calculations outlined above, or, for that matter, any computation 
at all. However, our analysis suggests the level of sophistication that 
the intervening processes, whatever they are, must display to afford the 
observed performances. 
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DEPENDENCE OF SACCADIC PREDICTION ON ASYMMETRICAL PERIODIC STIMULUS 

S. RON (Occupational Health and Rehabilitation Institute at 
Loewenstein Hospital, Raanana, Israel) 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In man, the saccadic response to a visual random unpredictable 
target is known to have a delay of about 250 msec. When the target 
motion is a periodic square move in the horizontal plane, this 
delay gradually decreases as the tracking proceeds, until the eye 
actually overtakes the target. Thereafter, the eyes continue to 
move accurately with the target with little or no time lag (Stark 
et al., 1962; Dallos, Jones, 1963; Fuchs, 1967). This prediction 
is not an "either-or" property of the prediction system (Michael, 
Melvi1l Jones, 1966; Stark, 1968). When a subject is presented 
with a periodic square wave target, after about 10 cycles a rapid 
buildup of prediction occurs, changing the periodicity and changing 
the (mean) prediction depending on the cycle duration. 
When the subject is presented with a periodic target displacement 
for eye movements prediction, coordination between the two hemi
spheres has to take place. It might be presumed that some timing 
control takes place in certain neural networks; the timing of the 
periodic movements is due to an oscillator in the neural networks. 
Once the period of the oscillator has been learnt, the visual 
target displacement might not become of prime importance for the 
repetitive movement but rather of a correcting function since the 
eyes will continue to move at about the learned cycle rate. Cor
rection will be in both cycle duration and amplitude accuracy. 
Presenting the subject with an asymmetrical target, the eye move
ment response will be different; the subject must learn the two 
phase period duration. In this paradigm, the eye movement response 
was dependent on the asymmetry and cycle time. Furthermore, under 
certain conditions, seeing the target had only limited effect in 
repeating cycle duration or cycle asymmetry. 

2. CHANGING CYCLE DURATION, FIXED SYMMETRY 
Eye movement time response (T) and phase duration response (R) were 
measured for each phase of the cycles (Fig. 1,A). We define the 
term "prediction" as any time ranging from 150 msec delay to an 
anticipation response shorter than half the cycle time but not ex
ceeding 500 msec. Under this definition, anticipation may be so 
great that the eye has a chance to see itself in error (termed 
"overprediction" if greater than 100 msec, by Stark, 1968). The 
eye may still not correct itself, but rather await the expected 
change of target position. 
When a symmetrical square wave was presented, the eye movement 
response was dependent on the cycle duration. In the majority of 
subjects, although the target presentation was a symmetrical square 
wave, it had a different (mean) prediction when the eyes moved in 
one direction or the other. The difference (15 to 80 msec), how
ever, was almost independent on cycle duration. When the subject 
was asked to follow an imaginary target at the same pacing, the 
eye movements response was surprisingly accurate for long cycles. 

Roucoux, A. and Crommelinck, M. (eds.): Physiological and Pathological Aspects of Eye Movements. 
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3. CHANGING TARGET ASYMMETRY, FIXED CYCLE 
For a fixed cycle of 1.5 sec only the long phase (TS) response 
time was strongly dependent on the asymmetry (A/S) (Fig. 1,S). 
Looking at a target that moves at a fixed cycle duration but with 
asymmetrical phases, concentrates our attention on the short phase, 
trying to predict it and paying less attention to the long phase, 
presumed by the subject to be the "steady state". Occasionally, a 
subject might concentrate on the long phase for short periods and 
then the two response times (TA and TS) will interchange. As the 
asymmetry ratio decreases and approaches one, the prediction of 
the two phases was about the same but not equal. 
The correlation between the response time of the two phases (TA 
and TS) was high (> 0.35) in all subjects studied, which indicates 
that there is an interhemispheral response time relationship. 
Possibly, this results from coupling information which is trans
fered between the predictor mechanisms of the two hemispheres. 
The response durations to each phase (RA and RS) were only weakly 
correlated « 0.40) to the asymmetry, i.e. the eyes tended to make 
a symmetrical response for each phase of the asymmetrical target 
displacement. One example of response duration of the short phase 
is illustrated in Fig. 1,C. If during the experiment the target 
is switched off and the subject is asked to continue at the same 
pace as before, the response was an eye movement with a higher 
tendency to reproduce the target phase duration. Apparently, 
reproducing an asymmetrical cycle is easier when there is no target 
and the subject concentrated his attention on the difference in the 
phase duration rather than on predicting the target. These results 
are consistent in all subjects but one, where the response was un
correlated to the asymmetry and was the same with or without target 
presentation. 

4. CHANGING CYCLE DURATION, FIXED ASYMMETRY 
Presenting a periodic square wave target with fixed asymmetry and 
changing cycle duration, the response time (TA and TS) for both 
short and long phases depended on cycle duration; after the cycle 
reached about 4 sec duration, both responses approached a delay of 
150-200 msec (Fig. 2,A). The eye movement responses predicted both 
phases of the cycle but with a different prediction time; the 
responses always predicted the short phase better than the long 
phase with the subject paying probably less attention to the long 
phase and considering it as the "steady state". As the cycl e dur
ation became larger than 4-8 sec (depending on the subject) both 
responses were delayed approaching the delay of an unpredictable 
target. The different prediction response to the asymmetrical 
target suggests that there are probably two predictors, each 
having access to one saccadic generator. 
The response time of the two phases (TA and TB) were correlated 
(> 0.3) with a decreasing correlation when the cycle duration 
increased above 3 sec, indicating some interhemispheral relation
ship between the two predictors. The duration response of each 
phase (RA and RB) was also correlated with cycle duration (> 0.4) 
and decreased for cycles above 4 sec. One example of response 
duration dependency on cycle time is illustrated in Fig. 2,B. 
When the subject was asked to follow at the same pacing after the 
target was switched off the response duration for each phase was 
less correlated to cycle duration than when the target was present. 
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5. DISCUSSION 
Eye movement response to an asymmetrical periodic square wave tar
get, within a certain cycle range, predicted the target on both 
cycle phases (TA and T8)' The response to each phase duration 
(RA and RB) were well estimated by the subjects both when the exp
eriment was done with target and without. The asymmetrical res
ponse can be presumed to be the result of an oscillator and a 
predictor in each hemisphere within the saccadic system. If the 
two oscillators are set at the periodic cycle time but are phase 
shifted, the combined response will be an asymmetrical periodic 
saccadic response. The output of each oscillator is advanced or 
delayed by the variation of a predictor or delay mechanism and 
accordingly the saccadic response. The predictor learns the phase 
duration during the first 6-12 cycles and is able to trigger the 
saccadic pulse generator, thus, predicting the oscillator output. 
It might be argued that the two predictors that learned the pace 
duration are enough to generate a periodical saccadic response that 
is both asymmetrical and predictive to the two phases of the cycle. 
This is difficult to assume since under certain experimental con
ditions subjects tended to respond with an equal phase duration to 
the asymmetrical cycle but still maintained the cycle duration. 
Furthermore, experiments in our laboratory on brain injured indi
cate that as a result of the injury some patients might lose the 
saccadic prediction ability on the injured side but still maintain 
the cycle duration time. The assumption of only two predictors is 
al so weakened by the experimental resul ts showing subject's abil ity 
to make an asymmetrical saccadic response when no target was pre
sent. The predictor and oscillator in each hemisphere interact and 
are inter-dependent and intra-dependent between the hemispheres. 
The degree of functional interaction was highly dependent on the 
subject's attitude, concentration and training. During the experi
ment each subject chose his own strategy for the task (e.g. counting 
to mark time). Still, the response time and phase duration (TA 
and RA) for the short phase presentation were highly correlated but 
not for the long phase (TB and RB). Concentrating on one phase of 
the cycle pre-occupied the subject's attention choosing the most 
noticeable one, which is the short phase. 
The current saccadic system mathematical models lack some basic 
components of the prediction mechanism. The ability of the system 
in predicting an asymmetrical square target with changing cycle 
duration might provide some of the necessary data. 
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CAN TRAINING BE TRANSFERED FROM ONE OCULOMOTOR SYSTEM TO ANOTHER? 

S. RON (Occupational Health and Rehabilitation Institute at 
Loewenstein Hospital, Raanana, Israel) 

1. INTRODUCTION 
"Transfer of training" refers to the effects of prior training on 
subsequent performance of a task, the latter differing in some way 
from the task utilized during the original training. Transfer of 
training in the intact CNS has long been studied by psychologists, 
yielding findings that were ambivalent to later investigators: 
that it is possible to produce positive (increased) as well as 
negative (decreased) transfer effects in motor-learning situations. 
Later studies formulated the conditions of transfer where subjects 
under the more complex input conditions were able to learn most or 
all of the skill components required under less complex input 
conditions, while the reverse was not true. 
The above common definitions are of little help when we ask 
whether training can be transfered from one dculomotor system to 
another. It refers to transfer of one skill to another in the 
same type of modality (e.g. same 'type' of motor act) or, similar 
tasks. Furthermore, previous studies (Sage,1971) indicate that 
there is no transfer where training of a mot~r task was transfered 
to another such task when the basic movement pattern is not shared 
in both tasks. 

2. IMPROVING OCULOMOTOR OUTcm1E THROUGH TRAlNING 
The oculomotor activity is believed to be th~ most precise of all 
skeletal muscle movements and is therefore probably the most sus
ceptible to damage or insult of the CNS. When the CNS has sus
tained an insult, the impaired system has to exploit its plastic 
capacity to improve the outcome of the system r The natural re
covery that takes place has two time constants: immediately 
following the insult, and a second one which !takes weeks or months. 
In the intact oculomotor system, plastic changes were demonstrated 
(Balliet, Nakayama, 1978) in tortional eye movements where gain 
improvement was shown in subjects receivi~ training. In another 
study, subjects with extraocular paresis(~:re trained and saccadic 
gain improvement was achieved (Ciuffreda et al., 1979). In brain 
injured patients, to facilitate improvement of the second time 
constant, each oculomotor system underwent training (Ron, Hackett, 
1979; Ron, 1981) with the result of shortening the recovery time 
constant. Among a group of 22 patients studied, the minimal time 
constant of the saccadic gain in patients not receiving training 
was 7 months whereas in those receiving training it was 1.5 months. 
Similar shortening of the time constant was found for the OKN 
smooth phase velocity gain (3 versus one months) and for the smooth 
pursuit gain (4 versus 1.5 months). One example of the saccadic 
gain temporal change in a patient receiving training is shown in 
Fig. 1 and of smooth pursuit in Fig. 2. In the limited sample 
studied, patients receiving training reached a higher gain at the 
end of the training compared with non-trained patients. 
When the CNS has sustained an insult, the transfer function which 
relates the input sensory signal to the output command might change 
in consequence. The impaired system has to exploit its plastic 
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capacity for modifying internal signals so that the efferent signal 
remains unchanged. Some of these changes take place during the 
recovery period, as has long been known, to yield an improved out
come (Daroff, Hoyt, 1971; Ron, 1979). In motor function, to restore 
motor action, physiotherapy is commonly employed to change the level 
at which a function takes place and involves the patient's residual 
capacity in the performance of habitual activity. The purpose of 
training is to achieve a higher functional capacity of the machinery 
(higher gain) more quickly (shorter time constants). Mechanisms 
that are involved in this task are probably adaptation, modi
fication, gain control, to mention only a few. Admittedly, in 
spite of the recent advances in the study of neuronal plasticity 
(Tsukaharu, 1981), we still lack some of the basic experimental 
results to explain the behavioral changes in terms of the cellular 
or neuronal plasticity in the central nervous system. 

3. TRANSFER OF TRAINING IN THE OCULO~10TOR SYSTD1 
Transfer of OKN training to the vestibular system has been demon
strated, i.e. a transfer of training across sensory modalities. 
The results indicate an enhanced (Young, Henn, 1974) decline or 
unchanged response in the vestibular system as a result of uni
directional OKN training (Pfaltz, Kato, 1974; Pfaltz, Novak, 1977). 
In the impaired oculomotor system, the majority of the patients' 
natural improvement occurs at a different rate dependent on site 
and extent of injury. Training a system improves the outcome to 
reach a higher gain faster. Training, however, might facilitate 
the activities of other oculomotor systems. Fig. 3 illustrates 
the results obtained and compares the improvement rate of patients 
receiving OKN training (bidirectional), with those not receiving 
training. The gain change through the follow-up period is repre
sented with a straight line. In Fig. 3,A OKN results are compared 
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FIGURE 1. Temporal changes of saccadic gain in one patient 
receiving training. The subtending angle was 30 degrees; each dot 
represents 15 measurements and bars are one standard deviation. 
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with smooth pursuit and in Fig. 3B with saccades. While there 
was no change in the saccadic trend there was a marked improvement 
in the OKN smooth phase gain change. 
Similar transfer of training was found when patients were trained 
to make smooth pursuit movements. In the two populations, smooth 
pursuit and OKN smooth phase had a marked improvement, compared 
with saccade gain which had only a small improvement. When sub
jects underwent saccade training there was no marked change in 
gain trend in either smooth pursuit or OKN smooth phase (Fig. 4). 
Thus, there was no transfer of training to either system. 

4. DISCUSSION 
No condition is of greater importance to the acquisition of motor 
skills than practice. It may be argued that the 'natural practice' 
is the required process that the patients need. Improper practice, 
however, may actually perpetuate errors. The schedule of practice 
and the use of a bio-feedback system during practice were probably 
of paramount importance in the success of training outcome. Train
ing twice daily for 15-30 minutes, 5 days a week for several weeks 
proved in most cases to be adequate although no attempts were made 
to find the 'optimal' schedule for training. 
The two most obvious effects of practice are first, increasing the 
speed of performance, and second, increasing accuracy, or decreas
ing errors. Training the patients proved to achieve both goals, 
although the amount of success obviously depended also on the site 
and extent of brain lesion that the patient sustained. The 
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restoration of function follows a different path depending on 
whether the brain sustained concussion or lesion not directly re
lated to the specific motor performance, or directly related. We 
presume that in our patient population even patients who underwent 
surgery still belonged to the first class. It was suggested 
(Robinson, 1976; Ron, 1979) that improvement of the system outcome 
is through some mechanism of adaptive gain control or modification 
of the neural elements which map the input data into a different 
output action. This study shows that there is a transfer of train
ing between OKN smooth phase and smooth pursuit but not between 
either one and the saccadic system. The neural elements involved 
in saccade response are different to the elements in OKN or smooth 
pursuit. Thus, it might be presumed that training a subject to 
make saccades without 'transfer' of learning will not improve con
comitantly the outcome of the latter systems. Conversely, OKN or 
smooth pursuit does not involve neural machinery of the saccadic 
system. Whether the improvement of OKN and smooth pursuit response 
when one of the systems is trained is the result of some shared 
neural elements or the result of some components of the learned 
task transfered to the other system (Sage, 1971) is not clear from 
this study. We are clearly lacking more experiments to distinguish 
between the two possibilities. We would then be in a better pos
ition to provide the model makers with the elements of the inter
action between neural substrates of the different oculomotor 
systems. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Pendular nystagmus is an oscillatory movement of the eye which 
has a sinusoidal rather than a "saw-tooth" wave form (Figure 1). 
It may be congenital, acquired in association with neurological 
diseases, or voluntary (trick nystagmus). This report discusses 
the manifestations of acquired pendular nystagmus in 20 of our 
own patients together with a further 32 cases from the literature. 
Complete clinical details of these patients have been published 
elsewhere (Gresty et ai, 1982). Albeit a rare disorder, pendular 
nystagmus is important because of its implications for the 
organisation of the ocu lomotor system, the pathophysiology of 
tremor and for the severe visual handicap it may produce. For 
the latter reason emphasis has been laid on the pharmacological 
modification of the nystagmus with a view to treatment. 

CHARACTERISTICS OF ACQUIRED PENDULAR NYSTAGMUS 
Acquired pendular nystagmus may take the form of un i-ocular 
or binocular sinusoidal oscillations about any or all of the axes 
of rotation of the globe. The movements of the two eyes may 
be conjugate, disconjugate or dissociated and tend to be 
unaffected by eye position in the orbit. All the different 
combinations of pendular nystagmus encountered in our patients 
are illustrated in Figure 2. An example of conjugate nystagmus 
would be a horizontal (bilateral) pendular nystagmus. An example 
of disconjugate movement is pendular convergence nystagmus. 
Dissociated pendular nystagmus may consist of any combination 
of movements. Thus one eye may be moving about the principal 
axis whilst the other rotates under the combined influence of 
vertical and horizontal pendular movements. Alternatively, 
one eye may be stationary whereas the other has a nystagmus. 
Figure 2 does not show all horizontal combinations of movement 
yet our observations so far suggest that any combination is 
possible. 

Acquired pendular nystagmus has a typical amplitude up to a 
limit of approximately 5°. I t is sinusoidal in wave form, usua lIy 
with little harmonic distortion (Figure 1). The nystagmus has a 
set frequency which ranges from 2 Hz to 5 Hz with a modal 
frequency of 3 Hz. The fact that all forms of acquired pendular 
nystagmus have wave forms of similar amplitudes which fall on 
a unimodal frequency distribution suggests that they have similar 
pathophysiology and can be considered as a single clinical entity. 

Roucoux, A. and Crommelinck, M. (eds.): Physiological and Pathological Aspects of Eye Movements. 
© 1982, Dr W. Junk Publishers, The Hague, Boston, London. ISBN-13: 978-94-009-8002-0 
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PENDULAR NYSTAGMUS· right eye horizontal, left eye rotatory. M.S. 

L eye H 

L eye V 

1 sec 

spect ra 09~ 
0, 

Figure 1 - Examples of raw records of pendular nystagmus in a 
patient with Multiple Sclerosis (M.S.) H. horizontal; V. vertical; 
L. left; R. right. Below, examples of the spectra calculated on 
recordings of the horizontal movements of the eyes averaged over 
50, 10.24 second overlapping samples. The coherence indicates 
a high degree of relationship between the movements. The phase 
o indicates that the movements are to a slight degree convergent 
(30°) . 

A feature of pendular nystagmus which has important implications 
for pathophysiology is that movements of one or both eyes about 
different rotational axes are (with the exception of only two of our 
patients) highly synchronised. Evidence for this comes from two 
sources. Fi rstly, incases of rotatory pendu lar nystagmus, one 
can observe minimal variation in the trajectory of movement of 
the globe indicating that the vector components of horizontal 
and vertical movement maintain a constant frequency and phase 
relationship. Secondly, in cases of binocular pendular nystagmus, 
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recordings of the movements of the two eyes demonstrate that the 
wave forms of both maintain the same phase relationship with each 
other, sometimes with such precision that they may be generated 
by one and the same underlying mechanism. The properties of 
constant phase relationship and co-varying amplitude are termed 
Coherence* and may be assessed using a spectrum analyser. With 
the exceptions of the unusual varieties of nystagmus described 
below, coherence measurements. made on binocular movements in our 
group of patients demonstrated that the movements were always 
highly synchronised (eg, Figures 1, 4). 

In rare cases (and so far only monocular nystagmus) we have found 
different frequencies of movement in the horizontal and vertical 
planes producing a nystagmus which is irregular in trajectory. In 
the table of Figure 2 this is termed "complex curvilinear". 

*Coherence is a measurement of the degree to which the various 
frequency components of two signals co-vary in amplitude and 
main tain cons tant phase relationships. Coherence is expressed 
on a scale of 0 - 7. 0 indicates that the signals are unrelated 
and 7 indicates that they are completely inter-dependent. 
Appropriately, levels of statistical significance can be attributed 
to a coherence measurement depending upon the number of averages 
taken to derive the measurement. 

Coherence = 
Avera e of (ma nitude of cross s ectrum) 2 

Average (power spectrum 1st signal * Average (power spectrum 2nd) 
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A rare form of nystagmus termed "see-saw" in which the eyes 
execute alternating pendular movements in the vertical plane 
and also retract, the upwards movement being synchronised with 
the retraction, has frequency characteristics similar to those 
of the other acquired pendular nystagmus. For this reason 
we have tentatively classified see-saw nystagmus with pendular 
nystagmus. 

There are numerous behavioural characteristics of pendular 
nystagmus which seem quite arbitrary and defy classification. For 
example although most are continuous through waking life, some 
appear only on vergence movements. We have observed a pendular 
nystagmus which comprised crescendo-decrescendo transients 
reminiscent of rhythmical myoclonus. Another monocular form was 
provoked only when the subject fixated intently with the one eye. 

ASSOCIATION WITH NERVOUS DISEASE AND OTHER CLINICAL 
SIGNS 
More than 50% of our patients with acquired pendular nystagmus 
had multiple sclerosis. One third or more had brain stem vascular 
disease or angioma. It is occasionally seen in association with 
ambylopia and optic atrophy in which case it has been assumed 
to represent some form of sensory defect nystagmus. However, in 
our experience, with monocular pendular nystagmus in an 
amblyopic eye, there has been evidence of concurrent neurological 
illness such as migraine. 

The most common clinical signs associated with pendular nystagmus 
in our patients were skew deviation - 15%, squint - 5%, 
internuclear ophthalmoplegia - 66%, convergence failure - 90% 
and supranuclear palsy. All the major oculomotor functions 
(saccades, pursuit, vestibulo-ocular reflex and optokinetic 
responses) could be intact in the presence of pendular nystagmus 
and disorders of these functions did not correlate with any 
manifestation of the nystagmus. 

Acquired pendular nystagmus has interesting relationships with 
concurrent somatic tremor. Two distinct forms of tremor of the 
upper limbs occur in patients with posterior fossa lesions (Findley, 
Gresty, 1981). Tremor at 4 - 5 Hz which frequently occurs 
during intentional movement and is attributed to lesions of the 
dentato-thalamic projection pathway and tremor at about 3 Hz 
which is of larger amplitude, occurs only during posture and tends 
to have an irregular wave form. Tremor at this lower frequency 
can sometimes involve the palate, pharynx and larynx and 
diaphragm in which case associated pendular nystagmus is referred 
to as "ocular myoclonus". In up to one quarter of our patients 
pendular nystagmus occurred in association with 3 Hz somatic tremor 
and in all cases was closely related in frequency. 

In one patient with a brain stem infarction who subsequently 
developed oculo-palatal myoclonus the coherences between eye, 
pharynx and index finger movements were found to be 0.9 or 
higher over 100 spectral averages (Figure 3) indicating a very 
high degree of synchronisation at a probability level of less than 
1 %. Such an extraordinary degree of inter-relationship is not a 
characteristic of similar movements in multiple sclerosis. 
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Figure 3 - Recordings of movements of the eyes, pharynx and 
finger in a stroke patient with oculo-palatal myoclonus. 
Coherences indicating a very high degree of synchronisation were 
calculated on 100, 10.24 sec. overlapping samples. 

Pendular eye movements seen in multiple sclerosis and in some 
vascular diseases may appear identical to the nystagmus of oculo
palatal myoclonus. However, the high degree of synchronisation 
between the nystagmus and the body movements in the latter, may 
indicate a different neuro-physiological mechanism. We suggest 
that the term ocular myoclonus be restricted to examples in which 
there is such synchronisation with somatic movement. 

MECHANISM OF PENDULAR NYSTAGMUS 
Aschoff et al (1974) maintained that pendular nystagmus was a sign 
of cerebellar disease and resulted from a failure on the part of the 
roof nuclei to maintain stable eye position. The evidence for this 
came from two sources. One was that in the patients reviewed by 
Aschoff and his colleagues there was a high incidence of other 
neurological signs of cerebellar disease. Secondly in patients with 
the syndrome of "oculo-palatal-Iaryngeal-pharyngeal-diaphragmatic 
myoclonus" previous pathological studies haarevealed lesions of the 
dentate nuclei of the cerebellum and hypertrophy of the inferior 
olive (Van Bogaert, Bertrand, 1928: Guillain et ai, 1933). 

The view that pendular nystagmus is attributable to dysfunction of 
the cerebellar nuclei cannot be maintained in all cases, for 
stimulation studies of the role of the cerebellum in oculomotor 
function have revea led binocular projections (Nashold et ai, 1969; 
Ron, Robinson, 1973). The occurrence of purely monocular 
pendular nystagmus, therefore, cannot be explained in terms of 
cerebellar disease (Castaigne, 1979). In addition our own study. 
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unlike that of Aschoff et ai, did not confirm the evidence of a 
high prevalence of cerebellar signs amongst patients with pendular 
nystagmus. On the contrary, only one third of our patients had 
unequivocal signs of cerebellar disease. Exact localisation of the 
lesion was possible in only two of our patients. In each case the· 
lesions were angiomatous malformations which were situated in the 
high brain stem with no evidence of extension to the cerebellum. 

The observation that the most common oculomotor neurological 
signs associated with pendular nystagmus are internuclear and 
juxta-nuclear lesions would suggest that the structural damage 
responsible for pendular nystagmus is near the oculomotor nuclei. 
It is almost certain that the mechanismts) responsible for 
generating the rhythm of the nystagmus is at a similar level 
proximal to the final common oculomotor pathways. The reasons 
for this are as follows. Firstly the nystagmus is almost purely 
sinusoidal in wave form and, therefore, produced by reciprocal 
activity in agonist muscles. For this to occur the generating 
mechanism must have access to the motor-neurones of both 
muscles and, therefore, be at a supranuclear level. Secondly, 
because the major oculomotor systems may be intact in the presence 
of pendular nystagmus, and in particular the velocity of saccadic 
eye movements may be normal, it is unlikely that the abnormality 
responsible for the nystagmus is in the final common pathway. 
Because the nystagmus is an active motor phenomenon we presume 
that the immediate cause of the rhythmical activity is deafferentation 
of a nervous structure which is capable of going into oscillation. 
Concerning the nature of the rhythm generator in pendular 
nystagmus several features indicate that it may consist of 
instabilities in individual neurones rather than oscillatory processes 
in neuronal circuits. Firstly the frequency of the nystagmus is 
low in comparison with estimates of timing one may attribute to any 
oculomotor feedback system. This means that if a loop were 
involved then its processing time would have a heavy pharmaco
logical weighting. Secondly the frequency and pharmacological 
properties of pendular nystagmus are similar to those of some 
associated somatic tremor indicating that they may share a common 
rhythm generating mechanism. If there is a common mechanism 
then it is unlikely to involve processing around neuronal circuits 
because nervous structures involved in somatic and ocular 
movements are so dissimi lar. On the other hand one can readily 
envisage that both oculomotor and somatomotor neuronal mechanisms 
utilise individual types of neurones with similar membrane properties. 

In overview the mechanism responsible for pendular nystagmus is 
likely to be at a level proximal to the oculomotor neurones, not on 
the final common pathway nor involving the major oculomotor systems 
and is probably a form of instability in a mechanism with similar 
characteristics to those responsible for associated somatic tremor. 

Speculation arises as to the normal function of this mechanism 
which, when disordered, gives rise to pendular nystagmus. The 
principal clue as to its normal function lies in the fact that one 
eye, and in particular one set of muscles alone, may be affected. 
Bender (1980) has stressed that in any ocular movement all 
extra-ocular muscles are involved, albeit their relative contributions 
may be small. The net result is that the eye is aligned on target 
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with all asymmetries of muscle action and secondary actions 
compensated. In the case of binocular movements the signals fed to 
the two sets of ocular muscles must be subtly different to take into 
account the right/left mirror imaging of orbital muscle as well 
as the secondary corrections required for each eye. Therefore, it 
is reasonable to propose a "secondary corrective" mechanism which 
makes the final small corrections due to orbital asymmetries and 
secondary actions of muscles which are necessary for binocular 
alignment and orthophoria. SuC;h a mechanism under different 
conditions of movement would require restricted access to the 
individual muscle pairs in each eye and thereby produce 
synchronised monocular effects or synchronised binocular effects 
in restricted muscle groups. It is possible that this mechanism 
could give rise to pendular nystagmus. If this is correct then 
pendular nystagmus becomes a further example of a disorder of 
conjugate gaze along with its most common associated clinical 
signs of skew, squint and internuclear ophthalmoplegia. 

The visual handicap produced by pendular nystagmus can be 
considerable with almost all patients experiencing loss of acuity 
because of oscillopsia" A comparison of visual acuity before and 
after treatment of the nystagmus indicates that up to 4 lines of 
the Snellen chart may be gained by its suppression. Scanning 
patterns necessary for reading may be impaired more than a 
simple measurement of acuity would suggest. We have seen 
patients in whom acuity was near normal but who were severely 
handicapped in general locomotor activities, reading and viewing 
motion pictures. Accordingly it would be desirable to develop 
a suppressant drug regime. 

PHARMACOLOGICAL MODIFICATION OF PENDULAR NYSTAGMUS 
To date we have attempted to modify pendular nystagmus with a 
variety of pharmacological agents including: L-Dopa; 
Baclofen; Clonazepam; Prochlorperazine; Carbamazepine and 
Tetrabenazine. Modification of the amplitude of pendular nystagmus 
has been achieved with three drugs, viz Ouabaine,which had an 
exacerbating effect, and Hyoscine and Lignocaine, which temporarily 
abolished the nystagmus. 

The rationale for assessing the effects of intravenous Ouabaine on 
pendular nystagmus comes from the hypothesis that the nystagmus 
arises from instability at the neuronal membrane level. We, 
therefore, chose a drug having a generalised action on cell 
membranes. Its specific action on neurones is one of alteration of 
the trans-membrane potential through inhibition of the sodium pump., 

The results of a 250 ugm intravenous injection of Ouabaine in a 
double blind placebo controlled study on a patient with multiple 
sclerosis are shown in Figure 4. 

Measurements were taken of the amplitude of his horizontal monocular 
nystagmus. After administration, nystagmus amplitude rose from 
a peak level of about 2.5° to a magnitude of 5° over an interval of 
5 minutes. Amplitude then decreased until baseline level was attained 
13 minutes after administration. This pharmacodynamic response 
profi Ie corresponds closely to the known pharmacokinetic properties 
of Ouabaine. In comparison, normal saline had no effect on nystagmus 
amplitude. 
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Figure II - Pharmacodynamic 
effects of Ouabaine on the 
amplitude (in degrees peak o/) 
of pendular nystagmus in a 
controlled study against normal 
Saline. 

Since Charcot's original observations (ref 8) Hyoscine has been 
known to possess a suppressive effect on involuntary movements 
in neurological disease and trials on many of our patients have 
shown that this action extends to pendular nystagmus. 
Unfortunately the side effects of Hyoscine prevent its long 
term application. 

The rationale for using Lignocaine stems from its membrane 
stabilising properties (although its modes of action have not yet 
been fully elucidated). Dramatic and encouraging results were 
found in the three multiple sclerosis patients with pendular 
nystagmus who have so far been assessed on acute intravenous 
doses of 100 mg. Lignocaine in double blind placebo controlled 
trial s. The results of one such trial are illustrated in Figure 5 
which shows the effects of intravenous Lignocaine followed some 
ten minutes later by 200 ugm of Hyoscine on a monocular 
rotatory nystagmus. We found that although Lignocaine 
effectively abolished the nystagmus without producing untoward 
side effects, its effects were short lived. Hvoscine 200 ugm 
administered after Lignocaine prolonged the period of suppression 
up to one hour, without causing unacceptable side effects. 
The serendipitous finding that somatic tremor could also be 
suppressed by intravenous Lignocaine is illustrated in Figure 6. 
The figure presents raw data records of postural tremor of the 
upper limbs and binocular pendular nystagmus in a patient with 
multiple sclerosis. The tremor was measured with the arms in 
posture and flexed with the index fingers pointing towards the 
nose as if the patient were executing the familiar "finger to nose 
test". The dramatic reduction in nystagmus 1 0 minutes after 
intravenous administration of Lignocaine is also evident in the 
postural tremor. 
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Figure 5 - Modification of rotatory nystagmus with intravenous 
Lignocaine and Hyoscine. Spectral calculations were averaged 
over 50, 10.24 sec overlapping samples. 
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The finding that Lignocaine administered intravenously is capable 
of suppressing pendular nystagmus gives new hope for the 
development of a therapeutic drug regime. Lignocaine derivatives 
now exist for oral administration. With trials of oral preaparations 
underway we hope in the near future to be able to develop an 
effective therapeutic regime for the suppression of pendular 
nystagmus and possibly certain forms of associated somatic tremor. 
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POSTER SUMMARY 
Horizontal saccadic and smooth pursuit eye movements 
were studied in 84 patients with multiple sclerosis 
(MS) and 21 patients with optic neuritis (ON). 
The MS patients, clinically classified in subgroups, 
showed subclinical eye movement disorder in 80 % of the 
the definite, 74 % of the probable and 60 % of the 
possible category. Five of the ON patients (25 %) sho
wed a subclinical eye movement deficit. They all were 
young patients with a recent history of ON. In a group 
of 27 MS patients with symptoms of spinal cord invol
vement only, 14 established subclinical oculomotor 
discorder indicating the involvement of cerebral struc
tures in the demyelination process. 
A study of correlation between specific eye movement 
parameters and results of visual evoked response (V.E.R.) 
tests revealed that saccadic latency or smooth pursuit 
abnormalities are not correlated with prolonged VER la
tencies (P-100 peak latency). This indicates that lesions 
beyond the primary visual pathway substantially contri
bute to both parameters of oculomotor dysfunction. 
A significant correlation between prolonged saccadic 
latency and smooth pursuit deficit is found. The occu
rence of internuclear ophthalmoplegia (INO) is signi
ficantly related with saccadic latency increase. This 
finding indicates that demyelination in patients with 
an established INO may not be restricted exclusively 
to one or both medial longitudinal fasciculi (MLF) 
but extends to other brainstem structures which are 
functionally related to the programming of saccades. 
The findings substantiate the value of standardised, 
objective examination of eye movements in the detec
tion and clarification of subclinical lesions in the 
central nervous system of patients with an early diag
nosis of MS or ON. 
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THE MEASUREMENT OF EYE MOVEMENT USING DOUBLE MAGNETIC 
INDUCTION 

J.P.H. REULEN, L. BAKKER (Department of Medical Phy
sics, Vrije Universiteit, Amsterdam) 

POSTER SUMMARY 
The poster describes a new method for the accurate 
measurement of human eye movements. This eye-contact 
method is based on double magnetic induction and al
lows for a lead-free eye coil. The major characteris
tics of the method are a resolution of 8 minutes of 
arc, a linearity up to 15 degrees and a frequency 
bandwidth of 3 kHz. Further improvement of resolution 
is possible based on theory and experiment. Results 
of measurements on human eye movements are presented. 
The new technique considerably improves eye movement 
measurement with eye-contact methods, based on magne
tic induction. The method is applicable to man and 
animal. 
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If causal and teleological reasoning were clearly diamet
rically opposed attitudes, then tackling the central organiza
tion of vertical eye movements would indeed be a formidable 
task. This opening, and light, assertion is partially explai
ned by the subsequent lengthy introduction to some of the prob
lems posed by the descriptive, but unfortunately misnamed, 
"vertical" vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR). Many in the oculomo
tor field believe the key to understanding vertical eye move
ments depends to a large extent on first understanding the ver
tical VOR reflex pathways. Experiments carried out to date 
ranging from the sensory to motor periphery suggest that the 
excellent performance of the vertical VOR is achieved at the 
level of the second order vestibular neurons. Accordingly 
these cells must be the center of focus in the upcoming years. 
At the outset it should also be appreciated that many eye move
ment related signals, even vestibular, appearing at target 
sites of second order vestibular neurons could be obtained 
either directly or indirectly via more than one pathway. 
Therefore, critical experiments will always require correlation 
between physiology and morphology. With the above view in 
mind, experiments initiated nearly a decade ago in lateral-eyed 
(rabbit) and frontal-eyed animals (cats) have recently been 
brought to a level that can now form a concrete basis for pro
viding a better understanding of central vertical VOR organiza
tion (Baker, Berthoz, 1974: Baker et al. 1972; Baker et al. 
1973; Baker, Spencer, 1981; Baker et al., 1981; Baker et al. 
1982: cohen, Suzuki, 1982; Gacek, 1971: Ghelarducci et al. 
1977; Graf et al. 1981; Highstein, 1973; Ito et al. 1973; Ito 
et al. 1976a,b,c; McCrea et al. 1981; precht, Baker, 1972: 
Uchino et al. 1978; Uchino et al. 1980a,b; Uchino et al. 1981; 
yamamoto et al. 1978; yoshida et al. 1981). The brief summary 
below begins by elaborating on the behavioral basis of vertical 
VOR organization in mammals and extends up to the questions now 
being asked including some comment on their implications. More 
focus is placed on VOR organization in the cat and the readers 
indulgence is requested until the ensuing papers (in prepara
tion) appear with the detail concerning points ever so sparsely 
presented now. Admitting that we are not convinced that any of 
the questions posed or answers suggested are as straightforward 
as outlined is not difficult at this point. 

AS one moves presumably higher in the vertebrate phylum 
the eyes have shifted from a lateral to frontal position to 
allow stereoscopic vision to replace panoramic sight. Although 
many principles of retinal processing of light stimuli remain 
common to all animals, there is, nevertheless, considerable 
development of retinal receptors and optic nerve fibers to 
increase retinal capacity for detecting contrast change and 
movement. Accordingly, evolution has greatly expanded the cen-
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Spatial relationship between semicircular 
canals, optic axis and extraocular muscles 
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Figure 1. Spatial relationships in the cat and rabbit were 
selected from Figure 1 of Simpson, Graf (1981). The lines of 
action for the superior rectus and superior oblique muscles re
main nearly parallel to the ipsilateral anterior and posterior 
canals. A similar canal arrangement is likely for the inferior 
rectus and inferior oblique muscles. 

tral organization of visual centers to, on one hand, carry out 
visual processing, and the other, to implement an extensive ar
ray of motor performances. compensatory eye movements are in
timately linked to the successful performance of the visual 
system. Indeed associated with the above mentioned phylogene
tic improvements in visual capacity are the basic compensatory 
movements initiated by vestibular and optokinetic stimuli which 
are augmented in many higher order species by the ability to di-
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Hering-Style Diagram of left Eye Muscle Action 
CAT RABBIT 

SR SR 

MR------.,t----lR MR----it----lR 

IR IR 

Figure 2. comparison of the actions of extraocular muscles in 
cat and rabbit presented in the form of a Hering-style dia
gram. Note that the primary muscle actions do not change as 
the recti produce elevation-depression and the obliques-tor
sion. Secondary roles are reversed as extensively discussed by 
Graf, Simpson (1981) and Simpson, Graf (1981). 

rect the attention of the eye voluntarily to discrete targets 
in space (e.g. saccades and smooth pursuit). understanding how 
these newly acquired motor activities are superimposed on the 
oculomotor nuclei requires that the central structure-function 
organization of the vestibular and optokinetic reflexes be 
firmly elucidated. The mandate for this approach is clear. 
There are ample data to argue that the CNS augments encephali
zation of function by adding to existing circuitry rather than 
re-structuring from sensory to motor periphery. AS it turns 
out the vertical VOR is one of the best places to examine the 
above propostion in detail. The problem posed seems to be sim
ple and straightforward. It begins with the observation that 
the orientation of the semicircular canals in most lateral and 
frontal-eyed species are nearly congruent although the optic 
axes differ by nearly 90· (Fig. 11 Graf, Simpson, 19811 
Simpson, Graf, 1981). Recently it has been clearly demons
trated that one mechanism utilized, and likely a major one, is 
peripheral rearrangement of the insertion of vertical extraocu
lar muscles so as to produce, mechanically, the appropriate 
axes for globe rotation (Fig. 21 Graf, Simpson, 19811 Simpson, 
Graf, 1981). For example, in the cat, torsion of both eyes is 
produced by rotation around the x-axis (roll) whereas in the 
rabbit such movements are produced by rotations around the 
y-axis (pitchl Fig. 3). Two points are important. In the 
above case, both species utilize the same primary eye muscles. 
compensation can be accomplished because the pulling action of 
the muscles are all nearly aligned with the appropriate semi
circular canal. This argument is true for either torsion or 
up-down movement as illustrated in 3A and B. A good example of 
the contribution by an individual muscle is the superior rectus 
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Figure 3. Direction of compensatory eye movements produced in 
cat and rabbit following rotation around the x-and y-axes. In 
A and B only the direct excitatory pair of 3-neuron VOR arcs 
activated from the canals are labeled for the two eyes (see 
text). In each case (A and B) the type of compensatory eye 
movement is shown to differ between species yet in both they 
are symmetric and parallel. 

whose pulling directions lie on opposite sides of the anterior 
canals in the rabbit and cat. The large change, however, only 
modifies the secondary action of the muscle (i.e, extorsion vs. 
intorsion). The Hering-style diagrams depict the trajectory of 
optic axis in both species (Fig. 2) and illustrate a second 
point whose historical origin is so lengthy it's hardly worth 
documentation any longer, namely that each semicircular canal 
is specifically related to the reciprocal excitatory-inhibitory 
control of the motoneurons of one muscle pair in each eye 
(Figs. 2-4). The above concept has been evident from the time 
of the first papers in the field and, it of course, forms the 
basis for 'multiple sets' of 3-neuron arcs (Szentagothai, 
1943). There has been much ado about nothing in respect to the 
significance of co-planar (i.e., ipsi-anterior canal and con
tra-posterior canal) role in the vertical VOR. This intuitive 
fact has always been implicitly appreciated in the literature 
on compensatory movement, (Cohen, Suzuki, 1963) but only re
cently, has it nicely been re-emphasized in the work showing 
the visual system interface to the oculomotor system is likely 
via the same co-ordinate plan, in fact, probably via the same 
neurons involved in the vertical VOR (Simpson et al. 1981). 
Thus, it may be appreciated that the visual and vestibular sys
tem organization is not centered around a Cartesian coordinate 
system, but the aformentioned non-orthogonal pairs of semicir
cular canals (Graf, Simpson, 19811 Simpson, Graf, 1981). Tele
ologically there may be considerable significance to the above 
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Figure 4. All eAcitatory and inhibitory anterior and posterior 
canal 3-neuron VOR pathways in the cat are presented in the 
form of a Hering-style diagram. In A, the left anterior canal 
is shown to disynaptically contact all motoneurons to the ipsi
lateral superior rectus and contralateral inferior oblique mus
cles (open circles). In addition, another 3-neuron arc con
tacts motoneurons to the contralateral superior rectus (open 
star). Two separate inhibitory VOR pathwys are illustrated. 
The 3-neuron arc to motoneurons innervating the oblique and 
ipsilateral inferior rectus form the first type (filled cir
cles) and the second includes the contralateral inferior rectus 
(filled star). The percentages next to the circles indicate 
the approximate number of motoneurons synaptically contacted 
based on data from Table I of Uchino et al. 1980b. In B, con
nections from the posterior canal are shown as in A. 

design. First it is the co-planar organization of the vertical 
semicircular canals that undoubtly is the singular most impor
tant design feature adhered to throughout lateral to fron
tal-eyed species. It doesn't change, but many other aspects of 
eNS organization must. Years ago, Simpson (in unpublished 
cogitations) expressed the view that in order to achieve bila
teral canal symmetry and also maintain a balanced, maximally 
sensitive push-pull system, a 45 deg angle with the midsaggital 
plane would be desirable. In view of the consistency in peri
pheral semicircular canal orientation and the peripheral rear
rangements between frontal and lateral eye animals at the level 
of the globe, on~ can entertain the question of how central 
pathways might be best organized to achieve the optimum verti
cal VOR. AS expressed earlier this is not a simple problem. 
There isn't any way it will be adequately addressed by a non
experimental approach. In recent years several morphophysio
logical studies have demonstrated differences in extraocular 
motoneuron properties and motor nuclei organization between 
species. The presence of axon collaterals in many cat, but not 
rabbit oculomotor neurons is one clear example (Evinger et al. 
1982). In fact, the issue of contra vs. ipsilateral localiza
tion of some vertical motoneurons has remained without good ex
planation, but it also is likely to be related to the above 
described vertical canal orientation. Nonetheless, the major 
focus in the upcoming years will be on second-order vertical 
vestibular neurons. The ensuing comments focus on vertical VOR 
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organization in the cat and rabbit. The morphological illus
trations point to the extent of the circuitry, not its complex
ity, which needs to be considered. 

Since Szentagothai's (1943) classical description of the 
three neuron arc, students of the oculomotor system have fre
quently ignored the major role second order vestibular neurons 
play in both horizontal and vertical eye movements. These mat
ters will be addressed in time (papers in preparation), but in 
short, vestibular neurons exhibit numerous target sites other 
than motoneurons, and they exhibit signals related to eye move
ment (especially position) as well as vestibular sensiti
vity(Baker, Spencer, 1981; Baker et al. 1982; McCrea et al. 
1980, 1981; yoshida et al. 1981). The first point for consi
deration is their contact with motoneurons. In the horizontal 
VOR, there are separate populations of second order excitatory 
neurons to the abducens and medial rectus (McCrea et al. 
1980). All evidence to date, in both cat and rabbit vertical 
VOR pathways, states explicitly that one canal is connected in 
an excitatory fashion to, minimally, two subpopulations of mo
toneurons (Ito et al. 1976a, Graf et al. 1981; Uchino et al. 
1980a,b). In fact, Szentagothai (1943) designated as "primary 
connections" the individual canal relationship with motoneurons 
for two eye muscles in the VOR. This clearly forms the basis 
for the anterior and posterior canal regulation of one muscle 
pair in each eye in agonist-antagonist fashion (Figs. 3,4). 
However, there is no way a simple three neuron reflex arc by 
itself could even begin to be adequate to produce symmetric eye 
movements in either the rabbit or cat - especially in the ver
tical system. One can appreciate the problem rather easily by 
employing the measurements of pulling axes from Fig. 1 
(Simpson, Graf, 1981) and using them to approximate those of 
the inferior oblique and inferior rectus muscles. Assuming in 
the cat that the left posterior canal innervates the contrala
teral inferior rectus and trochlear nucleus one can see that 
the pulling axis (i.e., force) is more closely aligned with the 
optic axis (i.e., the axis of rotation is shifted by 13° from 
that of the canal). The posterior canal would be better or
iented at 25° from the midline to optimally favor the contrala
teral inferior rectus or 68° to favor the ipsilateral superior 
oblique muscle. Yet, if the same VOR neuron contacts motoneur
onal populations on both sides of the brain then the difference 
must be averaged. Congruency between semicircular canal or
ientations and kinematic features of muscles are important is
sues to be enlarged on before the adequacy of three neuron arcs 
is established (Simpson, Graf in preparation) • 

On the other hand, the long-standing hypothesis of an in
dividual second order neuron contacting two populations of mo
toneurons has recently been demonstrated to have been a cor
rect, but substantially incomplete surmise (Graf et al. 1981; 
uchino et al. 1978,1980b). In many ways this is fortunate. 
Employing the finer technical expertise available in recent 
years frequently raised more physiological and morphological 
problems in both the rabbit and cat than the above limited ver
sion of the three-neuron arc could explain. Several long stor
ies are shortened by combining diverse data to support the 
postulate of two distinct types of second order vestibular 
neurons in the cat. The newest three neuron-arc (both discov-
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Figure 5. Morphology and eye movement related signals of an 
identified second order vestibular neuron recorded in the ab
ducens nucleus. Intracellular application of HRP following re
cording of the activity of the vestibular neuron in the alert 
cat shows the diversity of termination sites in addition to the 
abducens nucleus. Rate-position plots for the horizontal (A) 
and vertical (B) directions were constructed in a conventional 
fashion. 

ery and evolution) connects, minimally, three populations of 
motoneurons with one common signal (Graf et al. in prepara
tion). Thus, each anterior and posterior canal is connected in 
an excitatory and inhibitory fashion with three pairs of eye 
muscles (Fig. 4). This morphology fits perfectly with the 
electrophysiology demonstrating bilateral excitation and inhi
bition between pairs of vertical eye muscles (Uchino et al. 
1980b). In addition, the crossing of vestibular axons in the 
oculomotor nucleus (Gacek, 1971) can now be interpreted as ori
ginating solely from the collaterals of the above class of 
second order vestibular neurons. All semicircular canal exci
tatory pathways in the cat (and likely in the rabbit) reach the 
oculomotor complex via the contralateral MLF and all inhibitory 
pathways via the ipsilateral MLF (Maciewicz et al. in prepara
tion). The percentages shown next to the bilateral VOR connec
tions were calculated from UChino, etal (l980b) and indicate 
that not all motoneurons in any subgroup receive synaptic ef
fects from these vestibuar neurons. In fact, it seems that the 
inhibitory connections are more extensively distributed. The 
convergence between the bilateral AC-PC canal pairs is now 
being studied, especially as it relates to motoneuron axon 
collateralization in vertical motoneurons (Graf et al. 1981). 
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Figure 6. Morphology and eye movement-related signals of an 
excitatory second order vestibular neuron activated from pos
terior canal and terminating in the trochlear nucleus and pre
sumably the ipsilateral inferior rectus subdivision of the ocu
lomotor nucleus. Mulitple target sites are illustrated in the 
posterior brain stem. Rate-position plots for horizontal (A) 
and vertical (B) directions were obtained with the same proce
dure as in Fig. 5. 

Nonetheless, the pattern of vestibular input just described 
already suggests different roles for certain motoneurons in 
compensatory VOR than in other eye movements. This leads to 
the questions - "What role do the additional posterior and 
anterior canal pathways provide in respect to the VOR and what 
is the relationship to other eye movement related signals in 
the system?" 

Certainly, the additional anterior canal pathways are pri
marily directed toward movement of the contralateral eye and 
specifically are associated with the vertical recti (Fig. 4). 
Even in the simple vector diagrams illustrated in Fig. 1 it can 
be seen that the additional forces exerted would effectively 
place the axis of rotation more vertical as well as closer to 
the plane of canal rotation. In the case of the posterior 
canal, the pathways are directed toward the ipsilateral eye and 
also largely to the vertical recti. This implies that the axis 
of rotation for the ipsilateral eye becomes more congruent with 
the rotation plane of the posterior canal. 

When the AC-PC connections to the oculomotor complex are 
viewed from the vestibular nucleus looking towards the oculo
motor nuclei they seem to be associated with 'real' vertical 
compensatory eye movement. This observation appears to be con
sistent with their appearance in the cat and not in the rabbit 
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(Graf et al. 1981). Eye movement related signals on the two 
sets of 3 neuron VOR arcs have not yet been conclusively iden
tified1 however, a reasonable prediction can be offered from 
the data available in one well studied pathway, the excitatory 
posterior canal to contrateral trochlear and inferior recuts 
motoneurons (2 targets) and a second pathway that includes the 
contralateral inferior rectus (3 targets). combining the un
published data in the alert cat (Graf et al. in preparation) 
and prior work on vestibular input to the trochlear nucleus 
(Blanks etal. 1978), suggests two distinct types of second or
der vestibular neuron response distinguished by the extent of 
the vertical eye position signal. The latter is undoubtedly 
significant for vertical plant stiffness. TWO types of verti
cal vestibular ~F fibers are found in the alert cat1 namely, 
one with high position sensitivity (aprox 10 sp/sec/ deg) and 
the other with a moderate gain (aprox 2 sp/sec/deg1 yoshida et 
al. 19811 Graf et al. in preparation). The above numbers were 
selected in order to illustrate another point found by compar
ing the horizontal and vertical rate position plots for identi
fied second order vestibular neurons to the abducens (Fig. 5) 
-.;-,d trochlear (Fig. 6) nuclei. For the neuron shown in Fig. 6, 
the horizontal rate position sensitivity was actually higher 
than the vertical. Exactly the opposite might be expected 
from the vestibular neuron that terminates bilaterally in the 
inferior rectus. Secondly the horizontal vestibular neuron 
clearly does not exhibit vertical sensitivity at all (Fig. 
5B). comparison of the two examples leads to the conclusion 
that horizontal position information must reach the level of 
the vertical vestibular neurons in the vestibular nuclei but 
that vertical position must be added to abducens motoneurons by 
pathways other than horizontal second order vestibular neurons. 
Recent evidence suggests other solutions and in some cases it 
is via other vestibular neurons (Graf et al. 1981 and in pre
paration). However, for the moment the main message is that 
much work remains to be carried out on second order vestibular 
neurons in both the rabbit and cat vestibular nuclei. The fi
nal part of this paper comments photographically on that 
subject. 

Recent studies re-evaluating pathways and distributions of 
neurons in the vestibular complex indicate three points worth 
emphasis now. First, the number of second order vestibular 

Figure 7. Anterograde and retrograde labeling in the cat ves
tibular nuclei following HRP injection in the oculomotor nucle
us. A-H, the vestibular afferent input to the oculomotor nu
cleus and the latter's afferent pathway to the vestibular com
plex were simultaneously studied employing HRP transport and 
subsequent sensitive histochemistry. Four representative 
transverse sections through the vestibular nuclei are shown 
with bright field and polarized light optics to highlight the 
significant connections. Vestibular nuclei topography is after 
Brodal, POmpeiano (1957). Abbreviations: SV, MV, LV AND DV are 
superior, medial, lateral and descending vestibular nuclei, re
spectivelY1 Y, y-grouP1 d and v, dorsal and ventral subdivision 
of Y-grouP1 PH, prepositus nucleus1 RB, restiform bodY1 and 
MLF, medial longitudinal fasciculus. All calibrations are lmm. 
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A. Transverse section near the caudal end of the superior 
vestibular nucleus. Several of the large ventral vestibular 
cells may lie in the rostral tip of the lateral vestibular 
nucleus. 

B. Enlargement of the superior vestibular nucleus shown in A. 
Polarized light microscopy illustrates the density of synaptic 
input to SV as well as the extensive vestibular cells with 
rostral projections. 
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C.Transverse section through the caudal tip of the lateral ves
tibular nucleus and rostral part of the descending vestibular 
nucleus. The dorsal and ventral parts of the y-groups are 
shown situated between the dentate nucleus and restiform body. 

D. Same in C, but with polarized illumination. The large la
beled cells in the descending nucleus are labeled in contrast 
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to those in the lateral vestibular nucleus. Also the retro
grade (d) and anterograde (V) clearly subdivides the y-group. 

~LF 

E. Transverse section near the middle of the descending and 
medial vestibular nucleus. The prepositus nucleus is also 
clearly recognized. 

r. Same section as in E. In addition to the medial vestibular 
nucleus a large number of cells are labeled in descending ves
tibular and prepositus nucleus. At this level, numerous cells 
are found in, and around, the MLF. 

neurons projecting to the oculomotor nuclei is more extensive 
than previously envisioned (see Fig. 7B,D,F,H). Secondly, ver
tical semicircular canal pathways are comprised of neurons that 
can be selectively localized in the medial, superior and de
scending vestibular nuclei and whose axonal pathways are in the 
MLF (uchino et al. 1981; Spencer et al. in preparation). 
Thirdly, in addition to neurons distributed extensively 



G. Transverse section near the caudal end of medial and 
descending vestibular nucleus. 
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~lF 

H. Same as in G. Note the continuation of a high density of 
cells in the caudal medial vestibular nucleus and prepositus 
nucleus. Anterograde labeling is still largely overlapping the 
same areas containing the above cells. 

throughout the vestibular nucleus considerable numbers of cells 
are found in the prepositus nucleus proper as well as distribu
ted in and surrounding the MLF (Fig. 7E-H). In the latter 
areas, irrespective of the directness of their involvement with 
the VOR, these neurons must be considered as significant for 
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vertical eye movement as they have been for horizontal eye 
movement (Baker et al. 1981). One other point shown well by 
the use of polarized illumination is the tremendous size of the 
descending oculomotor input overlapping directly the vestibu
lar, prepositus and reticular areas that in turn send afferents 
to the oculomotor nuclei (Fig. 7). The extent of the ascending 
and descending circuitry argues that the vertical VOR cannot be 
envisioned as originating solely in an ascending direction from 
the semicircular canals to the oculomotor nucleus. 

Superimposed upon the VOR circuitry in the vestibular com
plex are the equally important classical relationships between 
the cerebellum and bilateral vestibular nuclei, directly, and 
also via commissural interaction (Baker et al. 19721 Ito et al. 
19731 Ito et al. 1980c). We continue to find that purkinje 
cells in flocculus only inhibit two selected pairs of vertical 
vestibular pathways - (namely the excitatory AC to iSR, CIO and 
the inhibitory one to iIR and CSOI Ito et al. 1973). Thus, in 
view of the reciprocity of commissural connections between the 
co-planar anterior and posterior canals it seems that the cere
bellum has chosen to contact, directly, only one canal path. 
AS a result it controls one of the reciprocal excitatory-inhi
bitory canal pathways in each eye. Whether the cerebellum also 
influences the sets of three neuron arcs with bilateral oculo
motor termination described in the cat is not important because 
in any case, one must assume that the interaction between AC
PC pairs must be sufficient to regulate all the compensatory 
vertical eye movements originating from the posterior canal. 
Therefore, the only structural difference is direct vs. indi
rect modulation in cerebellar regulation of the anterior and 
posterior canal excitatory-inhibitory pathways. In a well
tuned, balanced, push-pull system, this control might not pose 
a formidable problem; however, not all vertical eye movements 
are symmetrical (Anderson, 1981; King, Leigh, 1982). 

In summary, the number, location, distribution, termina
tion and eye movement related activity of second order vestibu
lar neurons in the cat and rabbit are being pursued with em
phasis on simultaneously providing information concerning both 
morphological and physiological features. As was found for the 
horizontal VOR, the vertical VOR will offer some special sur
prises underlying its operation, however, it will not be any 
more difficult to understand. Continued advances in circuit 
description will lead to comparably good models concerning the 
neuronal basis of how vertical and torsional eye movements are 
synthesized centrally. 
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SINGLE UNIT RECORDINGS IN THE VESTIBULAR NUCLEI OF THE ALERT MONKEY RELATED 
TO THE VERTICAL VESTIBULO-OCULAR REFLEX (VVOR) 

H. Reisine and V. Henn (Dept. of Neurology, University Hospital, ZUrich, 
Switzerland) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Study of the vestibular system's role in oculomotor function has con
centrated on motion in horizontal planes parallel to earth to simplify 
experimental paradigms. Thus, the logic is that passive and active head 
rotations involving only events in the horizontal semicircular canals (SCC), 
exclusive of those for example in the vertical SCC and the otolith organs, 
need be correlated with the actions of only two of six extraocular muscles 
for one eye, i.e. the medial and lateral recti. As productive as this re
search has been in defining vestibulo-ocular relations, it is evident that 
head and eye movements in the horizontal plane are but a fraction of the 
overall eye and head motion. Involved here is the general problem of how head 
movement information, detected in the three dimensions of the SCC, is projec
ted onto the oculomotor system, having only two dimensions of movement--if 
torsions are neglected. Analysis of premotor neurons has already revealed 
complex iso-frequency curves in two dimensional space (Henn, Hepp, 1981). To 
be more specific, then, it is necessary to determine how the vestibular 
system interfaces with such premotor neurons, and subsequently with oculo
motoneurons. 

Another notable aspect of vestibulo-ocular interfacing is that asymme
tries in vertical nystagmus have been reported in regard to gain, time 
constant, and visual-vestibular interaction (Matsuo, et al., 1979). As 
peripheral input seems to be symmetrical in all three canal planes, the 
question arises; at what stage are these functional asymmetries introduced. 
In this regard we have begun to examine the VVOR in the alert monkey, and to 
correlate single unit recordings in the vestibular nuclei with these reflex 
patterns as well as those of the horizontal vestibulo-ocular reflex. This 
preliminary report expresses our approach and initial findings. 

2. METHODS 

Experiments were performed on juvenile monkeys (Macaca mulatta). Head 
bolts for head fixation, silver-silver chloride DC EOG electrodes for moni
toring eye position, and a stainless steel cylinder for a micropositioner 
were implanted. Single units were recorded with etched, varnished tungsten 
microelectrodes having impedences between 1-7 MegOhm. Dubing recording 
sessions the animal sat with head fixed, ventroflexed 25 to the horizon-
tal plane, in a primate chair, which was fastened into a gimbal. The gimbal, 
in turn, was attached to a turntable. Both gimbal and turntable could be 
driven independently by seperate servo-controlled motors. This arrangement 
permitted independent horizontal and vertical axis rotations relative to the 
animal's head; in addition, the animal could be statically tilted in the 
gimbal for otolith testing. Also, a device at the bottom of the primate chair 
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permitted the animal's saggital plane to be oriented at any angle relative to 
the gimbal plane. Thus, the device allows sinusoidal rotation in any desired 
vertical plane throuBh the animal's head, e.g. face forward, 45 0 left ear 
forward (LEF), or 90 right ear forward (REF) which is now the roll 
axi s. 

The range of vestibular stimulation consisted of sinusoidal rotations 
of 0.1 or 0.2 Hz.; peak amplitudes were + 25 to 30 deg and peak velocities 
+ 25 to 30 deg/s. Eye position traces were calibrated during sessions of 
combined vestibular and optokinetic stimulation (light on, optokinetic drum 
stationary) at 30 deg/s constant velocity rotation. For vertical eye position 
calibration, the animal was placed right ear down and rotated about a vertic
al axis. 

EOG, turntable and gimbal velocity and position signals as well as 
single unit records were stored on magnetic tape for off-line analysis. 
Data was played back and written out on chart paper for hand analysis. 
Unit data was written out as either instantaneous frequency or averaged 
for 250 ms and updated every 100 ms. 

3. RESULTS 

As a first step, it was found essential to define the individual 
animal's nystagmus response. 

Sinusoidally rotating the animal in the gimbal, i.e. about an earth 
horizontal axis, in the dark produces both upward and downward nystagmus 
(direction of nystagmus refers to the direction of the fast Bhase). Fig. 
illustrates the results from such an experiment (0.2 Hz, ~25 ). 

VERT. SP VEL. 

... SP VEL. UP 

• SP VEL. DOINN 

LEF REF 

-0.3 

DEGREES FROM FACE FORINARD 

Figure 1. Relation of amplitude of slow phase velocity in the vertical plane 
to angle that saggital plane makes with the gimbal plane of rotation. Note 
that negative values of the slow phase velocity indicate a reversal of the 
direction of the eye movements, e.g. triangles with negative values represent 
downward slow phase velocity. 
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The ordinates represent a ratio of slow phase velocity compared to the 
maximal slow phase velocity obtained in the paradigm. Abscissa values indi
cate each 100 change in the orientation of the vertical plane through 
which the animal was rotated. Each ordinate value represents the average of 
the peak slow phase velocity for five successive cycles. The cosine curve 
with a peak value at the V-axis is the predicted relation of the slow phase 
as a function of the angle of rotation obtained from a prev~ous study (Blanks, 
et al., 1975). The second cosine curve with the peak at -15 is an 
approximation of a regression analysis for the combined ~pward and downward 
slow phase velocities. Our interpretation is that the 15 shift in the 
peak of the curve is related to individual variation and/or error in head 
orientation in the holding appratus. The point is that such an examination is 
requirad for each monkey before proceeding to the unit analysis. In this case 
the 15 LEF was thereafter defined as the face forward position. Notably, 
the data in Fig. 1 also demonstrate almost consistantly that upward is 
greater than downward slow phase velocity under the same conditions, i.e. an 
asymmetry exists. The cause for this is unknown. 

Following the initial observation of eye movements, single units were 
recorded extracellularly in the vestibular nuclei. One example will be 
presented in detail. Data in Fig. 2 depict the experimental paradigm (A) and 
identification and analysiS of a Type I anterior canal unit (B) recorded in 
the left brain stem. Racords in Fig. 2A reflect the experimental conditions 
present when record 45 LEF in 2B was obtained. Impsrtant is that the 
peak discharge (approx. 50 spikes/s) occurs at a 90 phase lead relative 
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Figure 2. Experimental pro.ocal (A) and identification of a Type I anterior 
canal unit (B). Note in (B), bars in bottom right of averaged rate traces 
indicate zero spikes/s.The records have the same calibration as in (A). Time 
trace in (B) indicates 1 s/division. 
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to gimbal position (or in phase with peak upward slow phase velocity). The 
sensitivity of the response is 0.9 spikes/s per deg/s. With the gimbal 
traveling forwards to backwards, activation of the unit correlates with that 
of the ipsilateral anterior canal. In B, although no eye positon records have 
been included, the spontaneous rate in the light is constant while the animal 
makes eye movements, suggesting a lack of oculomotor input. Spontageous rate 
is 20 spi~es/s. The ratio of the modulation at face forward and 90 LEF 
to the 45 LEF is 0.7 (mean= 0.7, range 0.55-0.82, n=7 units), whileounit 
activity is nulled during rotation in the orthogonal plane, i.e. 45 REF. 
The ampliude changes in the unit response related to the plane of rotation, 
suggest that they follow a cosine curve with the peak in a plane almost 
parallel to the left anterior canal. 

Other units were invariably tested. In analogy to the classification 
of units with horizontal canal input they were found to be characteristic 
of Type I or II, anterior or posterior canal units, with or without rapid 
eye movement modulation. Some units responded to static tilt suggesting 
an otolith input. 

4. DISCUSSION 

The data presented in this preliminary report point to interesting 
trends in analyzing the VVOR in the alert monkey. First, each animal must be 
fully assessed for its unique pattern of eye movement responses to the 
experimental paradigm; only then can the unit activity recorded from central 
vestibular neurons be properly correlated. Second, the VVOR in the alert 
monkey is asymmetric and this cannot be related to differences between the 
spontaneous, nor the dynamic, activity in primary vestibular afferents from 
the posterior vs the anterior canals (Goldberg, Fernandez, 1971; Blanks, et 
al., 1975). Finally, although the multipl icity of possible inputs to central 
vestibular neurons is great, we were usually able to functionally determine 
the respective canal input for a neuron, and null its response out during 
animal motion in the orthogonal plane. If a unit, sensitive to motion in one 
canal plane, was additionally modulated with eye movements, on-direction for 
the eye movements coincided with the direction of the vestibular activation. 
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THE BRAIN-STEM MATRIX OF THE VESTIBULO-OCULAR REFLEX 

L .Iv. SCHULTHEIS, DAVID A. ROBINSON (Departments of 
Ophthalmology and Biomedical Engineering, The Johns 
Hopkins Uni versi ty, Baltimore, ~~aryland U. S. A. ) * 

1. INTRODUCTION 
This report shows how one may calculate the functional 
strengths of the anatomical connections bet,qeen second
order neurons in the vestibular nuclei and the moto
neurons of the extra-ocular muscles that subserve the 
vestibulo-ocular reflex in all three dimensions. To 
transform neural signals in the spatial coordinates 
of the canals to motor commands in the coordinates of 
the muscles, every canal pair must project to every 
muscle pair. The strengths of these projections may 
be calculated by geometrical considerations alone. In 
addition, the changes in the strengths of these connec
tions may be calculated when the reflex plastically 
adapts to the chronic wearinq of optical devices that 
dissociate head movement and the relative movement of 
the visual environment. These calculations do not say 
how these modifications are made but they at least 
tell numerically what must be done and a few interesting 
features of these modifications emerge. 

2. DERIVATION OF THE BRAIN-STEM ~1ATRIX 
2.1. Overview 
The appropr~ate method for dealing with the vestibulo
ocular reflex in three dimensions is~to consider the 
head rotation as a velocity vector H with components 
Hz, Hx, Hy in a coordinate system such as that shown~ 
in Fig. 1. The response is an eye rotation vector E 
with similar z, x, y components. Any transformation 
that converts one vector to another, such as the ves
tibulo-ocular reflex, can be described by a matrix 
(VOR], 

-7'- :z 7-
E E (VOR] H x 

-1 
-

0 

E 0 y 

0 0 

\ -1 0 

0 -1 I 

. 
Hz 
II x 
Hy 

-' 
[-I]il. (1) 

For an ideal reflex, the matrix (VOR] is, as shmm on 
the right, minus the identity matrix [-I] so that the 
gain of the reflex is -1.0 in yaw (Hz), pitch (Hx)' 
and roll (By); cross-coupling terms are all zero. The 
matrix [VOR1 is made up of three parts: the canals, 
brain-stem, and eye muscles~ (Fig. 1). Thesanals may be 
thought of as transforming H into a vector C the com
ponents of which represent the change in neural 
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FIGURE 1. The matrices of the vestibulo-ocular reflex. 

discharge rate of the canal afferents. The canal trans
formation is a matrix, [C]. The brain-stem transforms 
C into a vector M with components representing the 
change in firing rate of motoneurons; that matrix is 
called [B]. Finally, the eye muscles transform, by a 
matrix [M], the~neural command-M into the physical 
eye movement E. Thus, 

-'" 

E = [M]M = [M] [B]C = [M] [B] [C]H. (2) 

From equs. (1) and (2), 

[VORl [M] [B] [C], ( 3) 
so that, 

[B] = [M-l] [VORl [e- l ]. (4) 

Thus, given the matrices [M], [VORl, and [e] one can 
find from [B] how much each canal pair projects to 
each muscle pair. 

2.2. The canal matrix ~ 
The amount by WhlCh a canal ~is excited hy H is propor
tional to the projection of H onto an axis perpendicular 
to the plane of that canal. The six canals may be 
grouped into three pairs not so much for convenience 
but because the central nervous system actually per
forms this pairing through the vestibular commissural 
system. Since a second-order, vestibular neuron is 
driven both by ipsilateral excitation and disinhibition 
from the contralateral side, it behaves as though it 
were driven by a pair of canals perfectly aligned in a 
plane midway between those of the individual canals. 
Using the data of Blanks, eurthoys and Markham (1975) 
for human canals, one can construct three planes, one 
for each canal pair; perpendiculars to these planes are 
the axes of the coordinate system of the canals. It is 
then a simple matter to show (Schultheis, 1982) that, 
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_\ 

C = 

Clrh 
Crpla 
C ralp 

--: 
[C] H 

0.927 

0.156 
---.. _-
0.156 

0 -0.374 

-0.673 0.723 
~-------- ----- -------- --

0.673 0.723 

where the canal-pair subscripts are combinations of 
left (1), right (r), horizontal (h), anterior (a), 
and posterior (p). 
It can be noted that C~consists of the projections, 
not the components of H in the canal system. Thus, 
[C] combines two steps: a cOQrdinate transformation 

(5) 

of the contravariant vector ~ into the skewed, canal 
coordinates and then a transformation within that system 
from components to projections. The matrix of the 
latter transformation is called the metric tensor of 
the canal space and C' is a covariant vector(Pellionisz 
and Llinas, 1980). 

2.3. The muscle matrix 
Each pa1r of muscles rotates the eye about an axis. 
The three axes so defined form the coordinate system 
of the muscles. Pairing the axes of individual mus
cles for the left eye from the data of Robinson (1975), 
one can show (Schultheis, 1982) that, 

---~~--.-.-.-~-

E 
--:- z 1.0 0.016 0.14 Mlmr 
E E [M] H x = -0.005 -0.906 0.6 Msir (6) 

E 
Y 

0.015 0.424 0.788 M. 
SlO 

The muscle subscripts are formed from lateral (1), 
medial (m), superior (s), inferior (i), recti (r), and 
obliques (0). 

2.4. The brain-stem matrix 
Assuming that the reflex is perfect ([VOR] equal to 
[-I]), equs. (5) and (6) may be inverted and from (4), 

-" 
M 

Mlmr 
M. 

Slr 
M. 

SlO 

-1. 024 I -0.203 

0.146 1-0.997 

0.212 1-0.267 

-0.131 

0.212 

-0.919 

Clrh 
C rpla 
C ralp 

(7) 

The terms on the main diagonal reflect the principal 
excitatory connections: horizontal canal + contralateral 
(contra) lr, ipsilateral (ipsi) mr; anterior canal + 
ipsi sr, contra io; posterior canal + contra ir, ispi 
so. The other two terms in the first column are due to 
a small sensitivity of the vertical canals to yaw which 
must be suppressed by a projection from the h canals 
to the cyclovertical muscles. The other two terms in 
the first row are due to a backward tilt of the h canals 
making them sensitive to roll. To suppress this, the 
vertical canals must project to the horizontal muscles. 
The remaining four terms at the lower right correct for 
the misalignments of the vertical canals and cyclo
vertical muscles. 
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3. PLASTICITY 
3.1. Twistin 
T.ve (1 s owe t at y assoc1at1ng or1zontal retinal 
slip with pitch head movements for several hours in 
the cat, horizontal eye movement could he created 
reflexively by pitch head movements in the dark. The 
former were about 25% of the latter. The gains of the 
reflexes in other directions were unchanged. The 
matrix for this modified reflex is shown on the left 
in equ. (8). This matrix may be put into (4), assuming 
a similar result in humans, to find [B] shown on the 
right in equ. (8). Only the last two elements in the 

~; IBI [VORl 

-1 -0.25\ 0 -
0 -1 0 

0 0 1-1 

1-1. 024 
.~-----. 

-0.017 -0.317 

I 
~-------

0.146 -0.999 0.215 
----_ .. 

0.212 -0.27 -0.917 

(8) 

first row have changed from equ. (7) to reflect the 
altered connections from the vertical canals to the 
horizontal recti. The elements changed by equal and 
opposite amounts because in pitch Crola equals -Cralp. 
This matrix thus allows only pitch to induce horizontal 
eye movements without affecting the gains in any other 
direction. This example shows that the matrix technique 
can reveal just which connections had to change and by 
how much during plastic adaptation. 

3.2. Gain changes in two dimensions by V1S10n reversal 
Berthoz et al. (1981) noted that ~leanng Dove pr1sms 
not only reverses visual motion seen in yaw, but also 
in roll, while leaving vision normal in pitch. They 
also found that the gain of the torsion reflex was 
half that of the others in a normal subject. Conse
quently, the normal reflex in humans may be closer to 
that on the left in equ. (9) than the [-I] used in 
equ. (1). The values in [B] associated with this [VORl, 
shown at the right in equ. (9), have changed signifi
cantly from those in equ. (7); note that the second 

1-1 0 0 i 
I -- -1.01 -0.2481 -0-:-176 

[VORl = 0 -1 0 [B] 0.08 -0.799 I 0.41 ( 9) - ~ 

0 0 -0.5 0.112 0.031 I -il .... 62J 

number in the last row has even changed sign. The 
reasons are similar to those involved with plasticity 
to be considered next. ~lhen the subject wore reversing 
prisms for 19 days, the gains of the horizontal and 
torsional reflex had dropped by 60%. For a subject 
trying to attend to a visual task in the dark, the 
adapted, vestibulo-ocular reflex would be described by 
the matrix on the left in equ. (10). The corresponding 
brain-stem matrix is shown on the right. 

--- - _. -- --
-0.4 0 0 -0.404 -0.121 -0.049 

rVOR] 0 -1 0 ; rB] = 0.032 -0.682 0.527 (10) 

0 0 -0.2 0.045 0.208 -0.444 



The decrease in the upper, left term reflects the 
drop in the horizontal gain. The decreases in the 
other terms in the first row and column are due to 
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the smaller need to eliminate cross-coupling between 
horizontal and cyclovertical reflexes when gains are 
lower. The four terms in the lower right are of most 
interest because they allowed the gain in roll to 
decrease without changing the gain in pitch. This is 
accomplished by decreasing the magnitudes of both 
main-diagonal terms by the same amount (0.117) while 
increasing the off-diagonal terms by the same amount. 
As Berthoz et al. (1981) pointed out, one cannot change 
the gain of one of the cyclovertical reflexes without 
the other unless secondary (off-diagonal) connections 
are altered. This is true but one can add that, 
although the gain of the vertical reflex did not change, 
comparison of equs. (9) and (10) show that all nine 
elements of the matrix underwent a considerable 
change. 
These examples illustrate the use of matrices in 
studying plasticity of the reflex. It may be extended 
to an analysis of the comparative physiology of the 
reflex and to the prediction of the results of lesions 
as well, whenever one is concerned with the operation 
of the vestibulo-ocular reflex in all its degrees of 
freedom. 
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COMPENSATORY EYE MOVEMENTS IN THE MONKEY DURING HIGH FREQUENCY SINUSOIDAL 
ROTATIONS 

A.BoHMER, V.HENN, (ZUrich, Switzerland) and 
J.-I.SUZUKI (Tokyo, Japan) 

I NTRODUCTI ON 
Vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) transfer characteristics are well documented 
in various species for frequencies up to 1 Hz. Natural active and passive 
head movements, however, have frequency components well a20ve 1 Hz (Donaghy 
1980)and accelerations exceeding several thousand deg/sec _ Stimulation in 
this range requires special apparatus which have become available only 
recently at reasonable costs and therefore only few published data exist. In 
this frequency range the peripheral vestibular organ is probably the exclusive 
sensory organ which contributes to compensatory eye movements; data on a 
possible contribution of neck afferents (cervico-ocular reflex COR), however, 
are still controversial. 

Two series of experiments investigating compensatory eye movements elicited 
by high frequency (up to 6 Hz) sinusoidal stimulation are presented here. VOR 
and COR measurements were made in l)normal monkeys and 2)a monkey after 
selective plugging of both horizontal semicircular canals. 

METHODS 
Data were obtained from five alert monkeys (Macaca mulatta and M.fasci
cularis), chronically implanted with silver-silverchloride EOG electrodes to 
monitor eye position. In an additional monkey both horizontal canals were 
plugged by drilling through the bony canal and filling the hole with bone 
chips (fecit J.-I.S.). The monkeys were attached in a ligthweight primate 
chair with the head firmly fixed by implanted bolts. A device driven by a 
powerfull servo-controlled torque motor rotated sinusoidally either the 
whole monkey about a vertical axis (VOR) or the trunk only while the head 
stayed earth-fixed (COR). Three different peak-to-peak amplitudes (6, 12, and 
24 deg) and frequencies between 0.5 and 6 Hz were tested. Phase and gain data 
were measured by hand from eye and body position curves (gain = peak-to-peak 
eye position divided by peak-to-peak body position; phase = eye position 
relative to body position, negative values = phase lag). 

RESULTS 
1. Normal monkeys 
A Bode plot of the horizontal VOR and VOR+OKN (stimulation in the light) is 
given in fig.l. Each point represents the mean of the responses elicited by 
all stimulus amplitudes (cross-subject average of five monkeys). The gain is 
slightly below unity over the whole frequency range tested here and there is 
a slight increase of phase lag at 6 Hz. No obvious differences were found 
between stimulation in the light and in darkness. In normal monkeys cervico
ocular reflexes were virtually absent in this frequency range. 

Roucoux, k and Crommelinck, M. (eds.): Physiological and Pathological Aspects of Eye Movements. 
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FIGURE 1. Horizontal VOR (rotation in the dark, full circles) and horizontal 
VOR + OKN (rotation in the light, open circles) in normal monkeys. Vertical 
bars = 1 S.D.) 

2. Horizontal semicircular canals plugged 
At first the head of the monkey was precisely ventro-flexed relative to 
earth horizon untill no compensatory eye movements could be induced in 2 
darkness by applied angular velocit ste s about a vertical axis (100 deg/sec 
to 100 deg/sec). In this position nose down 33 deg) the vertical semicircular 
canals seemed to be orientated exactly in the vertical plane. Further fore
ward pitching reversed vestibul ar nystagmus(i .e. clockwise acceleration 
elicited left beating nystagmus). 

All further exper iments were performed with the head 33 deg nose down. 
During the first weeks after the canal plugging sinusoidal rotation in the 
dark also induced no nystagmus; responses elicited in the light therefore 
might be considered as pure optokinetic responses, they showeQ a large 
decrease of the gain and increase of phase lag with higher stimulus frequen
cies (gain at 2 Hz = 0.4); with frequencies above 2 Hz no measurable compen
satory eye movements could be induced. 

In the following months velocity steps in the dark still failed to induce 
nystagmus, while compensatory eye movements developped in response to vertical 
axis sinusoidal rotations in the dark. A Bode plot of such responses 7 months 
after the canal plugging is given in fig. 2, showing a gain increase with 
higher stimulus frequencies and a phase lead up to 50 deg which decreased 
with higher frequencies. --

Fig. 3 shows that the gain of these responses was more closely related 
to stimulus velocity than to stimulus frequency with a threshold at about 
45 deg/sec, 1 month after the canal plugging. This threshold decreased to 
about 15 deg/sec, 7 months post-operative. 
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FIGURE 2. Compensatory eye movements in response to sinusoidal rotation of 
the whole monkey with both horizontal semicircular canals plugged. Bode plot 
for 4 different stimulus amplitudes 7 months after the canal plugging. 
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FIGURE 3. The same data as in fig. 2 (solid symbols) and data obtained 4 
weeks after the canal plugging (open triangles) plotted versus stimulus 
velocity. 
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In this monkey eye movements could also be elicited by trunk rotation (COR). 
The slow phases were always compensatory in respect to the relative head 
movement (i.e. trunk rotations to the right elicited slow eye movements to 
the right). These responses had a phase lag relative to the trunk position 
which increased with higher stimulus frequencies; the gain varied between 
0.05 and 0.45 without a systematic trend between 0.2 and 4 Hz stimulation 
frequency and did not further improve between the first and seventh month 
after the operation. 

DISCUSSION 
Our data on high frequency transfer characteristics in normal monkeys agree 
well with those described in the cat by Donaghy (1980) with the exception of 
a slight phase lead below 2 Hz that he found. In Rhesus monkeys, Miles and 
Eighmy (1980) reported a phase lag of 2 deg at 1 Hz, whereas both Keller 
(1978) and Furman et al. (1982) found a slight phase lead up to 6 Hz and a 
1.2 peak of the gain curve at 4 Hz stimulus frequency. This peak was absent 
in Keller's study when the same stimuli were applied in the light. 

Several weeks after surgical plugging of both horizontal semicircular 
canals compensatory eye movements could be elicited by sinusoi2al rotations 
but not by steps of angular velocities (limited to 100 deg/sec ). B.Peterson 
observed the same phaenomenon in cats with plugged semicircular canals 
(pers.comm. at this meeting). The origin of these responses is not clear. The 
absence of nystamgus elicited by steps of angular velocity seems to exclude 
input from the vertical canals. Preliminary findings in a labyrinthectomized 
monkey which shows no compensatory eye movements, neither to velocity steps 
nor to sinusoidal rotations, also exclude a somatic origin. The most probable 
candidates for this response thus are the otolith organs, although it is 
claimed that they do not respond to (low) angular acceleration as long as the 
animal is centered over the rotation axis (Goldberg and Fernandez 1975). In 
response to sinusoidal force variations (excentric rotation), however, 
responses can be obtained from irregularly discharging otolith neurons 
(Fernandez and Goldberg 1976). A Bode plot constructed from such data (l.c., 
p.1001) shows striking similarities to our Bode plot in fig.2. Further 
experiments using excentrical sinusoidal rotations may lead to a better 
understanding of the role of the otolith organs as possible generators of 
compensatory eye movements. 
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CONCERNING THE LINEAR ACCELERATION INPUT TO THE 
NEURAL OCULOMOTOR CONTROL SYSTEM IN PRIMATES 

R. Eckmiller (Oiv.of Biocybernetics,08pt.of Biophysics, 
University of Dusseldurf, West Germany) 

INTRODUCTION 
There is a growing body of evidence that the 
utricular otolith organs influenc8 the oculomotor system 
as part of the otolith-ocular reflex(Barnes,19BO; Blanks 
et a1., 197B; Buizza et a1., 19BO; Schwindt et a1., 1973). 
However, no quantitative descriptions of this utriculo
oculomotor pathway in primates so far exist. 

This paper for the first time presents neurophysiolo
gical data from direct measurements of the dynamic 
responses of oculomotor motoneurons to sinusoidal linear 
acceleration in the alert and the anesthetized monkey. 
The first study(A] in alert trained monkeys compares 
the different neural control contributions of individual 
oculomotor motoneurons to a giv8n foveal pursuit eY8 
mov8ment d8p8nding on whether it is caused by purely 
visual or by mixed visual-vestibular stimulation. 
The second study(B) describes the directional 
characteristic of motoneurons(during anesthesia) with 
respect to the direction of the horizontal linear 
acceleration vector and provides evidence that the direct 
utriculo-abducens pathway involves only the medial region 
of the ipsilateral utricle. 
In the third study:C] the frequency rssponss(30ds plot) 
of the utriculo-atJducens pathway which demonstrates a 
phase gap between otolith afferents and motoneurons is 
presented. 

METHODS 
Single unit activity in the III. and VI. nerve nuclei, as 
well as horizontal eye movements(implanted EUG electrodes] 
were recorded in three monkeys(Macaca fascicularis]. The 
animals had been trained to perform foveal pursuit eye 
movements. Further details concerning training, surgery, 
and recording have been described elsewhere(Eckmiller, 
Mackeben,197B). For the application of sinusoidal linear 
accelerations in the horizontal plane a slide track with 
a special primate chair was designed. The upper portion 
of the chair can be rotated around the vertical axis and 
can be moved along the slide track over a total distance 
of 1.6 meters by means of a feedback control system 
having a position sensor with a resolution of 200 microns. 
In most experiments described in this paper the sinusoidal 
linear movements (Jf the chair had an amplitude of 26.4 cm 
which is equivalent to 10 degrees of eye movements for 
pursuit of a stationary target on a screen 1.5 m away. 
For one set of experiments the chair was locked at various 
angles o. The angle I) is defined as that between the 
monkey'S X-axis(anterior-posterior axis) and the slide 
track axis, such that 6~900 refers to a pure right-left 
movement of the chair on the track. 

Roucoux, A. and Crommelinck, M. (eds.): Physiological and Pathological Aspects of Eye Movements. 
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RESULTS 
A. Visual-v8stibular rivalry in th8 n8ural control of 

primat8 fov8al pursuit during lin8ar acc8l8ration 
Th8 qU8stion of wh8th8r or not th8 contribution of 
individual oculomotor moton8urons to a giv8n 8y8 mOV8m8nt 
d 8 P 8 n d son t h 8 S P 8 C i f i c S 8 n s 0 ry in put iss t i 11 0 P 8 n . 
Th8 first hint of such a d8p8nd8ncy cam8 from a r8c8nt 
study in al8rt monk8ys(Skav8nski, Robinson,1973). 
To tackl8 this qU8stion, foveal pursuit eye mov8ments 
which ar8 virtually identical(with an amplitude of 10 
degrees at 0.3 Hz) wer8 elicited by two quite different 
conditions of sensory stimulation: 
1)Light spot(4 min. of arc in diameter) moves horizon~ally 
on a screen 1.5 m away; monkey h8ad stationary. 
Stimulation is purely visual. 
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FIGURE 1. IR(t) in impuls8s p8r s8cond of two motoneurons 
during foveal pursuit with an amplitude of 10 degre8s at 
0.3 Hz under condition 1)(purely visual) and Z)(visual 
plus otolith organ stim.). Fig. 1A. Top half: IR(t) of 
abducens moton8uron(D7-13Zo); IR maximum is larger under 
condition Z). Bottom half: stimulus tim8 course(middle 
trace) with vertical scale(upwards,1o oR;downwards,10 0 L); 
thr8e superimposed(-,x,oJ eye movement cyc18s under 
condition 1)(upper trac8) and condition Z)(lower trac8). 
Upper and lower trace wer8 shifted on this graph relative 
to middle trace. Fig. 1B. IR(t) of n8uron(D5-1044) in 
III.nerve nucleus in case 1 (stim.movement centered around 
10 0 L) and case Z(stim. mOV8ment centered around 10 0 R); 
in both cases IR maximum is larger under condition 1). 
Bottom half: common time course for stimulus and eye 
movement in caS8S 1 and Z. 
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2) Light spot stationary, primate chair moves at 6=90 0 

on the slide track parallel to the screen. This condition 
yields visual plus vestibular stimulation. 
Since either visual or otolith input alone can lead to 
eye movements, the oculomotor system must be able to 
alter the neural weighting factor of these different 
inputs if the stimulus condition changes from 1) which is 
purely visual to 2) which is a superposition of visual 
and otolith organ stimulation. 

Two trained monkeys were subjected to such stimuli 
during single unit recordings. Fig. 1A and 1B compiles 
data from two oculomotor motoneurons which demonstrate 
two opposite kinds of significant dynamic differences in 
the impulse rate IR(t) time course. The bottom half of 
Fig. 1A gives the sinusoidal movement time course of the 
stimulus(middle trace) at 0.3 Hz with the range of ± 10 
degrees as indicated by the vertical scale. This stimulus 
movement refers to both conditions:1)light spot movement 
on the screen and 2)chair movement on the slide track. 
Three superimposed full cycles of the corresponding 
foveal pursuit eye movement of the right eye are drawn 
above the stimulus trace for condition 1) and below for 2. 
The eye movements(vertically shifted on this graph for 
better visibility) are virtually identical. This is not 
the case for the IR time courses of the abducens moto
neuron(07-1320) which are shown in the upper diagram. 
The vertical dotted line marks the extreme right position 
of the eye(10 deg.right) in order to study its phase lag 
(Eckmiller,Mackeben,197B) relative to the IR maximum. 
IR maximum and the difference between IR maximum and 
minimum were significantly larger whereas the phase lead 
was smaller under condition 2) (filled circles) than under 
condition 1) (dashed line). 

Since identical eye movements were generated under 
both conditions, one can expect the existence of other 
motoneurons controlling other muscle fibers in the same 
extraocular muscles, which change their neural control 
contribution in the opposite manner. An example of such 
a motoneuron is given in Fig. 18. Since the movement time 
courses of stimulus and eye were found to be identical 
at 0.3 Hz(see:bottom half of Fig. 1A) only one common 
time course is plotted in the bottom half. Another 
parameter was added instead, namely the range of opera
tion. In case 1, stimulus and eye were moving with an 
amplitude of 10 degrees around the center position of 
10 degrees left,and in case 2 around 10 degrees right. 
The diagram above gives IR(t) of another motoneuron 
(05-1044) under both conditions for cases 1 and 2. This 
neuron was recorded in the III.nerve nucleus and 
presumably participated in the control of the right 
medial rectus muscle. IR maximum and the difference 
between IR maximum and minimum were always larger and the 
phase lead was smaller under condition 1) than 2). 
The occurrence of IR maximum is marked by arrows. It is 
noteworthy that these significant dynamic differences 
could be reproduccd by repeatedly switching betwcen 
condition 1) and 2). 
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B. Dependence of oculomotor neural activity on direction 
of acceleration 

In this study single unit activity was recorded in three 
monkeys at levels of barbiturate anesthesia at which the 
afferent visual system was functionally detached from the 
oculomotor system and eye movements could only be 
elicited by stepwise left and right turns of the chair. 
The monkeys were subjected to sinusoidal linear 
acceleration with an amplitude of 26.4 cm at 0.4 Hz. The 
angle <5 (see:Methods) was varied stepwise. The neurons 
described here are assumed to represent oculomotor 
motoneurons for several reasons. While the monkey was 
still awake, the recording site had been identified as 
one of the oculomotor nuclei on the basis of neuro
physiological and stereotaxic evidence. When the monkey 
performed slowly drifting eye movements under anesthesia, 
these neurons increased their tonic IR with horizontal 
eye movements of the expected eye (movements were recorded 
for both eyes independently because they are often 
decoupled during anesthesia) in the expected direction. 
The following results were found: 1.The phase relation
ship between linear acceleration and IR(t) of abducens 
motoneurons was similar to an a -otolith response 
(Duensing, Schaefer,1959). Accordingly, motoneurons 
recorded in the III.nerve nucleus always showed a phase 
relationship similar to a S-otolith response. 2. The IR 
modulation due to linear acceleration was maximal for 
pure right-left movement ( <5 =90 0 or 270 0 ) and minimal for 
forward-backward movement(<5 =0 0 or 180 0 ) .For different 
neurons the optimal direction of the acceleration vector 
(maximal IR modulation) varied slightly, ranging ~200 
relative to pure right-left movement. 

f. 0.4 (Hz) 
10 61 R/2 (Imp/sec) 

t 26.4(cm) 

-10 

FIGURE 2. Directional characteristic of two motoneurons 
during sinusoidal linear acceleration. 
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Typical examples of the directional characteristics are 
shown in Fig. 2. Both moton8urons wer8 locat8d in the 
right VI.nerv8 nucleus. Th8 abscissa gives the angle 0 
(direction of chair movement)which is also indicated by 
four symbols(arrows:movem8nt direction; circle and line: 
chair center and monkey's X-axis). The ordinate( 6IR/2 
in impuls8s per s8cond) repres8nts the modulation 
amplitude or maximal IR deviation(averag8d over fiv8 
values from different cycles) from th8 tonic unmodulated 
IR 18vel(depending on eye position and level of anesthe
siaJ. This modulation amplitude did not appear to dep8nd 
on th8 tonic IR 18vel for a given neuron, but was quite 
different for different neurons as is demonstrated here. 
Both motoneurons show8d the largest IR increase for 
o~27oo, which corresponds to a pure 18ft movement. 

Gradual changes of angle 0 led to reductions of the 
modulation amplitude. The phase lag of IR maximum 
relative to acc818ration(about -60 deg. for neuron 02-
14S9; about -75 d8g. for neuron 01-3233) did not chang8 
significantly with angl8 O. 

C. Dependenc8 of impulse rat8 on acceleration fr8qu8ncy 
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FIGURE 3. Bod8 plot for three motoneurons in the left 
VI. nerve nucleus during sinusoidal linear acceleration. 
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Under the same conditions as in part B., the monkeys 
were subjected to sinusoidal right-left movements( 0=90 0 ), 

The dynamic properties of the otolith-oculomotor pathway 
were evaluated and analyzed as Bode plots in a frequency 
range between 0.1 and 1.0 Hz. The movement amplitude was 
maintained at a constant value of 26.4 cm for frequencies 
up to 0.5 Hz, but had to be reduced at higher frequencies 
because of power limitation of the slide track drive. 
This should not influence the Bode plot of an approxima
tely linear system. Fig. 3 gives such a Bode plot on a 
common logarithmic frequency scale for three motoneurons 
which were located in the left VI.nerve nucleus. The 
gain G* in decibels was calculated on the basis of the 
quotient of modulation amplitude(averaged over five 
values from different cycles) and maximum stimulus 
acceleration, and was arbitrarily set to 0 dB at 0.4 Hz. 
The corresponding phase lag(averaged over five values) 
between IR maximum and maximal linear acceleration to the 
right is shown in the lower diagram. It is noteworthy 
that the IR time course was about in phase with 
acceleration for frequencies at or below 0.2 Hz, whereas 
a phase lag of almost -90 degrees had developed at 1.0 Hz. 
This clearly differs from the corresponding phase 
spectrum of otolith afferents. 

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
These results demonstrate a significant modulation of 
oculomotor motoneurons by linear acceleration in primates. 
Although the otolith-ocular reflex in humans(and also in 
monkeys) can easily be suppressed and shows a poor and 
unreliable frequency response in the alert state(Barnes, 
1980; Buizza et al. ,1980), the data in chapter A. indi-
cate an impact during visual-vestibular rivalry. 
If the(phylogenetically youngest) foveal pursuit system 
'wanted to be' dominant - after all, only the visual and 
not the vestibular system can detect when the stimulus 
is properly projected onto the fovea - it could inhibit 
all the dynamic vestibular inputs to the motoneurons in 
order to avoid difficulties(alteration of neural 
weighting factors) with superimposed velocity signals 
during joint stimulation of both visual and vestibular 
receptors. In that case one would expect no dynamic 
change in oculomotor neural activity when the stimulation 
is changed from condition 1) to 2). Our results, however, 
suggest that the older subsystem with input from otolith 
organs is at least partly dominant during foveal pursuit. 
Thus it is likely that the final 'common' pathway is, in 
fact, subdivided into parts predominantly under visual 
control and parts predominantly under vestibular control 
and that the ultimate integration takes place only in the 
extraocular muscles. 

The directional characteristic(Results, B.) shows for 
the first time that oculomotor motoneurons controlling 
horizontal eye movements receive maximal otolith input 
during right-left acceleration and minimal input during 
forward-backward acceleration. Assuming that a direct 
utricular input to ipsilateral abducens motoneurons 
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(Schwindt et al., 1973) also exists in the monkey, our 
results can be taken as neurophysiological evidence-for 
the existence of a projection exclusively from the medial 
re ion of the utricle to the ipsilateral VI.nerve nucleus 
(and to the contralateral medial rectus motoneurons . 

The surprising feature of the frequency response 
(Results, C.) which resembles data from the cat(8lanks et 
al. ,197B) very well, is the big increase in phasc lag 
with increasing frequency. Since otolith organs respond 
closely in phase with acceleration in this frequency 
range, this phase gap is puzzling(sec also:Blanks et al., 
197B). It is tempting to speculatc that the increasing 
phase lag is caused by the same ncural mechanism in the 
brain stem which transforms all neural control signals 
for eye velocity into eye position. 
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AN INTRACELLULAR HRP STUDY OF ABDUCENS MOTOR AND 
INTERNUCLEAR NEURONS IN THE ALERT SQUIRREL MONKEY 

R.A. IkCrea, A. Strassman and S.M. Highstein (Albert 
Einstein Colleqe of Nedicine, Bronx, New York) 

INTRODUCTION 
Although the abducens nucleus has been extensively stud
ied in the alert monkey (King et al., '76; Pola, 
Robinson, '78) and cat (Delqado-Garcia et al., '77, '83 
in preparation) with extracellular recording, further 
investigation with techniques that allow single cell 
structure-function correlation (McCrea et al., '80) is 
of interest. We have chosen the squirrel monkey, Saimiri 
sciurius, as our experimental animal because it offers 
several distinct advantages over the cat or rhesus. It 
is a foveate, frontal-eyed primate with eye movements 
similar in several respects to man (Paige, '82). More 
importantly, squirrel monkeys are small in size and have 
a small brain stem (in comparison to the cat) which al
lows horseradish peroxidase intracellularly injected at 
one point to diffuse more completely throughout a given 
neuron. Experiments were performed in alert squirrel 
monkeys utilizing intra-axonal recording and staining 
with glass microelectrodes filled with horseradish per
oxidase. The following is a report on the morphology 
and physiology of two broad classes of cells within the 
abducens nucleus, namely abducens motoneurons and inter
nuclear neurons (Baker, Highstein, '75; Graybiel, 
Hartweig, '74). 
METHODS 
Twelve male squirrel monkeys, 600-800 gm, were implanted 
with a bolt on the occiput for head stabilization (Paige, 
'82) and a scleral search coil to measure eye movements 
(Robinson, '63). A plug of parietal cortex was removed 
to expose the cerebellar tentorium, and a small, cone
shaped chamber implanted. When the animals recovered 
from surgery they were trained to sit in a primate chair. 
Glass microelectrodes were backfilled with a 10% solution 
of horseradish peroxidase in 0.5M KCL, 0.05M tris buffer 
ph 7.2 (Highstein et al., '82); and advanced through the 
cerebellum to the brain stem. When an axon was pene
trated, its discharge rate in relation to eye movements 
was recorded and horseradish peroxidase injected with 
depolarizing pulses of 10-20nA (total currents 1200-
2400nA min). Animals survived for 24-30 hours when they 
were deeply anesthetized with pentabarbital and perfused 
through the heart with heparinized saline followed by 
fixative (Graham, Karnovsky, '66). Frozen sections were 
cut and reacted with diaminobenzidine to visualize the 
peroxidase reaction product (Cullheim, Kellereth, '76; 
Jankowska et al., '76). Neuronal morphology was ana
lyzed, and axons reconstructed with the aid of a light 
microscope and a drawing tube (Zeiss). 
RESULTS 
Twelve internuclear neurons and four abducens motoneurons 
have been injected. Figure 1 shows the activity of an 
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FIGURE 1. A) Activity of an abducens motoneuron 
recorded in the alert squirrel monkey. B) Rate-position 
plot for another abducens motoneuron. The (#) upper 
right indicates that right-left eye movements have been 
transposed. 

identified motoneuron. As previously reported (Robinson, 
'70) the activity is burst tonic with an ipsilateral on
direction (defined by horizontal eye movements to the 
ipsilateral side). During periods of steady fixation, 
the firing frequency of motoneurons was linearly related 
to eye position. Figure 1 shows the spike frequency-eye 
position relationship for one motoneuron. The K value 
or slope of the plot is 11.8 and the correlation coef
ficient for the line is 0.84. K values of motoneurons 
ranged from 10-14.5. Internuclear neurons also have 
burst-tonic discharges as previously reported (Delgado
Garcia et al., '77), with on-directions identical to 
ipsilateral abducens motoneurons but defined by the 
pulling direction of the contralateral medial rectus 
extra-ocular muscle. An analysis similar to motoneurons 
indicated higher K values on average than the motoneurons 
ranging from 7-24. Both classes of cells fired a burst 
of action potentials before and during on-direction rapid 
eye movements and paused or decreased their activity for 
off-direction saccades or quick phases of nystagmus. 
Quantitative analysis in this report will be limited to 
rate-position data, but during a given saccade or quick 
phase the intrasaccadic burst frequency appeared to be 
slightly higher in internuclear neurons than that in 
motoneurons. 

Motoneuron and internuclear neuron somas were distributed 
throughout the squirrel monkey abducens nucleus, similar 
to other species studied (Steiger, Buttner-Ennever, '75; 
Glicksman, '80), and overlapped in size. In many cases 
intra-axonal injection of HRP within several mm of a 
neuronal soma resulted in a diffusely filled motor or 
internuclear soma and dendritic tree. This allowed com
parison of the soma-dendritic morphology of both types 
of cell, as well as allowing comparisons with the previ
ously analyzed data on cat abducens motor and inter
nuclear neurons. In the cat, roughly 5% of the motoneu
ron and internuclear neuron dendrites ramified outside 
the cellular borders of the abducens nucleus (Highstein 
et al., '82). However, the dendrites of both abducens 
motor and internuclear neurons are completely contained 
within the cellular borders of the squirrel monkey ab
ducens nucleus. Similar to the cat, the dendritic 
territories of both classes of cells are completely 
overlapping within the nucleus. Figures 2A and Bare 
reconstructions of a squirrel monkey abducens motoneuron 
and internuclear neuron, respectively, and figures 3A 
and B show examples of a feline motoneuron and inter
nuclear neuron. In both species, abducens motoneuron 
primary dendrites typically branched soon after their 
origin from the soma and continued to branch as they 
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FIGURE 2. Coronal reconstruction of a squirrel monkey 
abducens motoneuron A) and an abducens internuclear 
neuron B) that were injected with HRP. 7n, facial nerve. 
Calibration: lOO~m. 

FIGURE 3. Coronal reconstruction of an abducens moto
neuron A) and an abducens internuclear neuron B) from 
the cat. Arrows indicate axons. GVII, facial nerve. 

traveled away from the soma. In contrast, internuclear 
neuron dendrites were typically sparsely branched and 
traveled long distances with little tapering or branch
ing. Motoneuronal dendrites usually become rather fine 
in their terminal arborization while internuclear den
drites being relatively untapered continue to their 
terminations as relatively thick processes. The photo
micrographs in figure 4 show, at the same magnification, 
a large cat motoneuron soma and proximal dendrites (4A), 
and a typical cat internuclear soma and proximal den
drites (4B). Examples of dorsal motoneuron dendrites 
and ventral internuclear dendrites are shown in 4C and 
4D. Although the motoneuron dendrites are processes of 
a large cell (soma diameter 77~m x 18~m), the distal 
dendrites of the internuclear cell (soma diameter 60~m x 
9~m) shown in 4D are comparable in thickness to some of 
the more proximal motoneuron dendrites illustrated in 4A. 

Axons of abducens motoneurons originated from axon hil
locks directed toward all parts of the nucleus, and 
coursed ventrally within a few hundred microns of their 
origin to form the abducens nerve. There were no collat
erals of abducens motoneuron axons within the nucleus in 
either squirrel monkey or cat. One of the four injected 
squirrel monkey motoneurons had an axon collateral with 
a small terminal field confined to the territory of the 
abducens nerve 1.5mm below the nucleus. 

All of the injected squirrel monkey internuclear neurons 
gave rise to axons which crossed the midline and ascended 
in the contralateral MLF. None of these cells gave rise 
to collaterals prior to crossing the midline. Several 
of the injected axons could be followed rostrally in the 
MLF to the contralateral oculomotor nucleus, and were 
observed to terminate in the ventral aspect of that 
nucleus; presumably an area homologous to the medial 
rectus subgroup A as defined by Buttner-Ennever and 
Akert (1981) in the rhesus monkey (the precise location 
and organization of the medial rectus subgroup in squir
rel monkey has not been determined). Squirrel monkey 
internuclear neurons could be subdivided into three main 
groups, based on their axonal branching pattern. One 
group of internuclear neurons had axons which ascended in 
the contralateral MLF, and gave rise to no collaterals 
prior to reaching the oculomotor complex. The axons of a 
second groups of cells gave rise to collaterals which 
terminated within and medial to the MLF, just rostral to 
the abducens nucleus. A third group of internuclear 
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FIGURE 4. Photomicrographs of an abducens motoneuron 
soma and proximal dendrites A), an internuclear neuron 
soma and dendrites B), motoneuron dendrites C), and 
internuclear dendrites D). Dendrites illustrated in C) 
are dorsal dendrites of the motoneuron illustrated in 2A. 
The upper left arrow in C) indicates a point 1200wm from 
the cell soma and the lower right arrow a point 700 wm 
from the soma. 

The point where 
the dendrites cross in D) (arrow) is 700wm below the soma 
of the cell. This figure is included for a direct com
parison of motoneuron and internuclear neuron dendrites. 
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neurons had small somas, and axons which bifurcated im
mediately after crossing the midline. The thicker of 
the two branches ascended in the contralateral MLF to the 
oculomotor nucleus, giving rise to a collateral which 
terminated near the midline, just rostral to the abducens 
nucleus. The thinner branch descended in the contra
lateral MLF, and terminated within and around the caudal 
MLF and in the dorsal part of the raphe caudal to the 
abducens nucleus. Figure 5 shows a reconstruction of 

PH 

I 
Figure 5. Reconstruction of part of the terminal 
arborization of the caudal collateral of an internuclear 
neuron. PH: nucleus prepositus. Calibration: lOOwm. 
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part of the caudal terminal arborization of one of this 
third group of cells. No terminations within the con
tralateral prepositus nucleus were found. Figure 6 
summarizes schematically the branching pattern of each 
groups of internuclear neurons. 

nnlf 

DISCUSSION 

FIGURE 6. Summary diagram 
of axonal collateraliza
tion of squirrel monkey 
internuclear neurons. 
Three patterns of arbori
zation were found. One 
group of cells projected 
to the oculomotor nucleus 
(3) without collaterals. 
The other two groups of 
cells gave rise to collat
erals which terminated in 
the raphe rostral to ab
ducens (6); a third group 
of internuclear neurons 
gave rise to caudally pro
jecting col laterals which 
terminated near the mid
line caudal to 6. dr, 
caudal dorsal raphe n. 

In similarity to the cat, the squirrel monkey abducens 
contains both abducens motoneurons and internuclear 
neurons. All of the injected internuclear neurons were 
confined within the boundaries at the abducens nucleus, 
suggesting that the origin of the internuclear pathway 
in primate originates exclusively from cells within the 
abducens nucleus. One interesting difference between 
the cat and primate abducens nuclei is the qualitative 
difference in the dendritic domain of the constituent 
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neurons. In the cat, the abducens nucleus is an "open" 
nucleus; i.e., the dendrites of most of the neurons in 
that nucleus extend beyond the cellular boundaries. On 
the other hand, the primate abducens nucleus appears to 
be a "closed" nucleus; i.e., regardless of the position 
or size of the soma of an abducens neuron, its den
drites arborized completely within the cellular bounda
ries of the nucleus. This reflects, in part, the fact 
that the dendritic domain of the primate abducens neurons 
is considerably smaller (less than 1/2) that of the cat. 
One obvious consequence of this is that afferents to 
abducens motoneurons and internuclear neurons must 
terminate within the cellular boundaries of the abducens 
nucleus in the primate, while in the cat, axons termi
nating in the periabducens region but not within the 
boundaries of the abducens nucleus could also contact 
abducens neurons. While the functional significance of 
this observation is obscure, the practical significance 
is clear. The fact that afferent axons to primate ab
ducens neurons must terminate within the boundaries of 
the abducens nucleus will be an important aid in deter
mining the origin of abducens afferents if future 
studies. 

Primate abducens motoneurons and internuclear neurons 
are qualitatively similar to their counterparts in the 
cat, both in respect to their physiological activity 
during spontaneous eye movements and in respect to the 
pattern of arborization of their dendritic trees; 
observations which are probably not unrelated. The 
smaller, less highly branched dendritic tree of inter
nuclear neurons compared to that of motoneurons would 
tend to contribute to a higher total input independence 
and greater responsiveness to phasic inputs. If af
ferents are similarly jistributed to abducens inter
nuclear and motoneurons, as appears to be the case 
(Spencer, Sterling, '77), this differential dendritic 
morphology could account for the higher eye position and 
velocity coefficients reported for internuclear neurons 
in cats (Delgado-Garcia et al., '77). 

The results of our experiments demonstrate that some 
primate abducens motoneurons give rise to terminal col
laterals within the brainstem. Intracranial collaterals 
of abducens motoneurons have never been observed in the 
cat, in spite of the fact that dozens have been injected 
with HRP in various laboratories (see Baker et al., '81). 
Since only four motoneurons were injected in this study, 
and only one of these gave rise to a collateral, it is 
impossible to estimate what proportion of primate ab
ducens motoneurons give rise to collaterals, although it 
is probable that most do not. The significance of the 
single observed collateral termination within the root
lets of the abducens nerve is obscure and requires 
ultrastructural analysis before the postsynaptic targets 
can be ascertained. 
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A majority of the abducens internuclear neurons in the 
primate appear to project not only to the oculomotor 
nucleus but also to other brainstem regions. An impor
tant target for internuclear neuron collateral termina
tion appears to be cell groups lying ventromedial to the 
MLF in the midline raphe, both rostral and caudal to the 
abducens nucleus, and at the level of the abducens 
nuclei. Although we do not know what cells these col
laterals contact, it is interesting to note that many 
premotor vestibular neurons also terminate in this region 
in the squirrel monkey (unpublished observations). In 
the cat, many of the cells in the rostral part of this 
region (the caudal part of the dorsal raphe nucleus) 
appears to project to the flocculus and are active 
during the slow phase of vestibular nystagmus (Nakao 
etal., '80). 

In summary, the morphological and physiological charac
teristics of abducens motoneurons and internuclear 
neurons in the squirrel monkey are similar in may ways to 
those previously described in the cat. On the other 
hand, the eye position sensitivity of squirrel monkey 
abducens neurons appears to be higher than in the cat, 
and the dendritic domain of squirrel monkey abducens 
neurons is more restricted. Also in contrast to the cat, 
some squirrel monkey motoneurons appear to give rise to 
intracranial collaterals. Finally, we have found that 
many squirrel monkey internuclear neurons not only pro
ject to the oculomotor complex, but also to regions near 
the MLF, primarily the raphe nuclei, rostral, caudal and 
between the abducens nuclei. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Neurons in the vestibular nuclei (Vn) have been shown in 
a variety of species to respond not only to vestibular 
but also to pure optokinetic stimuli, i.e. rotation of 
large visual patterns (cf. ref. Precht, 1981). Vestibular 
and optokinetic inputs are synergistic and expand the 
working range of Vn (Keller, Precht, 1979). In this con
text, the vestibular nuclei may be considered as an im
portant premotor structure having direct and indirect 
access to ocular and spinal motoneurons. At the behavio
ral level the importance of the transvestibular optoki
netic path is stressed by the findings that optokinetic 
nystagmus (OKN) and afternystagmus (OKAN) are severely 
affected by bilateral (Cohen et al.,1973) and unilateral 
(Maioli et al.,1982) labyrinthectomies for long periods 
of time. More specifically, the transvestibular path has 
been considered part of the velocity storage mechanism or 
indirect path which, after the initial fast rise (direct 
path), provides the additional slower rise of OKN slow 
phase velocity to steady state values during prolonged 
stimulation (Cohen, et al. 1977). The relative contribu
tion of the indirect pathway varies among species, being 
large in cat (Keller, Precht, 1979; Maioli et al.,1982), 
moderate in man and monkey (Cohen, et al. 1977) and vir
tually absent in frog (Dieringer, Precht, 1982). The pur
pose of the present paper is to review the functional and 
morphological organisation of the transvestibular opto
kinetic pathway and to describe the optokinetic and vesti
bular response properties of single units located in 
various nuclei along the pathway. Since the most complete 
study of this kind has been performed in the rat horizon
tal optokinetic path, the paper will focus on this work. 
Comparative aspects have been reviewed elsewhere (Precht, 
1981; Precht, 1982). Those parts of our work that have 
already been published will be reviewed only briefly and 
emphasis will be on unpublished material. 
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2. PROCEDURE 
Details have been published elsewhere (physiology: Cazin 
et al., 1980a,b,c; anatomy: Blanks et al., 1982). Of 
relevance in this context is that all single unit stumes 
employing natural stimulations have been performed in 
paralyzed, unanesthetized DA-HAN pigmented rats prepared 
under ether anesthesia for chronic recording. Electro
physiological experiments were done under Nembutal 
(30 mg/kg) or chloral hydrate (35%, 0.1 ml/100 g.b.w.). 
Pure vestibular stimulation was achieved by applying 
horizontal angular accelerations with a Toennies turn
table in the dark; it served to identify the units as 
type I or type II neurons of the horizontal canal system. 
Pure optokinetic stimuli (velocity steps of 0.2-60 o /sec) 
were produced by a Toennies shadow projector generating 
a stripe pattern on a cylinder surrounding the animal. 
Recording-, lesion- and stimulating sites were identrried 
in serial sections stained with the Nissl technique. The 
signal from the glas microelectrode was amplified by 
conventional electronics, displayed on an oscilloscope, 
and played over an audiomonitor. The same signal, after 
amplitude discrimination with a window detector, was 
converted to instantaneous frequency and smoothed with a 
first-order filter and displayed on a brush recorder 
together with table position or pattern velocity. In the 
electrophysiological study intracellulary recorded PSPs 
and extracellulary recorded spikes were fotographed on 
film and/or averaged by a Nicolet computer for latency 
measurements. Horizontal eye movements in response to 
vestibular or optokinetic stimuli were recorded with EOG 
electrodes placed on the outer canthi of both eyes. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
3.1. Horizontal OKN 
In the pigmented rat full-field optokinetic stimulation 
evoked symmetrical OKN only when both eyes were open; in 
monocular condition a vigorous OKN was evoked on tempora
nasal stimulus direction only, whereas nasotemporal 
stimuli generated no detectable OKN within our experi
mental situation (Cazin et al., 1980b). By contrast, 
bidirectional responses were evoked in cats under mono
cular conditions (Montarolo et al., 1981). It is of 
interest to note that in albino rats even binocular sti
muli failed to generate OKN (Precht, Cazin, 1979). Visual
vestibular interactions in the VOR occurred readily in 
pigmented rats but were strongly deficient in the albino 
strain (Lannou et al., 1982). 

3.2. Responses of Vn to optokinetic stimuli 
Nearly all horizontal type I and type II Vn responded to 
optokinetic stimulation in a direction-selective,velocity
related manner (Cazin et al., 1980a) and these responses 
were synergistic with the responses to pure vestibular 
stimuli. With both eyes open, type I (type II) neurons 
increased (decreased) firing on optokinetic stimulation 
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FIGURE 1 
Optokinetic responses 
of type I Vn. Upper, 
middle and lower traces 
in each record give 
smoothed instantaneous 
frequency, zero dis
charge level and stimu
lus velocity (1°/s). 
Rat immobilized. 

directed away from the recording side and decreased 
(increased) firing on stimulation towards the recording 
side (Fig.1, Table 1). Covering one eye, abolished the 
decrease in firing of type II and excitation of type I 
on the ipsilateral side and removed type II excitation 
and type I inhibition on the opposite side (Fig.1, 
Table 1). Note that this lack of responses of Vn to 
nasotemporally directed stimuli in monocular condition 
were paralleled by the absence of OKN in this direction. 
Parenthetically it should be added that in albino rats 
Vn did not respond to optokinetic stimulation, nor was 
there any OKN (see 3.1) evoked. 
The time course of Vn responses to velocity steps of 
surround motion was characterized by a slow rise or fall 
in firing (apparent incremental time constants of type I 
and type II Vn responses were 5.4 + 2.6 sand 3.0 + 1.7s) 
indicating significant central processing of the input 
signal (see below). As shown in Fig.2 peak responses of 
Vn occurred at retinal slip velocities of ca. 1°/s. 

3.3. Effects of central lesions on Vn responses 
The first experimental step in defining the optokinetic 
pathways to the Vn was to place lesions in various nuclei 
and fiber tracts and to compare Vn responses in these 
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lesioned animals with those of controls (Cazin et al., 
1980b). 

3.3.1. Lesions in the pretectum. Previous work in the 
rabbit (Collewijn, 1975a,b) suggested that the pretectum 
particularly the n. of the optic tract (NOT) was the 
first central relay in the horizontal OKN path. To test 
the importance of the pretectum (Pt) for optokinetic 
responses of Vn and OKN in rats we placed unilateral and 
bilateral lesions in this area and recorded Vn activity 
and OKN thereafter. Bilateral lesions abolished OKN and 
all optokinetic Vn responses, and with unilateral lesions 
Vn responses to binocular stimuli were similar to those 
of control animals to monocular stimulation (Cazin et al., 
1980b). In addition, monocular viewing with the ipsilat
eral eye gave no responses of Vn in these rats suggesting 
that uncrossed retino-pretectal fibers cannot drive Vn 
and that all effects are produced by crossed fibers origi
nating in the eye ipsilateral to the lesion. The opto
kinetic tuning curves of Vn responses in the lesioned 
animals were comparable to those of controls indicating 
that no effective crossing between the bilateral pretecta 
occurred in control animals via crossed connections (see 
3.6.1). Midbrain reticular lesions ventral to the Pt had 
very similar effects on optokinetic Vn responses as Pt 
lesions suggesting fiber passage or further relays in 
this area. 

3.3.2. Lesions of the n.reticularis tegmenti pontis (NRTP) 
Since no direct fibers are known to connect Pt and Vn, 
optokinetic effects recorded in Vn must be relayed by at 
least one other structure. We found that unilateral and 
bilateral lesions in the NRTP had effects on OKN and Vn 
responses to optokinetic stimuli very similar to those 
described for Pt lesions (Cazin et al., 1980b). Whether 
the effects were due to lesions of NRTP neurons or fibers 
passing through the area or both cannot be decided on the 
basis of lesion work. Anatomical and recording studies 
are needed; they will be described below. 

3.3.3. Lesion of the vestibular commissure. As shown in 
Table 1, monocular stimulation leads to an increase in 
type II and a decrease in type I Vn firing in the contra
lateral vestibular nuclei and the reverse response pat
tern is noted ipsilaterally. Following midsagittal sec
tion of the vestibular commissure, Vn on the side ipsi
lateral to the eye stimulated no longer responded, whereas 
contralaterally, Vn responses remained as described above. 
This finding indicates that no effective transfer ofopto
kinetic signals occurs rostral to Vn, and that in the ra~ 
the bilateral mirror image responses of Vn are mediated 
by the commissure. It also explains why in the binocular 
condition a given Vn responds with an increase in one and 
decrease in the other stimulus direction. 
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3.3.4. Other lesions. Lesions of descending tracts such 
as the tectospinal tract, medial longitudinal fascicle 
and central tegmental tracts had no appreciable effects 
on Vn responses to optokinetic stimuli. Likewise, removal 
of the bilateral visual cortices or large lesions of the 
superior colliculi, total removal of the cerebellum and 
lesions of the inferior olive did not abolish these re
sponses. This is not to imply that these lesions may not 
affect at all Vn responses but with the criteria used in 
our study we could not detect any significant changes 
(Cazin et al., 1980b). 
To summarize the results obtained from the lesion studies 
it appears that Pt, midbrainreticular and NRTP lesions as 
well as sections of the vestibular commissure were effec
tive in impairing Vn responses to optokinetic stimuli as 
well as OKN. However, the only tentative conclusions that 
can be drawn from this lesion work is that - as in other 
mammals - the Pt serves as a primary relay in the hori
zontal optokinetic path and that the commissure is of 
importance. The other results merely serve as a useful 
guideline for anatomical and physiological work to be 
described below. 

3.4. Unit responses in optokinetic relay nuclei 
In this section the response characteristics to optokine
tic stimulation of various possible relay neurons will be 
described and compared to those of Vn obtained under 
identical conditions. Furthermore, in each group of 
neurons responses to pure vestibular stimuli, i.e. hori
zontal rotation in the dark were studied in order to 
determine where along the path visual-vestibular inter
action occurs first. 

3.4.1. Responses of pretectal neurons. Table 1 summarizes 
some of the various optokinetic response types obtained 
in the Pt (Cazin et al., 1980c). Of particular interest 
is the fact that the majority (48%) of the units respond
ing to optokinetic stimuli were excited by temporonasal 
stimuli presented to the contralateral eye; other stimuli 
showed no effects. This response pattern is compatible 
with the unidirectional OKN obtained with monocular stimu
lation (see 3.1) and suggests that these neurons may 
represent the prime candidates for horizontal optokinetic 
relay cells. A closer look at the time course of a typical 
response of one of these unidirectional Pt neurons to 
optokinetic velocity steps shows a fast rise and fall in 
firing after the beginning or end of the stimulus, i.e. 
they show a step response to a step input (Fig.3). The 
mean velocity tuning curve of the Pt neurons is very simi
lar to those of Vn (Fig.2). Finally, Pt neurons never 
responded to rotation of the table in the dark, i.e. no 
visual-vestibular convergence was noted. Taken together 
our findings strongly suggest that the unidirectional 
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group of Pt neurons are central sensory relay neurons 
coding primarily direction and magnitude of retinal slip 
velocity. 

3.4.2. Responses of NRTP neurons. Guided by our lesion 
studies we recorded from neurons in the NRTP during 
optokinetic stimuli. As in the Pt, the largest group of 
neurons showed responses to temporonasal stimuli of the 
contralateral eye only (Table 1, Fig.4) and had velocity 
tuning curves similar to those of Pt and Vn (Fig.2) sug
gesting that they belonged to the same system. Compared 
to unidirectional Pt units two significant differences 
were noted in NRTP units: 1) the mean apparent time con
stants of the rising phases of the firing to velocity 
steps were larger (2.0 + 1.4 s), and 2) they responded 
to horizontal rotation in the dark in the type II mode. 
These differences prove that we were recording from 
neurons and not from pretectal fibers projecting to or 
running through the NRTP. 
How are NRTP responses generated? As will be shown below 
the Pt projects monosynaptically to NRTP. This connection 
could, however, not explain all the response properties 
of NRTP units which clearly deviate from those of sensory 
relay cells. We must, in addition to the retinal slip 
input mediated by Pt neurons, postulate a head velocity 
input or, even more likely, an efference copy of eye 
velocity to these neurons to account for their response 
behavior outlined above. A combination of these two 
signals somewhere in the brain stem has been postulated 
(Robinson, 1977) as a basis for the central reconstruc
tion of the velocity of the sur.round relative to the head. 
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FIGURE 3 
Responses of unidirecti
onal Pt neuron to opto
kinetic stimulation 
(l°/s). Arrangement as 
in Fig.l. Note fast rise 
to peak. 

FIGURE 4 
Responses of unidirec
tional NRTP neuron to 
optokinetic stimulation 
(l°/s). Arrangement as 
in Fig.l. Note slow 
rise to peak. 

The so far unknown brain site may well be the NRTP. The 
NRTP signal, after passing through a yet unknown neural 
integrator (velocity storage network), will be fed into 
Vn yielding their sluggish response to optokinetic stimuli. 
With this model in mind we would not expect direct con
nections between NRTP and Vn; in fact, they do not seem 
to exist (3.6.4). Where then does the NRTP project? One 
strong projection reaches the cerebellum, particularly 
also the flocculus but, as shown by our lesion work, this 
path is not of crucial importance for optokinetic Vn 
responses. As will be shown below, another output reaches 
the n.prepositus hypoglossi (PH) which, on other grounds, 
has been implicated in velocity storage networks (Blanks 
et al., 1977). 

3.4.3. Responses of PH neurons. For reasons given in the 
preceding paragraph optokinetic responses of PH neurons 
were studied under the same conditions as Pt, NRTP and 
Vn neurons. Only those PH neurons were considered which 
responded to horizontal rotation in the dark. As in the 
vestibular nuclei type I and type II neurons were found; 
they were mainly located in the rostral part of the 
nucleus. Again, the unidirectional response group deserves 
particular attention (Table 1). These units respond only 
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A 

,:~ FIGURE 5 
Responses of unidirecti
onal PH neuron to optoki
netic stimulation (1°/s). 
Arrangement as in Fig.1. 
Note similar rise time 
as Fig.4. 

to temporonasal stimulation of the contralateral eye 
(Fig.5) and thus were similar to the majority of Pt and 

NRTP neurons. Their velocity-tuning curves were likewise 
similar to those of the other units (Fig.2). Whereas in 
most neurons the apparent time constants were similar to 
those of NRTP and Vn or even much larger, some units had 
extremely rapid rise times. It is possible that these 
units received strong direct Pt-inputs (see below) . 
Finally, it should be emphasized that vestibular stimuli 
evoked a type II response pattern in unidirectional neu
rons. About 25% of PH neurons responding to optokinetic 
stimuli showed a clear rhythmic modulation of firing that 
may have been caused by a concomitant OKN. 
The results presented above are compatible with the 
notion that PH neurons are probably the final prevestibu
lar relays in the OKN-path. Their strong projections to 
the vestibular nuclei (see 3.6.5) certainly would provide 
a structural basis. 

3.4.4. Responses of floccular Purkinje cells. The in
volvement of the flocculus in OKN was first demonstrated 
in lesion experiments in which impairment of smooth pur
suit to the ipsilateral side and loss of fixation sup
pression of the VOR along with slowing of OKN at high 
stimulus velocities and an absence of immediate fast rise 
in OKN slow phase velocity with velocity steps was repor
ted (cf.ref. Waespe, Henn, 1981). These experiments, to
gether with data obtained from single unit recording from 
the flocculus in several species, indicate that the floc
culus is an important link in the "direct" OKN path and 
not of crucial importance for the 'indirect' path oropto
kinetic responses of Vn. In fact, lesion of the cerebel
lum did not affect Vn responses (3.3.4). 
Purkinje cells in the rat flocculus also respond to both 
vestibular and optokinetic stimuli (Blanks, Precht, 1981). 
Optokinetic responses were generally bidirectional, asym
metrical (increase/decrease in rate) and synergistic to 
vestibular responses in both Type I and Type II P-cells. 
The latter resulted in a significant enhancement of 
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Optokin. response Ipsil.eye Contral.eye %of Vestib. 
pattern T-+N N-+T T-+N N-+T units resp. 

E Unidirectional* - - t - 48 -
::J J, t +0- - - 16 -
(,J 
CII Bidirectional t J, +0- - 6 CII - -
~ selective 

CL t J, 3 - - -
- - t - 43 Type II 

Unidirectional* 
CL t - - - 8 Type I 
I-
0::: 
z Bidirectional J, - t - 16 Type II 

selective t - J, - 33 Typer 

Unidirectional* - - t - 25 Type II 
I 

Bidirectional + - t 32 Type II CL -
selective t - J, - 37 Type I 

z Bidirectional + - t - 40 Type II 
> selective t + 60 Type I - -

TABLE 1. Summary of unitary responses to optokinetic 
stimuli in various relay nuclei. Only directionally 
selective responses shown. Upward and downward arrows 
indicate frequency increase or decrease, line indicates 
no response. Abbrev.s.text. 

vestibular gain and phase when the animal was rotated, 
against a lighted, fixed-world environment. In paralyzed 
animals, there was a broad range in the time course of 
P-cell responses to optokinetic velocity steps as shown 
in Fig.6. At the one extreme were units whose response 
to optokinetic stimuli rose slowly and outlasted the 
stimulus 10-12 s (Fig.6A) the responses resembled those 
of Vn (Cazin et al., 1980a). At the other end were P-cells 
whose responses showed a brisk rise and fall at the onset 
and termination of the stimulus, respectively (Fig.6C). 
Interestingly, the latter units responded only to opto
kinetic stimuli and showed no vestibular responses. 
However, the vast majority of units had optokinetic re
sponses which consisted of a fast rise of simple spike 
firing followed by a smaller tonic response of the same 
polarity (Fig.6B). 
One of the characteristic differences in the velocity 
step responses of P-cells compared to other elements in 
the OKN pathway in rat was the time constants. As shown 
in Fig.6E, P-cell time constants were significantly 
shorter than those of type I and type II Vn but similar 
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FIGURE 6 A-E. Response time constants to optokinetic 
velocity steps (1°/s). A and B, Type I and Type II 
P-cells, respectively. C, P-cell not responsive to hori
zontal rotation but showing a brisk optokinetic response. 
The incremental time constants to optokinetic steps 
(measured as 1/3 the time to maximum peak) is shown for 
31 non P-cells (D) and for 51 P-cells (E). Note that 
time constants for P-cells and non P-cells are shorter 
than those for Type I (VNI) and Type II (VNII) Vn and 
NRTP neurons. The mean and s.d. for VNI, VNII and NRTP 
are given in E (see also text) . 

in value to those of NRTP neurons (Cazin et al., 1980a). 
Values for afferent fibers, termed non-P-cells in Fig.6D, 
reflect the diversity of OKN information transferred to 
the flocculus. Another important difference demonstrated 
by these experiments was that the peaks of P-cell type I 
and type II tuning curves were higher (av. 1-2°s) and 
the responses to low stimulus velocities poorer than 
those of the PT, NRTP and VN (Fig.2). These data suggest 
that the flocculus conveys a signal which is in some way 
proportional to retinal slip velocity and operates in a 
higher stimulus velocity range than the Vn. In this re
spect, the situation in the rat is quite similar to the 
one in the monkey in which P-cells show a fast rise in 
firing with optokinetic stimuli, no activity related to 
OKAN (Waespe and Henn, 1981) and response range exceeding 
that of the Vn (Waespe and Henn, 1978). 
Lastly, monocular testing revealed that approximately 
half of the P-cells and non P-cells were driven from the 
contralateral eye with polarities similar to Vn (Cazin 
et al., 1980a) whereas the other half were excited by 
temporo-nasal stimuli to the ipsilateral eye. Asystemill2c 
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analysis of these data suggests that the ipsilateral 
projection can be explained on the basis of crossing 
NRTP-FLOC, PH-FLOC and/or VN-FLOC connections for which 
there is ample anatomical evidence in most species and 
in the rat (Blanks et al., 1982). 

3.5. Electroanatomy of the pathway 
Our lesion work and the single unit studies during opto
kinetic stimulation suggested that signals from the 
contralateral eye first reach the Pt. From there the 
signal must travel indirectly to Vn since no Pt-Vn con
nections exist. In this section we shall describe the 
electrophysiological details of the shortest possible 
connections between eye and Vn. As illustrated schemati
cally in Fig. 7 stimulation of the contralateral optic 
nerve (ONc) evoked in the Pt presynaptic spikes and 
EPSPs; their mean and shortest latencies differ by 
0.3 - 0.6 ms, respectively, i.e. by one synaptic delay. 
This monosynaptic connection between retinal ganglion 
cell axons and Pt neurons is well supported by anatomical 

Horizontal OKN path 
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NRTP 
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-{--l.S (1.0) }AP 

PH ~ 1.9 (1.4) EPSP 

1----2.3 (1.9) AP 

VNn ?-2.8 (2.0) AP 

FIGURE 7. Schematic representation of short latency 
connections between optic nerve (ON) and vestibular 
nuclei (VN). Stimulation and recording sites are indi
cated; the numbers give mean latencies (1st number) and 
shortest latencies (2nd number) in ms. AP = action poten
tials; further abbrev.s.text. 
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findings (Scalia, Arango, 1979). Many of the neurons so 
activated were also driven antidromically from the NRTP 
(Fig.7,left) which had emerged as a possible mediator 
of optokinetic signals. In the NRTP ONc stimulation 
evoked presynaptic spikes and EPSPs with latency differ
ences that also indicated monosynaptic delay in this 
nucleus. However, it is difficult to conclude from this 
that Pt neurons project directly to NRTP. To search for 
such connections the Pt was stimulated and presynaptic 
spikes and EPSPs were sampled in NRTP (Fig.7,right). 
The short latency values for presynaptic spikes and 
EPSPs and the calculated synaptic delay of 0.5 - 0.7 ms, 
indeed, suggest monosynaptic impingement of Pt axons on 
NRTP neurons. Anatomical work (3.6.4) showed that the 
NRTP does not project directly to Vn. Based on sections 
3.4.3 and 3.6.4 the PH appeared as a relay candidate. 
We therefore stimulated both the NRTP and Pt areas and 
recorded from PH. Both Pt (Fig.7,right) and NRTP (Fig.7, 
left) seem to project monosynaptically to PH neurons. 
Mean EPSP latencies in PH after Pt and NRTP stimulation 
measured 1.9 and 1.1 ms, respectively, the difference 
of 0.8 ms being due to the mean conduction time from Pt 
to NRTP (Fig.7,left). Anatomical support for both con
nections exists (3.6.4). 
Since the PH is known to have connections to the vesti
bular nuclei (3.6.5) PH neurons could mediate optokinetic 
responses of Vn. Our preliminary results support this 
notion, i.e. the difference in latencies of the pt-€voked 
spikes in type II PH neurons and those of type II Vn 
evoked by the same stimuli was short enough (0.5 ms) to 
allow for such a connection (Fig.7,right). The type I 
inhibition observed with Pt and natural stimuli may be 
mediated by inhibitory type II Vn located on the same 
side (Precht, 1981). In addition to the shortest possible 
connections between eye and Vn illustrated here, it 
should be emphasized that the optokinetic responses ob
tained with natural stimuli may also require polysynaptic 
pathways. 

3.6. Anatomy of the optokinetic pathway 
Although there are a number of similarities in the orga
nization of the horizontal OKN among the mammalian spe
cies studied, there are several interspecies differences 
which set the rat apart from the other species studied. 
As shown above, the most dramatic difference is analmost 
complete absence of an optokinetic response in the rat 
Vn to nasotemporal stimulation and an absence of OKN in 
this direction. In this respect, a study of the anato
mical pathways of the optokinetic system is easier than 
in other species (e.g. cat, monkey, man) in which both 
nasotemporal and temporonasal monocular OKN can be elici
ted (cf.ref. Precht, 1981, 1982). In the sections that 
follow, the previously mentioned electrophysiological 
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and lesion experiments will be discussed in relation to 
the anatomy of the horizontal OKN pathways which in
cludes critical subcortical pathways which synapse with
in or pass through: 1) the Pt, 2) the ventrolateral mid
brain reticular formation, 3) the region of the NRTP and 
4) the PH and VN. Additionally, there is experimental 
evidence that other structures such as the accessory 
optic systern,inferior olive and cerebellum playa modu
latory role in the performance of OKN (Precht, 1982). 

3.6.1. The pretectum and accessory optic system (AOS) 
Because of their importance as the first relay station 
in the optokinetic pathways, a brief account will be 
given of the anatomy of the Pt and the AOS. 
The Pt in the rat consists of four nuclear groups termed 
the anterior, posterior and olivary pretectal nuclei and 
the nucleus of the optic tract (NOT) (Scalia, 1972). 
With the exception of the anterior nucleus each of these 
groups receive retinofugal projections which are primad
ly, though not exclusively, crossed (Scalia, Arango, 
1979). Although each of these structures may be involved 
with some aspect of visual-motor control, it is primarily 
the NOT which has emerged as the important structure for 
controlling horizontal OKN. In this regard it should be 
noted that the crossed retinofugal projections to the 
NOT are distributed to the superficial portions of the 
nucleus, overlapping in part, the visual cortical (cf. 
Linden and Rocha - Miranda, 1981) and AOS projections. 
Additionally, the descending pretectal connections to 
subsequent stations in the OKN pathways e.g. the NRTP and 
inferior olive (IO), arise primarily from the NOT, but 
more specifically its superficial part (Torigoe et al., 
1982a) . 
The AOS in the rat consists of three terminal nuclei, 
the medial (MTN), lateral (LTN) and dorsal terminal 
nucleus (DTN) which receive a crossed retinal input via 
several accessory optic tracts (Hayhow et al., 1960). 
In addition to the retinal projections to these nuclei 
there is evidence for a large number of cortical and 
subcortical afferents that cannot be mentioned here. 
Considering the functional importance of the Pt and the 
AOS in OKN the large number of interconnections between 
these structures requires attention. Thus, the NOT has 
been shown to project to the DTN, MTN and LTN in the rat 
(Cazin et al., unpubl.obs.) and, in return, the MTN pro
jects heavily upon the NOT and DTN (cf. Simpson et al., 
1978). In fact, it has been recently shown autoradio
graphically that the heaviest projection of the MTN in 
the rat is to the ipsilateral NOT (Blanks et al., 1982b). 
While it could be argued that these interconnections 
serve to sharpen the receptive field properties of NOT 
and AOS neurons (Simpson et al., 1978), their precise 
role requires further investigation. It is, however, 
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instructive to note that with the exception of crossing 
NOT-NOT and NOT-DTN connections in rat (Terasawa et al., 
1979) most of the reciprocal connections described so 
far involve nuclei on the same side. 

3.6.2. Descending connections of NOT. In the rat the NOT 
gives rise to several descending bundles which are dis
tributed to the midbrain reticular formation (MRF) , the 
pontine nucleus, NRTP and 10 (Terasawa et al., 1979). 
Using the Nauta-Gygax Technique in rats, ~erasawa et al., 
1979) describe one bundle of thick axons which arises 
from the NOT and is distributed to the NRTP and 10. This 
group of fibers courses ventromedially to the region of 
the medial lemniscus, within which (and dorsal to which) 
it descends to the pontine level. The bundle then divides, 
one group being distributed to the middle one-third of 
the ventromedial portion of the NRTP, and the second con
tinuing caudally to terminate within the dorsal cap of 
the 10. A second group of fibers leaves the NOT and is 
distributed to the pontine nuclei. These fine fibers des
cend through the dorsomedial part of the mesencephalic 
reticular formation, medially to the parabigeminal nucle
us then ventrally along the lateral border of the pons 
to enter the medial one-third of the lateral pontine 
nuclei. 
Recent autoradiographic work showed terminal fields not 
only in NRTP, 10, pons, MRF but also in the PH (Cazin 
et al., unpubl.observ.). This finding is in.excellent 
agreement with the electrophysiological results (3.5). 
The course taken by the NOT-NRTP/IO bundle is important 
for interpreting electrical stimulation and lesion stu
dies. Thus, whereas electrical stimulation of the NOT 
in rabbit produced OKN, there was also a low threshold 
region which extended ventromedially through the MRF 
(Collewijn, 1975a). Given that the NOT-NRTP/IO and reci
procal NOT-AOS fibers in rabbit and rat (Giolli et al., 
1982) course through this region it could be assumed 
that the OKN generated by electrical stimulation resulted 
from stimulation of the fibers of these bundles. Similar
ly, lesions placed bilaterally in the ventrolateral quad
rant of the midbrain which interrupted these fibers 
showed effects similar to pretectal lesions (Cazin etal., 
1980b). Of additional concern in interpreting lesion 
studies is that a lesion of the NRTP which interrupts 
the NOT-NRTP bundle and effectively blocks OKN and the 
optokinetic modulation of Vn potentially interrupts the 
NOT-IO fibers. While this is a concern, the 10 pathway 
does not appear to be an essential part of the OKS path
way to the Vn (3.3.4). 
It is also instructive to note that the NOT-pontine 
fibers would be left intact with the NRTP lesions (Cazin 
et al., 1980b) and although the lateral pontine nuclei 
project to the vermis, paraflocculus and flocculus this 
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projection does not appear essential for generating OKN. 
Rather, these may be important for mediating the modula
tory cerebellar effects on optokinetic nystagmus. 

3.6.3. Afferents to the NRTP. The NRTP in the cat and 
monkey receives well described connections from the ipsi
lateral NOT, the bilateral parietal and frontal cortex 
(P. Brodal, 1980), the contralateral superior vestibular 
nucleus (Ladpli,Brodal, 1968) the contralateral cerebel
lar nuclei by way of the descending limb of the brachium 
conjunctivum and the contralateral superior colliculus 
(Altman, Carpenter, 1961; Ladpli, Brodal, 1968). Our re
cent HRP studies on the afferents to the NRTP in rat 
are summarized in Fig.8 (Torigoe et al., 1982a). These 
cases have confirmed each of the projections listed 
above and have, in addition, demonstrated that there 

FIGURE 8. Afferent and efferent connections of the NRTP 
as studied with HRP, and 3H-leucine autoradiography, 
respectively (A-K,left,right). Extent of HRP and leucine 
injections are shown in G. All HRP-labeled cells in 3 
consecutive 40 ~M sections are plotted as dots on re
presentative sections (48 h survival after injection, 
substrate tetramethyl benzidine. Labeling in trigeminal 
complex results from uptake into decussating axons.Axons 
arising from leucine injection site are small dashed 
lines, terminal fields are plotted as dots (72 h of sur
vival). Abbrev.s.text. 
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are other nuclei which may serve to relay visual and 
oculomotor afferents to the NRTP. One such area is 
the interstitial nucleus of Cajal (INC) which in the 
rat receives afferents from the NOT (Terasawa et al., 
1980) and MTN (Giolli, Blanks, 1982) and on the basis 
of our anatomical data projects to the NRTP. INC neurons 
are related, however, mainly to vertical eye movements 
and are not of prime interest in this context. Other 
areas which heavily project to the NRTP and which re
ceive input from the NOT are the ventrolateral genicula
te nucleus, the zona incerta and the H, and H2 fields 
of Forel. However, each of these areas will have to be 
examined in more detail before a possible connection 
with OKN can be established. 

3.6.4. Efferent projections of NRTP. The NRTP is one of 
the classical precerebellar nuclei, yet the above re
viewed electrophysiological studies would suggest that 
the NRTP has subcerebellar projections which indirectly 
terminate within the VN. We have examined the efferent 
projections of the NRTP using 3H-leuc ine light auto
radiography in rats. In a first series of experiments 
(Cazin et al., unpubl.observ.) injections of isotope 
into the pontine tegmentum in rats, including the area 
of the NRTP, produced large numbers of labeled axons 
within the middle cerebellar peduncle and terminal fields 
within the entire cerebellum (especially the cerebellar 
hemisphere, paraflocculus and flocculus). A second group 
ofaxons entered the MLF to terminate ipsilaterally in 
the PH and in the dorsal cap of the 10. More importantly, 
there was no evidence of terminal labeling within the 
VN. The injection sites in these experiments encompassed 
the central and pericentral portions of the NRTP and the 
overlying pontine reticular formation (PRF) and in many 
respects produced results similar to PRF injections in 
the cat (Graybiel, 1977) and monkey (Buttner-Ennever, 
Henn, 1976). Thus it was impossible to resolve the pre
cise cell bodies of origin for the PH and 10 projection. 

In another series of experiments (Torigoe et al., 1982b), 
isotope injections confined to the NRTP and minimally 
involving the adjacent PRF further demonstrated that the 
NRTP shows extensive non-cerebellar projections but these 
are largely distributed bilaterally to the tegmental re
ticular nuclei (N.reticularis pontis oralis; RPO, and 
N.reticularis pontis caudalis, RPC, but there was evi
dence for a bundle to the PH. The complexity of these 
projections are illustrated in Fig.8. The injection site 
in this case was confined largely to the NRTP and in
volved minimal spillage across the midline or to the 
pontine tegmental reticular nuclei. The strongest pro
jections from this region of the NRTP are, bilaterally, 
to the cerebellum via the middle cerebellar peduncles. 
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Additionally, however, and more important to the present 
discussion, are the persistent NRTP-reticularprojections. 
These were bilateral but most heavily distributed to the 
ipsilateral side. The delicate axons providing the NRTP
reticular projection radiate through the ipsilateral 
tegmentum and provided a diffuse projection to the RPO 
over its full extent from the interpeduncular nucleus 
rostrally to its junction with the RPC caudally. Terminal 
labeling was also detected within the rostral portions 
of the RPC. The contralateral projection was provided by 
equally delicate axons which decussate at the rostral 
pole of the NRTP and were distributed to approximately 
symmetrical locations of the reticular formation. This 
series of animals also provide evidence for interconnec
tions between the bilateral NRTP and between the NRTP 
and pontine nuclei. Such connections have not been des
cribed before, but they may play an important part in 
conveying polysynaptic information to cerebellar, reti
cular or PH projecting neurons. 
Lastly, there were bundles ofaxons which ascended rost
rally along the midline to provide terminal fields in 
the midbrain reticular formation, parvicellular portion 
of the red nucleus (Fig.3H,right) and posteriorly cours
ing fibers giving rise to dense terminal fields within 
the superior central nucleus of the raphe complex just 
ventral to the MLF. This bundle continues, giving rise 
to sparse terminations within the ipsilateral nucleus 
supragenualis and PH. It should be noted that these pro
jections were heaviest when injections involved the mid
line areas between the bilateral NRTP and as such may 
represent a part of the ascending and descending raphe 
projections from neurons of the raphe pontis which are 
clustered along the midline and forming a cap over the 
dorsal medial portion of the NRTP. 
In the context of the present ARG data, it is important 
to note that the lesions most effective in blocking the 
optokinetic responses of Vn were confined to the NRTP in 
the rat (Cazin et al., 1980b). Such a lesion would have 
destroyed not only the NRTP neurons but also would have 
interrupted the ipsilateral NRTP-PRF-PH axons as well, 
thereby disrupting two portions of the presumed OKN 
pathway. 

3.6.5. Summary of Pt-NRTP-VN paths. The physiological 
and lesion studies and the Pt-NRTP projections mentioned 
earlier provided evidence that the NRTP provides a link 
between the Pt and the VN. How then are impulses conduc
ted from the NRTP to the Vn? The areas to which the NRTP 
is shown to project are the PH bilaterally but predomi
nantly ipsilaterally and no definite projections were 
found to the VN. This projection, combined with the 
strong reciprocal connections between the PH and VN 
(McCrea et al., 1979) may provide the pathway by which 
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the NRTP is capable of modulating the Vn. It should 
also be recalled that direct Pt-PH connections were 
found which could mediate optokinetic effects to Vn. 
Of lesser importance are the projections via the cere
bellum or 10. 
Finally, it is important to emphasize that the PRF re
presents an important premotor area for the control of 
horizontal conjugate gaze (Buttner-Ennever, Henn, 1979). 
Anatomical and electrophysiological data show the evi
dence of a direct monosynaptic pathway from the PRF to 
the ipsilateral abducens nucleus (cf. Buttner-Ennever, 
Henn, 1976; Highstein et al., 1976). The NRTP-PRF con
nections described here may imply that optokinetic in
formation is relayed directly to abducens motoneurons 
via the PRF and also offers means for polysynaptic paths 
to the Vn. 
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THE ROLE OF THE FOVEA AND PARAFOVEAL REGIONS IN THE 
CONTROL OF "FAST" OPTOKINETIC RESPONSES IN THE MONKEY 

U. BUTTNER • (Dept. of Neurology, Univ. of ZUrich), 
O. MEIENBERG (Dept. of Neurology, Univ. of Bern) and 
B. SCHIMMELPFENNIG (Dept. of Ophthalmology, Univ. of 
ZUrich, Switzerland) 

It has been well established over the last few years 
that optokinetic nystagmus in response to high velo
city stimuli consists of two components (Cohen et al., 
1977): A "fast" component, which has been attributed 
to the pursuit system and depends on direct visual 
pathways, and a "velocity storage" component uti
lizing neural integration through indirect pathways 
(Robinson, 1980). In response to high velocity stimu
lation these components manifest themselves in the 
following manner (fig. 1): the sudden presentation 
of a high velocity stimulus leads to a rapid increase 
in nystagmus velocity due to the "fast" component. 
Next the "velocity storage" mechanism leads to a 
further, more gradual increase. Thus during high 
velocity optokinetic nystagmus (OKN) both components 
are activated. When the lights are turned off, eye 
velocity shows an immediate initial drop due to in
activation of the "fast" response. The "velocity 
storage" mechanism decreases more slowly during opto
kinetic after-nystagmus (OKAN). 

Since the "fast" component has been attributed to 
the pursuit system (Robinson, 1980), it implies that 
the visual input of the "fast" component mainly 
derives from the fovea. To test this hypothesis OKN 
was investigated after retinal lesions were made in 
and around the fovea. It was found that "fast" 
responses are still present with large lesions of the 
central retina. 

METHODS 
Experiments were performed on monkeys (Macaca mUlatta). 
Initially a receptacle for a head holder was attached 
to the skull under general anaesthesia. Eye position 
was recorded with implanted DC silver-silver chloride 
electrodes. During the experiments the monkey sat up
right with its head fixed in a primate chair. It re
ceived small doses of amphetamine to maintain a high 
level of alertness. The optokinetic stimUlus consisted 
of a cylinder covered with vertical black and white 
stripes (width 7,5 deg). Drum velocity was varied be
tween 10 and 200 deg/s. 
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Optokinetic nystagmus was recorded with both eyes open 
and one eye covered. Confluent laser lesions were 
placed under general anaesthesia in and around the fovea 
of one eye. Animals received 2-3 successive lesions in 
one eye over a period of several weeks. Responses of 
the lesioned and the non-Iesioned eye were then com
pared. The retina was photographed after each lesion to 
facilitate the determination of the extent of the 
lesion. 
At the end of all experiments monkeys were perfused 
with formalin under an overdose of pentobarbital. The 
retina was embedded and serial sections were taken. 

Fig. 1 Schematic drawing of OKN velocity in response 
to high velocity full-field optokinetic stimulation. 
Upper half shows nystagmus velocity and lower half time 
course of stimulus velocity. Light-on (upward arrow) 
during constant velocity rotation leads to an initial 
rapid rise in eye velocity (on-response) followed bJ a 
more gradual increase. At light-off (downward arrow), 
eye velocity drops immediately (off-response), and 
subsequently OKAN decreases exponentially. 

RESULTS 
Fig. 2 shows the responses to optokinetic stimuli at 
different constant velocities, when both eyes were sti
mulated either simultaneously or seperately. Up to 
stimulus velocities of 120 deg/s OKN velocity increased 
linearly and was virtually identical for monocular or 
binocular stimulation. At higher stimUlUS velocities 
the increases were smaller, particularly during mono
cular stimUlation. During monocular stimUlation no 
differences were observed between naso-temporal and 
temporo-nasal stimulus directions. 

The maximal OKN-velocity during constant velocity 
stimulation was only slightly affected when small 
lesions were placed in and around the fovea (fig. 3). 
The first lesion for the results shown in fig. 3 was 
restricted to 6-7 deg and centered on the fovea. 
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In the monkey the fovea and the parafovea have a dia
meter of 6 deg (Stone, 1965). With the second lesion 
the retina around the first lesion was destroyed resul
ting in a total lesion of 20 deg diameter. As fig. 3 
demonstrates there is only a small decrease of maximal 
velocity as a result of the 2nd lesion. The effect is 
slightly more pronounced for stimulation in the tempo
ro-nasal direction (right nystagmus). 

Finally the third lesion destroyed, in addition, all 
fibers from the temporal retina, as well as below and 
above the optic disc, leaving only the medial part of 
the retina and 5 deg below and above the optic disc 
intact. With this lesion no proper nystagmus was 
obtained from the lesioned eye in the temporo-nasal 
direction. However in the naso-temporal direction it 
was still possible to elicit a nystagmus velocity of 
more than 130 deg/s. These velocities, however, took a 
long time to build up and were more easily achieved 
when the stimulus velocity was increased gradually. If 
the maximal velocity decreased during constant veloci
ty stimulation usually OKN stopped altogether and the 
monkey was not able to regain the original velocity un
less the stimulation procedure was repeated. These 
differences in effectiveness of stimulus directions 
were surprising, since in lower species it is known 
that the temporo-nasal stimulus direction is generally 
more effective (see Precht and Hofmann, this volume). 
ON-Responses 

On-responses (see fig. 1) can reach values of 
100 degls, particularly when both eyes are stimulated. 
With monocular stimulation the responses are slightly 
smaller. Fig. 4 shows the effect of central retinal 
lesions on the on-response. The first lesion, centered 
on the fovea, covered an area of 10-12 deg. This led to 
a small, but definite reduction of the on-response, 
both for right and left nystagmus. After the second 
lesion the non-functioning area covered more than 25 deg 
sparing the optic disc. With lesions of this size de
finite on-response up to 40-50 degls were still ob
tained. 
OFF-Responses 

The size of the off-response (fig. 1) closely corre
lates with the maximal OKN-velocity and the on-response. 
Off-responses can reach 80-100 degls decrease in velo
city. Lesions which lead to a reduction of the on-res
ponse, also affected the maximal OKN-velocity and con
sequently the off-response. The exponential decay of 
OKAN after the off-response started at velocities of 
80-120 deg/s. Thus, if the preceding OKN velocity ex
ceeded these values an off-response could be clearly 
distinguished. 
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Fig. 2 Maximal OKN velocity (right nystagmus) during 
constant velocity stimulation with a striped cylinder. 
Abscissa: stimulus and ordinate: nystagmus velocity. 
Nystagmus velocity at 30 deg/s stimulus velocity is 
normalizec to 1. BE: both eyes open, RE: right eye and 
LE: left eye open. Nystagmus velocity increases linear
ly up to 120 deg/s stimulus velocity. At higher veloci
ties the increase is smaller for monocular stimulation. 
DISCUSSION 
The results demonstrate that in the monkey "fast" opto
kinetic responses still can be elicited with large cen
tral retinal lesions exceeding 25 deg. The best mani
festation of the "fast" response is the on-response 
(fig. 1) which with such a lesion can be still about 
50 % of the response obtained from the non-Iesioned 
eye (fig. 4). The other parameters (maximal OKN-veloci
ty, off-response) are in accordance with this finding. 
Since the "velocity storage" component is only affected 
by extremely large lesions, the maximal velocity re
flects as a first approximation the sum of the "fast" 
and the "velocity storage" component. The size of the 
off-response is then directly determined by the on
response. 

As described earlier the "fast" optokinetic res
ponse has been attributed to the smooth pursuit system. 
The results show that "fast" responses can be elicited 
from retinal areas, which are generally assumed not to 
be involved in smooth pursuit eye movements. This fin
ding is not necessaryly in conflict with the assumption 
of Robinson (1980). It rather suggests that large reti
nal areas outside the fovea provide a visual input to 
the smooth pursuit system. This extrafoveal visual input 
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Fig. 3 The effect of central retinal lesions on maxi
mal OKN-velocity at 200 deg/s stimulus velocity. Nystag
mus velocity (ordinate) was set at 1 for 30 de~/s 
stimulus velocity. Before the first (I, foveal) lesion 
binocular (BE) stimulation leads to higher maximal ve
locities than stimulation of the right (RE) or left 
(LE) eye alone. Increasing central retinal lesions of 
the right eye lead to a decrease in maximal velocitJ, 
which becomes prominent only after the largest (III) 
lesion for stimulation in the temporo-nasal direction 
(right nystagmus). For further explanation see text. 
probably only becomes effective, when large retinal 
areas are stimulated simultaneously, as during OKN. 

In contrast small visual objects, as during smooth 
pursuit, stimulate the visual input more effectively in 
and around the fovea and are therefore kept there 
during tracking. Thus the smooth pursuit system and the 
"fast" optokinetic response under normal conditions 
share the foveal visual input and the same premotor 
structures in the cerebellum and the brainstem. In 
addition the "fast" optokinetic response relys on 
extrafoveal retinal areas. 

That the visual inputs from foveal and extrafoveal 
regions with respect to smooth pursuit are not basi
cally distinct is underlined by several reports which 
show that extrafoveal visual inputs can activate smooth 
pursuit eye movements easily when foveal stimulation is 
prevented (Michalski et aI, 1977; Winterson and 
Steinman, 1978). 

It should be stressed, that for the experiments all 
efforts were made to obtain optimal optokinetic res
ponses. Monkeys received amphetamine to maintain a high 
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Fig. 4 Influence of central retinal lesions on the 
optokinetic on-response in the monkey. Nystagmus veloci
ty was normalized to 1 at ,0 deg/s constant velocity 
stimUlation. The binocular (BE) on-response is 
slightly larger than the monocular response of the 
right (RE) or left (LE) eye. The on-response is smaller 
with central retinal lesions (RE, right eye), but de
finite on-responses are still present after the second 
(II) lesion covering more than 25 deg of central retina. 
level of alertness. The stimUlUS consisted of a physi
cally moving cylinder, which stimUlated the whole re
tina. Furthermore the monkey optokinetic system is 
known to be more powerful than the human system (Cohen 
et al., 1977). This has to be kept in mind to allow a 
comparison with reports in the literature on related 
topics. Particularly the work of Cheng and Outerbridge 
(1975) clearly demonstrates the effect of attention on 
OKN-velocity (see their fig. 6): With high levels of 
attention, OKN-velocity can be virtually unaffected, 
even if ,0 deg of central vision are deleted. 
In recent years single unit studies in alert monkeys 
demonstrated that the "velocity storage" mechanism 
probably involves the vestibular nuclei (Waespe and 
Benn, 1977), whereas the "fast" optokinetic response is 
associated with activity changes of Purkinje cells in 
the flocculus (Waespe and Benn, 1981). 

These data strongly suggest that the same Purkinje 
cells can be active during smooth pursuit eye movements 
and "fast" optokinetic responses (Blittner et al., 1981). 
The unaffected nystagmus responses after retinal 
lesions suggest that the visual input to these 
Purkinje cells also originates from extrafoveal regions. 
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THE ROLE OF CENTRAL AND PERIPHERAL RETINA IN ELICITING 
OPTOKINETIC NYSTAGMUS IN CATS 

K.P. Hoffmann, H.P. Huber, C. Markner and M. Mayr 
(Ulm, German Federal Republic) 

INTRODUCTION 

Considerable evidence has accumulated to support the idea 
that the nucleus tractus optici (NTO) in the pretectum of 
mammals plays a major role in controlling the optokinetic 
nystagmus (OKN) (for review see Collewijn, 1981; Hoffmann, 
1981; Precht, 1981). In recent papers we have presented a 
map of the density or relative strength of the retinal 
projection to NTO neurons in the cat (Ballas, Hoffmann, 
vJagner, 1981; Hoffmann, Schoppmann, 1981). Thi s map suggests 
that also in the cat the central retina (area centralis) has 
the strongest power to eli ci t the OKN. For man and rabbi t 
the superiority of the central retina in producing a high 
gain of OKN has been shown already by Dubois and Collewijn, 
1979. We propose here that the number of receptive fields of 
NTO neurons overlapping at a given eccentricity of the 
visual field correlates with the gain of OKN which is 
obtained from restricted stimulation at this location. 

We tested the hypothesiS in two ways: First we placed 
retinal lesions of different size in the central and peripher
al retina by photocoagulation. Second we placed optical 
"lesions" at various eccentricities and with various dia
meters onto the reti na by a stabi 1 i zed image method. The 
results from both methods show that a strong OKN can be 
elicited from the area centralis as well as from the periph
ery of the retina. A decrease of closed loop gain due to the 
lesions is only seen with high stimulus velocities. 

METHODS 

Stimulation: Eye movements were elicited by the movement of 
a random dot pattern (dot size approximately JO diameter) 
across a 90° by 90° screen 40 cm in front of the animal. 
This stimulus is different from the more commonly used 
optokinetic drum, providing full field stimulation. We chose 
our condition for several reasons. Firstly and most important
ly, we wanted to test OKN with stimuli more or less identical 
to those used to test the neuronal responses in the NTO. 
Secondly, it was easy to test OKN in directions other than 
horizontal. Thirdly, being a possibly less powerful stimulus 
more subt 1 e changes in the central pathways med i at i ng OKN 
could be revealed because the contrast and size of the 
pattern could be easiliy varied. Of course, comparison of 
norma 1 and experi menta 1 cond it ion s were always carri ed out 
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usi ng the same stimul us parameters. A fi 1m loop of random 
dot fil m was proj ected by a s 1 i de proj ector into the image 
plane of a second objective. In this plane an aluminium ring 
was moved by a double galvanometer system in horizontal and 
vertical directions. To this ring variable masks could be 
attached. A motor moved the random dot film through the 
image plane of the first objective. This stimulus movement 
was then projected through the second objective onto the 
screen. This stimulus evoked an eye movement which was 
recorded by the coi 1 attached to the eye. The si gna 1 was fed 
to the galvanometers which moved the aluminium ring exactly 
proporti ona 1 to the eye movements. Any mask attached to the 
ri ng was then seen as a stabi 1 i zed image by the cat. In thi s 
way we could select any desired central or peripheral area 
on the retina for optokinetic stimulation. 

Record i ng: Optok i net i c nystagmus was measured by imp 1 ant i ng 
a magnetic search coi 1 to one or both eyes accordi ng to the 
technique as described by Judge, Richmond and Chu, 1980. In 
additi on, head restrai ni ng bolts were attached to the skull 
by means of dental acryl i c. Some days after surgery the 
animal s were put into a horizontal and vertical alternating 
magnetic field for eye movement recording. We investigated 
the eye velocity in relation to stimulus velocity for stimula
tion of the two eyes separately and binocularly. Eye velocity 
was calculated from the eye position signal by on-line 
computer analysis. Data were stored on magnetic discs and 
cou 1 d be di sp 1 ayed as eye velocity frequency hi stograms for 
i ndi vi dua 1 vel ocit i es tested or as velocity tuni ng curves 
for all velocities tested (figure 1 and 2). 

RESULTS 

Retinal lesions were placed in the eyes of four cats by 
photocoagulation. In two animals a circular lesion about 6° -
10° diameter was centered on the area centralis. No deficit 
in OKN could be detected when the lesioned and non-lesioned 
eyes were compared. In two animals ellipsoid lesions, 20° -
40° horizontal, 10° - 20° vertical extent, centered on the 
area centralis were placed in the left eyes. At velocities 
above 10° per second thi s type of 1 esi on 1 ed to a decrease 
in gain when compared to the non-lesioned eye. At lower 
velocities, OKN was normal. Additional large peripheral le
sions, leaving intact only an about 20° diameter retinal 
patch, including the area central is, were placed in the 
normal right eyes of the cats with central lesions in the 
left eye. The gain of OKN elicited through the eye with the 
peripheral lesion (right eye) was decreased at all velocities 
when compared to the prelesioned state and to the eye with 
the central lesion. 
In summary, lesions of the central retina cause a small but 
significant decrease in gain of OKN at high stimulus veloci
ties, whereas lesions of the peripheral retina cause a small 
but significant decrease at all velocities. The main result 
is, however, that possi b ly after a short recovery peri od a 
close to normal OKN can be elicited despite substantial 
retinal damage. 
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Figure 1: The effect of peripheral optokinetic stimulation 
(excluding the area centralis) on the gain of OKN at differ
ent velocities. The velocity of a random dot pattern moving 
in temporo-nasal direction across a 90° x 90° frontal screen 
is plotted on the X-axis. Gain of OKN (eye velocity stimu
lus velocity) is plotted on the Y-axis. 
A: An area of 25° horizontal and 20° vertical extent centered 
on the area centralis is excluded from optokinetic stimu
lation. The gain at velocities above 20 0 /sec (fun line) is 
only about 75 % of the gain with full field stimulation (bro
ken line). 
B: An area of 35° x 20° stabilized and centered on the area 
centra Lis is excluded from optokinetic stimulation. The gain 
at velocities above 20° /sec is only 50 % of the gain with 
fun field stimulation. If central areas with 90° horizontal 
and 20° or 40° vertical extent are not stimulated the gain 
decreases already at velocities below 20 0 /sec. 

The only way to exclude fast recovery and to have continuous 
contro 1 by compari son to the normal performance is the p 1 ace
ment of reversible "lesions" by masking or exposing various 
parts of the retina to an optokinetic stimulus. 

In figure 1 we compare the effects of various central scotoma
ta on the gai n of OKN. A scotoma of 1 ess than 20° x 20° pro
duced no difference inc 1 osed loop gai n when compared to the 
OKN gai n with full fi e 1 d (90° x 90°) stimul ati on. A central 
scotoma of 25° or 35° hori zonta 1 and 20° verti ca 1 extent pro
duced clear deficits at higher (> 100/sec) stimulus veloci
ties (A, B). Leaving a horizontal streak 20° high across the 
entire retina unstimulated led to a clear drop in gain even 
at the optimal velocities. Extenting the unstimulated area 
to 40° vertical extent reduced the gain at the best velocity 
to 0.4 compared to close to 1 with full field stimulation (B). 
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Figure 2: The effect of centra~ optokinetic stimu~ation (exc~u
ding the periphera~ retina) on the gain of OKN at different 
velocities: X-axis represents stimu~us velocity. Y-axis repre
sents c~osed ~oop gain (eye ve~ocity : stimu~us ve~ocity) . 
A: The optokinetic stimu~us is presented on~y in an area of 
35° horizonta~ and 20° vertica~ extent stabi~ized and centered 
on the area centraLis. At velocities above 30 0 /sec there is 
a decrease in gain compared to fun field stimu~ation (broken 
Line) . 
B: Areas of 25° x 20° and 100 x 8 0 extent centered on the 
area centra Lis OKN eLicit on~y a ~oUJ OKN gain. Again the 
c~earest deficit is at high ve~ocities. 

Figure 2 demonstrates the effectiveness of pure central stimu
lation tested in the same eye in which the measurements of 
figure 1 were done. A 10° x 8° stimulated area centered on 
the area central i s evoked a weaker than normal OKN even at 
the optimal velocities. A 25° horizontal 20° vertical stimula
ted area evokes a good though still subnormal OKN at low velo
cities and shows a clear drop in gain at higher velocities 
(B). A 35° x 20° stimulated area evokes a normal OKN of velo
cities below 25°/sec but is deficient at higher velocities 
when compared to full field stimulation (A). 

In a second type of experiment we tested for monocular viewing 
the contribution to OKN when a stimulus field of constant 
area is projected onto vari ous retinal eccentri citi es. Fi gure 
3 presents the results of such an experiment. The area centra
lis is the most effective OKN generator. The gain of OKN elici
ted from a 20° x 20° area shows a steep falloff when the 
area centralis is not included in the stimulated area. When 
the area centralis is included, however, in the stimulated 
area, OKN can be elicited in both horizontal directions almost 
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Figure ;): Map of the most effective locations on the retina 
for eliciting an optokinetic nystagmus. The stimulated area 
stabilized on the retina was 20° x 20°. The stimulus consist
ed of a random dot pattern moving at 20° Isec horizontaLLy 
through this stimulus area. The arrows representing the gain 
of OKN (eye velocity: stimulus velocity in the cLosed loop 
condition) start at the center of the stimulated area and 
point to the right for the gain in response to temporo-nasal 
stimulus direction and to the left for naso-temporal stimulus 
direction. The gain for full field stimulation is presented 
at the lower right. It can be clearly seen that the most effec
tive site to elicit OKN is around the area centralis. 

equally well. On the other hand a clear assymetry, i.e. a 
higher gain for stimulus movement from temporal to nasal ap
pears for peripheral stimul i, irrespective whether the stimu
lated area is in the nasal or temporal retina. 

DISCUSS ION 

These results fully confirm the observation with retinal le
sions placed by photocoagulation and indicate that restricted 
central stimulation as well as only peripheral stimulation 
elicits a close to normal OKN at low velocities. At higher 
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velocities area centralis and peripheral retina have to 
be stimulated together to develop a high gain for slow phase 
eye movements in OKN. 

The gain of OKN with temporo-nasally directed stimulus move
ment as indicated in figure 3 by the rightward pointing 
arrows at various eccentricities corresponds to the relative 
frequency of receptive fields of NTO neurons overlapping 
in the area stimul ated (see figure 4a in Hoffmann, Schopp
mann, 1981) or to the number of ganglion cells from various 
retinal eccentricities projecting to the NTO (see Ballas, 
Hoffmann, Wagner, 1981). In addition, the large receptive 
fields of NTO neurons are most sensitive near the area cen
tra 1 i s (Hoffmann, Schoppmann, 1981). These two factors toge
th~r may exp 1 ai n why in the cat the area central i s becomes 
so prominent in eliciting the OKN. 
The area centralis contains, however, less than 10 % of 
the total ganglion cell population and large peripheral 
stimulus areas activate many more ganglion cells than a 
100 central stimulus. Therefor it is not astonishing that 
lesions of the area centralis have little or no effect on 
OKN under the condition of whole field stimulation. 
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POSSIBLE CONTRIBUTION OF THE CORTICAL AREAS 17, 18 and 19 
TO THE OPTOKINETIC RESPONSE IN THE CAT 

G.A. ORBAN, J. DUYSENS, H. KENNEDY (Katholieke Universiteit 
te Leuven, Lab. Neuro- en Psychofysiologie, Campus Gasthuisberg, 
B-3000 Leuven, Belgium) 

According to Wood et al. (1973) ablation of areas 17, 18 and 19 
of the cat, produces a marked reduction in the gain of the 
monocular OKN in the naso-temporal direction. Such a deficit can 
also be produced by rearing conditions such as dark rearing 
(Harris et al. 1980) and strobe rearing (Amblard et al. 1981), 
which are known to disturb visual cortical cell functions 
(Leventhal, Hirsh 1980; Orban et al. 1978). From these results, 
it has been suggested (Harris et al. 1980; Hoffmann 1981) that 
the visual afferences of OKN, reach the motor stages both through 
a cortical loop (movement in the naso-temporal direction) and a 
subcortical loop (movement in the temporo-nasal direction. Since 
the OKN requires information on the direction of motion of the 
visual field over the retina, we have investigated the direction 
selectivity of areas 17, 18 and 19 of the cat (Orban et al. 
1981b; Duysens et al. 1982). 

Single cells were recorded in areas 17, 18 and 19 of 
paralyzed and lightly anesthetized cats using standard electro
physiological techniques. The RFs of the cells were localized in 
the lower contralateral quadrant. The direction selectivity was 
investigated with computer-controlled stimuli rear projected on 
a screen and moving back and forth on the optimal axis, determined 
by hand plotting. Stimuli were narrow, high contrast (c = .85) 
light slits of optimal length and orientation. Direction 
selectivity was evaluated over a wide range of velocities 
(.3 to 700 deg/sec) with a multihistogram technique producing 
a set of interleaved post stimulus time histograms (PSTHs) 
(Maes, Orban 1980). The response was defined as the maximum 
firing rate evaluated from the PSTH bin (bin width 8 msec) with 
the highest spike count. For each stimulus velocity, direction 
selectivity was estimated by the direction index (DI) which 
compares the response in the two opposite directions along the 

Rp - RNp 
optimal axis: DI = Rp x 100, where Rp and RNp are net 

responses in the preferred and nonpreferred direction respectively 
and which have to be significant (i.e. exceed mean maximum firing 
rate + 2 sd). 

Since the DI changes as a function of velocity in many 
cortical cells (see Fig. lA), we used a weighted mean to 
characterize the direction selectivity of a cell: 

Roucoux, A. and Crommelinck, M. (eds.): Physiological and Pathological Aspects of Eye Movements. 
© 1982, Dr W. Junk Publishers, The Hague, Boston, London.ISBN-13: 978-94-009-8002-0 
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FIGURE 1. (A) Example of velocity-response (VR) Curve in 
preferred direction (PD) (solid line) and nonpreferred direction 
(NPD) (dashed line) of a cell at the border of areas 17 and 18. 
Horizontal line : significance level (mean maximum firing rate 
+ 2 sd). (B) DI-velocity relationship of the corresponding cell. 
(C) Distribution of absolute mean DI (MDI) among LGN cells 
(N = 44) and among cortical cells. (D) (Areas 17, 18 and 19, 
total = 283). Ratios between preferred direction (PD) and 
nonpreferred direction (NPD) are indicated below the correspondinl 
MDIs. Open area: nondirection selective (NDS) cells, hatching: 
direction asymmetric (DA) cells, dark area: direction selective 
ce 11 s. 

n 
l: 

i=1 

R . 
pI DI. 

I 

n 
l: R. 

i=1 pI 

where R . IS pI the net response in the preferred 

direction at a given velocity and DI l· the direction index of that 
velocity (n = 20). Cells having a MD below SO were considered as 
nondirection selective (NDS) , those with a MDI over 66 as 
direction selective (DS) and those with intermediate MDIs as 
direction asymmetric (DA). A companion study of 44 LGN cells 
(Orban et al. 1981), showed that none of the LGN cells had a MDI 
over 40, indicating that direction asymmetry and selectivity as 
we define it, are cortical properties (compare Fig. 1C to lD). 
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FIGURE 2. Distribution of MDIs in areas 17, 18 and 19. Same 
conventions as in figure 1. 

Figure 2 compares the amount of direction selectivity 
in about equal samples of the three cortical areas (Orban et al. 
1981b; Duysens et al. 1982). Clearly the largest proportion of 
DS cells occurs in area 18, while area 19 has few DS cells. These 
differences hold even when one considers the different RF types, 
in particular the C family cells which project subcortically 
(Orban 1982). The differences between the areas are more striking 
if one considers different eccentricity classes within each area 
(Fig. 3). In this f igure, results from recent experiments on 
102 area 17 cells and 38 area 18 cells have been added to the 
samples of Fig. 2. In all three areas the proportion of DS cells 
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FIGURE 3. Proportion of DS cells plotted as a function of 
eccentricity of the RF for 3 cortical areas (17, 18 and 19). 
The three eccentricity classes are 0_5°, 5-15° and larger 
than 15°. The number between brackets indicate the number of 
cells used to calculate the proportions. 

decreases with eccentricity, the slope being steepest in 
area 18. Area 18 subserving central vision (0-5°) has more than 
twice as many DS cells than area 17 subserving the same region 
and more than 4 times as many DS cells than the equivalent part 
of area 19. This suggests that the signals carrying information 
on the direction of movement arise mainly from area 18 (and to 
some extend from area 17), subserving central vision and not 
from area 19. 

There are important differences between the direction 
selective cells of both areas. Area 17 cells are responsive to 
slower velocities than area 18 cells (Orban et al. 1981a). In 
addition the preferred directions of DS cells are different in 
the 2 areas. Area 17 DS cells prefer direction on the vertical 
and horizontal axes whereas area 18 DS cells prefer direction 
away from the fixation point into the contralateral visual 
field (Fig. 4). Since the cortical loop is binocular: (Hoffmann 
1973) it may well be that the bias of the preferred direction 
is in terms of the visual field. 
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FIGURE 4. Preferred directions in the visual field of area 17 
(A) and area 18 (B) DS cells of the left hemisphere. 0° indicates 
movements to the left and 90° upward movements. All the RFs were 
located in the lower contralateral (i.e. right) visual quadrant 
or in the contralateral horizontal meridian. The preference of 
area 17 DS cells for principal axes is significant (X 2 = 10.7, 
P < 0.005). The absence of area 18 cells preferring 15 to 75° 
directions (i.e. the direction of the fixation point, given the 
localization of the RFs) is significant (X2 = 10, P < 0.005). 
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In conclusion our results show that area 18 and to a 
lesser extend area 17 could make a substantial contribution to 
the cortical afferent loop of OKN. Both areas project to the 
pretectum (Schoppmann 1981). The relative importance of both 
areas may depend on the stimulus conditions as e.g. the stimulus 
velocity. In addition area 18 would appear to have an overall 
bias in its preferred direction (naso-temporal) and it is 
precisely this direction which is absent in the monocular OKN of 
the decorticate cat. Our results further stress the importance 
of central vision for the cortical loop. 
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INFLUENCE OF BILATERAL PLUGS OF PAIRS OF SEMICIRCULAR 
CANALS ON OPTOKINETIC AND VESTIBULOOCULAR REFLEXES 

N. H. BARMACK (The Biological Sciences Group, The 
University of Connecticut, Storrs, CT, USA) 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The participation of the vestibular nuclei in the 
control of reflexive eye movements is emphasized by the 
physiologically demonstrated convergence of vestibular, 
neck proprioceptive and visual information onto 
secondary neurons (Henn et aI, 1974; Keller, Daniels, 
1975; Rubin et aI, 1977). This sensory convergence is 
also reflected in the deficits in reflexive eye 
movements caused by damage to the vestibular apparatus. 
Bilateral labyrinthectomies and neurectomies not only 
abolish vestibuloocular reflexes, but also reduce the 
gain of optokinetic reflexes and shorten the duration 
of optokinetic after-nystagmus in cats (Capps, Roth, 
1978), monkeys (Cohen et aI, 1973), humans (Zee et aI, 
1976) and rabbits (Baarsma, Collewijn, 1974; Barmack 
et aI, 1980; Collewijn, 1976). One possible 
explanation for the reduction in gain of the HOKR 
caused by bilateral labyrinthectomies is that the 
spontaneous activity of secondary vestibular neurons is 
reduced by the loss of spontaneous primary afferent 
input. The consequent reduction in secondary 
vestibular neuronal activity would restrict of 
discharge frequencies over which this activity could be 
modulated by other sensory inputs; specifically 
VlSlon. It is possible to eliminate modulated primary 
afferent activity without depressing spontaneous 
primary afferent activity by plugging the membranous 
portion of selected semicircular canals, thereby 
preventing movement of the endolymph relative to the 
ampulla of the plugged canal. The present experiment 
was undertaken with the purpose of testing whether the 
HOKR would be influenced by this canal plugging 
procedure. The second aim of this experiment was to 
determine if the effects of bilateral plugs of the 
horizontal semicircular canals on the gain and phase of 
the HVOR were reversible. 

2. PROCEDURE 
2.1. Methods 
Fifteen rabbits were subjected to either bilateral 
plugs of the horizontal or anterior semicircular 
canals. The horizontal optokinetic reflex (HOKR), 
horizontal vestibuloocular reflex (HVOR), and vertical 
vestibuloocular reflex (WOR) were tested before and 
after the plugging operation, and at various times 
following the removal of the plugs. Plugs were 
constructed from silver wire formed into a spindle 
under heat. After a small opening was made in the bony 
portion of the semicircular canals at least one mm from 

Roucoux, A. and Crommelinck, M. (eds.): Physiological and Pathological Aspects of Eye Movements. 
© 1982, Dr W. Junk Publishers, The Hague, Boston, London. ISBN-13: 978-94-009-8002-0 
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the ampullae in anesthetized rabbits, plugs were 
inserted into the semicircular canals where they 
compressed the membranous labyrinth. The plugs were 
left in place for 24-48 hr, after which the rabbits 
re-anesthetized and the plugs were removed (Figure 1) . 

2 mm \ 

.. . 

~. . /-

Figure 1. Illustration of 
the labyrinth of the rabbit. 
The arrows indicate where 
plugs are inserted into the 
horizontal and anterior 
semicircular canals. 
Abbreviations: AC, HC, PC -
ampullae of the anterior, 
horizontal, and posterior 
semicircular canals; RW, 
round window; OW, oval 
window. 

The HOKR was evoked by monocular closed-loop 
optokinetic stimulation with a contour-rich pattern 
rear-projected onto a tangent screen which 
subtended 72 x 72 degrees of visual angle. The HVOR 
was evoked by sinusoidal oscillation of the rabbit in a 
rate table about the earth vertical axis (Barmack, 
1981) . 

3. RESULTS 
Bilateral plugs of the horizontal semicircular canals 
reduced the gain of the HVOR to less than .03 over the 
entire range of frequencies examined, .01-.80 Hz 
(Figure 2). This reduction in HVOR gain was equivalent 
to that produced by bilateral labyrinthectomy with the 
exception of the residual gain of .03 present in 
bilaterally plugged animals at stimulus frequencies 
above .1 Hz. Bilateral plugs of the horizontal 
semicircular canals caused only a nominal decrease in 
the monocularly-evoked HOKR (Figure 3). This small 
reduction can be compared with a much larger reduction 
in the gain of the HOKR following bilateral 
labyrinthectomies (Figure 3). Bilateral plugs of the 
horizontal semicircular canals caused no decrement in 
the gain of the VVOR (Figure 4). Conversely, bilateral 
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plugs of the anterior semicircular canals did cause a 
reduction in the gain and an increase in the phase lead 
of the HVOR (Figure 5). This reduction in gain was 
completely reversible following removal of the plugs of 
the anterior semicircular canals. The gain of the VVOR 
also returned to normal when tested 150 days after the 
bilateral plugs of the anterior semicircular canals 
were removed (Figure 5). 
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Figure 2. The influence of bilateral plugs of 
the horizontal semicircular canals on the 
horizontal vestibuloocular reflex (HVOR). The 
HVOR of five rabbits was tested before (filled 
circles) and 24-48 hr after (open circles) 
bilateral plugs of the horizontal semicircular 
canals were made. One standard deviation is 
illustrated for each data point for this and 
subsequent figures. 

The time course of the recovery of the gain of the HVOR 
was studied in five rabbits at two different 
frequencies, .1 and .8 Hz. The recovery of the gain of 
the HVOR, tested at .8 HZ, was complete within ten days 
following the removal of the plugs of the horizontal 
semicircular canals. However, the gain of the HVOR, 
tested at .1 Hz, did not fully recover. Twenty days 
after the plugs were removed, the gain of the HVOR 
tested at .1 Hz recovered to about 70% of its 
pre-operative value (Figure 6). 
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Figure 3. The influence of bilateral plugs of 
the horizontal semicircular canals on the HORR. 
The HORR was tested in four rabbits before 
(filled circles) and 24-48 hours after (open 
circles) bilateral plugs of the horizontal 
semicircular canals were made. The HORR was 
also tested in four rabbits after bilateral 
labyrinthectomies (smaller filled circles). 
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Figure 4. The influence of bilateral plugs of 
the horizontal semicircular canals on the VVOR. 
The VVOR of five rabbits was tested before 
(filled circles) and 24-48 hr after (open 
circles) bilateral plugs were made in the 
horizontal semicircular canals. Note that these 
plugs did not affect the gain or phase of the 
VVOR. 
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Figure 5. The influence of bilateral plugs of 
the anterior semicircular canals on the HVOR. 
The HVOR was measured in five rabbits before 
plugs were inserted bilaterally in the anterior 
semicircular canals (filled circles), 24-48 hr 
after the plugs were inserted (open circles) , 
and 150 days after the bilateral plugs were 
removed (filled triangles). Note that the 
bilateral plugs of the anterior semicircular 
canals caused a consistent reduction in gain of 
HVOR, which recovered upon removal of the plugs. 
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Recovery of HVOR after Removal of HSC Plugs 
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Figure 6. Recovery of the 
HVOR after the removal of 
bilateral plugs of the 
horizontal semicircular 
canals. The HVOR was 
tested in five rabbits at 
two different frequencies, 
0.1 Hz (filled squares) 
and 0.8 Hz (filled 
circles) after removing 
the bilateral plugs of the 
horizontal semicircular 
canals. The pre-operative 
values for the gain and 
phase at these two 
different frequencies are 
illustrated by the open 
symbols. Note that the 
gain of the HVOR at 0.8 Hz 
recovered completely, but 
that the gain of the HVOR 
at 0.1 Hz recovered to 
only 70% of its 
preoperative value. 

The present results demonstrate that bilateral plugs of 
the horizontal semicircular canals virtually abolish 
the HVOR, but do not impair the HORR. Furthermore, the 
influence of bilateral plugs of the horizontal 
semicircular canals on the HVOR is almost completely 
reversible. Once the plugs are removed, the gain of 
the HVOR recovers over a period of 5-20 days. At 
present, the cause of this rather slow recovery remains 
unexplained. It may reflect the time required for the 
membranous labyrinth to regain its "pre-compressed" 
diameter, or it may reflect a form of neural adaptation 
of secondary vestibular neurons to the loss and 
subsequent recovery of a modulated primary afferent 
signal. 

Of particular interest in the presen~ ~xperiment is the 
observation that bilateral plugs of l~~ horizontal 
semicircular canals do not impair the VVOR, but that 
bilateral plugs of the anterior semicircular canals do 
cause a reduction in gain and an increase in phase of 
the HVOR. If the semicircular canals of the rabbit 
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were truly orthogonal, this result would not be 
expected. However, the plane of the anterior 
semicircular canal near its ampulla forms an angle of 
approximately 95 degrees with respect to the plane of 
the horizontal semicircular canal, near its ampulla. 
These two semicircular canals also share a common 
ampullo-utricular duct which is roughly co-planar with 
the toroid of the anterior semicircular canal, hut 
which is almost orthogonal to the plane of the 
horizontal semicircular canal. This shared 
ampullo-utricular duct is approximately 2.2 mm long in 
the rabbit. At present, it is not known whether the 
horizontal and anterior semicircular canals share a 
common membranous passage throuqh this funnel-shaped 
ampullo-utricular bony duct. 

The possibility that the plugging technique causes some 
damage to the labyrinth cannot be ruled out entirely. 
However, the functional evidence from these 
experiments, and the electrophysiological evidence from 
the experiments of others (Abends, 1978) suggest that 
the neural apparatus of the ampullae of the 
semicircular canals remains functionally intact if the 
membranous labyrinth is not ruptured by the plugging 
operation. 
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VESTIBULOOCULAR AND OPTOKINETIC REFLEX COMPENSATION 
FOLLOWING HEMILABYRINTHECTOMY IN THE CAT 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Numerous studies have been performed on behavioral com
pensation following hemilabyrinthectomy (HL) , but most 
of them dealt mainly with compensation of the static 
imbalance induced by the lesion, i.e. postural asymme
tries and spontaneous nystagmus, and relatively few stu
dies have been devoted to the modifications of the dyna
mic vestibular reflexes. It is well known that compensa
tion of the postural deficits is remarkably good, especi
ally in higher mammals (Schaefer, Meyer, 1974). By con
trast, the few studies on the recovery of dynamic re
flexes, e.g. the vestibuloocular reflex (VOR) , indicate 
that some deficits persist even many months after the 
lesion when tested in the dark (Moran, 1974; Baarsma, 
Collewijn, 1975; Wolfe, KOs, 1977). However, a complete 
description of the long and short term modifications of 
the VOR after hemilabyrinthectomy is missing. The aim 
of this paper was to investigate the time course of dy
namic reflex compensation, here of the VOR after hemi
labyrinthectomy in the cat and to compare it with the 
recovery of the postural symptoms. In addition, OKN has 
also been studied, given that bilateral labyrinthectomy 
strongly impaires OKN (Cohen et al., 1973). 

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
2.1. Compensation of dynamic reflexes 
Fig.1 shows the postoperative time course of VOR gain 
measured in the dark in 10 cats operated at adult ages. 
Gain was computed as the ratio between maximum nystag
mic slow phase eye velocity and maximum stimulus veloci
ty. Stimuli consisted of velocity steps and sinusoidal 
oscillations (0.05 to 1.0 Hz) about the vertical axis. 
Data obtained from the two types of stimulations were 
pooled together as they gave identical gain values. From 
8 of these animals control data were also measured prior 
to the lesion (not shown in Fig.1). If care was taken 
not to saturate the system with too strong stimuli, the 
mean VOR gain in intact animals was 0.97 (SD=0.08). 
Acutely after the lesion (days 1-4) we observed: 1) a 
drop in gain of more than 50% on rotations to both direc-
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VOR gain after right labyrinthectomy 
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FIGURE 1. Time course of VOR gain in 10 adult cats that 
underwent a labyrinthectomy on the right side. Chroni
cally implanted EOG electrodes were used to record eye 
movements. When spontaneous nystagmus was present, its 
slow phase velocity was subtracted from the responses. 

tions; 2) a marked VOR asymmetry, as the gain during ro
tation towards the lesioned side was much lower than that 
to the opposite direction (mean=O.61X; SD=0.20). Between 
5 and 10 days postoperatively the gain values of the 
animals fell in two groups. One group increased abruptly 
the gain when rotated towards the intact side, while in 
the other group the gain remained low. However, this 
change was not accompanied by any improvement in symme
try. From this time on, modifications occurred very 
slowly. There was a small further increase in the abso
lute gain, but control values were never reached again. 
A good degree of VOR symmetry is reached only after about 
1 year. 
Looking at the phase of the VOR responses to sinusoidal 
oscillations we also found long-term deficits. Responses 
recorded 7 to 10 days after the lesion (Fig. 2B) had a 
larger phase lead of about 10° over the whole frequency 
range tested as compared to control values obtained from 
the same animals (Fig.2A). This larger phase lead was 
still present 10 to 22 months postoperatively (Fig.2C). 
The parallel phase shift typical of hemilabyrinthecto
mized animals showed up even more clearly when the mean 
values for each frequency were plotted for each group of 
animals (Fig.2D). 
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Considering now the responses of the hemilabyrinthecto
mized animals to pure optokinetic stimulation, a marked 
asymmetry was noted immediately after the lesion. In 
fact, when the visual scene moved towards the intact 
side, almost no OKN was elicited, whereas responses to 
opposite pattern rotations were basically normal. In 
about half of the animals tested many months post-opera
tively (up to 1 year or more) this asymmetry persisted 
almost unchanged (Fig.3); in the other animals OKN was 
again symmetrical. It is also interesting to note that 
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FIGURE 2. VOR phase in 
relation to frequency 
of sinusoidal oscilla
tions measured at dif
ferent times before and 
after HL. The dotted 
lines indicate in all 
the panels the theore
tical values that we 
would observe if the 
VOR were dominated by 
the time constant of 
the canals (4 sec). 
A) Control values. 
B) Values measured 7 to 
10 days after the le
sions in the same ani
mals shown in A. 
C) Values measured 10 
to 22 months post-ope
ratively. The animals 
are different from A 
and B except for two. 
Dashed lines represent 
cats lesioned at the 
age of 6 weeks. 
In Band C the phases 
for stimuli to both di
rections were symmetri
cal. D) Mean values for 
each frequency for each 
group of animals. Cros
ses, control; squares, 
7-10 days post-operati
vely; circles, 10-22 
months post-operatively. 
The curves fitting the 
experimental data are 
also plotted. Values 
from acute and chronic 
cats were pooled to
gether. 
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VOR and OKN do not recover in a parallel way, i.e. a 
well compensated OKN may still be accompanied by a low 
gain and asymmetrical VOR. In our sample we never ob
served the opposite. 

2.2. Comparison of compensation of static imbalance 
and dynamic VOR 

From the above analysis it became clear that recovery 
of the dynamic VOR was far from being complete. However, 
in our cats a remarkable improvement of the postural 
symptoms was present already within the first week after 
the lesion. In particular, the lesion-evoked spontaneous 
nystagmus had almost completely subsided after the first 
3-4 days. In remarkable contrast to this recovery no ap
preciable improvement in VOR gain or symmetry was ob
served. In general, we found no correlation at all be
tween compensation of static and dynamic symptoms. This 
was quite surprising for the following reason. The cur
rent view about the mechanisms leading to compensation 
of postural asymmetries is based on the assumption of a 
rebalancing of the resting activity in both vestibular 
nuclei, since the activity in the deafferented nucleus 
is strongly depressed acutely after the lesion and re-

eye 
posit ion 

eye 
velocity 

drum 
position 

OKN 10 months after right labyrinthectomy 

sinusoidal stimulation (0.05 Hz ! 75°) 

FIGURE 3. OKN recorded 10 months after right labyrinthec
tomy. The optokinetic drum was oscillated sinusoidally 
at 0.05 Hz <.:t:.25°/s e c). A full field random dot pattern 
was u s ed as a vi s ual stimulu s . A clear a s ymmetry i s pre

sent even if the maximum drum velocity was reach e d v ery 
slowly, which normally enhances consid e rably the OKN 
performance. 
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turns, though not quite completely to control levels, 
with time elapsing after lesion (see Precht, 1974). This 
latter condition would then be very close to the unila
teral plugging of the semicircular canals, which renders 
central vestibular neurons functionally deafferented 
without abolishing the normal symmetrical tonic input 
from the canal periphery. When the VOR was studied in 
unilaterally canal-plugged animals (e.g. Zuckermann,1967; 
Barmack, Pettorossi, 1981) it was found that the VOR 
gain droped approximately by half but that the responses 
remained unlike with hemilabyrinthectomy symmet
rical. Assuming similarity of the two conditions and 
that balance of bilateral vestibular activity is respon
sible for postural balance one would expect symmetrical 
VORs in both cases. That the two conditions are, in fact, 
very different will be shown in the last section. The 
explanation for the gain decrease comes from the work of 
Abend (1978), who studied in the monkey, the effects of 
unilateral canal plugging on central vestibular neurons. 
The results can be summarized as follows: 1) no changes 
occurred on either side in the absolute number of units 
responding to rotation; 2) a decrease of the sensitivity 
of neurons by half was noted; 3) the sensitivity on the 
plugged side is only slightly lower than that on the 
intact side. This shows that almost all central canal 
vestibular neurons receive an input from the contralate
ral labyrinth and that the 2 labyrinths have about the 
same weight in driving them. 
Another finding incompatible with the idea of the major 
role of vestibular neurons for rebalancing is that bila
teral canal plugging does not affect OKN (Henn, personal 
communication; see also Barmack, this book). This indi
cates that vestibular neurons, even when functionally 
deafferented from the labyrinths, are still able to con
vey optokinetic signals to oculomotor nuclei. However, 
in our chronic hemilabyrinthectomized cats not only re
mained the VOR asymmetrical but also, in many cases, OKN 
was strongly impaired, in spite of the presence of a 
good balance control. 

2.3. Vestibular neuron activity in hemilabyrinthecto-
mized cats 

In an attempt to clarify the discrepancies between re
covery of gain and balance control, we recorded single 
unit activity in both the deafferented and intact vesti
bular nuclei in cats hemilabyrinthectomized 30-40 days 
before the acute recording session. Intact animals 
served as controls. The experiments were done under light 
Ketamine anaesthesia and the midline of the cerebellum 
was removed in order to have a direct view of the vesti
bular nuclei and to exclude effects mediated by the 
cerebellar commissure. Units were identified as type I 
or type II neurons by rotating the animal about the 
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FIGURE 4. Examples of anodal (AP) and cathodal polariza
tions (CP) in horizontal canal neurons identified by 
natural and electrical stimulation. Units were recorded 
in chronic HL cats from the intact (A) and lesioned side 
(B-C). Insets show responses to single shock stimuli to 
ipsi (A) or contralateral side (B-C). Stimulation time 
with DC current is indicated by continuous lines (inten
sity = lX thr. Nl)' 

vertical axis with the head pitched 30° nose down with 
respect to the stereo-taxic position. On the lesioned 
side, it was possible to record type I and II units, 
while in the intact side almost exclusively type I acti
vity was found. The latter finding can be easily under
stood since type II neurons receive their inputs from 
the contralateral side. In comparing the number and ease 
with which units could be found in the intact and de
afferented sides in each animal the dearth of responding 
units in the deafferented nuclei was striking. The type 
I activity on the intact side was basically indistin
guishable from that present in intact animals (as for 
numbers of canal units and level of resting discharge) . 
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On the other hand, the units isolated in the deaf fer
en ted nuclei had, on the average, a lower resting rate 
(13.2 spikes/sec +10.4; N=4S) than the controls (23.3 
spikes/sec ~14.7;-N=77). The difference was less strik
ing when comparing resting rates between intact and de
afferented nuclei. 
We also tested the capacity of the intact labyrinth to 
modulate the activity in the deafferented nuclei, to 
assess if changes in the efficacy of the vestibular com
missure occurred after the loss of one labyrinthine 
input. To this end we applied polarizing DC currents 
to the round window (Fig.4). The intensity of stimula
tion was calibrated relative to the threshold for eli
citing the N1 field potential by single shock. Briefly, 
the main results of this study were: 1) vestibular neu
rons responding to horizontal rotation could be easily 
and consistently driven by polarization of the ipsi-
and contralateral labyrinth in an opposite way; 2) in 
control cats both labyrinths had the same efficacy in 
driving horizontal central canal neurons. This finding 
is consistent with the already mentioned data by Abend; 
3) there was no difference between the responses of con
trol animals and those of chronically hemilabyrinthecto
mized cats to polarization of the contralateral laby
rinth, i.e. in the efficacy of the vestibular commissure. 

3. CONCLUSION 
The data reported here indicate that compensation of 
the static symptoms following unilateral section of the 
VIIIth nerve (at least for the vestibuloocular system) 
is only partially achieved through a rebalancing of the 
outputs of the vestibular nuclei. It is not clear why 
the static and dynamic activity recorded on the deaffer
ented side was clearly below control levels. As for the 
lower resting rate one possibility is that the tonic 
commissural inhibition, no longer counterbalanced by the 
exitatory input from the labyrinth, is powerful enough 
to keep vestibular neurons below threshold. Cell loss is 
an unlikely explanation for lack of type I responses, 
since preliminary anatomical studies showed that no sig
nificant transneuronal cell death occurred on the le7 
sioned side. Possibly, maladaptive sprouting accounts 
for some of the deficiencies. Given these deficiencies 
of vestibular neuronal circuitry in chronic cats it is 
not surprising that dynamic vestibular reflexes remain 
likewise impaired. It should be emphasized, however, that 
the VOR dynamics described here only refer to the VOR 
proper, i.e. compensatory eye movements tested with the 
vestibular input only. When optokinetic and neck proprio
ceptive inputs are also activated during head movements 
in the light stabilization of gaze presumably is much 
improved as judged from the nearly perfect locomotory be
havior of the chronically hemilabyrinthectomized cats 
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and from measurements of the VOR in the light in these 
animals (Precht et al., 1981). 
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GAZE PALSIES AFTER SELECTIVE PONTINE LESIONS IN MONKEYS 
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Electrical stimulation and lesion studies in the monkey have localized 
an area in the pons responsible for generating rapid eye movements to 
the ipsilateral side (Bender, Shanzer, 1964). Subsequently, this area has 
been defined more precisely physiologically and anatomically and has been 
named paramedian pontine reticular formation, or for short, PPRF (Goebel 
et al., 1971; Cohen et al., 1968). For generating vertical rapid eye move
ments, a corresponding area was postulated in the rostral mesencephalon. 
This area was delineated in lesion studies by Kampf et al. (1979) and 
the exact anatomy has been worked out by BUttner-Ennever et al. (1982). 
The region has been named the rostral interstitial nucleus of the medial 
longitudinal fasciculus (rostral iMLF). This separation of immediate 
premotor areas for horizontal and vertical gaze requires minimally that 
either one structure dominates the other, or that another common source 
exists for exact coordination and timing of rapid eye movements. Bender 
and Shanzer (1964) have previously observed that a bilateral pontine 
lesion can cause a complete loss of rapid eye movements in all directions. 
Single neuron studies in alert monkeys support conclusions from lesions 
and stimulation experiments. Specifically, neurons in the PPRF and in 
the rostral iMLF were found whose activities changed in close temporal 
relation to rapid eye movements. Physiological characteristics of these 
neurons have been summarized in several recent publications (Keller, 1981; 
Hepp, Henn, 1982). Specific differences between the mesencephalic and 
pontine premotor areas are that the vertical area contains predominantly 
medium-lead burst neurons with vertical on-directions. Especially con
spicuous is the absence of pause cells which are thought to provide exact 
timing for saccades. On the other hand, in the PPRF, pause cells are 
abundant in a cluster located medially and caudally. Another class of 
neurons is also typical for the PPRF, i.e. the long-lead burst neurons 
which carry an early signal for rapid eye movements about to occur espe
cially in the horizontal plane to the ipsilateral side. These neurons 
are predominantly found in rostral parts of the PPRF. 
Anatomical studies with anterograde or retrograde tracer substances reveal 
a reciprocal connection between the PPRF and the rostral mesencephalon, 
especially the area which is defined as the rostral interstitial nucleus 
of the MLF (BUttner-Ennever, 1977). They also reveal a projection from 
the PPRF to the ipsilateral abducens nucleus where internuclear neurons 
are found which, in turn, project to the medial rectus motor neurons of 
the contralateral side. These PPRF connections to abducens internuclear 
and motor neurons are an important input for directing horizontal fast 
eye movements. 
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The purpose of this study is to show that cells in the PPRF are responsible 
for generating rapid eye movements, because in previous lesion studies using 
electrolytic lesions fiber systems were also damaged. Another aim is to 
place small selective lesions in either the more rostral or caudal parts 
of the PPRF to observe how the differential destruction of the various 
neuronal populations, based on their unequal distribution in the PPRF, 
produces different eye movement deficits. Finally, bilateral lesions 
were placed to decide whether such lesions simply double the deficits of 
unilateral lesions or to what extent other functions are additionally 
involved, e.g. vertical gaze. 

METHODS 
Experiments were performed on Rhesus monkeys (Macaca mulatta). First, an 
operation was performed to implant electrodes to monitor eye position, a 
receptacle for a microdrive above a trephine hole in the skull, and head 
bolts to immobilize the head during experiments. Surgery was done under 
anesthesia with halothane and a gas mixture of N 0-0 , initiated by 
pentobarbital. About a week after the operation,2sin~le neuron recordings 
were started. In all cases these single unit studies were extended over 
several months. These data have been reported elsewhere. One animal was 
trained to fixate a stationary or moving light spot (Wurtz, 1969). In 
the other untrained animals, eye movements were calibrated by rotation 
in the light at a velocity of 30o/sec. In this range, the optokinetic 
nystagmus was assumed to have a gain of unity. All relevant data were 
stored on magnetic tape: single unit activity, horizontal and vertical 
eye position, stimulus parameters, and a time code. Data were then written 
out on a rectilinear oscillograph or displayed on an oscilloscope. Further 
measurements were taken from these records. 
Chemical lesions were placed stereotaxically using kainic acid (McGeer 
et al., 1978; Coyle et al., 1978). Prior to an injection, a region of 
interest was identified with microelectrode recordings. The electrode 
penetrated into the brain inside a guide tube which had an outer diameter 
of 0.9 mm. The electrode could be advanced about 12 mm beyond the tip of 
the guide tube. When a region whose activity was considered typical for 
the neuronal population under investigation had been identified, the 
electrode was withdrawn with the guide tube left in place. The animal then 
received 4 mg of dexamethasone intramuscularly. Next the microsyringe was 
advanced through the guide tube with a tip protruding the same amount as 
the previous electrode. The actual injection procedure was performed in 
several steps, the total amount being 0.8 to 1.6 ~l. The kainic acid was 
concentrated 4-8~g/~1; was dissolved in 0.2 M phosphate buffer; and had 
a pH of 7.4. With a successful lesion, within 20 minutes some gaze paresis 
was evident. To prevent further chemical activity of kainic acid, 5 mg 
diazepam was then injected i.m. Animals were then carefully watched over 
the next 12 hours. During that time possible problems involved hypo- or 
total akinesia with subsequent hypothermia. Monitorin9 rectal temperature 
and providing heat with an infrared lamp was sufficient to control tem
perature. Another possible complication was autonomous dysregulation with 
the most caudally placed lesion, resulting in irregular breathing and 
tachycardia. With a treatment of dexamethasone, followed by diazepam, this 
complication did not reoccur. In all cases, during the first 24 hours, 
oculomotor deficits were greatest. Often, even with a unilateral lesion, 
there was complete ophthalmoplegia. Within 24 hours, these effects 
subsided and reduced to symptomes which then were permanent. Clinical 



testing for oculomotor and vestibular functions was done daily. More 
extensive testings with eye movement recordings during vestibular 
stimulation, optokinetic stimulation or combinations were done on a 
weekly basis. In addition, film records were made. 
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After a period between one and six weeks, animals were sacrificed. They 
were perfused, under deep pentobarbital anesthesia, with 4% paraform
aldehyde, phosphate buffered to pH 7.4, after initial treatment with 2 ml 
Heparin (10000 units) and 200 ml 6% plasma expander (Dextran). The brain 
was left in fixative for about 16 hours and then transferred to a 0.1 M 
phosphate buffered 30% sucrose solution for 48-72 hours. Frozen sections 
of 30pm thickness were cut in the coronal plane from the nucleus pre
positus hypoglossus to the posterior commissure and every third section 
was stained with cresyl violet and luxol for cell bodies and myelin. One 
case was processed for electron microscopy with special perfusion and 
fixation techniques. 

RESULTS 

(1) Morphopathology of kainic acid lesions revealed time-dependent changes. 
With a survival time of about 2 weeks, severe neuronal cell loss and 
infiltration of microglia could be observed in Nissl-stained sections, 
especially in perivascular areas. With survival time of about 4 weeks, 
the lesion contained predominantly macrophages and was relatively well 
demarcated from surrounding tissue. With survival time exceeding 6 weeks, 
proliferation of astrocytes was dominant. 
In all cases there was a virtually complete loss of neuronal cells (Coyle 
et al., 1978). Electron microscopy showed some myelin breakdown within 
the lesion; however many myelin sheaths remained unaffected. 

(2) Unilateral caudal PPRF lesions. 
In two animals unilateral caudal PPRF lesions were successfully produced. 
In two other animals bilateral lesion were effected in two stages, per
mitting the study of one-sided lesions for about one week. Results are 
essentially the same as those obtained with electrolytic lesions reported 
by Bender and Shanzer (1964), Cohen et al. (1968) and Goebel et al. (1971). 
Our data concerning chemical lesions has been reported previously (Jaeger 
et al., 1981). Essentially, the clinical symptoms are: All rapid eye 
movements towards the ipSilateral side are lost. These include saccades 
and quick phases of optokinetic or vestibular nystagmus (even in the 
contralateral hemifield). On attempted gaze straight ahead, the eyes are 
in a slightly paramedian position to the opposite side. The animal seems 
unable to move its eyes into the ipsilateral hemifield. In total darkness 
spontaneous nystagmus towards the contralateral side is present which 
increases in velocity with eccentric gaze position. During horizontal 
vestibular stimulation there is normal nystagmus in one direction and it 
is absent into the contralateral direction. In the right sided lesion, 
during rotation to the right, the eyes fully deviate to the left and stay 
in this eccentric position, as the animal cannot generate quick phases 
towards the right. After the end of acceleration in complete darkness, 
the eyes very slowly drift back towards midposition. The time course of 
that recentering takes about 20-30 sec which is within the range of the 
time constant of central vestibular neurons (Jaeger et al., 1981). During 
rotation to the left, animals have normal nystagmus. It is noteworthy that 
during slow phases towards the right, the eyes move into the ipsilateral 
hemifield without any abnormality in slow phase velocity. Vertical 
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nystagmus is normal in such animals in both directions. 
Single neuron activity in the caudal PPRF comprises mostly horizontal 
long-lead bursters, horizontal and vertical medium-lead bursters, 
burst-tonic neurons, and pause cells. In various models these types of 
units have been put together and found sufficient to generate rapid eye 
movements in the horizontal plane towards the ipsilateral side. The 
pause cells act to synchronize all burst cell activity for horizontal 
as well as vertical movements. The unilateral loss of all these different 
units seems to be consistent with the clinical deficits. Single unit 
recordings in the contralateral, unaffected PPRF revealed normal activity 
during movements to the unaffected side or in a vertical direction (Jager 
et a 1 ., 1981). 
Discussion: Our data fully confirm earlier reports, in which unilateral 
PPRF lesions were made by means of coagulation. It proves that the 
ability to generate rapid eye movements depends on the integrity of cells 
in the PPRF and not on fiber systems in that region. 

(3) Unilateral rostral PPRF lesion: 
In one animal a bil ateral rostral lesion was made in two stages. Therefore 
we could observe the deficits of a unilateral rostral PPRF lesion for 
about one week. It had features essentially like the caudal PPRF lesion 
save the one observation that spontaneous nystagmus to the contralateral 
side was minimal and at times absent. 
On a single neuron level, rostral and caudal PPRF differ in the respect 
that in the rostral part burst neurons are prevalent, mostly of the 
long-lead type without tonic activity. It is conceivable that strong 
spontaneous nystagmus is present only when the balance of the tonic 
activity in the caudal PPRF is disturbed and shifted. 
(4) Bilateral caudal PPRF lesions: 
Two animals received a bilateral caudal PPRF lesion. Bilateral lesions in 
one animal were each less than 2 mm in diameter and located immediately 
ventral and rostral to the abducens nuclei. The other animal had a much 
larger confluent lesion which is shown in Fig. 1. We have chosen to show 
the larger lesion to stress the extreme extent of destruction in which 
slow compensatory eye movements in response to vestibular stimulation 
are still possible. Oculomotor deficits in both cases were the same. The 
most striking phenomenon was the loss of all rapid eye movements in all 
directions. Slow eye movements in response to vestibular stimulation 
could be elicited. If the stimulus amplitude did not exceed the normal 
movement range of the eyes, the eyes followed in a compensatory fashion6 
This was true for sinusoidal stimulation, for amplitudes up to about 50 , 
or to step displacements. With high accelerations of small amplitude, 
compensatory movements could be induced which reached velocity ranges 
characteristic of saccades. When the stimulus amplitude exceeded the 
oculomotor movement range, the eyes were caught in an extreme eye 
position and remained there until the stimulus ceased or reversed its 
direction during sinusoidal stimulation. Essentially the same was found 
for stimulation in the vertical plane. Optokinetic stimulation had a 
similar effect, although gain was generally lower. Both animals had 
preserved some ability to follow moving objects (pieces of fruit, etc.). 
As animals were untrained, this ability could not be systematically 
checked or quantified. 
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FIGURE 1. Bilateral caudal PPRF 
lesion shown in black. The 
lesion extends bilaterally 
ventral to the medi al longi
tudinal fasciculus (MLF) from 
the area of the prepositus 
hypoglossus nucleus (PH) almost 
to the trochlear nuclei. 

Single neuron activity in the caudal PPRF is characterized by medium-lead 
burst, burst-tonic, and pause cell activity. It seems that pause cells and 
some of the medium-lead bursters play an important role in coordinating 
horizontal and vertical movement components. Furthermore, the continuous 
high discharge rate of pause neurons during periods of fixation or slow 
movements seem to inhibit burst cell activity. With the elimination of 
inhibition and other cells in the caudal PPRF which may convey excitatory 
signals, burst cell activity in the rostral iMLF, the immediate premotor 
area for vertical rapid eye movements, becomes uncoordinated (Fig. 2). 
Animals can still move their eyes in a vertical direction, but the eyes 
cannot be held steady to fixate so that an irregular oscillatory pattern 
results. We observe that during these movements, presumed medium-lead 
bursters in the rostral iMLF discharge with high frequency bursts. 
Discussion: Results confirm the clinical observation of the dominant role 
of the PPRF in triggering and coordinating rapid eye movements in all 
directions. For movements in the horizontal plane the immediate premotor 
apparatus is destroyed and consequently there are no spontaneous movements. 
For the vertical system, the immediate premotor system in the rostral iMLF 
lacks coordinated input. Therefore, some spontaneous vertical movements 
without clear separation of the movement and fixation periods are possible. 
There are few clinical reports (Hoyt, Daroff, 1971; Christoff, 1974; 
Larmande, 1982) which have recently been reviewed (Henn, Buttner, 1982). 
Vestibular stimulation leads to compensatory movements with normal phase 
and gain relations as long as stimulus amplitudes do not exceed the 
oculomotor range (Fig. 2). Also, during step displacements of the head, 
the eyes move in a compensatory fashion and are then held in the new 
position. This proves that the velocity-to-position integrator is still 
intact. It provides the motoneurons with the appropriate tonic input to 
hold the eyes in eccentric positions. Even in the animal with the large 
lesion shown in Fig. 1, this integrator displayed no gross deficits. This 
poses the question whether it can be located in a single site, possibly 
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FIGURE 2. Eye movements in response to vestibular stimulation in the dark 
in the animal with a bilateral caudal PPRF lesion shown in Fig. 1. From 
above: vertical eye position, horizontal eye position, head position. With 
60 stimulus amplitude (peak-to-peak), movements are largely compensatory 
in a horizontal direction. At the same time the eyes make coordinated but 
rather arbitrary excursion in the vertical plane . With a larger stimulus 
amplitude the eyes move to the right or left and stay there, resulting in 
a distorted sinusoidal movement pattern. With vertical stimulation (head 
pitching), eye movements are also largely compensatory with some irregular 
drift and movement superimposed, especially with low frequency stimulation. 

in the prepositus hypoglossus nucleus, or whether it is the coordinated 
action from several areas which provide this integration. 

(5) Bilateral rostral PPRF lesions: 
Lesions were placed in two animals, one of which was trained to fixate 
a light spot. A scheme showing the extent of the lesion (Fig. 3), and a 
sample of the nystagmus response (Fig. 4), are taken from the untrained 
animal. The most prominent feature in these two animals was the complete 
loss of all rapid eye movements in the horizontal plane with preservation 
of rapid vertical eye movements. While inspecting these monkeys it was 
apparent that the eyes moved in a vertical direction up and down with 
normal fixation periods in between. However, the animals were not able 
to make any rapid eye movements in a horizontal direction. Clinically, 
convergence was intact, although that was not tested with oculography. 
Both animals were able to follow small moving objects into either hemi
field. During vestibular stimulation in the horizontal plane, movements 
were compensatory, if the stimulus amplitude remained within the oculo
motor range (Fig. 4). In this respect, these animals were not different 
from those with a bilateral caudal lesion. In the vertical plane the 
animals had normal vertical nystagmus. This was tested by placing the 
animals on the side and rotating them about the vertical axis. Animals 
were also tested by rotating them about a horizontal axis while sitting 
upright which results in somersaulting. Optokinetic stimulation in the 
horizontal plane led to tonic eye deviation in the appropriate direction 
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FIGURE 3. Bilateral rostral 
PPRF lesion shown in black. 
On the right side, the lesion 
extends from the level of the 
trochlear nucleus about 3 mm 
caudally. On the left side, 
the lesion is smaller and 
less than 2 mm in diameter. 

without any fast phases of nystagmus. In the vertical plane, again, 
nystagmus was normal. 
One animal which was trained to fixate a light spot could be tested 
further. Its lesion was smaller than that shown in Fig. 3. Over two weeks 
it regained the ability to make some horizontal saccades with amplitudes 
not exceeding a few degrees. It was placed in front of a tangent screen 
onto which a small light spot was projected from a laser beam via a servo
controlled mirror system. During sudden vertical displacements the animal 
made the appropriate saccadic jumps with normal latency and velocity. For 
horizontal displacements, the animal initiated a series of very small 
saccades until after a few seconds it finally reached the target. The eyes 
were held at the new target position without drifting back towards midline. 
For oblique eye movements the vertical movement component was executed at 
normal saccadic velocity whereas the horizontal movement component again 
took much longer and was interrupted in a staircase fashion. After vesti
bular stimulation with the eyes in an extreme lateral position, the animal 
often executed a series of large amplitude up and down movements during 
which it managed to bring the eyes towards midposition. The mechanism for 
this horizontal movement is unknown, although it appears that a saccade 
with a large vertical movement component also enables the eyes to move to 
a limited extent in a horizontal direction. 
Single neuron recordings in the rostral PPRF reveal mostly long-lead 
bursters with on-directions towards the ipsilateral side. Other units 
comprise medium-lead bursters with horizontal on-directions. The absence 
of these neurons after lesions seems to deprive the caudal PPRF of input 
specifically for generating rapid eye movements in a horizontal plane. 
This results in a complete loss of any rapid movement component in the 
horizontal plane. 
Discussion: Loss of all horizontal movements with vertical gaze intact 
has rarely been observed in patients. In most cases, this is a congenital 
familial disorder (review: Vetterli, Henn, 1981). Pathological data are 
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FIGURE 4. Eye movements incuded by vestibular stimulation in a monkey 
with a bilateral rostral PPRF lesion documented in Fig. 3. From above, 
vertical eye position, horizontal eye position, and turntable position. 
The animal had spontaneous downward nystagmus which is clearly visible 
during stimulation in the horizontal plane, and leads to an asymmetric 
response when vertical nystagmus is elicited. Eye movements in response 
to different amplitude stimulation (peak-to-peak values indicated) lead 
to compensatory movements horizontally and vertically, but quick phases 
are only present in the vertical direction. 

not available. Our experimental data provide a possible basis for this 
syndrome. It suggests that the rostral PPRF generates rapid eye movement 
in the horizontal plane, although few long-lead burst neurons with vertical 
on-directions can be recorded there. It is unclear where the main input for 
the rostral iMLF originates to program vertical saccades. The input from 
the caudal PPRF seems to coordinate and trigger movements, but could not 
program velocity and amplitude of vertical saccades. 

CONCLUSION 
Chemical lesions with kainic acid prove to be a valuable tool in studying 
pathophysiology of gaze in regard to neuropathology, neurological deficits, 
and on a single neuron level. The lesions are well demarcated with complete 
neuronal cell loss inside the damaged region and restricted damage of 
extrinsic fiber systems. The extent of lesions in two animals had been 
documented here. Even with a large bilateral caudal PPRF lesion, the 
velocity- to-position integrator was not much affected. On the other hand, 
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a small bilateral rostral PPRF lesion led to clearly defined deficits in 
the generation of rapid eye movements in the horizontal plane. Neurological 
deficits remain stable and animals are in excellent general condition for 
repeated neurological testing. With this new technique we were able to 
reaffirm earlier lesion studies using coagulation techniques, and fully 
document the differential effects of bilateral caudal and rostral PPRF 
lesions. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Optokinetic nystagmus is composed of two processes: a rapid initial 
increase in slow phase velocity followed by a slower rise to a 
steady state level (Cohen et al., 1977). The rapid rise is bel ieved 
due to activation of direct pathways from the visual to the oculo
motor system which are capable of exciting the oculomotor system at 
short latencies. Indirect pathways are presumed to be responsible 
for the slower changes in eye velocity during OKN and for optoki
netic after-nystagmus (OKAN). A key element in the indirect pathways 
is a velocity storage mechanism that is shared in common with the 
vestibular system; it contributes significantly to the low frequency 
characteristics of the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR; Raphan et al., 
1979). Recently single cell recordings in the primate vestibular 
nuclei showed that all vestibular neurons which receive their vesti
bular information from the horizontal canals are also modulated dur
i ng optok i net ic nyst agmus (OKN) and after-nystagmus (OKAN) (Waespe, 
Henn, 1977a,b). Activity changes are compatible with those in 
indirect pathways that mediate slow changes in slow phase velocity 
(Raphan, Cohen, 1981). 
In the following we will demonstrate that floccular Purkinje cells 
(P-cells) may be part of the direct visual-oculomotor pathways that 
mediate rapid changes in slow phase velocity (Waespe, Henn, 1981; 
Waespe et al., 1982). 

2. METHODS 
Experiments were performed on Rhesus (M. mulatta) and Cynomolgus 
(M. fascicularis) monkeys. Under anaesthesia, silver silver-chlo
ride electrodes were placed in the bone around the eyes. Screws 
were implanted on the skull for immobilizing the head, and a well 
that accepted a microelectrode carrier was fixed to the skull. The 
flocculus and parts of the paraflocculus were removed by suction 
ablation under an operating microscope (Waespe et al., 1982). Single 
cell recordings in the flocculus and the vestibular nuclei were made 
with varnish insulated tungsten electrodes and using conventional 
equipment (for details see Waespe, Henn, 1977a; Waespe et al., 
1981). Eye movements were recorded with DC-electrooculography (EOG). 
The EOG's were differentiated and rectified to obtain slow phase 
velocity. During testing monkeys sat in a primate chair under an 
optokinetic drum. They were given steps of angular velocity or 
angular accelerations about a vertical axis, or they were given 
steps or ramps of surround velocity. In order to test the response 
to conflict stimulation, the OKN drum was mechanically coupled to 
the primate chair so that steps of velocity or acceleration could 
be given in a subject-stationary, lighted visual surround. Voltages 
representing eye position, eye velocity, unit recordings and the 
various stimuli were recorded on FM magnetic tape. For analysis, 
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unit activity was averaged over variable time periods by a computer 
program. 

3. RESULTS 
Activity of vestibular nuclei neurons 
Vestibular stimulation: Firing rates of single cells were modulated 
bidirectionally during pure vestibular stimulation (rotation of 
the monkey in darkness, Fig. 1A). During acceleration to the contra
lateral side, the type II neuron in Fig. 1A increased its firing 
rate. During constant velocity rotation, frequency decayed with a 
time constant (T ) between 10-30 sec. A similar time course was 
observed for theCslow phase velocity of vestibular nystagmus (VN). 
During deceleration or with rotation into the ipsilateral direction, 
neuronal activity was silenced. During conflict stimulation peak 
frequency changes were diminished at low accelerations (compared 
to these during pure vestibular stimulation), bu~ they were not 
diminished at high accelerations (above 20 deg/s ). T of neuronal 
activity and of nystagmus velocity was always short iM conflict 
situations with values below 6-8 sec. 
Optokinetic stimulation: All neurons were modulated bidirectionally 
during optokinetic stimulation (Fig. 18). At the onset of stimula
tion to the ipsilateral side, the type II neuron slowly increased 
its frequency. Maximal frequency changes were reached only after 
5-20 sec and were maintained as long as the stimulus was present. 
Maximal frequency changes increased on average with stimulus ve
locities up to 60 deg/s. At higher velocities neuronal activity 
but not OKN slow phase velocities saturated (Waespe, Henn, 1979). 
During OKAN (downward arrow in Fig. 18, lights off), firing rate 
slowly returned to the resting discharge level in parallel with 
OKAN velocity. There was no fast rise or fast decay of neuronal 
activity during OKN, although there were rapid changes in eye 
velocity especially at higher stimulus velocities (see Fig. 3, 
left). For all stimulation conditions type I neurons showed a 
mirror-like behavior to that of the type II neurons. 
Activity of Purkinje cells (P-cells) in the flocculus 
Vestibular stimulation: Simple spike (SS) activity of P-cells was 
not modulated or only slightly modulated during pure vestibular 
stimulation (Lisberger, Fuchs, 1978; Waespe, Henn, 1981). Activity 
changes were always stronger during conflict stimulation. Over 80% 
of P-cells were modulated during stimulation to the ipsilateral 
side. This corresponds to a type I response. 
Optokinetic stimulation: 5-10% of the P-cells encountered modulated 
their SS activity during OKN. An example is shown in Fig. 2. At the 
onset of optokinetic stimulation to the ipsilateral (recording side) 
at 120 deg/s there was a rapid increase in SS activity which was 
maintained for the duration of stimulation. With lights off (down
ward arrows), SS activity returned rapidly to the resting discharge 
level and was not modulated during OKAN. Maintained discharges were 
present only at stimulus velocities above 30-60 deg/s. All type I 
P-cells showed a type II response during optokinetic stimulation. 
That is, they were activated during rotation to the ipsilateral 
side, but also during surround movement to the ipsilateral side. 
These stimuli produce nystagmus in opposite directions. In contrast, 
type I vestibular nuclei neurons are activated during optokinetic 
stimulation to the contralateral side. In this situation VN and OKN 
beat synergistically in the same direction to the ipsilateral side. 
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FIGURE 1. Type II vestibular nuclei neuron during pure vestibular 
stimulation (A), and during optokinetic stimulation (B). First 
trace is averaged neuronal activity, second trace horizontal EOG, 
third trace stimulus velocity. For description see text. 
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FIGURE 2. Averaged simple spike activity (second trace) and complex 
spike activity (third trace) of a type I Purkinje cell in the floc
culus during optokinetic nystagmus with slow phases to the ipsi
lateral side. First trace is eye velocity, fourth trace horizontal 
EOG, fifth trace stimulus velocity. 
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Vestibular nystagmus, optokinetic nystagmus and after-nystagmus 
after bilateral flocculectomy 
VN: Flocculectomy had little effect on VN: The gain and duration 
were unchanged or were only slightly reduced. During conflict 
stimulation, peak eye velocities could no longer be attenuated at 
high accelerations. However, the T of nystagmus in the conflict 
situation was sti21 short with valUes below 6-8 sec. At low accel
erations (5 deg/s ) nystagmus was almost completely suppressed. 
OKN, OKAN: The initial rapid increase in OKN velocity seen in the 
normal monkey at the onset of stimulation (Fig. 3, left) was reduced 
by 60-90% after bilateral flocculectomy (Fig. 3, right). The slow 
increase in OKN velocity had a 10nger time course after than before 
flocculectomy. OKN steady state velocities increased only up to the 
preoperative OKAN-satur'ation velocities of 50-70 deg/s. The transi
tion of OKN to OKAN which is normally characterized by a sudden 
loss in eye velocity (Fi9. 3, left), was smooth after flocculectomy 
at all stimulus velocities (Fig. 3, right). OKAN-velocities and 
durations were unchanged (Fig. 3) or were slightly reduced after 
flocculectomy. 
Activity of vestibular nuclei neurons after flocculectomy 
Modulation of vestibular neurons was qualitatively unchanged during 
vestibular, conflict and optokinetic stimulation after flocculectomy. 
An example of the firing rate of a type I neuron during optokinetic 
stimulation to the contralateral side is shown in Fig. 4. At the 
onset of stimulation firing rate increased slowly (a) up to a 
steady state level which was maintained as long as the stimulus was 
present. With lights off (downward arrow) the firing rate decreased 
slowly to the resting discharge level (b), in parallel to the slow 
phase velocity of OKAN. This modulation is similar to that of the 
neuron in Fig. lB. During OKN all neurons were modulated bidirec
tionally, they increased their firing rate up to a velocity of 
60 deg/s, where they saturated (Waespe, Cohen, 1982). In the light 
in presence of a stationary visual surround (c) neuronal activity 
and nystagmus were rapidly inhibited and suppressed. Thus, loss 
of floccular P-cells did not change the modulation of vestibular 
nuclei neurons during vestibular and conflict stimulation, or 
during OKN and OKAN. 

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The findings of single cell recordings in the monkey support the 
idea that floccular P-cells mediate activity in direct visual-oculo
motor pathways. These pathways are responsible for the initial rapid 
increase in OKN velocity, for high OKN steady state velocities and 
for the fast decay in eye velocity in the transition from OKN to 
OKAN. They do not contribute to OKAN. After flocculectomy the con
tribution of the direct pathways to the OKN response was severely 
reduced, and animals were unable to counter rapid changes in eye 
velocity during conflict stimulation. However, animals retained 
their abi 1 ity to discharge activity from the velocity storage mech
anism which was modelled as a "dump" switch that is independent of 
the flocculus. The main features of VN, OKN, OKAN and t~eir inter
action could be simulated by a model which was homeomorphic to that 
proposed previously (Raphan et al., 1979), simply by removing the 
contribution of the direct visual pathways (Waespe et al., 1982). 
An important element in the model is a non-linear coupling from the 
visual system to the velocity storage integrator. 
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Vestibular nuclei activity before and after flocculectomy is similar 
during OKN and OKAN to that expected in indirect visual-oculomotor 
pathways which contain as a key element a velocity storage inte
grator. These pathways are responsible for the slow increase in 
OKN velocity, for low OKN steady state velocities up to the OKAN 
saturation-velocities and for the occurrence of OKAN. Flocculectomy 
does not change the dynamics of the velocity storage integrator, 
thus confirming the role of the flocculus in direct rather than 
indirect visual-oculomotor pathways. 
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of Health, Baltimore and Bethesda, Haryland, USA) 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In afoveate animals, most visually-guided ocular motor 
behavior is little affected by removal of visual cortex. 
In primates, however, the situation is less clear. To 
further explore the ocular motor capabilities of 
"cortically blind" monkeys we studied optokinetic 
responses, vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) gain adaptation, 
and smooth pursuit tracking in three juvenile macaques 
before and after bilateral occipital lobectomies. 

2. METHODS AND GENERAL OBSERVATIONS 
Eye movements were recorded using the magnetic field 
search coil technique. Animals were trained to fixate 
and follow targets and then, in a one-stage procedure, 
both occipital lobes were removed. After surgery, two 
of the monkeys could still orient to objects moving in 
the far periphery of the superior visual field although 
they showed no signs of central vision. In these 
monkeys, gross inspection of the extent of lesions after 
sacrifice indicated that small portions of striate 
cortex were probably spared. In contrast, the t~ird 
monkey appeared completely blind immediately after 
surgery and remained so for five weeks. Subsequently 
it recovered the ability to orient toward and track 
moving objects but as yet (12 weeks post-operatively) 
does not appear to recognize stationary objects. 

3. OPTOKINETIC RESPONSES 
3.1. Optokinetic responses in afoveate animals 
Before reporting our results, it will be useful to review 
the salient characteristics of optokinetic nystagmus 
(OKN) in afoveate animals such as the rabbit (Collewijn, 
1981). In response to a constant velocity stimulus, eye 
velocity slowly climbs to a steady-state value. Eve 
acceleration increases when the velocity of retinal slip 
falls to lower values. When the lights are turned off, 
eye velocity slowly decays as optokinetic afternystagmus 
(OKAN). Higher eye velocities may be achieved with a 
slowly accelerating, rather than a constant velocity, 
stimulus. These results imply a decrease in the ability 
of the afoveate optokinetic system to handle increasing 
velocities of retinal slip. This input nonlinearity is 
reflected in the activity of neurons in the nucleus of 
the optic tract (NOT) during optokinetic stimulation 
(Winterson, Collewijn, 1981; Hoffman, Schoppman, 1981). 
During monocular viewing, afoveate animals show a better 
response to stimuli moving in the posterior-anterior 
(temporal-nasal) direction. The optokinetic responses 
of the rabbit appear to be mediated by subcortical 
pathways (Hobbelen, Collewijn, 1971). 
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Figure 1. Response to 20 deg/sec constant velocity 
full-field stimulus. Time marks at one sec intervals. 
Note slow rise in eye velocity and increase in eye 
acceleration as retinal slip velocity decreases. 
Drum onset at arrow. 
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Figure 2. Nonlinearity for detection of retinal slip 
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3.2. Optokinetic responses in primates 
In foveate animals, the response to an optokinetic 
stimulus consists of two components -- a rapid, 
immediate, "direct" contribution, attributed to the 
pursuit system,and a slow, persistent "indirect" con
tribution, attributed to the "afoveate" optokinetic 
system (Zee et al., 1976; Cohen et al., 1977). In 
response to a constant velocity stimulus, eye velocity 
immediately jumps to about 60% of stimulus velocity, and 
then slowly rises to the steady-state value. When the 
lights are turned off, OKAN ensues. The initial velocitv 
of OKAN probably best reflects the contribution of the 
optokinetic (versus pursuit) system to eye velocity 
during the preceding optokinetic stimulation. During 
monocular viewing, there are no directional asymmetries 
of OKAN or OKN. Presumably cortical inputs are 
responsible for both the rapid pursuit component of OKN 
and the balancing out of directional asymmetries 
(Ter Braak, Van Vliet, 1963; Montarolo et al., 1981; 
Hoffman, 1982; Harris et al., 1980). 

3.3. Optokinetic responses in cortically-lesionedmonkeys 
3.3.1. General findings. After surgery, each of our 
cortically-lesioned monkeys no longer responded to an 
optokinetic stimulus viewed through a "tunnel" providing 
only 13 degrees of binocular field. With a full-field 
stimulus (velocity step), however, each animal developed 
OKN with a slow rise to a steady-state value but the 
initial jump in eye velocity at stimulus onset was 
diminished or absent. A temporal-nasal predominance 
during monocular stimulation also appeared after surgery. 
3.3.2. Full-field responses. The animal that appeared 
completely blind after surgery showed the most prominent 
and enduring abnormalities; its behavior will be 
discussed in detail. In response to a 10 deg/sec, 
constant velocity stimulus, during full-field binocular 
viewing, eye velocity slowly increased (rise time of 
10-15 seconds) to a steady-state value nearing that of 
the stimulus. Likewise, with 20 and 30 deg/sec stimuli 
eye velocity nearly reached that of the stimulus but only 
after a more prolonged rise time (Fig. 1). Eye 
acceleration increased when retinal slip velocity 
decreased to about 15 deg/sec (Fig. 1). With a 60 deg/sec 
stimulus, however, eye velocity only rose to 2-8 deg/sec. 
In contrast'2with a slowly accelerating stimulus (about 
0.25 deg/sec ) eye velocities nearing 60 deg/sec could 
be achieved. 
3.3.3. Nonlinearity for retinal slip. These results imply 
that the "cortically-blind" monkey, like the rabbit and 
cat, has an input nonlinearity for retinal slip velocity. 
Using the model described by Lisberger et al. (1981), we 
have simulated a number of the optokinetic responses of 
our cortically-blind monkey. We used the input non
linearity shown in Fig. 2,and added an adaptive network 
to create the reversal phases of OKAN (Leigh et al., 
1981). In intact monkeys, the nonlinearity for retinal 
slip velocity appears to be affected by cortical inputs 
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too so that the range of retinal slip velocities, to 
which the optokinetic system can respond, is extended 
(Buettner, Buttner, 1979). The maximum value of the 
initial velocity of OKAN was also decreased after 
surgery (from 84 to 58 deg/sec); this may reflect a 
cortical influence on the upper limits of the range of 
performance of the monkey optokinetic system. 
3.3.4. Responses during monocular viewing. During 
monocular viewing, with a slowly accelerating optokinetic 
stimulus, stimulation in the temporal-nasal direction 
elicited a maximum eye velocity of 32 deg/sec while in 
the nasal-temporal direction only 10 deg/sec. Therefore, 
cortical inputs appear to be necessary to balance 
inherent directional asymmetries of OKN that are revealed 
during monocular viewing. 
3.3.5. Physiological and clinical implications. Taken 
together our results indicate that the monkey has an 
underlying and possibly subcortical optokinetic system 
similar to that of afoveate animals. Our results also 
have important clinical implications. Normally, during 
optokinetic stimulation, the pursuit system keeps eye 
velocity near stimulus velocity so the velocity of 
retinal slip is low and within the range of optimal 
performance of the optokinetic system. In patients, 
though, with smooth pursuit deficits due, for example, to 
cerebellar or cerebral lesions, constant velocity opto
kinetic stimuli may exceed the optimal range for response 
to retinal slip. The human optokinetic system also takes 
a longer time to charge and has a lower maximum velocity 
of OKAN than monkey (Cohen et al., 1981). Therefore, 
slowly accelerating stimuli may best elicit OKN and OKAN 
in man. 

4. VOR GAIN ADAPTATION 
Adaptive control of the VOR was assessed in our animals 
by measuring the VOR gain (peak eye velocity/peak head 
velocity) in darkness, before and after four hours of 
passive, combined, vestibular and optokinetic 
stimulation. The chair and drum were both oscillated at 
0.25 Hz, 30 deg/sec amplitude, with the drum and chair 
either in phase (XO viewing, to stimulate a decrease in 
VOR gain) or 180 deg out of phase (X2 viewing, to 
stimulate an increase in VOR gain). After surgery, the 
drop in VOR gain during XO viewing was only moderately 
less than that before surgery while the ability to raise 
the VOR gain (X2 viewing) was more significantly impaired 
(Fig. 3). In either case, there was little ability to 
use vision to make immediate adjustments of VOR gain 
(Fig. 4). At lower frequencies and amplitudes of passive 
oscillation (only tested post-operatively), however, the 
VOR gain could be raised more effectively. Our results 
indicate that the cortex influences VOR gain adaptation 
but whether it does so solely by providing information 
about retinal slip during head movements or by providing 
the visual inputs for immediate adjustments of the VOR 
gain, or both, is not clear. 
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5. SHOOTH PURSUIT 
Four weeks after surgery none of the monkeys tracked 
either a jumping or smoothly moving target. After 8 
weeks, though, the "cortically blind" monkey recovered 
the ability to follow a small (0.25 deg diameter) moving 
target (either with the head still or moving) using a 
combination of both saccades and smooth movements 
(Fig. 5). The latter could have gains (peak eye 
velocity/peak target velocity) approaching 1.0. Pursuit 
during monocular viewing was performed equally well in 
both directions. The monkey also made saccades to a 
jumping target though less reliably than during tracking 
of a moving target. Our results suggest a significant 
recovery of smooth pursuit capability in a "cortically 
blind" monkey and are compatible with other studies of 
restored visual function in "destriate" monkeys (Keating, 
1980; Solomon et al., 1981; Denny-Brown, Chambers, 1976). 
In spite of the recovery of a capability for smooth 
tracking, pursuit responses were not sustained during 
optokinetic stimulation so that the slow build up of 
eye velocity, and the asymmetries during monocular 
viewing, persisted. Finally, the "cortically blind" 
monkey developed intermittent pendular oscillations of 
the eyes (about 5 Hz, maximum amplitude of about one 
degree) (Fig. 6). Pendular oscillations have also been 
reported in dark and strobe-reared cats (Harris, 
Cynader, 1981; Conway et al., 1981; ~1elville Jones 
et a1., 1981). 

6. CONCLUSIONS 
Our findings, while preliminary, suggest that (1) the 
primate has an underlying, and possibly subcortical, 
optokinetic system similar to that of afoveate animals 
with a nonlinear response to retinal slip velocity and 
temporal-nasal predominance, (2) VOR gain adaptation is 
impaired but not abolished after occipital lobectomy, 
and (3) smooth pursuit can recover significantly in 
"cortically blind" monkeys. 
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MODELS OF VISUAL-VESTIBULAR INTERACTION IN OCULOMOTOR 
CONTROL: A REVIEW 

A. BUIZZA and R. SCHMID (Pavia, Italy) 

1. I NTRODUCTI ON 
The crucial role of visual-vestibular interaction in determining 
motor reactions, motion sensation and motion sickness of onboard 
personnel of space vehicles has posed a series of problems to 
which basic and applied physiological and behavioural research has 
tried to give an answer through an increasing number of studies. 
~1any of them were concerned wi th ocu 1 omotor responses evoked in 
different conditions of visual-vestibular interaction. There are 
at least two good reasons for fastening our attention on eye 
movements. First of all, the goal of oculomotor control can easily 
be defined in terms of fixation and visual stabilization. A great 
help can thus follow to interprete how sensory information is 
processed and in which way the different mechanisms subserving 
oculomotor control are used to obtain desired responses. Responses 
that seem not to correspond to the general goal of oculomotor 
control should be related to misleading interpretation in processing 
sensory information. The second reason for considering oculomotor 
responses is that eye movement can easily be measured and 
quantified. 
In the development of knowledge on visual-vestibular interaction 
models have represented a constant attempt to use experimental 
data to make rational hypotheses. "~10del ing is one of the fundamen
tal processes in our understanding of nature. From observations of 
phenomena we abstract functional relations (causality) among the 
substantial elements of a system of interest. Whether the abstraction 
is intuitive or mathematical, it is the first step of modeling. The 
induced model is then checked against the next observation through 
a deductive process and, as a result, discarded, revised, or further 
tested. The model may be very elementary, being a verbal speculation 
of the cause-and-effect relations among the related elements, or it 
may be very formal (mathematical) expression induced fro~ accurate 
observations and analytical thoughts. Although both types of 
modeling provide momentum for research, the more quantitative a 
model is, the more exact becomes the deduction and the testing. For 
this reason, formal modeling is preferable and modern computer 
tachniques make it far easier than it was decades ago."(Sagawa,1973) 
A progressive evolution from "verbal" to "formal" models of 
increasing complexity can also be observed in the description of 
visual-vestibular interaction. The aim of this paper is to review 
the main steps of this evolution and to show how experimental 
investigation and theoretical speculation continuously interacted 
to produce a progressive better understanding of the mechanisms 
underlying visual-vestibular interaction. 
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2. EVOLUTION OF VISUAL-VESTIBULAR INTERACTION MODELS 
From the functional point of view two types of visual-vestibular 
interaction in oculomotor control can be distinguished, the 
interaction between the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) and the 
optokinetic reflex (OKR), and the interaction between VOR and the 
smooth pursuit system (SP). The former is aimed to the stabilization 
of the visual surround during subject motion, the latter to the 
maintenance of small object fixation. This functional distinction 
does not exclude a participation of SP to the generation of oculo
motor responses evoked by moving visual scenes. Although the 
subject is not asked to pursue any detail of the visual scene and, 
therefore, SP is not voluntarily activated, nevertheless at least 
some part of it can be made to participate by the fact that also 
central visual receptors are stimulated by the slip of the image 
of the external world on the retina. 
t10st of the models of visual-vestibular interaction presented in 
the litterature were aimed to the interpretation of VOR-OKR 
interaction, although in some of them a SP pathway was explicitely 
indicated. Only models of VOR-OKR interaction in oculomotor control 
will be considered in this review, and their evolution will be 
discussed by making a distinction among three groups of models. 

2.1. Open-loop models based on non-linear mechanisms of visual
vestibular interaction 
The first group includes models that assume non-linear strategies 
of visual-vestibular interaction. The progenitor of these models 
is that proposed by Young in 1973 for the interpretation of both 
self-motion sensations and oculomotor responses (Fig.l). Two 
distinct strategies were assumed to be implemented depending on 
whether the angular velocities perceived by the vestibular and by 
the visual systems are in relative agreement. If the difference 
between the two perceived velocities does not exceed a given 
threshold, a weighted sum of them is computed to produce both 
sensations and oculomotor responses. Otherwise, a hierarchical 
choice program begins in which priority is given to the input 
which results to be the more compelling, normally the visual input. 
The hypothesee on which Young's model is based were later used to 
interprete electrophysiological results obtained by measuring the 
activity of vestibular nuclei (VN) neurons, evoked by pure and 
combined vestibular and optokinetic stimulations (Allum et al., 
1976; Waespe, Henn, 1977). The misleading point in the interpre
tation of these results was probably the attempt to explain the 
responses obtained in interaction conditions by a summation of the 
responses obtained during separate visual and vestibular stimulation 
as if VOR and OKR were working in parallel. Since they aren't, a 
simple summation was immediately found to be inadequate to explain 
the experimental results. Allum et al.(1976) suggested a linear 
combination of the visual and the vestibular inputs consisting of 
the vestibular response multiplied by a weighting factor less than 
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FIGURE 1. Flow-chart 
representation of Young's 
model of visual-vestibular 
interaction (Young, 1973) 

unity,added to the optokinetic response multiplied by a weighting 
factor greater than unity. 
After recording in the vestibular nuclei of monkeys submitted to 
velocity trapezoid stimuli in the light, Waespe and Henn (1977) 
came to the conclusion that a weighted sum of visual and vestibular 
responses couldn't explain the experimental results unless weighting 
factors were continuously changing with time. Such an adaptive 
control of the weighting factors was considered as to be unlikely. 
Since responses appeared to switch from the vestibular input to 
the visual input at the end of the acceleration periods, these 
results were considered as an electrophysiological evidence in 
favour of Young's switching hypothesis. With reference to a more 
complete set of data, two years later the same authors concluded 
that also the switching theory was inadequate (Waespe, Henn, 1979). 

2.2. Closed-loop models based on linear mechanisms of visual
vestibular interaction 
An answer to the dilemma between weighting factors and switching 
hypotheses came with the models of the second generation. The 
peculiarity of these models was the explicit statement that OKR 
operates as a negative feedback loop to VOR. The two reflexes do 
not work in parallel. An input to OKR is created only if the oculo
motor response produced by VOR is insufficient or inappropriate 
(conflict situations) to obtain visual stabilization. OKR contribu
tion depends on retinal slip velocity and it is automatically 
adjusted to the amount needed to complete vestibular compensation 
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or to cancel the vestibular component whenever inappropriate. As 
a matter of fact, the feedback loop structure of VOR-OKR interaction 
allows the system to obtain automatically that adaptive control of 
the factors weighting the visual and the vestibular contributions, 
which was invoked when the two systems were treated as working in 
parallel. Also the switching between the vestibular and the visual 
input at the end of the acceleration periods occurs automatically, 
although in a gradual way. As the vestibular input to VN tends to 
zero during constant velocity rotation, OKR is forced to increase 
its contribution until it assumes the complete task of visual 
stabilization. 
The models proposed by Robinson (1977), by Lau (1978), and the 
"algebraic summation" model proposed by Koenig et al.(1978) can 
be considered as belonging to the second generation. In all these 
models linearity was assumed for both the mechanisms of visual
vestibular interaction and the gain characteristics of each 
subsystem. 
The most complete of the models of the second generation is that 
proposed by Robinson (Fig.2). Head velocity H is transduced by 
the semicircular canals (SCC) into Hc, the canal's estimate of 
head velocity. When its sign is changed it becomes an eye velocity 
command to the plant. Gaze velocity G is obtained as the sum of 
eye velocity in the head E and head velocity H. The retina compares 
G to the velocity W of the seen world to produce the input ew 
(relative motion of the gaze with respect to the seen world) to 
the optokinetic system. An efference copy E' of eye velocity, 
weighted by a constant k close to 1, is added to ew to reconstruct 
the motion of the world with respect t? the head ( Wh ). Sin~e 
the seen world never moves in nature, Wh is the negative of Hv, 
the visual system estimate of head velocity in space. The high 
frequency components of Hv are filtered and the low frequency 
components Hv are added to Hc in the vestibular nuclei (vn). Their 
sum, H', is the brainstem's estimate of the velocity of self
rotation based on both visual and vestibular information. The 
smooth pursuit system receives from the retina a signal eT which 
represents the relative velocity of a visual target with respect 
to the gaze. This signal is added to an efference copy signal of 
eye velocity to obtain the visual estimate of target velocity with 
respect t~ the head (T'h)' and then to H' to obtain the brainstem's 
estimate T' of target velocity in space. 
The presence of a low-pass filter in the optokinetic pathway 
reaching VN and that of a faster visual pathway to the brainstem 
(the SP pathway which is activated also by optokinetic stimuli) 
can explain the existence of a slow and a fast build-up component 
in step optokinetic responses and optokinetic afternystagmus 
(OKAN)(Cohen et al., 1977). 
Robinson's model can simulate the responses to many combinations 
of visual and vestibular inputs. In the linear range, the entire 
repertoire of monkey optokinetic eye movements reported by Cohen 
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FIGURE 3. Responses predicted by Robinson's model. A: optokinetic 
responses (OKN and OKAN slow phase velocities). In the upper 
figure the drum is assumed to start rotating at 60 deg/ sec and to 
stop in the light after 15 sec of constant velocity rotation. In 
the lower figure the light is assumed to be switched off while the 
drum is rotating at 60 deg/sec. The remaining notations are defined 
in Fig.2. B: discharge rate of neurons in the vestibular nuclei 
during rotation in the light (RL), rotation in the dark (RD), and 
optokinetic stimulation (OK) (reproduced from Henn et al., 1980) 
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et al.(1977) and the discharge patterns of many VN neurons reported 
by Waespe and Henn (1977) can be predicted (Fig.3). In particular 
the d-ifference between the time constant of the slow build-up 
component of OKN and that of OKAN is explained in a simple and 
natural way. During OKN the optokinetic system operates as a closed 
loop system with a forward gain of about l/(l-k). Thus the time 
constant TOKN of OKN build-up will be approximately To/(2-k). 
OKAN is produced by the discharge of the low-pass filter in open 
loop conditions (external visual feedback open). Its time constant 
TOKAN will be approximately To/(l-k) and therefore greater than 
TOKN· 
A less natural assumption is made to justify the effects of short 
periods of fixation on the slow phase velocity (SPV) of OKAN and 
of post-rotatory nystagmus (Raphan et al., 1977). A parametric 
control of To which reduces this time constant by about 3 when 
the eye is going faster than the visual scene is assumed. 
The model proposed by Raphan et al. in 1977 can still be considered 
as belonging to the second generation in spite of the presence 
of some asymmetric gain characteristics. As a matter of fact, 
asymmetries are introduced only to justify observed differences 
in vestibular and optokinetic responses evoked by subject or drum 
rotation to the right or to the left. Raphan's model is reproduced 
in Fig.4. Vestibular nystagmus and OKN are produced by combined 
activation of direct and indirect pathways. The indirect pathways 
include a "velocity storage mechanism" which plays the same role 
as the efference loop containing the low-pass filter in Robinson's 
model. The inputs to the model are vestibular and visual signals 
representing cupula deflection rv and surround velocity roo It is 
supposed that ro is obtained by combining retinal error with an 
efference feedback of eye velocity from the oculomotor system and 
with a signal related to cupula deflection from the vestibular 
system. An efference copy of the state x of the storage mechanism 
is subtracted to surround velocity to obtain the input to both the 
direct and the indirect visual pathways. The interruption of the 
flow of visual information occurring in darkness at the level of 
the retina is simulated by the opening of an internal switch L 
placed in the pathway carrying on the signal (ro-x). In this way 
the opening of the switch L will interrupt a negative feedback 
pathway to the storage mechanism with the result of increasing 
its time constant. The greater time constant of OKAN with respect 
to that of OKN is so justified. A second switch S in a further 
negative feedback pathway to the storage mechanism produces the 
same effect as the parametric control of the low-pass filter time 
constant To in Robinson's model. 
Raphan's model can predict almost the same set of experimental 
data as Robinson's model (Fig.S) although its structure and the 
hypotheses on wich it is based seem to be less justifi~ble than 
those proposed by Robinson. 
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FIGURE 4. Model of visual-vestibular interaction proposed by 
Raphan et a1.(1977) 
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FIGURE 5. Responses predicted by Raphan et al. model. A,C,E: 
model predictions of slow phase eye velocity for a step of angular 
velocity in darkness (A), for a step of surround velocity (C), 
and for a step of angular velocity in light (E). B,D,F: comparative 
changes in slow phase velocity (S.P.VEL.), cupula deflection (CUP), 
and output of the integrator (INT) for the responses shown in A, 
C, and E respectively (reproduced from Raphan et al., 1979) 
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2.3. Closed loop models with non-linear gain characteristics 
A further step in modelling visual-vestibular interaction consisted 
in the attempt to interprete also some experimental results showing 
a progressive change in the static and dynamic characteristics of 
VOR-OKR interaction in experimental conditions bringing about 
increasing retinal slip velocities (Cohen et al., 1977; Koenig et 
al., 1978). Such a progressive change couldn't be explained by the 
presence of switches which respond to an all-or-nothing logic. 
Continuous non-linear gain characteristics had to be introduced. 
The saturation of OKN slow phase velocity for large optokinetic 
stimulus velocities, also in relationship to the size of the 
stimulus field, was perfectly known (Dichgans et al., 1973). What 
remained to be specified on both the electrophysiological and the 
modelling level was: (a) are nonlinearities present in both the 
direct and the indirect optokinetic pathway? (b) where do non
linearities occur in each pathway, peripherally or centrally? 
(c) how much do they differ from each other in terms of differential 
gain? (d) is the presence of appropriate non-linear gain characte
ristics enough to justify the non-linear aspects of VOR-OKR 
interaction? 
A fundamental contribution on the electrophysiological plane was 
given by Waespe and Henn (1979,1981) and by Waespe et al.(1981). 
Two conclusions were reached by these authors in monkeys. First 
of all, in response to optokinetic stimuli VN neuron activity 
saturates for stimulus velocities exceeding 60 deg/sec, and 
therefore much earlier than oculomotor responses. The same neurons 
do not display the same saturation for vestibular inputs. Secondly, 
the flocculus plays a complementary role with respect to VN, in 
the sense that flocculus P-cells start firin9 when VN neurons 
begin to saturate. Saturation in VN neurons activity during 
optokinetic stimulation was observed also in cat (Keller, Precht, 
1979). 
Non-linear gain characteristics first appeared in two models 
proposed, respectively, by Barnes et al.(1978) and by Schmid et 
al.(1979), in which, as in Robinson's model (1977), a negative 
feedback structure with a direct and an indirect pathway was 
assumed for OKR. Nevertheless both these models were discussed 
only in the linear range. Thus neither the shape of the non-linear 
characteristics was quantitatively defined, nor their effects on 
input-output responses was considered. In the linear range both 
these models can interprete almost the same set of experimental 
data as Robinson's (1977) and Raphan's (1977) models. 
The first attempt to explain the non-linear aspects of visual
vestibular interaction by the presence of non-linear gain characte
ristics in the forward optokinetic pathways was made by Schmid et 
al.(1980) and by Buizza and Schmid (1982). The more recent and 
complete formulation of their model is shown in Fig.6. VOR is 
described in a simplified form as an open loop system with high
pass characteristics. Kv and Tv denote, respectively, the gain and 
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FIGURE 6. Model of visual-vestibular interaction in oculomotor 
control proposed by Buizza and Schmid (1982) 

the time constant of the vestibular system as seen from VN. The 
optokinetic system is described as a closed loop system with two 
parallel forward pathways. A slow indirect pathway (SOP) passes 
through the vestibular nuclei (VN). Its dynamics is described by 
a low-pass filter with a time constant Ts of the same order of 
maqnitude as the time constant Tv of the vestibular system. A 
fast direct pathway (FOP) passes through the flocculus (Fl) and 
reaches the brainstem beyond the vestibular nuclei. Its dynamics 
has been neglected. Two additional inputs to Fl (a vestibular 
input and an input giving an efference copy of eye velocity) have 
been introduced according to the results by Lisberger and Fuchs 
(1978 a,b). A non-linear characteristic has been placed at the input 
of each visual pathway. Nonlinearities were actually observed by 
Collewijn et al.(1972) in the responses of rabbit retinal ganglion 
cells to optokinetic stimulations. The non-linear characteristics 
regulate the relative contributions of the two visual pathways in 
relation to the value of retinal slip velocity. When they were 
identified from data obtained in cat, monkey, and man they were 
found to vary significantly from species to species (Schmid et 
al., 1980; Buizza, Schmid, 1982). The relative contribution of 
the indirect pathway (SOP) decreases from cat to monkey and from 
monkey to man. In all these species SOP saturates for small retinal 
slip velocities (5 to 10 deg/sec). 
As in Robinson's model, the vestibular nuclei are the centre in 
which sensory information about head velocity is made available 
in the full range of frequencies (from the visual input at low 
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frequencies, from the vestibular input at high frequencies, and 
from the combination of the two inputs in the intermediate range 
of frequencies).The output of VN in normal conditions of visual
vestibular interaction can be considered as a central estimate 
of head velocity. Hhen the subject is fixating at a moving target, 
the three inputs to Fl are combined in such a way as to provide 
a central reconstruction of target absolute velocity. ~Jhen Fl 
output is algebraically added in the brainstem to VN output, a 
central estimate of target velocity relative to the head is obtained. 
This signal is actually the neural command that should be sent to 
the oculomotor nuclei to maintain target fixation in spite of 
subject and/or target movement. 
Apart from the presence of non-linear gain characteristics, there 
is only one basic difference between Robinson's model (1977) and 
Buizza, Schmid model (1982). In the former, and not in the latter, 
a feedback pathway bringing an efference copy of eye velocity is 
used to create a positive loop common to both VOH and SOP. By 
means of it Robinson could explain the experimentally observed 
difference between the value of the semicircular canal time 
constant as measured at the level of primary vestibular neurons, 
and the value of the vestibular system time constant as measured 
at the level of secondary vestibular neurons or from vestibular 
nystagmus (Robinson, 1976). This difference is implicitely assumed 
in the model of Fig.6, where Tv does not represent the semicircular 
canal time constant but the vestibular system time constant. The 
possibility of controlling VOR static and dynamic characteristics 
can be created, alternatively, by a feedforward vestibulo-cerebellar
vestibular pathway of the same type as those proposed by Ito (1972) 
and by Robinson (1976) to explain plastic changes in VOR characte
ristics. It is enough to assume that this pathway has also dynamic 
properties as some results by Llinas et al .(1971) and by Ghelarducci 
et al.(1975} seem to suggest. A gain control in such a feedforward 
pathway would increase (or decrease) both VOR gain and time constant, 
whereas a variation of the gain k in the positive feedback loop of 
Robinson's model would decrease VOR gain and increase its time 
constant or viceversa. In experimental conditions in which a 
progressive variation of VOR gain was observed (Jeannerod et al., 
1976) VOR gain and time constar.t varied in the same way (e.g., a 
progressive decrease of gain in vestibular habituation is also 
accompani ed by an increase of the phase 1 ead in the frequency 
response). Moreover the feedforward solution has the advantage 
that all the stability problems inherent to positive feedback 
loops are avoided. On the other hand, the coupling of VOR and SOP 
dynamics occurring in Robinson's model can be functionally justified 
in relation to the complementary roles of VOR and OKR in visual 
stabilization. 
In the linear range there is nothing that can be explained by one 
model and not by the other for what concerns both input-output 
responses and single unit activity in VN and Fl. Also smooth 
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FIGURE 7. Comparison between experimental data (Cohen et al., 1977) 
and model predictions (Buizza, Schmid, 1982) for monkey's optokinetic 
responses (see text for explanation) 

pursuit which seems to charge the low-pass filter in Robinson's 
model and not in Buizza, Schmid model does not help very much in 
testing the two hypotheses. Actually the charge of the filter by 
a smooth pursuit input in Robinson's model will take several seconds. 
Therefore the amount of the charge at the end of normal smooth 
pursuit experiments will probably be too small to give appreciable 
effects at the level of VN. 
The model in Fig.6 was proved to be able to predict most of the 
non linear aspects of visual-vestibular interaction observed 
experimentally in monkey, cat, and man (Schmid et al., 1980; Buizza, 
Schmid, 1982). 
Figure 7 shows a comparison between experimental data in monkey 
(from Cohen et al., 1977) and model predictions for the time course 
of nystagmus slow phase velocity (SPV) during OKN and OKAN in a 
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120 deg/sec step response (Fig . 7-A,B), for the pattern of SPV 
build-up at different optokinetic stimulus velocities (Fig.7-C,D,E), 
for the steady state gain characteristics between SPV and drum 
velocity (Fig.7-F), and for the relationship between initial OKAN 
velocity and drum velocity during the preceding optokinetic stimu
lation (Fig.7-G). The increasing duration of nystagmus build-up 
for increasing stimulus velocities can be explained by the presence 
of saturating gain characteristics in the slow optokinetic pathway. 
As stimulus velocity increases, the working point moves within 
lones of the non-linear characteristic with decreasing differential 
gain (~). Since the closed-loop time constant of OKR is given by 
Tc=Ts/(l+ J) a decrease of ~ will slow down nystagmus build-up. 
Figure 8 shows a comparison between experimental data (Waespe, 
Henn, 1979) and model predictions for VN neurons activity during 
pure vestibular stimulation (heavy lines), pure optokinetic 
stimulation (dotted lines), and during rotation in a stationary 
visual surround (thin lines) for different stimulus amplitudes. 
The complementary roles of VN and Fl in the generation of optokinetic 
responses shown by Waespe and BUttner (1981) and by Waespe and 
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Henn (1981) in monkey can be predicted by the model in Fig.6 
without introducing any threshold in the fast optokinetic pathway 
(Fig.9). The load distribution between the two optokinetic pathways 
is actually regulated by the slope of the respective non-linear 
characteristics. For small retinal slip velocities (weak optokinetic 
stimuli) SOP has a much higher gain than FOP and therefore assumes 
almost the entire load. Only when SOP gain decreases due to satura
tion, FOP contribution becomes more and more important. 
The SOP non-linear characteristic in cat was constructed using the 
data reported by Keller and Precht (1979) for VN activity during 
optokinetic stimulations in open loop conditions (Fig.10-A). The 
FOP non-linear characteristic was then adjusted in order to fit 
input-output steady state data in closed loop conditions (Fig.10-8). 
Afterwards also some non-linear aspects of OKR dynamics could 
correctly be predicted, as shown in Fig.10-C. 
Model identification for man was based on the experimental data 
reported by Koenig et al.(1978). An example of model prediction is 
shown in Fig.ll where the model mimics the time course of nystagmus 
SPV during rotation in the light for trapezoid chair velocity 
profiles of different amplitudes. At lower stimulus velocities a 
complete compensation of head rotation is predicted. At higher 
stimulus velocities OKR is almost saturated at the end of the 
acceleration period. When an additional contribution is required 
to it in order to compensate the decline of the vestibular component 
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during the constant velocity period, this additional contribution 
cannot be given. Thus nystagmus SPV is predicted to decrease 
exponentially with the time constant of the vestibular system to 
a final value which represents the maximal OKR contribution. 

3. CONCLUSION 
In the study of visual-vestibular interaction in oculomotor control, 
as in all fields of science where mathematical models are used, 
there is a continuous dialectic between experimental research and 
theoretical speculation. Models are made to give a unitary frame 
to the existing experimental data. They normally introduce new 
hypotheses and open questions pushing towards new oriented experi
ments. Each step in this cognitive process issues a challenge to 
our faculty of theoretical abstraction or to our experimental 
inventiveness. Sometimes the theoretical investigation runs after 
the experimental research, sometimes the roles of pursuer and 
pursued are reversed. 
A brief history of models of visual-vestibular interaction in 
oculomotor control has been presented in this paper. At the present 
state of the art, the basic characteristics of the interaction 
between the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) and the optokinetic 
reflex (OKR) are described in terms of mathematical models in a 
precise way. Oculomotor responses and single unit responses in 
the vestibular nuclei and in the flocculus, in both the linear 
and the non-linear range of visual-vestibular interaction, can be 
interpreted not only in a qualitative but also in a quantitative 
way. 
Attempts were also made to use models for the interpretation of 
the effects of experimental lesions (Buizza, Schmid, 1982) and of 
pathological situations affecting visual-vestibular interaction 
(Lau et al., 1978; Schmid, Buizza, 1982). However the clinical 
applications of models were almost exclusively restricted to "a 
posteriori" justifications of data obtained on patients for whom 
a diagnosis was already available. So far, no attempt has been 
made to use models of visual-vestibular interaction as a diagnostic 
tool. In order to make it possible, further progress in our 
knowledge of the anatomical structures supporting visual-vestibular 
interaction and in our understanding of their respective roles is 
needed. In particular the following questions should receive more 
adequate answers on both the experimental and the modelling plane. 
What is the anatomical support of the direct and the indirect 
optokinetic pathways considered in the more recent models? To what 
extent and in which way does the cortex participate to optokinetic 
responses? What is the relationship between the smooth pursuit 
system and the direct optokinetic pathway? What are the roles of 
the central and the peripheral retinal receptors in the generation 
of optokinetic responses? Is the system invariant with respect to 
the conditions of visual-vestibular interaction? 
New experimental data will be made available to give an answer to 
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all these questions. Their interpretation by models will represent 
the only way to find essentials and to construct step by step a 
complete theory of visual-vestibular interaction. 
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NEURONAL RESPONSES IN THE PARIETO - INSULAR VESTIBULAR 
CORTEX OF ALERT JAVA MONKEYS (MACCACA FASCICULARIS) 

O.-J. GROSSER, M. PAUSE and URSULA SCHREITER 
(Department of Physiology, Freie Universitiit, 1000 Berlin 33, Arnimallee 22, 

Germany (West)) 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The awake subject is aware of the space coordinates (vertical and 
horizontal plane) and the spatial relationship between the objects 
of the extrapersonal space_ This percept remains approximately 
invariant when the subject moves or changes his position in space, 
a procedure requiring a continuous readjustment between personal 
space and extrapersonal space perception. This readjustment relies 
on input signals from different sensory modalities: the teleceptive 
modality of vision, the vestibular signals (otolith signals for 
static position, cupula receptor signals for dynamic position 
changes) and mechanoreceptor input from the body. The deep mechano
receptors from the neck region (joints, tendon organs, muscle 
spindles (?)) are especially import~nt since they signal the re
lative position between head and trunk. In addition the force 
(pressure) gradient over the whole body is an important component 
in the perception of space coordinates. When this force gradient 
caused by the effect of gravity on the body mass is substantially 
altered, spatial orientation is impaired, as everybody can exper
ience when he dives for the first time_ During movement or change 
in body position the force gradient changes and leads to a variable 
activation of the mechanoreceptors located in the tendons, muscles 
and joints as well as the mechanoreceptors of that part of the 
body surface touching the ground. 

Several years ago we became interested in the neuronal mechanisms 
responsible for the perception of objects and of the structure of 
the extra personal space. We assumed that a functional analysis of 
cortical vestibular areas could contribute to our understanding 
of the perceptual constancy of space. Firstly we tried to record 
neuronal responses from the cortical vestibular area described by 
BUttner and Buettner (1978) in the Rhesus monkey. The cortical 
vestibular field explored by these authors is located at the later
al end of the sulcus intraparietalis and has been called area 2v 
(c.f. Fredrickson et al., (1966). During a year of frustrating ex
periments, however, we failed to record any vestibular responses 
from the cortical region of Java monkey U1accaca fascicularis) 
which could correspond anatomically to 2v of the Rhesus monkey. 
r10re or less by accident, however, in one of the later experiments 
vestibular responses suddenly appeared as the microelectrode was 
penetrating into deep cortical structures_ After this discovery 
(Pause and Schreiter, 1981 .) we performed a systematic study 
in 6 Java monkeys on the responses of this cortical vestibular 
area located deep in the parietal region bordering the sulcus 
lateral is. The histological analysis of the microelectrode tip 
position indicated that many of our recordings were obtained from 
an area which had been pointed out as a possible candidate for 
vestibular functions by Pandya and Sanides (1973) and was desig-
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nated by these authors as area retroinsularis parietalis (reIpt). 
Other vestibular responses were found in areas bordering reIpt. 
In the following we shall tentatively designate the cortical re
gion along the sulcus lateralis from which we obtained vestibular 
responses the parieto- insular vestibular cortex (PIVeC). We will 
describe the responses of neurons recorded from this cortical 
region. 

2. METHODS 
Our report is based on the quantitative analysis of data obtained 
in four of the six Java monkeys (3.0-4.5 kg body weight, two males, 
four females). 
Preparation. Under deep pentobarbital anesthesia five Ag/AgCl ball 
electrodes were implanted into the bones around the orbita to re
cord the horizontal and vertical DC-electrooculogram (EOG). The 
bone of the skull was removed on one side above the parietal cor
tex and a cylinder 30 mm in diameter was stereotactically implanted 
above the region shown in fig. 1a. The last part of the preparation 
was the implantation of an aluminum corona adapted individually 
to the head of the monkey. 
Recordings. The microelectrode recordings began on the fourth day 
after the operation. The awake monkey sat with the back supported 
and the legs fastened in a monkey chair. The hands were either re
strained or free, depending on the experimental task. The head was 
fixed by the corona and two screws to a movable axis connected 
with the monkey chair. A large plexiglass shield at the height of 
the corona prevented the monkey from reaching the micromanipulator 
or the electrodes with his hand. The plane determined by the lower 
orbital rim and the outer auditory canals was inclined downwards 
about 10-20 degrees from the horizontal plane. The monkey could 
feed himself and was regularly rewarded for quiet cooperation 
during the experiments with raisins, small pieces of chocolate, 
juice etc .. 
The horizontal and vertical EOGs were recorded with conventional 
DC-amplifiers (0-100 or 0-30 Hz bandwidth). A hydraulic micro
manipulator was fixed on a XY micropositioner placed on the cyl
inder (Wells, Pasadena). Glass-insulated tungsten microelectrodes 
with an impedance of 5-15 M were used for single unit record
ings. The daily recording period lasted about 4-5 hours. Whenever 
possible, the monkey's behaviour was videotaped simultaneously 
with the oscilloscope display of the EOG and the single unit dis
charges. 
Anatomical localisation. At the end of the experimental series 
the monkey was anesthetized, received a large dose of Heparine 
(1500 IU intraarterially), was then sacrificed by an overdose of 
Na-pentobarbital and perfused with heparinized Ringer solution 
and a fixative (10 percent Formaldehyde or Glutaraldehyde). The 
brain was later examined with standard histological techniques. 
During the experiments a systematic map (based on the XYZ coor
dinates of the micromanipulator) was constructed and during the 
penetration all possible inputs affecting the activity of the 
respective neuron recorded were protocolled (visual stimuli, eye 
movements, head movements, body movements, somatosensory stimuli, 
vestibular stimulation, attentiveness, emotional components, mo
tor behaviour) along with the stereotaxic coordinates of the 
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microelectrode tip. Before perfusing the brain, guide needles 
were inserted into the plane at XYZ coordinate values which were 
later used as references for the anatomical reconstruction of 
the functional map from the serial histological sections. 
Stimulation. The monkey chair was placed on a modified Tonnies 
turntable driven by a servomotor and controlled by a micropro
cessor unit constructed in our Institute. The turntable could be 
rotated sinusoidally at a constant speed to the right or the 
left (yaw). The position of the chair was measured by means of 
an optical goniometer. The monkey chair could be tilted +30 de
grees in a lateral direction (roll) or anterior/posterior direct
ion (pitch). Approximate sinusoidal movements with the same max
imum amplitudes were also possible in these planes. The monkey 
was surrounded by a cylinder 120 cm in diameter and 80 cm high. 
The inner cylinder wall was covered with a precise vertical black/ 
white stripe pattern of 1.15 degrees period. The stripe pattern 
was produced by means of a silk-screen printing technique. The 
stripe cylinder was moved by a second servomotor and could be ro
tated at a constant speed or sinusoidally around the monkey. Chair 
rotation axis and cylinder axis were aligned. It was also possible 
to couple the stripe cylinder directly with the chair. By dis
joined control of the two servomotors, the drum and the chair were 
movable at variable phase angles and/or amplitudes but at the 
same sinewave frequency. One cylinder half was removable. For 
visual stimulation with single small stationary or moving visual 
stimuli an 80x80 cm vertical screen was placed 50 cm in front of 
the monkey. The single moving visual stimuli could be projected 
onto the screen by means of a servomotor-driven double mirror 
system. Larger black discs (about 5-10 degrees diameter) on 
long plexiglass rods could be moved in front of the monkey by 
hand. In addition, a large disc about 80 degrees in diameter 
covered by black-white stripes of 6 cm period was moved by hand 
at a distance of about 50 cm from the monkey in selected direct
ions. 
The head of the monkey could be rotated while the trunk was sta
tionary. For this purpose the head was connected to the drum 
axis. Reversed stimulation was also possible; the monkey's head 
was then fixed to the stationary drum axis, while the chair was 
rotated sinusoidally (~30 degrees maximum). 
Somatosensory stimulation was performed by hand (touching of 
the skin, tapping of the joints and muscles, movement of the 
limbs etc.). Protocols of this stimulation were the combined 
videotape recordings of the monkey and the unit discharges dis
played on the oscilloscope. 
Data analysis. The horizontal and vertical EOG, the action po
tential recorded from a single cell by the microelectrode, stan
dard impulses produced from these action potentials, the chair 
position, the head position and the cylinder position were re
corded on tape and later analyzed by means of a digital computer. 
In part of the recordings the corresponding velocity signals in
stead of chair and cylinder position were recorded. On-line 
computer analysis was applied during part of the experiments, 
but most of the data were taperecorded and analysed later. The 
neurobiological data and the stimuli were also recorded on a 7-
channel paper oscillograph (modified Siemens Cardirex). 
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o somatosensory only,small receptive fields, 
joint movement,muscle pressure,(presuma
bly areae 2 and 5) 

o complex somatosensory,attention,eye move

ments,interesting visual objects,(presuma

bly area 7) 
/:::. = somatosensory only,large receptive fields, 

often ipsi- and contralateral (presumably 

area SII) .... 
)( = activation by clapplng,whlstllng,nolse (pre-

sumably auditory fields). . . 
• = responsive to natural vestibular stimulation 

FIGURE 1. Reconstruction of functional receptive field properties 

of neurons recorded during 23 penetrations along two coronal planes. 

Illustration of the extension of the cortical region from which 
vestibular neurons were recorded in the present study. 
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3. RESULTS 
Figs. 1b and 1c are reconstructions of 23 penetrations along two 
coronal planes (fig. 1a) and illustrate the cortical region from 
which vestibular neurons were recorded in the present study. These 
regions were located in deep cortical areas bordering on the pos
terior bank of the sulcus lateralis deep in the parietal opercu
lum. The region where we could find units activated by vestibular 
stimuli extended more in an anterior-posterior than in a lateral 
direction. Tentatively we shall distinguish between two areas of 
the parieto-insular vestibular cortex. Area A is the retroinsu
lar part, corresponding presumably to the relpt-region of Pandya 
and Sanides. Area B we call the adjacent region reaching into the 
posterior part of the insula. From our data so far no functional 
differences between area A and B neurons can be determined. We 
cannot postulate, however, an anatomical continuity between area 
A and B. At present an anatomical discontinuity is more probable. 
In any case our recordings are from larger regions than that de
scribed as area retroinsularis parietalis by Sanides and Pandya. 
During our exploratory experiments vestibular responses were also 
observed in a few units located in area 7 and in the insular part 
of the temporal cortex. As mentioned, however, no vestibular re
sponses were obtained in the cortical region described as area 2v 
in the Rhesus monkey. 

3.1. ~10nomodal sensory stimulation 
3.1.1. Responses to dynamic vestibular stimulation in darkness. To 
date we have analyzed the responses of 160 single neurons recorded 
from area A or B of PIVeC which were driven by dynamic vestibular 
stimulation. A summary of the vestibular responses is presented in 
tab. 1. We tested 100 neurons by horizontal sinusoidal rotation 
of the turntable in darkness (head fixed to the turntable, verti
cal head axis and rotation axis aligned). 99 of these neurons re
sponded to this dynamic vestibular stimulus and could be classi
fied unequivocally according to the scheme proposed by Duensing 
and Schaefer (1958, 1959). Neuronal activation on movement to the 
contralateral side (type II) was more frequently observed than 
activation during movement to the ipsilateral side (type I). Only 
four neurons could be classified as type III, i.e. they were ac
tivated by rotation of the animal to the left and to the right 
side (tab. 1, figs. 2a, 3a). 
The responses to sinusoidal movement (0.2 Hz, maximum amplitude 
30 degrees) around an anterior/posterior axis (rotation in roll
direction) were tested in 80 neurons. From these 80 neurons 30 
were activated by dynamic tilting towards the ipsilateral side 
(type I), 45 by movement to the contralateral side (type II) and 
four by movement to both sides (type III). Only 34 neurons were 
tested for their responses to rotation around the ear to ear 
transversal axis (oitch rotation). Nine neurons were activated 
during movement in a nose-up direction, 21 during movement in 
nose-down direction and 2 in both directions. 
These data indicate that the neurons of the PIVeC are activated 
by rotation in darkness around more than one of our experimental 
axes of turning. Due to the differences between the planes of the 
semicircular canal systems and the planes of rotation in our ex
periments, of course, we cannot prove that these neurons receive 
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excitatory or inhibitory inputs from more than one of the three 
semicircular canal systems. 72 neurons were tested for their re
sponses to sinusoidal movement in two of the three different planes 
(yaw, roll or pitch). All 72 neurons responded to rotation in 
more than one plane. Rotation in yaw and pitch direction also 
activated, of course, the otolith receptors. Since we could not 
discover any activation to long lasting static tilt (;>10 s 
duration) around the anterior-posterior or the left-right head 
axis, we have restricted our quantitative studies to dynamic ves
tibular stimulation and thus defined a "vestibular response" as 
an activation obtained to sinewave rotation around one of the 
three experimental axes. In the following we will describe data 
obtained in vestibular neurons as defined by these criteria 
when non-vestibular stimuli were applied. 
3.1.2.Visual stimulation. From 59 PIVeC neurons of area A and B, 
56 were found to be activated by the horizontally moving vertical 
stripe pattern. We applied either continuous rotation of the stripe 
cylinder to the left or the right at'constant angular velocity 
or a sinusoidal back and forth rotation. A few neurons were act
ivated by visual movement in both directions. Most of the neurons, 
however, increased their neuronal activity with drum movement in 
one direction and decreased their activity when the drum was mov
ing in the opposite direction. The few neurons activated by move
ment to the left and to the right exhibited an optimal response 
vector in an oblique direction when tested with small moving vi
sual targets or the large hand-moved stripe pattern (c.f. METHODS). 
The neuronal activation increased with the speed of the stripe 
pattern, but no detailed analysis of the data was performed to date. 
A positive velocity step led to a transient activation when the 
cylinder moved in the on-direction. A negative velocity step cor
respondingly was accompanied by a transient reduction of the neu
ronal activity as compared to the steady state activation. With 
sinusoidal drum rotation at a moderate sinewave frequency (0.1-
0.5 Hz) and amplitude ~30 degrees, the temporal modulation of 
the neuronal impulse rate was approximately a sinewave response. 
This is one requirement for response linearity of the system un
der investigation, but no other rigorous tests for response line
arity were performed so far. 
3.1.3. Somatokinetic and proprioceptive stimulation. 99 neurons 
were tested to somatokinetic and proprioceptive stimuli. Tactile 
movement across the limbs, neck and shoulder, unilateral and bi
lateral stretch of the arms were applied. All 99 neurons respon
ded to at least one of these somatokinetic or proprioceptive sti
muli whenever the stimulus was located around the shoulder-girdle. 
A part of these neurons also responded to movement of the fore
arm at the elbow joint, movement of the hand or the fingers; a 
few neurons also were activated by tapping the feet. The monkey's 
cooperation during this procedure was variable. Depending on his 
alertness and "interest" in the interaction with the experimenter, 
these "passive" somatokinetic or proprioceptive stimuli were ac
companied by a more or less strong motor activity (hand and arm 
movements). When the monkey spontaneously grasped a raisin or 
piece of apple, activation of the PIVeC neurons was also observed. 
We did not have the impression that the somatokinetic or proprio
ceptive responses were particularly enhanced or suppressed during 
active movement of the upper limbs. We did not develop any special 



FIGURE 2 
Java monkey, neuron of the parieto-insular vestibular cortex, area B 
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FIGURE 3 

Java monkey, neuron of the parieto-insular vestibular cortex,area A 
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FIGURE 3 

Java monkey, neuron of the parieto·insular vestibular cortex,area A 
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FIGURE 2. Responses of a PIVeC neuron (area B). (a) Sinusoidal 
horizontal rotation of the turntable (0.2 Hz, 30 degrees ampli
tude) in total darkness. (b) Same as in (a) but constant illumi
nation of the stationary stripe cyl inder. (c) Responses to sinus
oidal rotation of stripe cylinder (0.19 Hz, 42 degrees amplitude). 
(d) Synchronous rotation of turntable and stripe cylinder (0.2 Hz, 
30 degrees amplitude), constant illumination. In the upper parts 
of the figures the horizontal and vertical EOGs and the position 
of the turntable or stripe cylinder are recorded. Note that eye 
movements in the vertical EOG are recorded in reversed condition. 

FIGURE 3. Responses of a PIVeC neuron (area A). (a) Sinusoidal 
rotation of turntable (0.5 Hz, 22 degrees amplitude) in total 
darkness. (b) Horizontal sinusoidal rotation of turntable (0.2 Hz, 
28 degrees amplitude) during constant illumination of stationary 
stripe cylinder. (c) Synchronous and coupled rotation of turn
table and stripe cylinder (0.2 Hz, 28 degrees amplitude). (d) Ho
rizontal sinusoidal rotation of vertical stripe cylinder (0.2 Hz, 
28 degrees amplitude). (e) Phase-locked rotation of turntable and 
drum (0.2 Hz, 28 degrees amplitude) in opposite directions (180 
degrees out of phase). (f) Synchronous phase-locked rotation of 
the turntable (28 degrees amplitude) and the cylinder (56 degrees 
amplitude). Phase angle 0 degrees, 0.2 Hz. Note that in contrast 
to fig. 2 the angular velocity of the turntable or the stripe cy
linder was recorded. 

FIGURE 4. Responses of a PIVeC neuron (area B) to vestibular and 
neck receptor stimulation. (a) Sinusoidal rotation of turntable 
(0.2 Hz, 28 degrees amplitude); head fixed to the turntable. (b) 
Horizontal sinusoidal rotation of the head relative to the trunk 
(0.2 Hz, 28 degrees amplitude); trunk stationary in space. (c) 
Sinusoidal rotation of the trunk (0.2 Hz, 28 degrees amplitude); 
head fixed in space (trunk rotation accomplished by sinusoidal 
rotation of the turntable). All recordings were performed in to
tal darkness. 

Tab. 1 

Neurons of the parieto - insular vestibular cortex. Responses to vestibular stimuli. 
160 neurons tested. Directional selective activation was found for 

(a) Horizontal rotation in 99 of 100 neurons. 
37 type I 
58 type II 

4 type I 

(b) Left - right sinusoidal tilting (roll) in 79 of 80 neurons 
30 type I 
58 type II 
4 type III 

(c) Nose up/down sinusoidal tilting (pitch) in 32 of 34 neurons 
9 nose up 

21 nose down 
2 nose up and down 
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experimental paradigm in the present study to separate active 
and passive components of the somatosensory input. 
3.1.4. Stimulation of deep neck receptors. One special somato
kinetic stimulus should be mentioned here, namely rotation of the 
trunk while the head was fixed in space (c.f. METHODS). From the 
37 PIVeC neurons tested with this stimulus (sinusoidal, horizontal 
trunk rotation with a maximum amplitude of 30 degrees) 36 were 
activated by trunk rotation in one direction (fig. 4). The neuro
nal impulse rate was modulated more or less sinusoidally indicating 
a fairly regular "neck receptor" input effect on PIVeC neurons. 

3.2. Multimodal interaction 
3.2.1. Vestibular-visual interaction. When the head is turned 
in the light to the right, the extrapersonal world "shifts" to 
the left across the field of gaze. Thus, under "natural" condi
tions predominant horizontal semicircular canal stimulation during 
head movement to the right corresponds to "visual world movement 
to the left". In the following we shall designate the response 
of PIVeC neurons activated by vestibular (semicircular canal) 
stimulation in one direction and by visual movement stimulation 
in the opposite direction as agonistic. Correspondingly a neuron 
activated by visual and vestibular stimulation in the same direc
tion (e.g. head movement to the right, visual world movement to 
the right) will be called antagonistic. We found both types of 
neurons in area A and B of PIVeC. From 41 neurons tested with 
horizontal optokinetic stimulation (sinusoidal to and fro move
ment of the vertical stripe cylinder) and horizontal sinusoidal 
rotation of the animal in darkness and/or in a lighted room 
(stripe cylinder stationary), 32 neurons fell into the class 
"agonistic" and 9 into the class "antagonistic". Depending on the 
type of visual-vestibular interaction a reduction (in some cases 
cancellation) or a facilitation of the neuronal response as com
pared to the vestibular responses in darkness was obtained when 
the room light was turned on and the cylinder was stationary. 
Fig. 2 indicates the facilitation of visual and vestibular input 
signals according to an agonistic response pattern of a prVeC neu
ron. The responses of this unit to sinusoidal horizontal rotation 
in darkness are shown in fig. 2a. The unit was activated when the 
chair turned to the right. The maximum neuronal response coinci
ded approximately with maximum velocity to the right. When the 
drum was sinusoidally rotated around the animal (fig. 2c), the 
neuron responded to movement to the left and the right with a 
strong component towards the right. Therefore horizontal vesti
bular and horizontal visual stimulation did not interact opti
mally in this neuron during horizontal movement (yaw direction). 
This fact could be easily explained by the observation that the 
maximum visual movement vector as indicated by the activation 
maximum was found in this neuron when a visual stimulus (a single 
target 5-10 degrees in diameter) was moved from the left lower 
quadrant to the right upper quadrant of the field of gaze. It is 
possible that the optimum vestibular movement vector was also 
not identical with the horizontal rotation plane, since this 
unit also responded to tilting of the animal around the anterior
posterior head axis (roll direction). Neverthe1-ess, an agonistic 
visual-vestibular interaction was observed as shown in fig. 2b. 
The responses to sinusoidal horizontal rotation were enhanced 
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FIGURE 4 

Java monkey, neuron of the parieto-insular vestibular cortex, area B 
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(as compared to the activation during rotation in darkness) when 
the stationary stripe cylinder was illuminated continuously. In 
addition a slight shift of about 20 degrees phase angle in the 
vestibular response maximum towards the maximum of the visual re
sponse was visible. Otherwise the responses to horizontal rotation 
within a stationary visual surround were very similar to those ob
tained by horizontal rotation in darkness. Surprisingly the ves
tibular response was even stronger (and not phase shifted at all) 
when the continuously illuminated stripe cylinder was fixed to the 
sinusoidally rotating chair (fig. 2d). This observation indicates 
that a rotating visual input which is stationary with respect to 
the monkey also provides input signals facilitating the neuronal 
response. 

Fig. 3 demonstrates a somewhat different visual-vestibular inter
action of the agonistic type. The neuron from which these data 
were obtained was located in area A of PIVeC. In contrast to fig. 2 
the velocity signals of chair and drum rotation were recorded in 
fig. 3 rather than the position signals. The unit was activated 
by horizontal sinusoidal rotation in darkness to the left. This 
activation became somewhat stronger when the stationary stripe 
cylinder was continuously illuminated (fig. 3b). The vestibular 
activation (fig. 3d) was again altered by non-moving visual sti
muli. In contrast to the unit of fig. 2, however, the rotation 
of the chair and the drum coupled to the chair led to a signifi
cant reduction in the maximum neuronal discharge rate (fig. 3c). 
Sinusoidal rotation of the stripe cylinder around the stationary 
monkey elicited a neuronal activation during drum movement to 
the right. An increased agonistic visual-vestibular interaction 
was found when the drum was rotated at the same sinewave frequency 
as the chair but 180 degrees out of phase (fig. 3e). As one can 
easily see by comparing fig. 3b and 3e, this agonistic interaction 
(beyond normal "natural" stimulation) led to a much more pro
nounced alteration in the inhibitory and excitatory periods than 
"normal" agonistic visual-vestibular interaction (i .e. rotation 
inside of the stationary stripe cylinder). Fig. 3f also demon
strates the agonistic response type, but an experimental paradigm 
was applied from which one could expect an inhibitory agonistic 
interaction. The drum was rotated at a sinewave amplitude of 56 
degrees, while the chair was synchronously rotated at an ampli
tude of 28 degrees. Thus the visual world moved faster to the 
right when the monkey was rotated to the right and faster to the 
left when the monkey was rotated to the left. As expected, the 
visual input led to a reduction in vestibular activation and a 
rather irregular and not simply phase-locked neuronal activation 
appeared. This PIVeC neuron also received inputs from the verti
cal semicircular canal system since it responded to a tilting 
in the saggital plane whenever the nose moved downwards (pitch 
rotation in the dark). This neuron also responded to movement 
of small visual targets across the field of gaze and the maximum 
movement vector pointed approximately from the left lower to the 
right upper quadrant. 
3.2.2. Interaction of vestibular and "deep" neck receptor input. 
Practically all neurons of area A and B of PIVeC receiving a 
vestibular and visual input also responded to mechanoreceptor 
stimulation (presumably proprioceptive/joint type) of the neck 
region. The interaction of neck receptor input and vestibular 
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input was tested by three types of stimulation: sinusoidal rota
tion of the head in darkness with the trunk fixed in space, sinus
oidal rotation of the trunk in darkness while the head was fixed 
in space and sinusoidal rotation of the chair in darkness. In most 
neurons these three tests were repeated during illumination of 
the stationary surround. Fig. 4 exhibits typical responses ob
tained in a PIVeC neuron in area B during such an experiment. 
The neuron had an agonistic response with respect to visual-vest
ibular interaction. It was activated when the chair was rotated 
towards the right; the maximum activation coincided approximately 
with the maximum angular velocity (fig. 4a). When the trunk was 
sinusoidally rotated and the head fixed in space (fig. 4c), the 
maximum response was obtained when the trunk in relation to the 
head deviated towards the right by about 80 percent of the velo
city amplitude. Thus the vestibular and neck mechanoreceptor in
put signals were nearly 180 degrees out of phase. It was there
fore not surprising that a non-modulated neuronal impulse sequence 
was observed when the head was passively rotated sinusoidally in 
the horizontal plane while the trunk was fixed in space (fig. 4b). 
In analyzing the data shown in fig. 4b, it became evident that the 
neuronal activity under these stimulus conditions did not corres
pond to the sum of the neuronal activity evoked by vestibular 
stimulation (fig. 4a) and by neck mechanoreceptor stimulation 
(fig. 4c). The activity level aroused by combined stimulation of 
the semicircular canal receptors and neck receptors corresponded 
approximately to the algebraic mean of the vestibular and neck 
receptor responses. 

3.3. Responses during Sigma-optokinetic stimulation 
As mentioned above, all area A and area B PIVeC neurons were act
ivated by optokinetic stimulation when the vertical stripe cylin
der rotated to the left or the right around the animal. By conti
nuous speed rotation, as a rule, one direction led to an activation, 
the other to a reduction or at least to no increase in the spon
taneous neuronal activity level. Optokinetic nystagmus and move
ment perception are elicitable in man not only by actual rotation 
of the stripe cylinder around the subject, but also by the move
ment perceived when a stationary stripe cylinder is stroboscopi
cally illuminated after the subject has initiated smooth pursuit 
eye movements at an angular velocity 

V = P . f rdegrees . s- lJ (1) e s s L: 
whereby f the flash frequency and P the period of the stripe 
cylinder tSigma-movement, Behrens ana GrUsser, 1978, 1979). Sigma
movement and Sigma-OKN can be elicited in monkeys quite easily 
and follow the same rules as found for Sigma-movement and Sigma-OKN 
in man (GrUsser et al., 1979; Adler et al., 1981). In the present 
experiment the stationary vertical stripe cylinder (stripe period 
P = 1.15 degrees) was illuminated strobpscopically at a flash 
f~equency between 10 and 30 flashes. s- . From the three methods 
useful to lure the monkey into Sigma-OKN (GrUsser et al., 1979), 
we preferentially used the technique of post-rotatory nystagmus. 
The monkey was rotated for a few minutes at a constant angular 
speed in darkness and then suddenly stopped. Of course, a strong 
post-rotatory nystagmus appeared. t~ost PIVeC neurons were activated 
during the post-rotatory nystagmus in one of the two directions. 
After a few seconds delay from the moment the monkey was suddenly 
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Java monkey neuron of the parieto-insular vestibular cortex 
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FIGURE 5. Resronses of a PIVeC neuron (area B) during Sigma-opto
kinetic nystagmus (slow phase to the left, upper recording; slow 
phase to the right, lower recording). Sigma-OKN was elicited by 
stroboscopic illumination of a vertical stripe pattern of 1.15 
degrees period. Sigma-OKN was aroused_quring post-rotatory nys
tagmus. Flash frequency 10 flashes. s . The ang~lar speed of 
the Sigma-OKN slow phase was about 11 degrees. s (corresponding 
to eq.(l)). The Sigma-OKN ceased abruptly when the monkey found 
something to fixate. The end of Sigma-OKN is indicated by an arrow. 
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stopped in darkness, the stationary stripe cylinder was stro
bos~~pically illuminated at a flash frequency of 10 to 15 flashes 
. s . In most cases the post-rotatory nystagmus was then trans
formed into a longlasting Sigma-OKN for which the slow phase an
gular velocity V approximated the rule described by eq.(I). Ac
cording to this rule, Ve increased when fs was increased. 
Fig. 5 demonstrates the activation of a PIVeC neuron during Sigma
OKN when the OKN slow phase was pointing to the left, while a re
duced neuronal activity was found during Sigma-OKN with the slow 
OKN phase to the right. Sigma-OKN could be maintained at a con
stant flash frequency up to several minutes. Then suddenly the 
monkey "managed" to fixate a target in his peripheral field of 
gaze (presumably a part of the head holder or his own nose, be
cause otherwise his whole visual field corresponded to the stripe 
pattern). Then the Sigma-OKN ceased abruptly. Under these condi
tions the neuronal activity also decreased abruptly (fig. 5a) or 
increased significantly above the spontaneous activity level when 
the preceding Sigma-OKN led to a reduced neuronal activation. 
This post-Sigma-OKN activation lasted up to 50 seconds. It might 
be correlated to horizontal after-vection, which is regularly ob
served in Sigma-OKN experiments with human subjects tested under 
the same stimulus conditions. It should be pointed out, however, 
that during Sigma-OKN in man we could not obtain any horizontal 
circular vection, even after minutes of Sigma-OKN and ang~lar ve
locities of V varying between about 3 and 50 degrees . s . 
Since there i~ a considerable difference in monkey and man with 
respect to Sigma-OKAN (very little Sigma-OKAN in man, in monkey a 
longlasting Sigma-OKAN) despite identical Sigma-OKN patterns, 
we have to be very cautious in comparing the responses of vesti
bular cortical neurons of monkeys during Sigma-OKAN with the 
percepts of man. According to our hypothesis about the origin of 
Sigma-OKN and Sigma-movement (Adler et al., 1981) we assume that 
the neuronal activation of PIVeC neurons during Sigma-OKN indi
cates a directionally selective excitatory input (efference copy 
signals) to PTVeC originating somewhere in the gaze motor command 
structures of the parietal lobe. 

4. DISCUSSION 
The data presented in this report indicate the existence of an ex
tended "vestibular" cortical area located in the retro-insular 
part of the parietal cortex and stretching towards the insular 
region. Our preliminary discrimination between area A and B does 
not necessarily imply an anatomical separation. Further work in 
more monkeys including better anatomical identification of the 
recor~ed neurons is required before one can be sure how far the 
cortical vestibular area extends beyond the area described by 
Pandya and Sanides. The area is certainly distinct, however, from 
the two other cortical vestibular regions described so far in the 
monkey brain (area 2v, area 3a; Schwarz et al., 1971, 1973). Ves
tibular responses were also found in some of the neurons of area 7, 
but no special vestibular region could be identified. The PTVeC 
region is presumably the homologue of the vestibular cortex of 
cat explored with evoked potential techniques by Mickle and 
Ades (1954). The neurons of this cortical vestibular area of cats 
respond to electrical polarization of the labyrinth with a short
latency (8-20 ms) activation or inhibition·depending on the direc-
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tion of polarization (Grusser et al., 1959). These neurons are 
also activated or inhibited by natural vestibular stimulation 
and, similar to the neuronal responses described for the PIVeC 
region of the monkey, the cat vestibular cortex neurons respond 
to neck receptor input and to somatokinetic stimulation (Becker 
et al., 1979; Mergner, 1979; Mergner et al., 1981). 

The PIVeC area is bordered by two distinctly different cortical 
regions: Towards the insular part of the cortex an auditory field 
is the immediate neighbour. Neurons in this field responded to 
any type of auditory noise (clapping the hands, speech sounds, 
whistling etc.). Towards the parietal part of the operculum the 
PIVeC area is bordered by a somatosensory region dominated by 
neurons having very large somatosensory receptive fields includ
ing inputs from deep mechanoreceptors and joint receptors. The 
somatic receptive fields were predominantly located on the head, 
neck, shoulder and forearm region. Thus it seems fairly probable 
that PIVeC neurons receive an input from this neighbouring somato
sensory cortical region. In contrast, auditory signals (station
ary or moving) do not seem to activate PIVeC neurons. 

A survey of the literature on human neuropathology reveals a con
siderable amount of data indicating that a cortical vestibular 
field exists on both sides of the human cortex in the insular 
region (e.g. Penfield and Rasmussen, 1957). Corresponding to our 
finding in monkey that PIVeC is bordered by auditory cortex, cli
nical observations revealed that a considerable percentage of 
vestibular epileptic aura phenomena observed in man was accompa
nied by auditory sensations. Thus one can cautiously presume that 
an area homologue to PIVeC also exists in the brain of man. This 
view is supported by the findings of Friberg et al. (1981) who 
measured an increased cerebral blood flow in the insular cortex 
during vestibular stimulation in man. 

Functional properties. In the light of the neurophysiological data 
described in the present report, the denotation of a "vestibular" 
cortical area seems, of course, rather arbitrary, since practically 
all PIVeC neurons also responded to visual and neck receptor input. 
In addition, further somatosensory input from the shoulder and 
arm region not directly due to secondary activation of neck re
ceptors is at least probable. We think, however, that the desig
nation "vestibular" cortical region is justified since a fairly 
specific vestibular input is present. As far as we can see from 
the data collected, it is a dynamic vestibular input related to 
head movement in any direction of space which activates the neu
rons. The static vestibular signals (otolith input) seem rather 
ineffective. The data further indicate that each neuron recorded 
is activated during dynamic vestibular stimulation (rotation) 
within a fairly large vectorial "response cone", while in the 
opposite region of the vectorial stimulation space inhibition is 
aroused. From the responses of the neurons activated predominant
ly in the horizontal rotation direction (these neurons were se
lected on the basis of our experimental paradigm in searching for 
vestibular cortical neurons) we can imply that at least two types 
of visual-vestibular neck receptor interactions seem to be present 
in the neuronal network of PIVeC neurons. In one group of the neu
rons the responses aroused by semicircular canal receptor activa
tion are facilitated by the visual signals when the monkey's head 
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is actively or passively moved towards the right or the left. The 
neck receptor input, however, leads to a suppression of the ves
tibular responses in these neurons. When the neck receptor signals 
cancel the vestibular signals, the relative shift of the visual 
surround across the field of gaze during active head movement is 
signalled by these neurons. 

In other neurons, however, the responses aroused by visual move
ment signals as well as the neck receptor input reduce the vesti
bular activation during head movements (antagonistic response). 
A neuronal system composed of these two classes of neurons would 
be able to contribute to the discrimination between visual move
ment caused by self-moving visual structures of the extrapersonal 
space and visual movement due to active head movements. Such a 
system would, however, not be able to discriminate these two dif
ferent movement conditions by itself. Nevertheless, by the response 
properties of these two neuronal systems, the brain could extract 
information as to whether the head is moved on the trunk in darkness 
or in an illuminated surround or whether the head is moved with the 
trunk (no relative head-trunk movements) in darkness or within the 
illuminated surround. To separate head movements and surround move
ments, however, one would require another class of visual-vestibular 
neck receptor interaction, namely one in which the vestibular re
sponse is facilitated by neck receptor input when the head is moved 
on the trunk. 

The effect of eye movements. From the analysis of horizontal and 
vertical EOGs we can say that saccades do not affect the activity 
of the P1VeC neurons. In some of the PIVeC neurons, however, pur
suit eye movements seemed to modify the responses aroused by ves
tibular and/or visual stimulation. In addition, the responses ob
tained during Sigma-OKN (fig. 5) indicate that a directionally 
selective excitatory input from gaze command structures (smooth 
pursuit system) exists in P[VeC neurons. A further modification 
of our experimental paradigm (working with trained monkeys fixat
ing a stationary or moving visual target) will be necessary, how
ever, to clarify these points. 
No conclusions, of course, are possible on the basis of the data 
available as yet on the location of the essential multimodal in
teractions. In the light of data obtained in other laboratories 
(e.g. Henn et al., 1974), it seems fairly probable that essential 
components of visual information (and presumably also neck recep
tor signals) are integrated into the afferent vestibular system 
at the level of the brainstem vestibular nuclei. 

5. SU~1~1ARY 
(1) In Java monkeys (Maccaca fascicularis) single units were re
corded from a cortical "vestibular" area which, at least in part, 
coincides with the area retroinsularis parietalis (reIpt) of 
Pandya and Sanides. Part of our recordings indicate the extension 
of a vestibular area into the insular regions bordering reIpt. 
Further work is necessary for a detailed correlation between cyto
architectonic structure and neuronal response properties. 
(2) The neurons were defined as "vestibular" since they responded 
to dynamic vestibular stimulation of the animal in darkness (sinus
oidal rotation or velocity steps). The majority of vestibular neu
rons responded to rotation in more than one of the three experi-



mental rotation planes (jaw, roll or pitch direction). With hori
zontal rotation (jaw) or tilting in the roll direction, class II 
neurons (Duensing and Schaefer classification) were more frequent
ly found than class I neurons. Dynamic tilting nose-downwards ac
tivated more neurons than tilting nose-upwards. Prolonged static 
tilt did not affect the neuronal activity. 
(3) All PIVeC neurons were activated by optokinetic stimulation 
when a vertical stripe cylinder was moved horizontally around the 
animal. A considerable part of the PIVeC neurons was also activa
ted by single targets moving across the field of gaze. All neuro
nal responses then exhibited directional selectivity and the pre
ferred visual movement vector was about 180 degrees in the oppo
site direction to null. Two types of visual-vestibular interaction 
were found, denoted "agonistic" and "antagonistic" responses. 
(4) All neurons activated by dynamic, horizontal semicircular ca
nal input also responded to deep mechano-receptor input from the 
neck region (joints or tendons). The vestibular responses of some 
of these neurons were antagonistic to the neck receptor input sig
nals. Movement of the head on the trunk stationary in space led 
to no modulation of the neuronal impulse rate, while horizontal 
rotation of the whole animal and horizontal rotation of the trunk 
while the head was fixed in space aroused a sinusoidal modulation 
of the neuronal impulse rate. The neuronal responses to vestibu
lar and neck receptor stimulation were about 180 degrees out of 
phase. 
(5) Nearly all PIVeC neurons were activated by somatokinetic sti
mulation of the upper limbs and the skin region of the shoulder
girdle. 
(6) Two functional possibilities for interpreting the neuronal 
data are discussed: the neuronal network investigated might pro
vide information of visual movement related to the extrapersonal 
space; it can be argued, however, (tab. 2) that by means of two 
different classes of visual, vestibular and neck receptor inter
action the neuronal network can discriminate between the different 
conditions of head and body movement in the dark or during illu
mination of the extrapersonal space. 
(7) The responses of PIVeC neurons during horizontal Sigma-opto
kinetic nystagmus (activation in one direction, reduction of the 
neuronal activity in the other Sigma-OKN direction) indicate that 
the PIVeC receives efference copy signals from other brain struc
tures related to gaze motor control. 
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LINEAR INTERACTION OF VESTIBULAR AND OPTOKINETIC 
NYSTAGMUS 

E. Koenig and J. Dichgans (Neurological Clinic, Univ. 
of Tlibingen, W.-Germany) 

SUMMARY 
In humans interaction of a prior vestibular stimulus 
(chair acceleration for 10 s) with an immediately fol
lowing optokinetic stimulus (full field stimulation) 
was quantitatively studied to determine the change of 
slow phase velocity (SPV) of nystagmus elicited by the 
addition of the optokinetic stimulus. This change was 
compared to the SPV during pure optokinetic stimulation 
on the basis of the magnitude of the optokinetic input 
(retinal image motion) at the onset of the optokinetic 
stimulus. When measured shortly (0.7s) after optokinetic 
stimulus onset visual vestibular interaction is in fact 
linear i.e. the optokinetic reflexes are as effective 
in changing SPV during vestibular nystagmus as with pure 
optokinetic stimulation. As the optokinetic stimulus 
affects the charge in the visual vestibular integrator 
interaction cannot be expected to be linear after longer 
intervals of optokinetic stimulation. 

INTRODUCTION 
Interaction of vestibular and optokinetic nystagmus under 
natural conditions was first demonstrated by Maurer 
(1935) who showed that optokinetic stimulation reduces 
postrotatory nystagmus. Thus additional optokinetic sti
mulation results in a better correspondence of stimulus 
velocity and slow phase velocity (SPV) of nystagmus than 
pure vestibular stimulation. Quantitative measurements 
of interaction lead to contradictory assumptions on how 
the outputs of the vestibular and optokinetic system are 
combined to yield a common slow phase velocity output. 
Allum et al. (1976) suggested a variable gain in both 
the vestibular and the optokinetic system before their 
summation. A switching between the vestibular and opto
kinetic input was first suggested by Waespe and Henn 
(1977) and recently assumed by Bock (1982) who used 
sinusoidal stimuli. Linear interaction was proposed by 
Robinson (1977) on the basis of the data from Waespe 
and Henn (1977) and, on the basis of experimental data, 
by Lau et al. (1978) and Koenig et al. (1978). In the 
latter paper we studied the modulation of optokinetic 
nystagmus by additional vestibular stimuli and found 
rather accurate linear interaction when the vestibular 
and optokinetic stimuli added. But when the vestibular 
stimulus was opposite to the optokinetic one OKN-SPV 
was reduced more strongly than was expected on the basis 
of linear interaction. These data were used as the basis 
of a model of nonlinear interaction by Schmid et al. 
(1980). In this paper vestibular and optokinetic reflexes 
were again activated sequentially, but in reversed order: 
first the vestibula-ocular reflex (VOR) by a body acce
leration (velocity ramp) and then the optokinetic 
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FIGURE 1. The vestibular and optokinetic stimuli used 
and their combinations as well as a schematic illustra
tion of the observed slow phase of nystagmus; a) pure 
vestibular stimulation; b) pure optokinetic stimulation; 
c) fixation-suppression of vestibular nystagmus (chair 
and drum rotating at the same velocity); d) natural 
combination (chair acceleration, surround stationary); 
e) Combination of a weak acceleration and a high opto
kinetic pattern velocity, eliciting nystagmus into the 
same direction after the acceleration and (f) into op
posite directions after deceleration; g), h) combination 
of a strong acceleration with a low optokinetic pattern 
speed, resulting in a decrease of slow phase velocity 
after the onset of the optokinetic stimulus. 
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reflexes by a step in surround velocity. It will be 
shown that the change in SPV elicited by the optokinetic 
stimulus during vestibular nystagmus is dependent on re
tinal image motion in the same way as during pure opto
kinetic stimulation. 

METHODS 
Four subjects were seated on a rotatory chair with their 
head restrained in a head rest. The chair was surrounded 
by a cylindrical drum (1.4 m in diameter) serving as the 
visual surround. The inner wall of the drum was covered 
with 48 alternating black and white vertical stripes and 
a band of comic strip figures at eye level as an additio
nal foveal stimulus. Both chair and drum could be rota
ted about the same axis at servo controlled velocities 
up to 180 o/s. Eye movements were recorded by electro
oculography using d-c coupling and were calibrated by 
voluntary saccades repeated between each trial. Acoustic 
cues from the motors were masked by presenting music by 
earphones. Horizontal and vertical eye movements as well 
as drum and chair acceleration were recorded on paper 
charts. Measurements of slow phase velocity (SPV) of 
nystagmus were done manually. 

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 
The stimuli used and the typical responses of SPV obtai
ned are schematically depicted in Fig. 1. For comparison 
pure vestibular stimulation (chair acceleration of 3, 6, 
9, 12 and 18 0/S2 for 10 s in the dark, Fig. la) and pure 
optokinetic stimulation (pattern motions of 30, 60, 90, 
120 and 180 o/s, Fig. lb) were applied, too. To test the 
influence of zero pattern velocity (fixation suppression, 
Fig. lc) chair and drum were rigidly coupled and accele
rated with 3,6, 9, 12 and 18 0/S2 for 10 s. Within the 
first second after the end of the acceleration the light 
was switched on to present the pattern, which was statio
nary relative to the subject. 
A "natural" visual vestibular stimulation was achieved by 
only accelerating the chair with 3, 6, 9, 12 and 18 0/S2 
for 10 s to final velocities of 30, 60, 90, 120 and 
180 o/s and by presenting the earth-stationary drum to 
the subject immediately after the end of the acceleration 
(Fig.ld). 
To test interaction the chair was accelerated (or dece
lerated after an extended period of constant velocity 
in the dark) for 10 s (3,6,9, 12 and 18 0/S2). Then 
within 1 s after the end of the acceleration, the light 
was switched on to illuminate the drum. The speed of the 
drum was adjusted to generate a velocity difference 
(faster and slower) between drum and chair of 30, 60, 
90,120 and 180 o/s. The subject thereby was exposed to 
an optokinetic stimulus eliciting nystagmus either 
toward the same direction as the previous vestibular 
stimulus (Fig. le, g) or to the opposite direction 
(Fig. 1 f, h). For technical reasons (limited maximal 
speed of the drum) vestibular and optokinetic nystagmus 
had the same direction in the first part of each trial, 
whereas in the second part (deceleration) they were 
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FIGURE 2. Original recordings (acceleration phase and the 
onset of the optokinetic stimulus) of one subject using 
the stimuli depicted in Fig. 1. 

opposite. To balance sequential effects, the order of 
the trials was reversed for two subjects. All values of 
SPV in the paper are averages of the 4 subjects measured 
0.7 s after the onset of the optokinetic stimulus 
(usually the second beat of nystagmus). 

RESULTS 
Pure vestibular stimulation for 10 s (Fig. la, original 
recording Fig. 2a) results in perrotatory and postrota
tory nystagmus with a maximum at the end of the vesti
bular stimulus. The perrotatory nystagmus was usually 
somewhat stronger than the postrotatory. Averages for 
perrotatory (open symbols) and postrotatory (dark sym
bols) SPV of nystagmus measured 0.7 s after the end of 
the stimulus are shown in Fig. 3. The average gain of 
the VOR at the end of the acceleration was 0.61 with 
perrotatory and 0.48 for postrotatory nystagmus. 
Pure optokinetic nystagmus (Fig. lb, original recording 
Fig. 2b) is dependent on visual surround velocity. Ave
rage values for OKN SPV measured about 0.7 s after the 
start of optokinetic stimulation are shown in Fig. 3 
and, to compare them with the results of the interaction 
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FIGURE 3. Average slow phase velocity (SPV) of 4 subjects 
measured 0.7 s after the onset of optokinetic stimulation; 
per- and postrotatory nystagmus was measured at the end 
of vestibular stimulation. 

trials,also in Fig. 4. The gain of OKN decreases with 
increasing stimulus velocity (0.97, 0.92, 0.87, 0.75 
and 0.59 for the five velocities tested). 
Fixation suppression of vestibular nystagmus by pre
senting a pattern which is stationary relative to the 
subject (Fig. lc, original recording Fig. 2c) results 
in a complete suppression of vestibular nystagmus (as 
measurable by EOG) within 0.7 s up to accelerations of 
6 0/S2. With higher accelerations SPV drops sharply 
after the onset of the visual stimulus, but there is 
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FIGURE 4. Average slow phase velocity of 4 subjects 
measured 0.7 s after the onset of the additional opto
kinetic stimulus in enhancing (open symbols) and de
pressing (dark symbols) interaction trials. 

still a small amount of vestibular nystagmus (Fig. 3). 

The "natural" combination of vestibular and optokinetic 
stimulation (Fig. 1d, 2d) results in a linear increase 
of SPV with a gain of 1 up to a stimulus velocity of 
120 o/s (acceleration 12 0 /S2, Fig. 3). 
With enhancing interaction (vestibular and optokinetic 
nystagmus into the same direction, Fig_ 1e,g; 2e,g) SPV 
of nystagmus in general exceeds that with pure optokine
tic stimulation (Fig. 4) _ With high vestibular and slow 
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optokinetic stimuli SPV surpasses even optokinetic sti
mulus speed. This phenomenon is equivalent to the in
complete suppression of vestibular nystagmus with high 
body accelerations in the fixation suppression experi
ment. The influence of the preceeding vestibular sti
mulus increases with increasing optokinetic stimulus 
velocities. 
Depressing interaction (vestibular and optokinetic sti
muli elicit nystagmus into opposing directions, Fig. 
1f,h; 2f,h) leads to a lower SPV than pure optokinetic 
stimulation. Again this vestibular effect increases with 
increasing optokinetic stimulus velocities. With low 
optokinetic stimuli (30 o/s) the effect of the vestibu
lar stimulus may be completely compensated by the opto
kinetic system (Fig. 4). 
In order to determine whether the enhancing and depres
sing vestibular interaction is a linear addition of 
both inputs (multiplied by their respective gain factors) 
we tried to eliminate the effect of the vestibular sti
mulus by comparing the change in SPV elicited by the 
additional optokinetic stimulus with the slow phase ob
tained by pure optokinetic stimulation. As retinal image 
motion initially is the input to the optokinetic reflexes 
we computed it at the onset of the optokinetic stimulus 
as the difference between optokinetic stimulus velocity 
and slow phase velocity of vestibular nystagmus at the 
end of body acceleration. We also determined the change 
in SPV by the additional optokinetic stimulation by 
subtracting the SPV of vestibular nystagmus (just prior 
to the onset of the optokinetic stimulus) from the com
bined response. Fig. 5 shows average changes in SPV re
lated to retinal image motion at the onset of the opto
kinetic stimulus. When the vestibular nystagmus is op
posite to the optokinetic stimulus retinal image motion 
faster than 180 o/s may result. With a vestibular SPV 
faster than the optokinetic stimulus retinal image mo
tion reverses direction (negative values on the abscissa 
in Fig. 3). For comparison SPV elicited by pure opto
kinetic stimulation is also shown. The figure demonstra
tes that an additional optokinetic stimulus during vesti
bular nystagmus changes SPV in the same way as a pure 
optokinetic stimulus with the same initial retinal image 
motion. This is especially convincing for enhancing 
interaction (open symbols). For depressing interaction 
(dark symbols) this linearity is less accurate as many 
values for the change in SPV are somewhat higher than 
for pure optokinetic stimulation. 

DISCUSSION 
We were able to demonstrate linear interaction of vesti
bular and optokinetic inputs when measured immediately 
after the onset of the additional optokinetic stimulus. 
Especially during depressing interaction the correspon
dence between the data and the assumed linear interaction 
is much better than in our previous experiments on the 
modulation of optokinetic nystagmus by a 10 s vestibular 
stimulus (Koenig et al., 1978). 
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The basic advantage of these experiments is that we 
used a velocity step instead of a ramp for the additio
nal stimulus. This made it possible to measure the im
mediate effect of the additional stimulus not allowing 
to storage mechanisms eliciting afternystagmus (Raphan 
et al., 1979) to change their charge to a greater ex
tent. It is, however, not possible to exclude such a 
change of charge completely even in such a short inter
val as 0.7 s. Discharge of the visual vestibular in
tagrator by a stationary visual surround was earlier 
demonstrated in humans (Collins, 1968; Cohen et al., 
1981; Koenig et al., 1981). So it should also be dis
charged by an optokinetic stimulus slower than vestibu
lar SPV, especially when vestibular SPV and optokinetic 
stimulus are of opposite directions. Therefore linear 
interaction cannot be expected after longer intervals 
of optokinetic stimulation. The fact that during depress
ing interaction the change in SPV is slightly greater 
than expected on the basis of linear interaction may be 
due to such a slight discharge of the vestibular in
tegrator, allowing the optokinetic input to be relative
ly more effective. 
In general, however, there is a very good correspondence 
of the SPV observed with pure optokinetic stimulation 
and the change in SPV by the additional optokinetic sti
mulus. Thus the optokinetic reflexes, predominantly the 
pursuit system, modulate SPV in the same way during 
combined visual vestibular stimulation as during pure 
optokinetic stimulation. 
When both systems are stimulated in a quasi natural 
combination the range of stimulus velocities with fully 
compensatory SPV is extended up to 120 o/s, which is 
almost as high as the SPV measured in Rhesus monkeys 
under similar conditions (Waespe et al., 1980). 
The considerably higher optokinetic gain and the more 
effective fixation suppression in these experiments 
compared to our earlier ones (Koenig et al., 1978) pro
bably has to be attributed to the additional colored 
stimulus on the wall of the drum, which improves pur
suit. This demonstrates that the frequently applied 
optokinetic stimulation by rather coarse black and white 
stripes may be a good stimulus for the retinal peri
phery dependent OKN-system, but not for the pursuit 
system. 
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THE EFFECTS OF RETINAL LOCATION AND STROBE RATE OF HEAD-FIXED VISUAL 
TARGETS ON THE SUPPRESSION OF VESTIBULAR NYSTAGMUS 

G.R. BARNES (RAF Institute of Aviation Medicine, Farnborough, Hants.) 

1. INTRODUCTION 
There has been considerable interest in recent years in the 

degree to which man is able to suppress reflex eye movements of 
vestibular origin. The mechanisms by which this suppression is 
carried out appear similar to those normally used during the visual 
control of eye movement. Thus, Barnes et a1 (1978) were able to show 
that the breakdown in suppression exhibited similar frequency char
acteristics to the breakdown of the pursuit reflex for a similar set 
of stimulus conditions. Neurophysiological evidence also tends to 
support the hypothesis that there is direct visual-vestibular inter
action within the brainstem and cerebellum (Renn et a1 1974, Fuchs, 
Kimm 1975, Waespe,Renn 1977), although it has become clear that this 
interaction is by no means a straightforward one (Buettner,Buttner 
1979, Cohen et a1 1977). 

In man, the two principal factors which affect the degree of 
suppression are the amplitude and frequency of the stimulus (Barnes 
et a1 1978, Guedry 1968, Benson,Guedry 1971), variables which are 
also known to have similar effects upon the behaviour of the pursuit 
reflex (Fender,Nye 1961, Stark 1971). One of the most important 
factors in achieving complete fixation suppression appears to be the 
acuity with which the display can be seen, and its position on the 
retina. The relative effects of peripheral and foveal vision on eye 
movement control have been investigated for both the pursuit 
(Michalski et a1 1977), and optokinetic reflexes (Rood 1967, Dich
gans 1977, Dubois,Co11ewijn 1979), with the general conclusion that 
reduction of the peripheral field can lead to a substantial lowering 
of the peak velocity attainable. Clinical experience indicates that 
lesions which affect the pursuit reflex also generally affect both 
optokinetic nystagmus and suppression of the vestibu10-ocular reflex 
(Dichgans 1979) but, as yet, there appears to be no quantitative evi
dence about the relative contribution of foveal and peripheral mech
anisms on suppression. 

In the following experiments, two main questions have been 
addressed. First, is it possible to show graded effects on suppres
sion of the vestibu10-ocu1ar reflex according to the peripheral loca
tion of the visual stimulus in a manner similar to that of the opto
kinetic response? Second, is there any modification of suppression 
when visual image slip information is degraded by tachistoscopic 
presentation of visual targets? 

2. APPARATUS 
The same apparatus was used for each of the three experiments 

reported here. The subject was seated on a large turntable to which 
he was firmly harnessed and his head clamped. Re viewed a display 
which was also rigidly coupled to the turntable so that there was no 
relative movement between the head and the display. The display 
consisted of 9 red light-emitting diode (LED) target lights, placed 
on a periphery at 00 , ±2.5°, ±5°, ±100, ±20o from the centre line in 
the horizontal plane. The target lights were placed at a distance of 
0.95m from the subject; the diameter of each target light subtended 
an angle of 12 min arc at the eye and each had a luminance of 
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8 cd/m2. The experiment was carried out in a completely darkened 
room so that the target lights appeared against a featureless black 
background. 

Eye movements were recorded using an infra-red recording 
apparatus (see Abadi et aI, 1981) for details. The recording system 
was incorporated into a helmet-like system which could be rigidly 
coupled to the head by a dental bite-bar. The resolution with which 
the eye movement could be recorded was approximately 10-20 min arc. 

3. EXPERIMENT I 
3.1. Method 

~bject was exposed to sinusoidal motion about the yaw axis 
of the body, at six discrete frequencies between 0.25 and 2.0 Hz. 
The peak velocity of the stimulus was maintained constant throughout 
the frequency range at ±600/s. Six subjects were each exposed to 
six experimental conditions at each of the stimulating frequencies. 
In one condition the subject was presented with a single central 
target light and was instructed to maintain constant fixation on the 
target. In a second condition, eye movements were recorded whilst 
the subject was in complete darkness. In the remaining four condi
tions the subject was presented with a pair of target lights at one 
of four peripheral locations (±2.5°, ±5°, ±100 or ±200). In these 
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FIGURE 1. Examples of eye movements recorded whilst viewing a head
fixed display during oscillation in yaw at 0.25 Hz. Conditions of 
visual stimulation: 0 - centre target; 2.5 - 20 - targets located 
at ±2.5°, 5°, 10°, 20°, from centre; D - darkness. 
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conditions there was no central fixation light but the subject was 
instructed to look fixedly at the black featureless space midway 
between the two peripheral target lights. The subjects were asked 
to report any particular observations regarding image movement and 
blur which occurred during the experiment. 

3.2. Results 
3.2.1. Qualitative features of the oculomotor response. The most 
significant finding of this experiment was that the degree of 
suppression of the vestibulo-ocular reflex decreased in a graded 
manner when the target lights were moved from the central position 
to the furthermost peripheral location. This effect was consistently 
found in all the subjects and is evident in the sample records of raw 
eye displacement waveforms shown in Fig. 1. Several subjects volun
tarily reported that at the lower frequencies (0.25 and 0.5 Hz) 
there was little or no image smear when the centre light was illumi
nated, but that the peripheral lights often appeared to be blurred 
and to 'jump about' in an unpredictable manner. This latter obser
vation would appear to be associated with the presence of large sac
cadic components in the partially suppressed vestibular response 
(Fig. 1). There was no evidence of any complete cancellation of the 
vestibular response under these visual conditions, even at the lowest 
stimulus frequency (0.25 Hz). Rather, it appeared that the presence 
of a fixation point led to a restriction of the overall amplitude of 
nystagmus by a reduction in the amplitude of saccades and an increase 
of saccadic frequency. At the highest frequencies (1.5, 2.0 Hz) the 
light sources appeared blurred under all visual conditions, as 
reported previously (Barnes et aI, 1978). 

Even when the eye movements were heavily suppressed at the low
est stimulus frequency, they still retained a nystagmic form similar 
to that observed when recording in darkness. The fast-phases nor
mally exhibited a sharp onset, as shown by the examples in Fig. 1. 
On the other hand the slow-phases often showed considerable distor
tion, the actual velocity between fast-phases fluctuating in a manner 
not related to the stimulus. This finding indicates that the atten
uation of the vestibular response had undoubtedly taken place 
upstream of the mechanism of saccadic generation. In earlier experi
ments (Barnes et aI, 1978), the lack of sensitivity in the electro
oculographic recording technique frequently gave the impression that 
the saccades were rounded in form or indeed that suppression was more 
complete because small saccades were not detected. 
3.2.2. Slow-phase eye velocity. The recorded eye movements were 
analysed by computer (Barnes 1982b), employing an interactive proce
dure to extract fast-phases and to calculate the ratio of slow-phase 
eye velocity to turntable velocity (gain). Analysis of variance 
indicated that there was a highly significant (P <.001) increase in 
gain as the target sources were moved further into the periphery, and 
an equally significant (p < .001) increase with increase of stimulus 
frequency. However, the effect of the peripheral location of the 
target changed with the frequency of stimulation. At the lowest fre
quency (0.25 Hz) even the target lights at ±200 were able to exert a 
considerable degree of suppression (65% on average), whereas at the 
higher frequencies only the centrally located targets (00 and ±2.50) 
had any significant effect. In other words, the frequency response 
of the peripheral mechanisms exhibited a breakdown at a lower fre
quency than that of the central mechanisms. In darkness the gain 
exhibited a gradual increase with frequency, the mean levels ranging 
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FIGURE 2. The ratio of slow-phase eye velocity during suppression 
of vestibular nystagmus to slow-phase eye velocity in the dark for 
the five target locations defined in Fig. 1. Mean of 6 Ss. 

from 0.44 at 0.25 Hz to 0.90 at 2.0 Hz. 
The effect of target location is illustrated in Fig. 2, where 

the amplitude ratio of suppression is defined by the ratio of slow
phase eye velocity during the target presentation conditions to the 
slow-phase velocity in darkness. This ratio gives a measure of the 
efficiency of suppression (see Barnes et al 1978 and discussion). 
It can be seen that the response to the central target and the ±2.5° 
targets was very similar; indeed, there was no statistically signi
ficant difference between these two conditions at any of the fre
quencies of stimulation. In contrast, the other visual conditions 
evoked responses which were highly significantly different (l' < .001) 
from each other. 
3.2.3. Eye displacement during suppression. As mentioned earlier, 
the changes in gain of the slow-phase eye velocity were accompanied 
by changes in the amplitude of overall eye displacement. One way of 
assessing the magnitude of such eye displacement is to take the raw 
recorded eye position signal, including both the fast and slow-phase 
components, and assess the variance about the mean position by corre
lation with the stimulus waveform; this procedure allows the ratio of 
eye displacement to head velocity to be obtained. It is evident from 
the averaged values of eye displacement gain, which are plotted in 
Fig. 3, that there was a highly significant trend of increasing 
amplitude of eye movement as the target lights were moved further 
into the periphery, with greatest overall displacement appearing in 
darkness. The most marked difference occurred between the centre 
light and 2.50 light conditions, where there was an average 52% 
increase at the lowest frequency of stimulation (0.25 Hz), despite 
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the fact that there was no significant change in slow-phase eye 
velocity between these two visual target conditions. These effects 
are evident in the oculographic records (Fig. 1), where it can be 
seen that the reduction in amplitude is achieved by an increase in 
saccadic frequency and a reduction in saccadic amplitude. 
3.2.4. Frequency of saccadic activity. The changes in saccadic 
frequency as a function of visual stimulus condition are shown in 
Fig. 4. This measure becomes less meaningful for the higher fre
quencies of stimulation (1.5 and 2.0 Hz) because of the relative 
paucity of saccadic activity and consequently they have been omitted 
from Fig. 4; but for the lower frequencies there is a trend of 
increasing saccadic frequency as the targets are moved from the 2.50 

to the 200 position. However, for the centrally located target 
there is an abrupt up-turn in the curve, the average beat frequency 
being 1.36 times that for the 2.50 targets, with an average increase 
in slow-phase velocity of only 9%. For the lowest frequency alone 
(0.25 Hz) the beat frequency increased by a factor of 1.4 without 
any change in average velocity. 

4. EXPERIMENT II 
4.1. Method 

In the second experiment the visual stimulus conditions were 
identical to those of Experiment I. However, the oculomotor response 
was induced by a postrotational stimulus to the horizontal semi
circular canals. The subject was brought to an abrupt halt after a 
l20s period of constant rotation at l200 /s to the left. 

4.2. Results 
After the cessation of rotation the subjects reported that the 

target lights appeared blurred for a period of some 5-l0s and that 
they were aware of movements of the visual image for considerably 
longer periods. However, most subjects also reported that the 
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FIGURE 5. Typical oculomotor responses of one subject following a 
sudden stop from rotation at l200/s. Visual stimulus conditions as 
~efined in Fig. 1. 

targets were much less blurred immediately after the stop. This 
effect is reflected in the slow-phase eye movement records shown in 
Fig. 5. When the subject was stopped, the eye initially made a 
rapid compensatory movement in the direction opposite to that of 
the head velocity signal. However, this slow-phase component was 
rapidly reduced to a very low level, even reversing direction in 
some examples. The initial transient phase was normally over within 
0.5s and thereafter the slow-phase eye velocity built up to reach a 
peak value after 4-5s. The peak slow-phase velocity was lowest for 
the condition in which the subject viewed the central target light 
(mean l3.lo/s) and progressively increased as the targets were moved 
further into the periphery (means of 13.6, 16.5, 21.6, 24.3 and 
67.70/s for 2.5°, 5°, 10°, 20° and darkness respectively). However 
the initial dip in slow-phase eye velocity was seen in all stimulus 
conditions, although the eye velocity did not approach zero for the 
more peripherally located targets. 

After reaching the peak value the slow-phase velocity decayed 
with a time constant which was not significantly less than that of 
the unmodified vestibulo-ocular response recorded in the dark (means 
of 9.8, 10.6, 12.6, 11.7, 13.9 and l2.4s for 0°, 2.50, 5°, 10°, 20° 
and darkness, respectively). Interestingly, the response recorded 
in the dark also showed an initial dip in slow-phase velocity 
immediately after stopping the subject although this never reached 
a level less than 80% of the subsequent peak slow-phase velocity. 
However, it seems probable, as discussed later, that this feature 
is the source of the initial rapid drop in velocity during 
suppression. 

An important feature of the responses which was also noted in 
the sinusoidal responses, was an increase in frequency apd decrease 
in amplitude of fast-phases when the subject viewed a central target. 
By this means the eye movements were accurately located within the 
foveal area during central target fixation, whereas during suppres
sion with the more peripherally located target sources, the eyes 
deviated widely from centre. 
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In the third experiment the target lights used in the previous 
experiments were not presented continuously, but were illuminated 
in a tachistoscopic manner. In an initial experiment the duration 
of the light pulse was maintained at 100~s whilst the inter-pulse 
interval was varied between 10 and 300Oms. The effect of peri
pheral target location in these conditions was assessed by comparing 
the response to the centre light and a pair of lights at ±100 from 
centre as in experiments I and II. In the second experiment the 
centre light alone was used to assess the effect of pulse durations 
between 20 and 1000~s. The inter-pulse interval was maintained at 
two levels, 50 and 250ms. The stimulus for both these experiments 
was a sinusoidal oscillation in yaw at a frequency of 0.5 Hz, with 
a peak velocity of 600/s. 

5.2. Results 
5.2.1. Qualitative features of oculomotor response. The most sig
nificant feature of the oculomotor response was that the degree of 
suppression of the vestibula-ocular reflex was decreased in a 
graded manner as the inter-pulse interval was increased. During 
the experiment the subjective impression was that there was no 
apparent blurring of the target sources either in the centre or 
±100 position, so that there was no visible source of retinal slip. 
At the shortest pulse intervals (10 and 30 ms) the targets appeared 
to be continuously illuminated, whereas at an interval of 100 ms 
they were seen to flicker and successive images were overlaid and 
slightly displaced from each other. At intervals of 300 ms and 
above there was no residue of the previous pulse but the targets 
appeared to jump about in a rather unpredictable manner. This 
effect was probably attributable to the presence of saccadic acti
vity in the oculomotor response, which was similar to that shown in 
Fig. 1. When the centre target was strobed at the lowest frequency 
the amplitude of the overall eye movement was large, with predomi
nantly large amplitude fast-phases. In contrast when the target 
was strobed at the highest rate the eye movements were confined 
within the area of the fovea, but still exhibited a nystagmic form 
with no evidence of any complete cancellation of the eye movement, 
as noted in Experiment I. 
5.2.2. Slow-phase eye velocity. Figure 6 shows the ratio of slow
phase eye velocity to head velocity averaged over all six subjects 
for each of the inter-pulse intervals. Analysis of variance was 
carried out on the data and indicated a highly significant 
(P < .001) increase of gain with increase of inter-pulse interval. 
There was also a highly significant (p < .001) increase of gain for 
the targets at ±lOo compared with the centre lights, a finding which 
was in accord with the results of Experiment I. 

The eye velocity gains obtained at an inter-pulse interval of 
3000ms for both the centre and ±100 targets were not significantly 
different from each other, nor were they significantly different 
from the response in darkness. The mean level for eye velocity 
gain in the dark was 0.65. This value was somewhat higher than 
that recorded in Experiment I, but this was probably attributable 
to individual differences in the two groups of subjects; neverthe
less, the mean level was well within the range recorded in other 
experiments (Barnes, 1980), with individual values varying between 
0.44 and 0.89. 
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Peak head velocity = ±60o/s at 
0.5 Hz. Mean of 6 Ss ±l S.E. 

5.2.3. Eye displacement. The changes in suppression of the slow
phase eye velocity were accompanied by changes in the amplitude of 
overall eye displacement. The ratio of eye displacement to head 
velocity is shown in Fig. 7. Analysis of variance revealed a highly 
significant (P < .001) increase in gain as the inter-pulse interval 
was increased and a significant difference (P < .01) between the 
responses to the central target light and the ±lOO lights. The 
levels of gain were somewhat higher than those recorded in Experi
ment I, but this was almost certainly due to the inter-population 
differences and is in accord with the higher levels of eye velocity 
gain shown in Fig. 6. 
5.2.4. Frequency of saccadic act~v~ty. Although the overall eye 
displacement and the slow-phase eye velocity both increased as the 
inter-pulse interval was increased the frequency of saccadic beats 
exhibited the opposite trend as shown in Fig. 8. Analysis of 
variance indicated a significant (P < .01) decrease of saccadic 
frequency with increasing inter-pulse interval for presentation of 
both the centre and ±lOo light sources. These effects were some
what different to those observed in Experiment I, where the decrease 
in suppression associated with the more peripheral targets led to 
an increase in saccadic frequency. There was also a highly signi
ficant (P < .001) decrease in saccadic frequency for the response to 
the ±lOo target sources. 
5.2.5. Effect of pulse duration. One of the primary aims of varying 
the duration of the pulse in the second part of this experiment was 
to establish whether the possible smearing of such a briefly pre
sented image on the retina was, of itself, likely to give rise to 
image slip information. The results indicate that it was not, since 
analysis of variance revealed no significant effect of pulse dura
tion on eye velocity gain (see Fig. 9), eye displacement gain or 
the frequency of saccadic beats. For each of these variables there 
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was a highly significant (p < .001) difference between the two inter
pulse intervals as expected from the results of Experiment I. 

6. DISCUSSION 
6.1. Changes in gain of visual feedback 

In the experiments described here an attempt has been made to 
separate the effects of foveal and peripheral retinal stimuli on 
suppression of the vestibulo-ocular reflex. It is apparent that 
visual feedback of retinal error information is essential in order 
to achieve optimum suppression. The results have demonstrated that 
graded levels of suppression are achieved if the retinal error 
information is degraded by moving the target sources further into 
the periphery or if the target lights are presented tachistoscopi
cally. The exact manner by which this comes about is unclear at 
present, but it is possible that both the retinal location and 
strobe rate of the visual stimuli determine the gain of the feed
back mechanisms responsible for suppression. Such a variation in 
feedback gain implies that the information about relative velocity 
of the image moving across the retina becomes attenuated as the 
image moves further away from the fovea or when the targets are 
presented at decreasing strobe rates. That this should be so is 
not surprising when evidence for the possible mechanisms involved 
in visual-vestibular interaction is considered. In the following 
discussion the findings will be assessed in relation to current 
neurophysiological evidence and to modelling of oculomotor control. 

6.2. Neurophysiological mechanisms of visual-vestibular interaction 
The mechanisms responsible for suppression of the vestibulo 

ocular reflex are similar in many ways to those responsible for the 
response to optokinetic and pursuit stimuli. It has been appreciated 
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for some time that visual stimuli can induce strong sensations of 
both linear motion (Berthoz et aI, 1975) and rotation ( Dichgans, 
Brandt, 1972, 1978), findings which indicate a close relationship 
between the visual and vestibular systems. Various experiments 
using a head-fixed display have shown that visual performance can 
be significantly degraded when the frequency and/or velocity level 
of the stimulus lies outside the range in which the pursuit or 
optokinetic reflexes are effective (Guedry, 1968; Gilson et aI, 
1970; Benson and Guedry, 1971; Barnes et aI, 1978; Lau et aI, 1978). 

It has become clear that there are two principal pathways of 
visual-vestibular interaction. These have been referred to as the 
cortical and sub-cortical pathways and appear to involve the floccu
lus and the vestibular nuclei, respectively, as the principal cen
tres of interaction. Several authors have shown that units in the 
vestibular nuclei which respond to semicircular canal stimulation 
also respond to movement of a full-field visual scene (Dichgans, 
Brandt, 1972; Henn et aI, 1974; Waespe,Henn, 1977; Buettner,Buttner, 
1979). Waespe and Henn (1977) reported that units within the 
vestibular nuclei of the monkey responded to both vestibular and 
optokinetic stimuli and that the response was attenuated during 
suppression of the vestibular reflex. However, interaction was not 
complete. During optokinetic stimulation the response of the ves
tibular units saturated when the stimulus velocity exceeded 600 /s, 
whereas the nystagmus reached much higher velocities. The units 
were active during optokinetic after-nystagmus and in response to 
a transient vestibular stimulus decayed fairly slowly in comparison 
with the decay in slow-phase eye velocity. 

These characteristics of the pathway through the vestibular 
nuclei may be observed in foveate animals after removal of the 
flocculus, which suggests that the visual input is relayed, at 
least in part, by direct brainstem pathways (Keller,Precht, 1979; 
Cazin et aI, 1980). It is probable that the input arises from 
'W-type' motion sensitive ganglion cells in the retina, relayed 
through the nucleus of the optic tract to the brains tern (Collewijn, 
1975; Hoffman,Schoppmann, 1975,1981; Hoffman et aI, 1976; Precht, 
1981). This pathway is specifically more sensitive to temporo
nasal movement of images on the retina, the naso-temporal component 
being provided by pathways through the visual cortex. In patients 
with loss of the cortical pursuit pathway, such asymmetry is 
evident in the optokinetic response (Honrubia, 1979; Dichgans, 1979). 
A feature of the optokinetic response of these patients is a slow 
build-up of nystagmus in comparison with the rapid rise to peak 
velocity observed in normal subjects. This feature serves to 
illustrate the manner in which the cortical and sub-cortical 
mechanisms normally cooperate during an optokinetic response. 

The cortical pathways are less well known, but almost certainly 
involve pathways relayed via the visual cortex to the flocculus, 
probably by way of the inferior olive (Maekawa, S impson, 1973). 
Waespe et al (1981) have shown that a proportion of floccular 
Purkinje cells in the monkey are activated during both optokinetic 
stimulation and suppression of vestibular nystagmus. These units 
respond with a signal proportional to image slip and their response 
is much more rapid than units within the vestibular nuclei. These 
units do not become active until the eye velocity reaches that level 
at which the vestibular units start to saturate and they do not 
respond during optokinetic after-nystagmus. On this basis it has 
been suggested that such units normally act in a complementary manner 
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to the vestibular units and form the mechanism by which the rapid 
increase in eye velocity is achieved in response to a constant 
velocity optokinetic stimulus (Cohen et aI, 1977) • The input to 
such Purkinje cells and their destination within the oculomotor 
pathways have yet to be determined. 

Other units within the vestibular nuclei and other areas of 
the brainstem respond specifically during pursuit tracking and not 
to full-field stimulation (Keller,Daniels, 1975; Fuchs,Kimm, 1975). 
Although such units are appropriately responsive during fixation 
suppression of vestibular nystagmus, the interaction is by no means 
straightforward and may need to be explained in terms of the 
interaction with other pathways. 

6.3. Modelling of visual-vestibular interaction 
In an earlier experiment (Barnes et aI, 1978) a comparison was 

made between the dynamic behaviour of the pursuit reflex and the 
suppression of the vestibulo-ocular reflex which led to the develop
ment of a model of visual-vestibular interaction (Barnes, 1976; 
Benson,Barnes, 1978). A slightly modified version of this model is 
shown in Fig. 10. The basic concept of the original model was that 
the control of eye movement, both during tracking of moving objects 
and during suppression of vestibular nystagmus was brought about by 
at least two, fundamentally different, pathways for the control of 
smooth eye movements. These were in addition to the saccadic 
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FIGURE 10. A proposed mechanism by which oculomotor control is 
achieved through the interaction of various visual and vestibular 
pathways: 1) Basic V-O.R., 2) Secondary V-o.R. pathway through sac
cadic generator (SG), 3) Retinal error processor, 4) Cortical smooth 
pursuit pathway, 5) Peripheral saccadic pathway, 6) Sub-cortical 
'velocity storage' pathway, 7) Saccadic threshold control. Variables 
are: 9v-vestibular afferent signal; 9-eye position; ~-head position, 
~-target position in space. Approximate values of parameters are 
TI 0:10 s; TEo:O.15 S; TMo:O.05 S; KM 0: 0-5;KV0:5; Ko:O.7; TAo:O.25 S; 
TBo:15 s; TCo:O.Ol S; Kp 0: 1-10; Tp0:10 s; TAo:O.15 s. 
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pathway responsible for foveation of peripherally located targets 
(pathway (5) in Fig. 10). It was suggested that the usage of these 
two pathways could be differentiated on the basis of the location of 
the visual stimulus of interest to the subject. If it was within 
the central parafoveal area (say ±2-3° from foveal centre) this 
would lead to a smooth pursuit type response; if it lay on the peri
pheral retina and was a large field moving stimulus, it would lead 
to optokinetic nystagmus. In the following discussion the function 
of the separate pathways in the model will be described and justi
fied by reference to recent experimental work. 
6.3.1. The 'smooth pursuit' pathway. In the original model it was 
suggested that smooth pursuit of a single moving object was carried 
out by a combination of positional error and velocity error feed
back. It was assumed that tracking of a small object was primarily 
carried out by continual attempts to align the image of the pursued 
object on the fovea. One of the advantages of this mechanism is 
that it allows a possible explanation for the ability of human sub
jects to track stabilised retinal images (e.g. an after-image) with 
a smooth eye movement (Kommerell,Taumer, 1972). In such conditions 
the steady-state positional error forms the necessary source of 
information required to generate a smooth eye movement in the 
absence of retinal velocity error. Such stimuli are able to pro
duce smooth eye movements up to eccentricities of 50 from foveal 
centre. The role of this foveal mechanism in suppression of vesti
bular nystagmus was originally thought to be one of enabling com
plete suppression of the response (Barnes et aI, 1978). The experi
ments carried out with more sensitive eye movement recording tech
niques now show that this conclusion was not altogether correct and 
this has led to the modifications of the original model (Fig. 10). 
It is evident from the recordings shown in Fig. 1 that none of the 
feedback mechanisms responsible for suppression of the vestibular 
response interacts downstream of the mechanism of saccadic genera
tion, since there does not appear to be any modification of the 
'sharpness' of fast-phase trajectories, as suggested by earlier 
electro-oculographic recordings. Consequently, pathway 4 is now 
assumed to interact with the vestibulo-ocular pathway before the 
saccadic mechanism. 

A second modification must be in the emphasis placed on the 
relative contributions made to suppression by the positional and 
velocity error feedback components of pathway 4. Two sources of 
evidence from the results of the present experiments suggest that 
velocity error predominates and positional error information is 
little used, if at all. The first piece of evidence comes from a 
comparison of the frequency characteristics of suppression shown in 
Fig. 2, with the frequency characteristics of pathway 4 of the 
model, which are shown in Fig. ll(b). A combination of velocity 
and positional feedback leads to a steadily decreasing amplitude 
ratio as the frequency of stimulation is decreased; the gain (Km) of 
the positional error feedback determines the frequency at which the 
steady decrease in amplitude ratio begins. On the other hand, 
velocity feedback alone does not give zero velocity error and the 
amplitude ratio reaches a plateau value at low frequency. It is 
evident from the results depicted in Fig. 2 and from previous 
results (Barnes et aI, 1978) that the amplitude ratio of suppression 
exhibits a plateau below 0.5 Hz, indicating that positional feedback 
is not in evidence at frequencies above 0.25 Hz. In more recent 
experiments (Barnes,G.R.,Edge,A., unpublished) it has been demon
strated that even at a frequency of 0.05 Hz, the amplitude ratio was 
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FIGURE 11. Response of the model of visual-vestibular interaction 
to various levels of velocity feedback gain (KV) and positional 
feedback gain (KM). (a) Ratio of post-rotational eye velocity to 
per-rotational head velocity. (b) Frequency response of amplitude 
ratio of suppression. 

not appreciably lowered below that at 0.25 Hz, suggesting that 
positional feedback plays little part in the suppression of the 
slow-phase eye movement. 

The second piece of evidence in favour of the predominance of 
velocity feedback comes from a comparison of the temporal decay of 
the post-rotational nystagmus shown in Fig. 5 with that of the model 
shown in Fig. ll(a). As stated earlier, careful examination of the 
vestibulo-ocular response in darkness revealed that the slow-phase 
eye velocity did not exhibit a simple exponential decay. During 
the initial period of the post-rotational response the velocity was 
high but dropped rapidly to 40-50% of stimulus velocity before 
rising again to a peak value after some 3-4s. This effect is 
realistically simulated by the model responses depicted in 
Fig. ll(a); the solid curve shows the response of the model to 
velocity feedback alone (Km = 0; Kv = 5), whereas the lowermost 
broken line indicates the effect of adding positional feedback 
(Km = 5; Kv = 5). It is evident that velocity feedback more 
accurately represents the slow-phase velocity trajectories found 
experimentally (Fig. 5). Positional feedback leads to a much more 
rapid decay of slow-phase velocity and a reversal of the direction 
of eye velocity, features which were not observed in the experi
mental records (Fig. 5). 

However, before abandoning the concept of positional feedback 
it should be borne in mind that its primary function would be that 
of centering the eye. It is evident from the foregoing arguments 
that the positional feedback mechanism, if it exists, operates only 
at relatively low frequency. This .precludes the possibility of its 
acting as a centering mechanism between fast phase beats of a pre
vailing nystagmus of the type which is observed during fixation 
suppression. Such positional information would have to be derived 
from overall eye position and might serve simply to steer the 
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nystagmic eye movements so that the image remains close to foveal 
centre. 

The results of Experiment III also support the concept of the 
predominance of velocity feedback, since tachistoscopic presenta
tion degrades velocity information but leaves positional informa
tion intact. This point will be discussed in more detail later. 

Another feature that is apparent from the results of the 
experiments described here is that single point sources can induce 
a suppression of the vestibular reflex and also initiate pursuit 
eye movements even when they lie far from the fovea in the peri
pheral retina. Thus, a further modification to the original model 
must be to suggest that the pathway responsible for pursuit is not 
necessarily one which only involves macular receptors, although 
these may provide the only source of positionally sensitive recep
tors, if such exist. At this stage, without any direct proof of 
positional feedback it would seem prudent to suggest that the path
ways responsible for pursuit have a small positional component (Km) 
which is non-zero only over the central retinal area. The velocity 
component (Kv) is a decreasing function of retinal eccentricity, an 
effect which is convincingly ~imulated by the model (Fig. 11). 
Reduction of velocity gain (Kv) leads to an increase in the ampli
tude ratio of suppression in accord with the results of Fig. 2 and 
an increase in the slow-phase eye velocity following the post
rotational stimulus, as shown in Fig. 5. In fact, such changes in 
velocity gain do not completely simulate the results of Fig. 2 for 
which there appears to be a further decrease in amplitude ratio at 
frequencies below 0.5 Hz for targets placed at ±5° and ±100 in the 
periphery. Such an effect may be explained by the influence of 
positional error feedback, but clearly, when the stimuli are in the 
periphery there is little opportunity for a foveal centering 
mechanism to operate. It is possible that under such circumstances 
an imaginary percept of eye centre serves as a source for a rather 
coarse positional error mechanism. 
6.3.2. positional influence on saccadic control. The overwhelming 
feature observed in the present experiment is that there is an 
alternative mechanism for foveating the image which operates by 
controlling the size and frequency of the saccadic eye movements 
during suppression (Fig. 4). When recordings of eye movements are 
made in darkness the saccadic activity appears to be predictive of 
the following slow-phase movement and the eye thus becomes biased 
in the direction of head movement (Mishkin, Melvill-Jones, 1966, 
Barnes, 1979). Under such circumstances the saccades are not limi
ted by a positional threshold but, rather, appear to be governed by 
a velocity threshold mechanism (Barnes, 1979,1981). On the other 
hand, during suppression of vestibular nystagmus with a central 
fixation point this mechanism is clearly modified to become one 
which appears to be governed by a positional threshold. This 
change leads to the provision of saccades that drive the eye 
towards, rather than away from, orbital centre and consequently 
modifies the phase relationship between eye displacement and the 
stimulus waveform (Barnes, 1982a). These changes of saccadic ampli
tude have been accounted for in the model by an hypothesized influ
ence of positional error on the mechanism of saccadic generation 
(pathway (7), Fig. 10), although the exact mechanism has yet to be 
determined. 
6.3.3. The peripheral 'optokinetic' pathway. When the peripheral 
retina is stimulated by a large moving visual field optokinetic 
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nystagmus is initiated. There is now considerable evidence to 
suggest that the feedback of retinal velocity error generated 
during an optokinetic stimulus interacts with vestibular afferent 
information after passing through a stage of integration. This was 
indicated by the experiments of Koerner,Schiller (1972), who showed 
that during open-loop stimulation the response to a constant velo
city optokinetic stimulus was a nystagmus, having a slow-phase 
velocity which increased in an exponential manner to reach a peak 
level over a period of 20-30s. The peak velocity was greater than 
the stimulus velocity by a gain factor which decreased with increas
ing retinal velocity error. A similar study in humans (Dubois, 
Collewijn, 1979) showed that the gain factor had a value of approxi
mately 10 at low velocities «0.20 /s) but decreased below 1 at high 
velocities «lOo/s). These effects led to the inclusion in the 
original model of the dynamic characteristics shown in pathway 6 
(Fig. 10). Subsequently, this pathway has been termed the' velocity 
storage' pathway by Cohen et al (1977) who devised a similar dual 
pathway model to explain the findings relating to the persistence 
of optokinetic after-nystagmus. Schmid et al (1980) have also 
produced a similar model which, by incorporating details of the 
saturation effects within this apparently sub-cortical pathway, is 
able to explain the varying responses to optokinetic stimulation 
and combined vestibular and optokinetic stimulation. 

In the experiments described here it is unlikely that this 
velocity storage pathway was activated since evidence suggests that 
a large structured visual field is required, rather than the point 
sources used here (Dubois,Collewijn, 1979). However, it is of 
interest to assess the likely contribution of such a pathway in 
the response of the suppressed vestibular reflex and to compare 
the results of the post-rotational stimuli shown in Fig. 5 with 
those obtained previously. 

The frequency characteristics of the velocity storage mechanism 
(pathway 6) are shown in Fig. l2(b). In calculating this frequency 
response the non-linear saturation effects have been ignored, but 
their influence can be demonstrated by considering the effects of 
two levels of feedback gain (Kp = 10 and Kp = 1). The suppression 
achieved by the high feedback gain, which is appropriate only for 
low eye velocities «lo/s), is negligible at frequencies above 
0.1 Hz, whereas that due to the velocity feedback pathway becomes 
inoperative at frequencies above approximately 5 Hz. The lower 
value of feedback gain (Kp), which is appropriate for eye velocities 
up to approximately 100/s, gives a much lower frequency range of 
suppression. Patients who lack a pursuit reflex response, because 
of the absence of the cortical velocity feedback pathway, would thus 
be unable to suppress vestibular nystagmus except at low frequencies 
and low velocities of head movement. Such patients can develop a 
slowly increasing response to a low-level constant velocity optokine
tic stimulus but cannot suppress vestibular nystagmus at normal test 
frequencies of sinusoidal oscillation (Dichgans,1979). The ability 
of this velocity storage mechanism to suppress post-rotational ves
tibular nystagmus is shown in Fig.12(a) for the two levels of feed
back gain. The initial decline in slow-phase velocity is much 
slower than that for the pursuit pathway even for the higher gain 
value (Kp = 10) and suppression is much reduced for the lower gain 
(Kp = 1). Without the pursuit pathway to bring about the rapid 
reduction in initial eye velocity there would be little chance of 
any suppression at all if the initial relative image velocity across 
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FIGURE 12. Response of the model of visual-vestibular interaction 
to various combinations of velocity feedback gain (KV) and velocity 
storage feedback gain (Kp)' (a) Post-rotational response. 
(b) Frequency response of suppression. 

the retina were greater than 10-200 /s because the time constant of 
suppression would be less than the time constant of the vestibular 
response. 

In the normal subject the combination of the smooth pursuit 
and optokinetic pathways should have the frequency characteristics 
shown by the solid line in Fig. l2(b). At low frequencies the 
velocity storage pathway would contribute a further decline in the 
amplitude ratio of suppression. As yet there is little evidence 
from oscillation experiments to support this suggestion, but some 
information can be gleaned from the expected post-rotational 
responses shown in Fig. l2(a). As described earlier, the velocity 
feedback pathway brings about a rapid fall in slow-phase eye velo
city followed by a steady exponential decay with a time constant 
similar to that of the response recorded in darkness. This model 
seems to fit the responses observed in Fig. 5, but in a previous 
experiment, Guedry (1968) observed a somewhat more rapid decay of 
eye velocity with a time constant in the range of 3-5s. However, 
in this experiment the subject was required to read a large Snellen 
chart, which is a visual stimulus much more likely to invoke the 
velocity storage pathway in addition to the smooth pursuit pathway. 
The solid trace in Fig. l2(a) shows the expected response of the 
combined pathways. The response accords with Guedry's observations, 
as it decays more quickly than that for the pursuit pathway alone. 

6.4. The basis of changes in feedback gain 
6.4.1. Peripheral target location. It is a widely accepted hypo
thesis (Grusser,Grusser-Cornhels, 1973) that motion detection in 
the visual system is achieved by the temporal summation of the out
put of spatially separated retinal receptors converging upon gang
lion cells. Evidence suggests that such motion sensitive ganglion 
cells are less numerous and have larger receptive fields in the 
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peripheral retina (Hoffman, 1972, Hoffman,Schoppman, 1975, Hoffman 
et aI, 1976, Stone,Fukuda, 1974; Fukuda,Stone, 1974).; thus they will 
respond to a greater range of relative image velocities but with 
less sensitivity than those in the foveal area. It is probable 
that this combination of a decline in density and a decrease in 
sensitivity of motion-sensitive receptors in the human visual 
system is the basis of the decline in gain of the feedback mechanism 
with target eccentricity. 
6.4.2 The effects of tachistoscopic presentation. In normal cir
cumstances an image passing across the retina at constant velocity 
would sequentially excite all retinal receptors within its path. 
The response of a motion sensitive ganglion cell receiving its 
input from spatially separated retinal receptors would be a pulse 
train with constant inter-pulse interval. Increasing the velocity 
of the image would lead to an increase in the firing rate of the 
ganglion cell and thus a signal proportional to image velocity 
would be derived. If the target were pulsed on in such a way that, 
in its passage across the retina, its illumination coincided with 
only a proportion of the total number of receptors, the firing rate 
of the ganglion cell would be reduced. Further increases in the 
inter-pulse interval would lead to further reductions of the gang
lion cell firing rate. If it is assumed that the velocity informa
tion derived from such ganglion cells forms the basis of the velo
city feedback mechanism responsible for suppression of the vesti
bular response, then strobing the target sources should lead to a 
decrease in the amplitude ratio of suppression. Thus, it would be 
expected that the suppression would become less effective as the 
inter-pulse interval was increased as indicated in the experimental 
results (Fig. 6). 

6.5. Visual and non-visual mechanisms of suppression 
It is particularly noteworthy that, although there was no sub

jective impression of image blur when viewing the centre target 
light at the lowest frequencies (Experiment I; 0.25 Hz), the eye 
movement was never completely suppressed in any of the subjects. 
In such conditions the slow-phase eye velocity (approximately 
2-30 /s) was sufficiently low that it was unlikely to cause signi
ficant blurring of the image (van Nes, 1968, King-Smith,Riggs, 1978, 
Barnes ,Smith, 1981) and thus there was no incentive to achieve 
further suppression even if it were possible. 

The results of the suppression experiments described here are 
of interest in relation to the results of experiments by Barr et al 
(1976) concerning the ability of subjects to achieve high levels of 
suppression in darkness by imagining the presence of a head-fixed 
target. Firstly, when conducting the initial pilot experiment, it 
was found that if the subjects were not brought to a halt during 
the period when the visual conditions were changed there was fre
quently a carry-over effect from one condition to another. For 
example, if the subject was fixating a central light which was then 
extinguished, the gain of the response was frequently lower than 
would be expected. Stopping the subject, even for only a few sec
onds, was sufficient to cause this effect to disappear. Secondly, 
when the subject viewed the paired targets in the periphery the 
conceptual effort required to imagine a point midway between the 
peripheral light sources was minimal, and yet, as shown here, this 
was not sufficient for the subject to be able to achieve optimum 
suppression. However, the levels of velocity gain for the response 
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in darkness obtained in Experiment I were comparable to those 
obtained by Barr et a1 (1976) for an imagined head-fixed target and 
lower than their gains for the untasked response. Leaving aside any 
consideration of different stimulus levels and subject populations 
in these different experiments it would appear that mental set can 
affect the gain of the vestibular-ocular reflex to a certain extent 
but that further decreases in gain below a certain level rely on 
visual feedback. The simulation studies suggest that the major part 
of this suppression is provided by cortical pathways giving feedback 
of the retinal velocity error: the sub-cortical 'velocity storage' 
pathway probably makes but a small contribution to suppression 
commensurate with its minor role in the genesis of the optokinetic 
response. 
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A STOCHASTIC MODEL OF CENTRAL PROCESSING IN THE 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Fixation saccades evoked by the presentation of external 
targets are the results of three distinct processes: 
acquisition of sensory information, central reconstruc
tion of target position, and execution of eye movement. 
Most of the models of the saccadic system presented in 
the literature (Young, 1962; Young et al., 1968; Robin
son, 1973, 1975; Jlirgens et al., 1981) were mainly con
cerned with the execution process. They were basically 
aimed to the interpretation of the amplitude-duration 
and amplitude-peak velocity characteristics of saccades 
elicited by the presentation of visual targets. An ap
propriate reference signal was assumed to be available 
at the execution level. Depending on whether a retino
topic or a craniotopic (spatial) saccade organization 
was assumed, the reference signal was target position 
relative to the eyes or target position relative to the 
head. 
The measure of target position by retinal receptors was 
always assumed as a deterministic variable. Under this 
assumption, very simple operations were needed to gene
rate an appropriate reference signal both in the retino
topic and in the craniotopic hypothesis. The determini
stic assumption on the acquisition of target position 
was quite acceptable for the interpretation of the basic 
characteristics of visual saccades. Nevertheless, the 
existence of multiple saccade responses with hypometric 
as well as hypermetric primary saccades, and the obser
ved latency distributions of both primary and corrective 
visual saccades could hardly be explained by models ba
sed on that assumption. The introduction of samplers 
(either deterministic or stochastic), of complex non
linear characteristics and of logic circuits represented 
an attempt to overcome the difficulties created by the 
initial assumption of a deterministic process. The need 
of removing this assumption became more dramatic when 
saccadic responses elicited by non-visual targets were 
considered (Zambarbieri et al., 1982). The aim of this 
paper is to present a model of saccade generation in 
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which both acquisition and central reconstruction of 
target position are stochastic processes. The model is 
here described in functional terms and some results of 
computer simulation are presented. A more formal defini
tion of the operations that are assumed to be performed 
will be reported elsewhere. 

2. MODEL 
Any information we receive from our sensory organs about 
the external space is more or less affected by noise. 
Thus, central processing in the generation of fixation 
saccades can be viewed as a running estimate of target 
position through a procedure (algorithm) that progressi
vely reduces the effect of noise. For the sake of sim
plicity, we shall assume that acquisition is a time di
screte process, i.e. the central nervous system (CNS) 
receives from sensory receptors a sequence of samples. 
Each sample represents the measure of target position 
at a given instant. Under the assumption of a white and 
gaussian noise, samples will belong to normal distribut! 
ons with a mean value representing the real target posi
tion. The variance of sample distributions will depend 
on both the type of target considered and target posi
tion in space. The position of a visual target project
ing on the macula will be detected more accurately than 
that of a visual target projecting on the retinal petiph~ 
ry. In constrast, the position of an auditory target pr~ 
sented near the midline is acquired with a greater unce£ 
tainty than that of a more lateral target. 
Each sensory system has a topographically organized 
receptive field within CNS giving an internal represen
tation of the external space in a specific reference fr~ 
me (a retinotopic representation for the visual recepti
ve field and a craniotopic representation for the audit£ 
ry receptive field). Each sample coming from the sensory 
periphery will produce on the relevant receptive field 
an excitation centered around the point representing 
target position as measured by that sample. 
As samples come from the periphery an excitation surface 
will develop on the relevant receptive field due to the 
superposition of the effects produced by the individual 
samples. This process is schematized in Fig. 1, where 
the receptive field is represented as unidimensional. 
The target is assumed to be placed at 10 deg on the 
right. The first sample gives a measure of target posi
tion of 8 deg and excites a zone of the receptive field 
centered around the point 8 deg right. The second sample 
produces an excitation around the point 12 deg right, 
and this new excitation will add to that remaining after 
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the first sample. After the third sample, giving a mea
sure of target position of 7 deg, the excitation surface 
(in this case, the excitation curve) will present the 
shape shown at the bottom of Fig. 1. 
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FIGURE 1. Growing of excitation on a receptive field. 

At any instant of the acquisition process, the maximum 
of the excitation surface can be assumed to represent 
the central estimate of target position at that instant. 
This estimate will converge on the real target position. 
In order to avoid that an oculomotor command is genera
ted when the estimate of target position is not yet 
enough accurate, it can also be assumed that the maximum 
of the excitation on a receptive field should reach a 
threshold value to produce an output to the saccade mo
tor field. The most general hypothesis that can be made 
is that thresholds are different for different receptive 
fields, vary from point to point on the same receptive 
field, and can be controlled according to the degree of 
accuracy required to the saccadic response . The latency 
of saccadic responses is therefore function of the time 
needed to reach the threshold level, and will increase 
with the variance of the samples received from the peri
phery. The influence of the processing time on saccade 
latency will increase with the threshold level and, thus, 
with the degree of accuracy inherent to the task the sub 
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ject is performing(*). If some inaccuracy is tolerated, 
thresholds can be maintained low, and differences in 
processing time due to differences in the acquisition 
noise become negligeable. In this condition the differe~ 
ces observed in the latency of saccades evoked by diffe
rent sensory stimuli will mainly reflect differences in 
the detection time. This seems to be the case of monkeys 
trained to fixate at visual and auditory targets with an 
accuracy of only ~ 5 deg (Whittington et al., 1981). 
The latency of the responses to auditory targets was 
found to be shorter than that to visual targets, accor
ding to the fact that the detection time of an auditory 
stimulus is shorter than that of a visual stimulus 
(Rupert et al., 1963; Gouras, 1967; Zambarbieri et al., 
1982). In contrast, when a great accuracy is asked to 
motor responses, thresholds are maintained high. The pr~ 
cessing time becomes dominant and the latency of motor 
responses will be extremely sensitive to the level of 
the acquisition noise. This seems to be the case of hu
man subjects asked to make saccades to visual and audit~ 
ry targets as accurately as possible. The latency of the 
saccadic responses to auditory targets was found to be 
greater than that to visual targets, and to decrease 
with target eccentricity (Zahn et al., 1978; Zambarbieri 
et al., 1982). As a matter of fact, the signal to noise 
ratio is likely to be smaller in the acquisition of the 
position of a sound source than in that of a light sour
ce. Moreover, according to the physiological mechanisms 
of sound localization, it can also reasonably be assumed 
that the signal to noise ratio in the acquisition of au
ditory target position increases with target eccentrici
ty, at least up to 30-40 deg. 
The variations observed by Prablanc and Jeannerod (1974) 
in the latency of saccades to visual targets in relation 
to light intensity can also be explained in terms of 
processing time related to the signal to noise ratio in 
the acquisition process. 
If the receptive fields are organized in specific refe
rence frames and the saccade motor field is organized 
in head coordinates (craniotopic or spatial organization 
of saccades), coordinate changes should occur somewhere 

(*) This does not imply any relationship between the la
tency of saccades and their actual precision. Under the 
assumption of a white and gaussian acquisition noise, no 
correlation is expected between these two parameters. 
This expectation was confirmed by the results of the 
simulation experiments. 
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between the receptive fields and the motor field. Such 
changes can easely be done by using efference copy 
signals. 
The generation of a saccadic response by the presentati
on of a visual target is illustrated in Figs. 2A and B. 
The target is presented 20 deg right with respect to sub 
ject's head. For the sake of generality, the initial eye 
position in the head is assumed to be different from 
zero. A deviation of 5 deg right is assumed (Fig. 2A). 
Thus, the retinal error is 15 deg, and the visual recep
tive field in eNS will receive samples distributed aro
und this value. Let us assume that due to noise the thre 
shold is exceeded in the point corresponding to the po
sition 12 deg right. In order to obtain a reference sig
nal in head coordinates as needed by the motor field, 
the output signal of the visual receptive field (12 deg) 
is added to an efference copy signal giving the initial 
eye position (5 deg). The point 17 deg will thus be exc~ 
ted on the motor field, and the command to the execution 
mechanisms will be: drive the eyes to 17 deg right in 
the orbit. A saccade of 12 deg to the right will be made. 
After the execution of this primary saccade the retinal 
error will be of 3 deg (Fig. 2B). A more central part of 
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FIGURE 2. Generation of a saccadic response by the pre
sentation of a visual target. 
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the retina is therefore involved in the acquisition 
process, with an improvement of the signal to noise ra
tio. Thus, it is assumed that the threshold on the receE 
tive field is exceeded just in the point 3 deg right. 
The neural command to the motor field after addition of 
the efference copy signal of eye position (17 deg) will 
be 20 deg. In order to reach this position in the orbit 
the eyes will make a saccade of 3 deg from 17 to 20 deg 
right. 
Figs. 3A and B illustrate the same process for an audi
tory target presented at the same position as in the 
previous case (20 deg right) with the same initial po
sition of the eyes. It is assumed that the threshold is 
reached on the auditory receptive field at the point cor 
responding to an estimate of target position of 15 deg 
right (Fig. 3A). Since this field is organized in head 
coordinates, there is no need of a coordinate change be
fore reaching the motor field. A primary saccade driving 
the eyes from 5 to 15 deg right is thus produced. After
wards the situation is that reproduced in Fig. 3B. Since 
the relevant input signal for the auditory system is 
target position with respect to the head, the eye move
ment produced by the primary saccade does not change the 

A 
AUDITORY 
TARGET B 

oa correctiV'e 
saccade 

FIGURE 3. Generation of a saccadic response by the pre
sentation of an auditory target. 
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zone of the auditory receptive field excited by the in
coming sensory signals as it occurred for the visual 
receptive field. Thus, there is no improvement of the 
signal to noise ratio after the primary saccade. Never
theless, a better estimation of target position can be 
obtained since further sensory information is received 
from the periphery. The probability than more than one 
corrective saccade is needed to drive the eyes right on 
the target is therefore greater in the auditory than in 
the visual case. For the sake of simplicity, in Fig. 3B 
only one corrective saccade has been assumed to occur. 

3. SIMULATION RESULTS 
The model described in the previous section was impleme~ 
ted on a digital computer to simulate central processing 
in the generation of saccadic responses following the 
presentation of auditory targets. 
The following hypotheses about the statistical characte
ristics of the input signal, the excitation process on 
the central receptive field and the threshold values on 
the same field were made. 

i) Input samples belong to normal distributions with 
a mean value corresponding to the real target po
sition. The variance of these distributions decre
ases with target eccentricity (auditory case) . 

ii) Each input sample produces a bell shaped excita
tion on the receptive field. The volume under each 
bell is the same for all points of the field, but 
the broadness of the excitation increases with the 
distance from the center of the field. 

iii) There is a spatial and temporal superposition of 
the effects produced by successive samples. The 
effect produced by each sample decays linearly 
with time. 

iv) The threshold decreases almost exponentially with 
the distance from the center of the receptive 
field. 

Model predictions were compared to the experimental resu
lts obtained in a previous study (Zambarbieri et al., 
1982). A general agreement was found as shown in Fig. 4, 
where experimental and theoretical values for response 
latency, percentage of single saccade responses and 
overall response accuracy are plotted versus target 
position. 
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FIGURE 4. Results of simulation experiments. 

4. CONCLUSIONS 
A stochastic model for central processing in the gene
ration of fixation saccades to visual and non-visual 
targets has been presented. The assumption of a discrete 
acquisition process was introduced only to simplify the 
description of the model, but it was unessential to the 
theory on which the model is based. Central processing 
of sensory information is considered as a running esti
mate of the real target position through a procedure 
which progressively reduces the effect of the noise supe£ 
posed on signals coming from the sensory periphery. Al
though the formal description of this procedure may ap
pear rather complex, its implementation by neural cir
cuits is quite simple and corresponds to classical prin
ciples of sensorimotor physiology. 
The model is congruent with some experimental results 
obtained by recording the neural activity in the superior 
colliculus (SC) during saccadic eye movements or by re
cording the eye movements produced by SC stimulation 
(Robinson, 1972; Schiller, Stryker, 1972; Roucoux, 
Crommelink, 1976; Sparks, Mays, 1982). 
Figs. 5 and 6 show the saccadic responses predicted by 
the model for a short (Fig. 5) and a prolonged (Fig. 6) 
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FIGURE 5. Saccadic responses evoked by a short stimu
lation of the visual receptive field. 
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FIGURE 6. Saccadic response evoked by a prolonged sti
mulation of the visual receptive field. 

stimulation of the visual receptive field. A short sti
mUlation will produce a single saccade whose amplitude 
depends on the point of the receptive field being sti
mulated and not on either the intensity of stimulation 
beyond a given threshold and the initial eye position. 
A prolonged stimulation will evoke a staircase response 
made of saccades of the same amplitude. Similar responses 
were actually observed after short and prolonged SC 
stimulations (Robinson, 1972; Schiller, Stryker, 1972; 
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Guitton et al., 1980). 
The superior colliculus is certainly one of the neural 
structures supporting the central processing described 
in this paper. Since visually evoked saccades are not 
abolished by SC ablation (Pasik et al., 1966; Wurtz, 
Goldberg, 1972; Mohler, Wurtz, 1977; Schiller et al., 
1980) the existence of parallel or alternative pathways 
should be assumed at least for the processing of visual 
information. Also the existence of internal loops that 
are used for rapid saccade corrections (Prablanc, Jeann~ 
rod, 1975; Becker, 1976) and that of a short term memory 
keeping the information on the position of targets pre
sented for a little while (Sparks, Mays, 1982) cannot be 
excluded. On the other hand, the aim of this paper was 
to indicate only the main characteristics of central 
processing in saccade generation and to stress the in
trinsic stochastic nature of it. 
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RESPONSES OF THE SACCADIC SYSTEM TO SUDDEN CHANGES IN TARGET 
DIRECTION 
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Laboratory of Medical Physics and Biophysics 
University of Nijmegen 
6525 EZ Nijmegen, The Netherlands 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Little is known on how the brain derives a motor-conunand signal 
for initiating and directing a saccade from the visual information 
on the retina. Often two subsystems are distinguished. One system, 
called the WHERE system in this study, determines the metrics of 
saccades. Another system, denoted here as the WHEN system, 
initiates the saccade. An interesting property of the WHERE system 
was discovered by Becker and Jurgens (1979). They showed that 
saccades are directed at a delayed and filtered (or time-averaged) 
version of the stimulus trajectory. Several groups have observed 
rapid eye movements which abruptly changed course when the stimulus 
reversed direction. These responses have been interpreted as the 
sum of two separate saccades (Becker and Jurgens, 1979) or as a 
single saccade modified in midflight (Robinson, 1975). Recently 
Georgopoulos et al. (1981) found that hand-movement trajectories 
were curved while saccade trajectories were straight when monkeys 
tracked a stimulus which suddenly changed direction. Using 
essentially the same type of stimulus we did find curved saccade 
trajectories. Saccades to single step stimuli had approximately 
straight trajectories. These results are discussed in terms of a 
two-dimensional version of Robinson's model. 

2. METHODS 
Two rhesus monkeys were trained, for apple juice reward, to track 
a spot of light moving on a screen at 57 cm. Eye movements were 
measured with a magnetic field method. In one monkey (10) a thin 
ring surgically implanted beneath the conjunctiva induced a 
secondary magnetic field which was picked up with a coil rigidly 
mounted on the monkey's crown. The signal from this coil was fed 
into two phase-sensitive amplifiers which were tuned to the fre
quencies of the two primary magnetic fields (30 and 40 kHz). Their 
output signals were directly related to horizontal and vertical 
eye position in a range of + 35 deg in all directions. This method 
will be described more fully elsewhere (Reulen, 1982). A static 
nonlinearity inherent in this method was corrected. In monkey 11 
we used the system described by Fuchs and Robinson (1966). The 
system including low-pass filtering had a band-width of 0-200 Hz 
(-3 dB). The eye movement signals were sampled at at least 500 Hz 
in each channel. Sensitivity in both methods was 0.25 deg, or 
better, up to 25 deg. In the double-step experiments the spot 
(2.2 deg; 1.2 cd/m2 ) was first presented for a variable period 
20 deg to the left • .It then either jumped 45 deg in the ¢1 = 
-30 deg direction followed by a vertical jump at ¢2 = +30 deg or 
vice versa. These trials (which occurred 1-3 times each in a set 
of 40 trials) were mixed with single steps in all directions. 

3. RESULTS 
Curved saccade trajectories were observed under certain conditions, 
e.g. for ¢1 - ¢2 = 30 deg or 60 deg at 45 deg eccentricity. The 
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phenomenon was observed more seldomly for smaller saccade sizes. 
As a control, we checked the trajectories of saccades to single
step stimuli in various directions. These trajectories were 
approximately straight in both monkeys (see Fig. IA). In the 
double-step experiments the amount of saccade curvature depended 
on response latency as well as interstep time T. For a given value 
of T, the rapid eye movement elicited by the stimulus led the eye 
in one continuous movement to a position near the path of the 
second step depending on latency. Longer-latency responses re
sulted in final eye positions closer to ~2' Considerable scatter 
in final eye position was still observed for responses with about 
the same latency, especially when T was short (52 msec). The re
lation between the effect of the second stimulus on final vertical 
eye position and the time lapse between its occurrence and the on
set of the eye movement was approximately linear. The correlation 
coefficient was 0.75 (N = 43). The effect of the second step was 
first visible in saccades which started 40 msec later and reached 
its final magnitude (i.e., final eye position was near ~ ) in eye 
movements which began 130 msec after the stimulus changea direction. 
When offset latency was taken as the independent variable the 
correlation coefficient was 0.79. The first effect of the second 
step could be noticed in eye movements ending 105 msec after its 
occurrence but was not complete until 100 msec later (offset 
latency 205 msec after the second step). 
Typical trajectories of monkey 10 to a stimulus jumping first to 
~I = -30 deg and subsequently to ~2 = 30 deg are shown in Fig. I 
(left hand column) for various T values. The second monkey showed 
the same general trend but was less extensively tested. A good im
pression about the onset of the curvature was obtained by 
computing t~e }nstantaneous direction, e, of the trajectory 
(e = arctg E IEh) as a function of time. The arrows in the e pro
files (Fig. Y, righthand column) indicate when e started deviating 
from the profile observed in ~I single steps. The point in time 
when this happened depended on T. When Twas 92 msec, the eye 
movement was initially directed at ~I and about 100 msec after the 
target changed direction curved toward ~2 until the eye stopped. 
When T was smaller the direction change was again first visible 
about 100 msec after the target jumped to ~2' As latency in the 
examples shown remained typically near 140 msec, the point of first 
direction change shifted toward saccade onset. When Twas 52 msec 
the saccade showed the influence of the second target step already 
at its start. With this stimulus, we sometimes observed responses 
which seemed to oscillate between ~I and ~2 (Fig. ID). This 
phenomenon was not observed with other stimuli. 
To further characterize the dynamics of the eye movements we also 
computed the velocity of the eye along its path (Fig. I, middle 
column). When compared to the velocity profiles of single step 
saccades to ~l' it appeared that when the eye made a large turn it 
first slowed down and accelerated again immediately after it 
changed direction. The "slow-down" effect could be seen as early 
as 90-100 msec after the second step especially when Twas 52 
msec. Since the second target step was purely vertical, the possi
bility that the horizontal component was not modified by the 
second step should be considered. When Twas 92 or 72 msec, hori
zontal eye velocity often dropped less rapidly in the late phase 
of the movement than during single step responses to ~ = -300 • 

When Twas 52 msec, the horizontal component sometimes had a lower 
peak velocity and became prolonged in time, which means that, at 
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FIGURE I. Eye movements to single steps (A) and double steps with 
interstep times of 92 msec (B), 72 msec (C) and 52 msec (D). Left
hand column: trajectories in F-V plane. Small numbers in B, C and 
D allow identification in columns on the right. Middle column: ve
locity of the eye along its path. Vertical scale: 0-1000 deg/sec. 
Horizontal scale: time since first step. Righthand column: instant
aneous direction in eye movements (drawn when velocity exceeded 
ISO deg/sec). Arrows indicate when the eye started deviating from 
its initial course (B and C). Forizontal axis as in middle column. 
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least in these cases, the second step did influence the horizontal 
component. 

3. DISCUSSION 
Should the responses in Fig. 1 be interpreted as single saccades 
whose course changed in midflight or as the sum of two separate 
saccades elicited by the two stimulus steps? The correction move
ment was clearly rapid. The two-saccade hypothesis does not explain 
why the mean latency of the eye movement was about 40 msec longer 
than the delay of the second-step effect. On the other hand, the 
distinct late acceleration in many curved eye movements seems 
nicely compatible with this hypothesis. 
An alternative is that the curved eye movements we have observed 
should be regarded as a single saccade which is under continuous 
guidance of incoming visual information (Robinson, 1975). To test 
this idea, simulations must be made to see if the model can mimic 
the monkey data. It is not straightforward how this should be done 
since Robinson's model is one dimensional and it is not immediately 
clear how the extension to a two-dimensional model should proceed. 
One problem encountered in this effort is that signals in visuo
motor areas such as the superior colliculus and the frontal eye 
fields are spatially encoded whereas at the premotor level signals 
are temporally encoded and organized in horizontal and vertical 
subsystems. Therefore, as has been recognized before, somewhere a 
translation from spatially to temporally encoded information must 
occur. 
A further problem which must be dealt with is that horizontal and 
vertical components of saccades are not generated independently. 
Although the precise nature and the amount of the cross-coupling 
remain to be established, data from Evinger et al. (1981) and our
selves indicate that the time courses of horizontal and vertical 
components in oblique saccades are synchronized. In our first 
simulation attempts with a two-dimensional version of Robinson's 
model, we have assumed simply that the nonlinear relationship be
tween motor error and eye velocity, initially proposed for hori
zontal saccades, is valid in all directions. In this tentative 
scheme (Fig. 2A) the signals desired eye position (T'), actual eye 
position (E') and their difference (motor error, M') are spatially 
encoded and represented as vectors (heavy lines). The transformation 
of 11' into horizontal and vertical eye velocity signals takes place 
in system STT (spatio-temporal translator). Here 11' is transformed 
into a new vector (l') which points in the same direction (Fig. 2B) 
and has a magnitude related to motor error magnitude as specified 
by the nonlinearity in Fig. 2C. The signals E\ and E' are the 
orthogonal components of the eye velocity vector and t~ought to be 
embodied by horizontal and vertical medium lead burst cells. Thu~, 
the ~ye is driven to the target until the efference copy signal E' 
and T' match. Quasi-visual cells in the superior colliculus have 
been proposed as candidates for coding motor error (Mays and 
Sparks, 1980). Since eye-movement induced changes in motor error 
are represented in the activity of these cells even when there is 
no retinal-error signal available, it has been suggested that they 
receive a motor signal. Our scheme suggests that this motor signal 
and the internal feedback signal proposed to account for the beha
viour of medium lead burst cells (van Gisbergen et al., 1981) is 
the same (cL Keller. 1981). 
The system STT is switched on and off hy a system (WHEN) which de
termines when 11' gets access to STT and starts moving the eye. The 
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~odel. For explanat~on see text. ~bbrev~at~ons: T = 7a:get ~os~t~on; 
T' = neural representation of T; E' = neural eye pos~t~on s~gnal; 
M: = motor error~ ~'h = hor~zonta~ eye velocity co~and; Eh = ho
r~zontal eye pos~t~on (vert~cal s~gnals have subscr~pt v); STT = 
spatio-temporal translator; TST = temporal to spatial translator 
(see discussion in Keller, 1981); PSG = pulse-step generator; 
PL = plant. All signals except input and outputs are neural. 

->-
system is switched off again when the magnitude of M' has fallen 
below a certain level. Note that because of the properties of STT 
and the presence of a single initiation system the model produces 
straight saccades to single step targets in all directions. The 
WHERE system in the scheme transforms target position into an 
internal signal representing desired eye position (Robinson, 1975). 
To account for our finding that a sudden change in required saccade 
direction resulted in direction adjustments, which started after 
about 100 msec and gradually reached their final values, we pro
pose that this system consists of a pure time delay and a low-pass 
filter. This filter may represent the averaging property of the 
saccadic system (Becker and Jurgens, 1979). 
We have convinced ourselves that when the nonlinearity in STT is 
the same as in an earlier study attempting to simulate monkey 
saccades (van Gisbergen et al., 1981) the model can at least pro
duce curved saccade trajectories. An important question in further 
simulations is whether it will be possible to explain both the re
lation between saccade latency and final eye position and the 
curved trajectories with a fixed set of parameters for the WHERE 
system. Since a typical value for latency in our experiments was 
140 msec, the value of 100 msec for the WHERE delay would mean 
that it takes about 40 msec after the first sign that an eye move
ment is needed, before the WHEN system initiates the saccade. This 
would explain why more time is needed for a stimulus to initiate 
a saccade than to modify an ongoing movement (cf. Barmack, 1970). 
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SPATIO-TEMPORAL RECODING IN THE GENERATION OF RAPID EYE MOVEMENTS 

K. HEPP, V. HENN 

(Physics Dept, E.T.H., and Neurology Dept, University, ZUrich, 
Switzerl and) 

One of the interesting problems of oculomotor organization is to understand 
how a visual signal, coded in retinotopic coordinates, like in the superior 
colliculi, is transformed into a temporal signal to drive the medium lead 
burst neurons and in turn the motoneurons. Many medium lead bursters 
(M-bursters) in the PPRF or rostral mesencephalon (BUttner et al., 1977) 
display a one-to-one correspondence between their firing rate and vector 
parameters of rapid eye movements. They therefore can be considered the 
final common pathway for all rapid eye movements. Concerning the input 
which drives the M-bursters, there are two opposing theories. In the 
position feedback model by Robinson (1975) the difference between a 
desired eye position signal and a neuronal copy of present eye position, 
both in head coordinates, drives the M-bursters and hence the eyes to the 
target. Such a model lends itself to computer simulation (van Gisbergen et 
al., 1981) and predicts the observed fact that in visually evoked saccades 
the desired eye position is reached even after violent perturbations (Mays, 
Sparks, 1981). One problem of this model is that neurons coding desired 
eye position with the required precision have not been found; another 
difficulty is that it cannot easily be generalized for oblique saccades. 
The second model (see e.g. Keller, 1981) postulates that the neuronal input 
to the M-bursters is by an eye displacement signal independent of eye 
position in the head. One possible input channel in the superior colliculus 
could be the saccade-vector related long-lead bursters (V-bursters) in 
the intermediate layer. Such V-bursters can also be found in the rostral 
PPRF. The recoding from the spatial map of V-bursters to the temporally 
coded M-bursters in the PPRF and rostral iMLF could involve directed 
long-lead bursters (L-bursters), which have already been described in the 
PPRF (Luschei, Fuchs, 1972; Keller, 1974; Henn, Cohen, 1976). Since the 
quantitative coding properties of L-bursters have not been determined, 
this recoding scheme has never been mathematically modeled. 
First we shall briefly describe the result of a systematic study of 
L-bursters in the PPRF and their coding and abundance relative to V- and 
M-bursters. These results will shed some light on the structure of a model 
for rapid eye movements in all directions using the V-burster input. We 
shall present a model based only on neuron populations which have actually 
been recorded. 
V-bursters can be clearly identified by their coding properties, usually 
by their movement field around an optimal saccadic vector with weaker 
burst for all smaller and larger saccades. If the movement field extends 
to the periphery, the neuron is only active within a narrow angular range 
of less than a quadrant. Most of the V-bursters in the rostral PPRF are 
conditionally saccadic: Strong bursts always correspond to saccades into 
the center of the movement field. Weak bursts usually occur for movements 
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into the periphery of the movement field but can also correspond to saccades 
into the center field (see Fig. 1). We have defined burst onset t(1/3) as the 
time the frequency in the on-direction reaches 1/3 of the maximal frequency 
relative to the onset of the saccade. Rise time r = t(2/3) - t(1/3). All 
V-bursters are "long lead" in the sense that t(1/3) ~ - 12 ms and r ~ 4 ms. 
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FIGURE 1. Isoburst "curves" for a V-burster (left), L-burster (middle) and 
M-burster (right) in the PPRF. For the V-burster the triangles represent 
all bursts, where the number of spikes is maximal, the dark dots denote 
the convex hull of all above half-maximal burst events and the 1 i ght dots 
the just visible burst-events. Maximal bursts correspond to saccadic 
vectors in a narrow movement field, but the converse is not true. The two 
isoburst curves of the L- and M-burster with on-direction to the right are 
well separated and qualitatively similar, although the on-latencies and 
rise times of these units are very different (t(1/3) = - 14 ms, r = 4 ms 
for L; t(1/3) = - 5 ms, r = 1 ms for M). For these directed burst neurons 
there is an almost one-to-one relation between the number of spikes in the 
burst and horizontal eye displacement Ah for all saccades with Ah ~ O. 

All other burst neurons are directed, i.e. the number N of spikes in the 
burst increases monotonically with the size of the vector component in 
a horizontal or vertical direction. Directed bursters can have short or 
lon~ on-latencies and rise times. However, there is no unique separation 
by that criterium. Medium lead bursters (M-bursters) have latencies t(1/3) 
shorter than -12 ms. The maximal frequency of the burst is often at its 
very beginning, and they have a steep rise time, r~ 3 ms. Long lead 
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bursters (L-bursters) have latencies t(l/3) < - 12 ms; r increases 
linearly with t(1!3) and there is significant early activity, which 
varies with the behavioral state of the animal. 
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From the PPRF of 3 Rhesus monkeys we have quantitatively analyzed 157 
saccade-related burst neurons with a maximal frequency> 600 Hz. Our 
sample comprises 16 L-bursters (all with an ipsilateral-horizontal 
on-direction) 45 horizontal M-bursters (and 12 with an additional weak 
eye position signal), 17 vertical M-bursters (and 11 with an additional 
weak eye position signal), and 56 V-bursters mainly in the rostral PPRF. 
In a qualitative manner the firing patterns of L- and M-bursters are 
similar. Some L-bursters encode the components of saccades with a gain 
and precision comparable to the M-bursters (see Fig. 1). Some L-bursters 
fire maximally with movements into one half-field and have little or no 
activity with movements into the opposite direction. They could serve a 
trigger function for all movements in one half-field. The fluctuations 
in the encoding of saccadic parameters are greater in the L-bursters 
than in the M-bursters. 
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FIGURE 2. Flow diagram for the spatio-temporal recoding from V- to 
M-bursters. A main pathway from V to M is qualitatively consistent with 
the firing patterns of both neuron populations, since the average high 
frequency burst duration is identical for spontaneous saccades into the 
movement field. However, maximal V-burst events (in our experimental set 
up interpreted as visually evoked saccades) last longer than in M-bursters, 
in particular for small saccades, and this requires the deceleration 
network using local feedback. The PPRF pausers and L-bursters with trigger 
coding form the coordinating network for horizontal and vertical saccades. 
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Our results are compatible with the model of Fig. 2. For spontaneous eye 
movements V-burster activity in the rostral PPRF (in addition similar 
activity in the superior colliculus and other places) represent the 
desired eye displacement input, which by graded synaptic strength is 
transmitted into M-bursters populations which in turn project directly 
and indirectly to the motoneurons of the six eye muscle pairs. They also 
activate trigger L-bursters which inhibit the pause neurons. The latter 
form an inhibitory gate for the M-bursters and filter out the early rising 
and the post-saccadic activity of the V- and L-bursters. The average high 
frequency discharge of the V-bursters keeps the M-bursters firing and (via 
inhibitory M-bursters) the P-neurons silent. 
To execute eye movements with high precision the V-bursters can activate a 
local feedback circuit: The M-bursters give in good approximation a real 
eye displacement signal via a leaky integrator to a family of deceleration 
burst neurons (DEC). They are kept silent due to the appropriate V-input 
until real eye displacement reaches desired eye displacement. Then they 
shield the M-bursters from further V-input. Such a model has already been 
proposed by JUrgens et al. (1981). It can explain a limited CIIlount of 
feedback which can cope with inflight deceleration of saccades (i.e. by 
pause stimulation, Keller, 1974; King, 1977), the generation of stair-case 
saccades by continuous V-stimulation (Robinson, 1972; Schiller, Stryker, 
1972), and, more physiologically, the occurrence of a refractory period 
for rapid eye movements. More dramatic reprogramming can be effected by 
an eye position feedback to the central maps, which also can modify the 
DEC-bursters in distinguishing centripetal from centrifug~ saccades. 
The merit of Fig. 2 is that it can be mathematically simulated and that 
all "boxes" correspond to identified neuronal populations. In particular, 
DEC-bursters with the appropriate coding properties have been found in 
the medial cerebellar nuclei (Hepp et al., 1982) and in the brain stem. 
Localized lesions might be used to connect such a control circuit to 
clinical syndroms. 
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HORIZONTAL SACCADES INDUCED BY S'I'IMULA'I'ION OF 'l'fIE 
MESENCEPHALIC RETICULAR FORMATION 

BERNARD COHEN, VICTOR MATSUO, 'l'HEODORE RAPfIAN, DAVID WAI'I'7,MAN AND 
JOEL FRADIN (Department of Neurologv, Mount Sinai School of 
Medicine of the City University of New York, N.Y. 10029, U.S.A.) 

INTRODUCTION 
Stimulation and lesion experiments suggest that portions of 

the mesencephalic reticular formation (MRF) plav an important 
role in producing horizontal ev~,.JTlovements (Render & Shanzer, 
1964; Komatsuzaki et al, 1972). Stimulation of the MRF produces 
contralateral deviation of the eves in both cat (Szent4gothai, 
1943) and monkey (Bender & Shanzer, 1964). Lesions of this area 
induce deficits in contralateral gaze (Bender & Shanzer, 1964; 
Komatsuzaki et al , 1972) and in optokinetic nystagmus (OKN) 
(Szent4gothai, 1943; Komatsuzaki et aI, 1972). Preliminary 
studies have shown that unit activity associated with 
contralateral visually-induced saccades is also found in this 
region (Waitzman & Cohen, 1979, 1981). As vet, however, eve 
movements that are elicited from this area bV electrical 
stimulation have not been characterized. The purpose of this 
study was to gain insight into how oculomotor information in this 
region is organized. 

METHODS 
EXperiments were performed on cynomolgus (Macaca 

fascicular is) , nemestrina (M. nemestrina) and rhesus monkeys (M. 
mulatta). Under anesthesia silver-silver chloride electrodes 
were implanted in the hone around the eves to record horizontal 
and vertical eye movements. Bone overlying the MRF was removed, 
and a well that accepts a microelectrode carrier was implanted 
using dental acrylic cement. Restraining bolts were fixed to the 
skull. After recovery the MRF was systematically explored in 
vertical stereotaxic planes at a rate of 1-2 tracks/session over 
a period of several months. During experiments the animals sat 
in· a primate chair with their heads restrained. 'l'he MRF was 
monopolarlv stimulated using a tungsten microelectrode of 0.5-1.5 
megohms impedance measured at 1,000 Hz. Trains were comoosed of 
constant current, 0.5 msec negative pulses. Pulse currents 
generally ranged between 20 and 30pA and did not exceed 40pA. 
Train duration and pulse frequencies were varied. Eye movements 
were displayed on the screen of a storage oscilloscope, 
registered on an oscillograph and stored on FM magnetic tape. 
The characteristic adduction produced bv activation of the medial 
rectus subdivision of the oculomotor nucleus (Warwick, 1964) was 
used to locate the depth and laterality of the stimulating 
electrode. Marking lesions were made at the hottom of some 
electrode tracks for identification, and the tracks were later 
reconstructed in histological sections. 

RESULTS 
Horizontal eve movements were elicited from the MR.F in an 

area that is similar to that previouslv described by Bender and 
Shanzer (1964) and Komatsuzaki et al, (1972) (Fig. 1). It 
roughly corresponds to nucleus G.mei formis in the human 
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Fig. 1: Diagram of the brain stem of a rhesus monkey at about A 
+ 3.5 (Snider and Lee, 1961). ~he approximate borders of the MRF 
are shown by the dotted lines. The vertical lines in the right 
MRF show 5 stimulation tracks that penetrated the MRF at this 
level. Three with horizontal hars at the top and hottom show the 
limit of the region from which contralateral horizontal eye 
movements were induced by stimulation. ~he horizontal curved 
lines in two of these tracks show the separation into portions 
from which retinotopic (dorsal) and craniotopic (ventral) 
saccades were elicited. Contralateral saccades were also 
elicited by stimulation in the other 3 tracks hut as the tracks 
did not begin or end in this section, the transition point could 
not be determined precisely. The transition points are 
approximate because of changes due to gliosis and shrinkage, but 
show that retinotopic saccades were elicited from approximately 
the same region in different tracks. The same was true for 
craniotopic saccades. Ahbreviations: L, lesion made to 
identify a stimulation track; LGN, lateral geniculate nucleus; 
MGN, medial geniculate nucleus; mlf, median longitudinal 
fasciculus; MRF, mesencephalic reticular formation; NRTP, nucleus 
reticularis tegmenti pontis; III, oculomotor nucleus; RN, red 
nucleus, ThaI, thalamus. 

(Olszewski and Baxter, 1954). The region is about 2.0mm wide, 
l.25mm deep and 3mm from front to hack. It lies lateral to the 
oculomotor nucleus and central gray matter, being centered at 
about A 3.5, L 3 and H +3 in the rhesus monkey (Snider and Lee, 
1961) . The laterality is the same in the cvnomolgus and 
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nemestrina monkeys, hut the region is centere~ at about A ~.5 
(Shantha et al, 1968, and unpublishe~ data). The red nucleus is 
ventral and rostral to MRF. Me~iallv the MRF is hounded by 
tractus retroflexus, laterallv hv the medial lemniscus, and 
dorsally by the thalamus. Caudallv, the area is confluent with 
the superior colliculus. Rostrallv, it thins and extends toward 
the fields of Forel. It is caudal and lateral to the rostral 
iMLF and adjacent regions of the MRF that have been associated 
with downward eye movements (Buettner et al, 1977; ~oempf et al, 
1979; King and Fuchs, 1979). 

Only the eves moved when stimuli were given to this region 
of the MRF in the restrained animal. At the borders of the area, 
small ear twitches or hand and leg movements were sometimes also 
elicited. The eve movements induced hv MRF stimulation were 
conjugate, contralateral and horizontal. Thev generally had no 
vertical component. Onlv rapid eve movement, i.e. saccades or 
quick phases of nystagmus, were elicited bv MRF stimulation. 
Slow movements, i.e. pursuit movements or slow phases of 
nystagmus, were not evoked. 

Typical saccades elicited by stimulation of MRF with pulse 
trains are shown in Fig. 2A. The induced movements were similar 
in amplitude, duration and velocity to naturally-occurring 
saccades (Fig. 2A) and quick phases of nystagmus (Fig. 2D, E). 
Repetitive stimulation elicited a series of "staircase" saccades 
to the contralateral side with short periods of fixation in the 
period between saccades. This sugqests that activity carried in 
the MRF is primarily related to generation of rapid not slow eve 
movements. 

If the eves were stationarv when the Dulse train was given, 
the induced movements were saccades to the contralateral side 
(Fig. 2A). If the eves were pursuinq a tarqet or moving in 
response to movement of the visual surround, the induced 
movements were either opposinq quick phases of nvstagmus (Fiq. 
20) or forward saccades superimposed on the slow eve movements 
(Fig. 2E). If the train repetition rate was set to ahout 3-4/sec 
during movement of the visual surround, typical ORN was produced 
at the frequency of stimulation. ~wo beats that were entrained 
on 5 successive sweeps are shown in Fig. 20. Slow phases of 
nystagmus or pursuit velocities were unaffected by the occurrence 
of the induced saccades (Fig. 20,E). 

Following induced saccades there was a period of 150-200 
msec when no spontaneous forward or backward saccades or quick 
phases of nystagmus occurred. This was true for either saccades 
elicited with the eves stationary (Fig. 2A) or during nvstagmus 
(Fig. 20, E). A similar post-saccadic period of inhibition was 
found in a previous studv when saccades were elicited from the 
paramedian zone of the pontine reticular formation (PPRF) (Cohen 
& Komatsuzaki, 1972). Neural networks that generate saccades in 
the horizontal planes are located in the PPRF (Cohen and Henn, 
1972), and it is likely that activitv projecting from the MRF to 
the PPRF was responsible for the eve movements that were elicited 
by MRF stimulation. The period of fixation that follows saccadic 
eve movements is probably also generated by pontine mechanisms 
(Henn and Cohen, 1973; Raphan and Cohen, 1978). 

Eye movements were not induced hy stimulation if the pulse 
train was given during a spontaneous or induced saccade in the 
same direction or for 50-75 msec thereafter. Following this 
refractory perio~, there was about 100 msec when a saccade coul~ 
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Fig. 2: A. Leftwar~ sacca~es of ahout 2.50 in~uce~ bv 
stimulation in the dorsal MRF on the right. ~he horizontal EOG 
was recorded bitemporally with DC coupling. Eye movements to the 
right caused upward trace deflections. Twelve 20 uA pulses at a 
frequency of 333 Hz were delivered ~uring the period shown by the 
line below the EOG traces. ~he calibration for this and each of 
the EOG's shown in this figure with the exception of Band C, is 
given by the vertical bar next to E. ~he time base for D-G is 
shown below G. Note in A that the induced movements were 
followed by fixation periods of 150-200 msec when no other 
saccades occurred. B. Retinotopic saccades similar to those 
shown in A are displayed on an x-v plot. All saccades were to 
the left. There was little or no vertical component to these 
movements. C, Variable amplitude, craniotopic saccades elicited 
from a stimulation site in the ventral portion of the right MRF. 
The eyes moved toward a restricted region of the movement field 
to the left of the midline. D, E, Leftward rapid eye movements 
elicited by right MRF stimulation during left (D) or right OKN 
(E). The velocity of the surround movement was 450 jsec. ~wo 
trains of pulses were delivered during D. Each train elicited a 
movement to the left followed by a period during which no other 
rapid movement occurred. F, G, Effect of a 500 msec period of 
MRF stimulation at 100 Hz on triggering of slow phases during 
left (F) and right OKN (G). This frequency was below threshold 
for inducing movement. Triggering was enhance~ (F) or suppresse~ 
(G) when quick phases were in the same (F) or the opposite 
direction (G) as the movements that would be induced hy higher 
frequencies of MRF stimulation. 
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be induced by another pulse train, but the amplitu~e of the 
second movement was smaller than the first. If the stimulus was 
given during a saccade in the opposite direction, the ongoing 
movement was abruptly terminate~ and the eves reverse~ ~irection. 
This shows that there is a refractory perio~ following saccade 
generation. It suggests that the refractory period for saccade 
generation in one direction is in~ependent of that for saccade 
generation in the opposite direction. 

The latency of the in~uced deviations varied between 20 and 
30 msec for trains of pulses at higher freguencies (Fig. 3A). 
This is similar to latencies induced by frontal eve field and 
superior colliculus stimulation (Robinson and Fuchs, 1969; 
Robinson, 1972; Schiller and Stryker, 1972). Latencies were 
longer at lower frequencies of stimulation (Fig. 3R, C). ~he 
relationship between pulse frequencv and latencv was teste~ by 
holding the number of pulses constant and varving the frequencv. 
Pulse current was held constant throughout. ~rains were given 
during OKN so that eye position and time after a preceding quick 
phase could be controlled. Latencies of the induced movements 
were close to the time it took to ~eliver a fixed numher of 
pulses to the MRF, regardless of frequencv (Fiq. 4). ~he dashed 
lines of Fig. 4 show a constant product for 10 and 12 pulses. 
From this it is likelv that the MRF inputs to a triqger network 
in the PPRF to generate saccades, and that the triqger network 
integrates the spike frequencv of the input signal until a 
threshold is reached and a saccade is generated. The higher the 
input frequency, the shorter the latencv to the initiation of the 
saccade. 

The amplitude of eye movements induced bv MRF stimulation 
varied according to the region that was activated. Small 
saccades were elicited from dorsal portions of the MRF and larger 
saccades were evoked from regions that were more ventrgl in the 
MRF. The saccades ranged in amplitude from about 1 in 
dorsal portions to 15-200 or more in deeper portions. 
Examples of progressively larger saccades elicited from 4 sites 
in one experiment are shown in Fig. 5. The stimulus sites were 
separated by 0.25 mm. The threshold was similar at each 
location. 

Two classes of saccades were elicited bv stimulation of the 
MRF. From dorsal portions of the MRF the induced saccades were 
of the same size, when a single locus was stimulated, regardless 
of the position of the eye in the orbit, except for eve positions 
at the limits of contralateral gaze. In contrast, in ventral 
portions of the MRF saccade amplitude was dependent on the 
initial position of the eves in the orbit. The induced saccades 
were larger if the eves were on the ipsilateral side and smaller 
if the eyes were on the contralateral side. Examples of these 
two types of saccades from a single electrode track are shown in 
Fig. 2B, C. The traces are X-Y plots of eve position on a 
storage oscilloscope. The Z axis was intensified 20-100 msec 
after right MRF stimulation. All induce~ movements were to the 
left, i.e. to the contralateral side. Initial eve position 
varied over a horizontal range of 400 and the vertical range 
was 150. Stimulation at a locus in the 80rsal MRF induced 
saccades wh05e amp6itudes were about 2.5 (Fiq. 2B). Smaller 
saccades of 1 to 2 were elicited from more ~orsal 
positions in this track. Just below this region larger sacca1es 
of about 5 and 100 were induced. In ventral-most portions of the 
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Fig. 3: Small saccades to the left elicited hy riqht MRF 
stimulation. In this experiment OKN to the left was induced hV 
surround movement at 450 /sec and the leftward quick phases 
were used to trigger the sweep and stimulator. ~he delav to the 
onset of stimulation was 200 msec. The same number of pulses in 
the train was used in each instance (15), but the frequencv was 
varied. Note that the latency of the induced movements became 
lonqer as the frequencv of stimulation was reduced. Onlv the 
horizontal EOG is shown. 

Fig. 4: Plot of time from onset of stimulation to onset of eve 
movement for stimulation at various frequencies. Data were 
plotted from the experiment shown in Fiq. 3. The two dashec1 
lines show the constant product for 10 (lower line) and 12 (upper 
line) pulses. The data lav close to these constant product 
lines. NR represents no reaction. 

MRF, however, the induced saccades moved the eves toward 
particular reqions of the contralateral field (Fiq. 2C). 
Consequently, the movements were larqer when the oriqinal 
position was farther on the ipsilateral side. The limits of the 
final position varied considerahlv, hut s~ccades of variable 
amplitude tended to end 5-100 to the contralatBral side of 
the midline in a reqion that was itself 5-10 in diameter. 
These two classes of saccades are similar to the retinotopic and 
craniotopic saccades elicited from the superior colliculus bV 
Roucoux et al (19BO) and Guitton et al (1980). Locations froft 
which the two tvpes of saccades were elicited in two electrode 
tracks are shown by the arrows above and below the horizontal 
curved lines in Fig. 1. 
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Fig. 5: Contralateral saccades induced by stimulation of the 
right MRF with 12 pulses at a frequency of 333 Hz. Each of the 4 
stimulus sites was located in the right MRF, about 27-28 mm below 
the cortex. The depth of the stimulating microelectrode from 
the end of the guide tube is shown by the numbers to the right 
and above the superimposed traces~ larger numbers refer to 

sites that were more ventral. ~he electrode was 
from the vertical. Only the horizontal EOG is :~~~~~ati~B 

shown. 

Although short bursts of pulses at high frequencies were 
most effective in eliciting saccades or quick phases of 
nystagmus, quick phase triggering was also affected by steady 
rates of MRF stimulation at frequencies that were themselves 
incapable of generating contralateral saccades or quick phases. 
In the monkey maximum beat frequencies of OKN are normally in the 
range of about 3-4 per second (Komatsuzaki et al, 19~q). When 
the MRF was stimulated during OKN with contralateral quick 
phases, beat frequency rose to 5-10 heats/sec (Fig. 2F). When 
OKN quick phases were directed toward the contralateral side, 
i.e. in the same direction as the movements that woul.d have been 
induced by higher rates of MRF stimulation, triggering of 
ipsilateral quick phases was suppressed (Fig. 2G). As a result, 
during MRF stimulation slow phases continued until the eves had 
moved far to the contralateral side. ~his demonstrates that ~RF 
activity which is below threshold for generating saccades is 
capable of modifying the excitability of saccade generating 
mechanisms. 
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DISCUSSION 
The ability to induce saccades and quick phases of constant 

amplitude from the MRF by stimulation at low thresholds with 
relatively few pulses suggests that pathways or nuclei in MRF 
were activated that may contribute to production of saccades 
under natural circumstances. In accord with this neural activity 
in the MRF is associated with contralateral spontaneous saccades 
and is considerably enhanced when animals make visually-induced 
saccadic eye movements (Waitzman et al, 1979, 1981~ Waitzman, 
1982). The lack of effect of stimulation on the velocity of slow 
eye movements emphasizes the general principle of oculomotor 
organization that slow and fast phases are processed separately 
in the CNS (Westheimer, 1954~ Rashbass, 1961). We would 
emphasize that the movements elicited from the MRF were 
predominantly horizontal. This implies that the MRF is 
"downstream" to activity arising in the superior colliculus and 
the frontal eye fields where stimulation often elicits oblique 
contralateral saccades with both a vertical and a horizontal 
component Robinson, 1972~ Robinson and Fuchs, 1969~ Schiller 
and Stryker, 1972). Activity responsible for vertical 
components of movement from these structures is apparently 
directed elsewhere. 

The topographic dorsa-ventral organization of eye movement 
amplitudes in the MRF bears a striking similarity to the 
rostra-caudal organization in the superior colliculus. In 
rostral colliculus small saccadic eye movements are elicited by 
stimulation in both cat (Rouxoux et al, 1980~ Guitton et al, 
1980) and monkey (Robinson, 1972~ Schiller and Stryker, 1972)~ 
the amplitude of these saccades is independent of initial eye 
position. The movements become progressively larger as the 
stimulating electrode is moved caudally. In the caudal 
colliculus of the cat, larger saccades are elicited that move the 
eyes toward some portion of the contralateral movement field. 
These saccades are similar to the movements elicited in the 
ventral MRF of the monkey. The functional significance of this 
organization in the colliculus appears related to the size of 
intended gaze shifts and whether or not head movements are made 
with eye movements~ the vestibula-ocular reflex (VOR) is 
inhibited during the larger craniotopic eye movements (Guitton et 
al, 1980). MRF stimulation in the alert unrestrained animal also 
elicits head and eye movements (Wagman, 1964~ Bender, Shanzer, 
1964), and there are direct projections from the MRF to the 
cervical spinal cord (Castiglioni et al, 1978). Therefore, it 
seems likely that MRF is also related to producing shifts in gaze 
that require reorienting of the head on the neck. 

Anatomic projections have been demonstrated between superior 
colliculus and the MRF (Harting, 1980~ Grantyn and Grantyn, 1982~ 
Cohen et al, 1981). In view of the similar topography for eye 
movements of different sizes in both structures, an important 
question is whether eye movements elicited by MRF stimulation 
were due to antidromic excitation of superior colliculus 
cells. This seems unlikely since there was no vertical component 
to the movements induced by dorsal MRF stimulation, whereas 
in the superior colliculus, vertical components are prominent. 
A more likely possibility is that the stimulating electrode 
was activating afferents projecting to MRF as well as MRF cells 
themselves. 
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It has been previously shown that the number of pulses in 
the burst of short and medium lead PPRF hurst units is related to 
the component of movement in the pullinq directions of the 
muscles that produce the deviations (Henn & Cohen, 1976). Since 
the amplitude of induced movement is dependent on the number of 
pulses in the burst, it would appear that the same set of PPRF 
neurons is utilized to produce movements of different sizes (Henn 
and Cohen, 1976). In contrast, the amplitude of the saccades 
induced by MRF stimulation was independent of either the 
frequency of stimulation or of the number of pulses in the train. 
Instead, the MRF stimulus appeared to act as a triqqer siqnal. 
From this, it seems likely that an anatomical or "spatial-code" 
rather than a frequency code is utilized in the MRF to transmit 
oculomotor activity. If correct, then a spatial-temporal 
transformation of frequency must take place between the MRF and 
pons similar to that postulated for colliculo-reticular pathways 
(Robinson, 1972). 

Thus results of stimulation suggest that the MRF processes 
activity that serves to triqger mechanisms that generate 
horizontal saccades. The region of the ~RF that is active 
appears to be important for determining the size and type of the 
evoked saccade. The temporal aspects of the burst prohably 
determine when the saccade will occur. In dorsal portions of the 
MRF activity excites triqger mechanism that elicit saccades of 
specific amplitUdes. In ventral portions ~RF activity seems 
directed more toward moving the eyes toward a particular sector 
of the field. The latter would be appropriate for heinq utilized 
during combined head and eye movements. The stimulation results 
indicate how activity in the MRF miqht be orqanized. Taken 
together with lesion and single unit data thev support the idea 
that the MRF is an important link between the visual and 
oculomotor system for generation of saccades. 
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'TEC'TAL COiHROL Or' VERTICAL EYE liiOVElviElifTS: A S2ARCH ::"OR 
UNDERLYING imURONAL CIRCUITS Hi 'rHE I'iiESE~JCEPHALmJ 

A. GRANTYi~, R. GHAHTYN (Leipzig, GDR), A. BERTHOZ 
(Paris, France), J. RIBAS (Sevilla, Spain) 

Studies of connectivity patterns underlying input from 
the superior colliculus (CS) to the horizontal burst 
generator in cats and monkeys led to a conclusion that 
the link is established through direct or oligo synaptic 
connections of collicular projection neurons with the 
PPRF (Precht et al., 1974, Grantyn, Grantyn, 1976, 
Raybourn, Keller, 1977). As concerns contribution of 
the CS to the control of vertical saccadic eye move
ments, there exists only one report (King et aI., 1980) 
indicating the absence of any synaptic effects from the 
CS on neurons in the interstitial nucleus of Cajal 
(NIC), including burst and burst-tonic units dischar
ging in relation to vertical saccades. In the present 
cOllUnunication we shall briefly summarize our material 
bearing on the problem of synaptic connections between 
the CS and preoculomotor regions of the midbrain 
related to the generation of vertical components of 
saccadic eye movements. 
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FIGURE 1. A-C) Identification of an IR motoneuron by 
antidromic response to stimulation of inferior rectus 
branch in the orbit (A), disynaptic IPSP from ipsilate
ral labyrinth (E) and disynaptic EPSP from contralateral 
labyrinth (C). D) Stimulus point in the caudo-lateral 
quadrant of the CS. E) EPSPs (lower trace) and extra
cellular field potentials (upper trace) evoked from the 
point indicated in D. F-G) Reciprocal response (IPSP) 
to stimulation of the rostro-medial point. Amplitude 
and time calibrations in mV and ms. 
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Fig.1 D-G illustrates postsynaptic responses of a 
physiologically identified (A-C) inferior rectus moto
neuron (IR-MN) to stimulation of two different points 
in the intermediate layers of the CS. About 40 IR-lVINs 
were studied in this paradigm using anesthetized or 
encephale isole cats. In confirmation of the motor map 
of the CS (Roucoux, Cro~~elinck, 1976) EPSPs were eli
cited from the caudo-Iateral quadrant representing eye 
movements with downward components and IPSPs from the 
rostro-medial (upward) quadrant of the CS (Fig.2 A). 
Postsynaptic responses could be induced from both ipsi
and contralateral CS. As shown in the histograms of 
?ig.2 B,C, the stimulus locked components of synaptic 
responses usually appeared with latencies between 2 and 
J ms. In some motoneurons longer stimulus trains were 
necessary to elicit a response which consisted of 
smoothly rising de- or hyperpolarizations with laten
cies over J ms. In several preparations under Nembutal 
anesthesia there was no effect of CS stimulation on 
IR-MNs, even though the medial rectus motoneurons dis
played normal EPSPs at disynaptic latencies. 
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FIGURE 2. A) Dorsal view of the superior colliculi in
dicating the locations of stimulus points from which 
EPSPs (filled circles) and IPSPs (open circles) were 
elicited in IR-MNs. Interrupted line within the borders 
of CS indicates approximate location of the horizontal 
meridia.n. D,C) Histograms of EPSP a.nd IPSP latencies 
measured for stimulus locked components during ipsi
lateral and contralateral stimulation. 
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Thus, synaptic effects induced in vertical (IR) moto
neurons by CS stimulation differ in important points 
from those observed in horizontal motoneurons (lateral 
and medial rectus) (Grantyn, Berthoz, 1977, Grantyn et 
al., 1979). In contrast to the latter, transmission to 
IR-MHs is predominantly tri- or polysynaptic, a contri
bution of disynaptic links being negligibly small. The 
effectiveness and the reliability of synaptic influ
ences on IR-IvIN s are, correspondingly, lower. 

The paucity of oligosynaptic links makes it difficult 
to trace neuronal connections underlying the observed 
synaptic effects. Progress in this direction requires 
detailed information on the morphological relationships 
of the tectal efferent neurons with brain stem regions 
containing premotor circuits responsible for vertical 
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?IGURE 3. Axonal ramification of a tecto-bulbo-spinal 
neuron projecting into the ventral funiculus of the 
cervical spinal cord (antidromic identification). Re
construction in parasagittal plane. Collaterals are 
referred to in the text according to their numbers. 
Main axon denoted by A. Abbreviations: CP - commissura 
posterior, CS - colliculus superior, F - field of 
Porel, Frf - fasciculus retroflexus, NIC - nucl. in
terstiti alis Ca jal, R - nucl. ruber, SGC - SUbstantia 
grisea centralis. 
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saccades. Recently we described axonal ramification 
patterns of HRP-stained tectal efferent neurons projec
ting in the tecto-bulbo-spinal tract (TBSN) (Grantyn, 
Grantyn, 1982). Fig.J shows the distribution of mesen
cephalic axonal branches which is representative for 
this class of neurons. 'The rostrally directed longitu
dinal collaterals originating from the main axon before 
(1,2) and after (J) the decussation issue numerous 
secondary branches which ramify in the midbrain reti
cular formation (MRF)(e.g. 2A,B,C,JA,B), the central 
grey (SGC)(1B), the rostral and caudal poles of the NrC 
(2F,J,JD) and in the ventral aspect of the nuclei of 
posterior commissure (NCP)(1A). Longitudinal collate
rals (2,J) enter the ventral thalamus, rostrally and 
ventrorostrally of the NIC. Terminal ramifications in 
this region were not detected in this particular neuron 
but they were present in several other TBSNs. 

Relating these observations to single cell recordings 
in alert animals suggests that TBSNs may establish 
direct connections with vertical burst neurons in the 
prestitial area (rostral interstitial nucleus of MLF) 
(BUttner et al., 1977) or in the structures adjacent 
to the NIC (MRF, SGC) (King, Fuchs, 1977). The situation 
is ambiguous with respect to the NIC proper which, in 
cats, is the site of vertical burst-tonic neurons 
(King et al., 1980). In our material collaterals in the 
core of the IHC were sparce in comparison with its pe
riphery and bordering regions of the MRF (Fig.J, colla
terals 2C,E,G,H,JC). Vertical burst-tonic neurons were 
encountered at these locations in the monkey (King, 
Fuchs, 1977) but not in the cat (King et al., 1980). 

Further analysis of collicular links with vertical 
motoneurons requires identification of target neurons 
of the CS and clarification of their connections with 
the III nucleus. Our current study has been limited to 
some of the midbrain regions supplied by rostral colla
terals of tecto-bulbo-spinal neurons. Cells showing 
monosynaptic responses to CS stimulation (EPSPs with 
latencies 0.7 - 1.2 rns) were sampled at frontal levels 
corresponding to the rostro-caudal extent of the NrC. 
Intracellular HRP injections were used to obtain morpho
logical characteristics of neurons selected according 
to the above criterion. As shown in Fig.4, neurons re
ceiving monosynaptic collicular input were encountered 
in the pretectum, the nuclei of posterior commissure, 
the central grey and the region of the NIC. Since the 
number of available pretectal and central grey neurons 
is too low, we shall consider only the latter two 
groups. 

The ventral group includes 7 successfully stained neu
rons (Fig.4, A4-7, B9-11), only two of them being defi
nitely within the borders of the NIC (A4,5). Both NIC 
neurons projected via ipsilateral MLF in the intersti
tio-spinal tract, as revealed by antidromic response to 
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stimulation of the spinal cord at cervical level. Col
laterals were observed in only one of them, with ter
minal ramifications and boutons in the NIC (recurrent 
collateral), in the inferior rectus subdivision of the 
III nucleus and in the SGC in front of the trochlear 
nucleus. The remaining five cells were located outside 
the NIC. Their axons entered the ipsilateral IvlLF and 
descended to the cervical cord (antidromic responses). 
The somadendritic profile and synaptic re sponses of one 
of the neurons belonging to this group are shown in 
Fig.5. Collaterals to the SGC and within the NIC were 
observed in cells 6, 7 (Fig.4A) but were absent in more 
laterally located cells 9 - 11 (Fig.4B), in spite of 
strong HRP staining of their main axons.rhe topography 
of collicular target neurons in the surroundings of the 
NIC corresponds well to the branching pattern of the 
rostral collaterals is sued by TBSNs. A direct connec
tion to the NIC proper seems indeed to be scanty. I;Iain 
target are the reticulo-spinal neurons located in the 
adjacent lVIRF which, however, do not project to the III 
nucleus. 
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FIGURE 4. Location of neurons responding with mono
synaptic EPSPs to stimulation of the ipsilateral CS and 
stained with HRP. Reconstruction in parasagittal plane. 
A) Cells located within 1.8 mm from the midline. 
B) Cells with more lateral locations. 'rhe course of 
main axon is indicated by thick lines, approximate tra
jectory of collaterals - by thin lines. Abbreviations 
as in Fig.4. BC - brachium conjunctivum, Flm - fasci
culus longitudinalis medialis, Pt - pretectum. 
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A high probability of recording monosynaptic responses 
in neurons within the nuclei of posterior commissure 
(NCP) was unexpected in view of anatomical data indi
cating quite sparce collicular projection to this 
region (Graham, 1977). Of particular interest are the 
cells whose axons do not enter the posterior commissure 
but course in ventral direction on the ipsilateral 
side. Mons of two cells were followed to the rostral 
pons either in the MLF (Fig.4, A1) or in the predorsal 
bundle (Fig.4, B6). Axons of other cells could not be 
traced beyond the NIC region. Collaterals with terminal 
ramifications were observed in the SGC (cells B6,7), 
in the MR? adjacent to the SGC (cells A1, B6) and 
dorsorostrally of the red nucleus (cell B8), in the 
field of Forel (cells A 1, B6, B) and in the .lUC (cell 
B7). Collaterals to the III nucleus were not detected. 
The NCP represent a part of the dorsorostral midbrain 
area which, according to clinical observations and 
lesion experiments, is critical for the execution of 
vertical eye movements. NCP neurons receiving monosy-

A 

NCP 

?IGURE 5. A) lVlesencephalic reticular neuron stained by 
intrasomatic injection of HRP. Partial reconstruction 
in frontal plane. Axon (arrow) passes through .iUC 
without collaterals and descends in the Flm to the spi
nal cord (antidromic identification). l~ote extremely 
wide dendritic field. Calibration bar - 0.5 mm. B) EPSP 
with monosynaptic component evoked by stimulation of 
rostro-medial CS. C) Disynaptic SPSP evoked from the 
caudo-lateral CS. D,E) Polysynaptic EPSPs evoked by sti
mulation of ipsi- and contralateral labyrinths, respec
tively. Abbreviations as in Figs. 3, 4. Aq - aqueductus, 
D - nucl. Darkschewitsch, NCP - nucl. commissurae 
posterioris. 
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naptic collicular input may represent a link in the 
tecto-oculomotor pathway, since they show axonal ra.mi
fications in the NIC, adjacent SGC and in tegmental 
regions rostral to the NIC. Preliminary observations 
suggest that IWP neurons may be specifically related 
to upward movement components: in the present sample 
all but one neurons showed a clear preference of rostro
medial (upward) quadrant of the cs. ~onosynaptic res
ponses could be elicited only by stimulation of this 
quadrant, whereas stimulation in the caudo-lateral 
quadrant either produced EPSPs of longer latencies and 
higher thresholds or no response at all. 

In conclusion, we have demonstrated a Dore complex 
organization of tecto-oculomotor pathways related to 
vertical eye movements, as compared to horizontal. In 
the search for neuronal sets conveying tectal influen
ces to motoneurons of the III nucleus we have presently 
characterized two groups of target neurons of tr,e CS in 
the rostral mesencephalon. The ventral group includes 
large reticulo-spinal neurons in the neighbourhood of 
the NIC. Some of them are obviously unrelated to neural 
pathways converging to the III nucleus but may repre
sent one of additional brain stem sites at which colli
cular outflow gains access to the control of spinal 
circuits, in parallel with the direct tecto-spinal 
tract. Others are potentially capable of influencing 
motoneurons of the IiI nucleus through their collateral 
connections with the IUC and adj acent regions of the 
central grey. 'The dorsal group is represented by neu
rons within the nuclei of posterior commissure. Projec
tion of this nucleus to the contralateral NIC is well 
known (Berman, 1977). In the present material, a number 
of neurons projected ipsilaterally and ramified in the 
NIC, adjacent central grey and in the prestitial area. 
Thus, neurons of this group are appropriate candidates 
for relaying collicular signals to the preoculomotor 
neurons related to vertical saccades. Topographical 
features of synaptic responses induced in NCP neurons 
by CS stimulation suggest that this region may be spe
cifically related to the generation of upward vector. 
Similar experimental approach is now being used to 
characterize other groups of mesencephalic neurons 
receiving the direct tectal input. 
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THE LOCALIZATION OF LARGE AND SMALL MOTONEURONS IN 
THE OCULOMOTOR NUCLEUS OF THE MONKEY 

J.A. BUTTNER-ENNEVER+, P. d'ASCANIO++, R. GYSIN (Brain 
Research Institute, University of Zlirich, Switzerland) 

INTRODUCTION 
With the development of new and more sensitive neuro
anatomical tracer techniques it has become possible 
to reveal details which were not visible with older 
histological procedures. For example, the classical 
study of Warwick (1953) on the arrangement of moto
neurons in the oculomotor nucleus (OMN) was based 
on the distribution of chromatolysis after cutting 
individual branches of the oculomotor nerve; in this 
way the motoneuron pool for the medial rectus muscle 
was shown to lie ipsilaterally in the ventral portion 
of the nucleus. In contrast, subsequent experiments 
using retrograde tracer substances, horseradish per
oxidase (HRP) and wheatgerm agglutinin (WGA), revealed 
a multifocal representation for medial rectus, inclu
ding a group of small motoneurons lying outside the 
classical OMN (Blittner-Ennever, Akert 1981: Spencer, 
Porter 1981). The present article describes the 
location of the motoneuron pools for other muscles 
represented in the OMN, using HRP and WGA techniques, 
and demonstrates further groups of small motoneurons 
lying ouside the classical OMN. Since 'large and small' 
motoneurons can, to some extent, be related to 'phasic 
and tonic' muscle fibre types respectively (Blittner
Ennever, Akert 1981), the results may help the 
physiological interpretation of inputs into, and 
around, the OMN. 

METHODS 125 
Horseradish peroxidase and [ IJ radioactive WGAwere 
injected into the extraocular eye muscles of the IlDnkey. 
After standard staining procedures for HRP reaction 
product (TMB) and standard autoradiographic techniques 
to visualise the '>'J'GA, sections were studied for labelled 
cells in the region of the oculomotor nucleus. Further 
technical details are described in Blittner-Ennever and 
Akert (1981). The location and diameter of labelled 
cells was measured only when a nucleolus could be seen, 
and the information stored in a PDP 11/20 computer. 
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FIGURE 1. Drawings of the oculomotor nucleus at 4 
different levels to show the location of labelled 
cells after the injection of WGA into the inferior 
oblique muscle. Small motoneurons « 24u) dots: 
large motoneurons (> 22p) open circles. Note that the 
small motoneurons lie predominantly outside the 
classical large-celled OMN. 

RESUL'I'S 
After the injection of WGA or HRP into inferior rectus, 
superior rectus, medial rectus and inferior oblique, 
clearly labelled neurons (interpreted as motoneurons) 
were found in the OMN; and the cell-body diameters were 
measured. Histograms of motoneuron diameter for these 
extraocular muscles were bimodal, with the minimum at 
22p (Fig. 1). Cell-bodies larger than 22p were termed 
'large motoneurons' and those less than 22p 'small 
motoneurons'. As expected the large motoneurons lay 
within the confines of the classical OMN, however, 
it was interesting to find that almost all the small 
motoneurons lay around the perimeter, or outside, the 
OMN (Fig. 1). The arrangement of large motoneurons is 
shown in Fig. 2, for the muscles of one eye. The 
perioculomotor region occupied by the small motoneurons 
is indicated by a dashed line. This separation of large 
and small motoneurons was found for all extraocular 
muscles. 
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FIGURE 2. The arrangement of the motoneuron pools in 
the OMN. The shaded areas outline the groups of large 
motoneurons innervating different extraocular muscles 
of one orbit. Note the motoneurons of SR are mainly 
contralateral. The small motoneurons of these muscles 
lie predominantly within the perioculomotor region 
enclosed by a dashed line around the OMN. MR medial 
rectus, IR inferior rectus, SR superior rectus, 10 
inferior oblique, LP levator palpebrae. Calibration 
1mm. 

Some topography could be seen in the arrangement of 
the small motoneurons in the perioculombtor region. 
Medial rectus is represented dorsally (including 
subgroup C), laterally and ventrolaterally, while 
inferior rectus lies dorsomedially; superior rectus 
is only found medially and inferior oblique ventro
medially and small patches lateral to OMN. The extent 
of the new small motoneuron border may be even more 
extensive than shown here because of the incomplete 
filling of the muscles with tracer. 

DISCUSSION 
Apart from the extra subgroups of medial rectus, there 
is not a large difference between the representation of 
the eye muscles inside the classical OMN proposed by 
Warwick (1953) and that described here. It isilTportant 
to remember that some of the differences arise from the 
angle of section which differs in the two studies by 
almost 900 (Blittner-Ennever 1981, Fig. 2). The main 
point of this report is the description small moto
neurons of all the extraocular eye muscles which sur
round the classical OMN in a band about 300p wide, 
throughout the whole rostral-caudal extent of the 
nucleus. This peri oculomotor region must now be 
included in the term OMN. 
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A group of medial rectus motoneurons lying within the 
new OMN border (subgroup C) has already been described, 
and shown to innervate the orbital layer of the medial 
rectus muscle (Blittner-Ennever, Akert 1981). The 
orbital, as opposed to the global, layer is mainly 
composed of muscle fibres which are morphologically 
suited for tonic, or continous, activity. The present 
results show that similar groups of small motoneurons 
exist for the other extraocular muscles, and therefore 
the borders of the OMN may contain predominantly tonic 
motoneurons, where as the large-celled OMN is composed 
of the more phasic neurons. Both types of motoneurons 
have been described by Henn and Cohen (1972) in the 
OMN monkey. It should be emphasised here that, unlike 
the medial rectus subgroup C, the relationship of the 
small motoneurons of other muscles to their respective 
orbital layers has not been investigated, up to now. 

Recent reports on the connectivity of the perioculo
motor region have produced increasing interest in this 
area. Afferents from superior colliculus and abducens 
nucleus, as well as efferents to brain stem and spinal 
cord are among some of the pathways already described 
(Harting et al. 1978: Loewy et al. 1978: Blittner
Ennever, Akert 1981). However the results are usually 
related only to the Edinger-Westphal complex. In the 
future the area between the Edinger-Westphal and the 
large-celled OMN should also be carefully documented 
since it is now known to be part of the OMN in monkeys. 

The results described here have slightly expanded the 
borders of the oculomotor nucleus and may provide a 
guide to the physiological significance of different 
anatomical inputs into, and around, the oculomotor 
nucleus. 
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ROLE OF *VESTIBULAR AND NECK REFLEXES IN CONTROLLING EYE AND HEAD 
POSITION 

B.W. PETERSON, J. GOLCBERG (Department of Ibysiology, Northwestern 
University Medical School, Chicago, IL). 

1. INTRODUCTION 
Systems that stabilize gaze may receive afferent input from 

visual, vestibular or proprioceptive receptors and act upon either 
extraocular or neck muscles. The various combinations of these 
inputs and outputs thus constitute six classes of compensatory gaze 
reflexes. This paper will describe four such reflexes: the 
vestibulo-ocular, cervico-ocular, vestibulocollic and cervicocollic 
reflexes and describe how they interact to maintain gaze stability 
in normal animals and in animals with vestibular lesions. 

2. VESTIBULO-OCUIAR REFLEX 
The neuronal substrates and physiological properties of the 

vestibulo-ocular reflex (VCR) have been extensively investigated 
and reviewed by others (cf: Wilson and f\'elvill Jones, 1979). In 
normal animals, the VOR system can generate eye movements that 
completely compensate for movements of the head over a wide range 
of velocities and frequencies (Furman et aI, 1982; Keller, 1978; 
Pulaski and Rl>binson, 1981; Buettner et aI, 1981). These eye 
movements appear to arise from a simple analog transformation of 
vestibular input since optimal system performance is maintained for 
random stimuli and stimuli at frequencies beyond the range of a 
predictive system such as visual pursuit (Furman et aI, 1982; 
Keller, 1978). 

The vestibulo-ocular system has also been shown to be 
remarkably adaptable in altering its performance in response to 
gaze error signals conveyed by the visual system so that accurate 
gaze stability is restored in visual envirol'lllents modified by 
reversing or magnifying spectacles (Gonshor and Melvill Jones, 
1973; Melvill Jones and Gonshor, 1982; Miles and Eighmy, 1980; 
Keller and Precht, 1979) or cross coupling of head and image 
rotations in different planes (Schultheis and Robinson, 1981). The 
modified system behavior in these situations is no longer as simple 
as that of the unmodified VOR, however. System performance becomes 
frequency-dependent, reversing toward unmodified behavior at 
frequencies greater than 1 Hz (Miles and EigtJny, 1980; Melvill 
Jones and Gonshor, 1982) and shows signs of predictive behavior, 
especially during active, self-generated head movements (Melvill 
Jones and Gonshor, 1982). The frequency of the head movement 
applied during the adaptation period also plays a role in 
determining the frequency response of the adapted VOR (Lisberger 
and Miles, 1981). These more complex adaptive processes presumably 
also play a role in the restoration of function that occurs after 
partial destruction of the peripheral vestibular apparatus (cf: 
Maioli, this volume). 

With our colleagues, J. Baker and R. Schor, we have recently 
observed another form of modification of the VOR in cats following 
bilateral plugging of the horizontal semicircular canals. As 
described by Robinson and Schultheis, (this volume), both the 
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FIGURE 1. lbrizontal eye movements indu::ed by rotation in a cat 
with plUJged horizontal semicircular canals. Cat was rotated 
sinusoidally (0.25 Hz, 40 deg) in a horizontal plane with its head 
pi tched down (positive angles) or up (negative angles) fran the 
stereotaxic plane. Records at top show the stimulus and horizontal 
eye position recorded at 3 pitch angles. Upward deflections 
indicate rightward rotation. Arrows indicate periods of 
canpensatory eye movements in the record taken at 43 deg pitch 
angle. Graph plots horizontal eye movement gain (velocity of slow 
phase eye movement/velocity of rotation) against head pitch angle. 
POsitive gains correspond to compensatory movements. As predicted 
by coupling between vertical canals and horizontal eye movers, 
gains obtained When the head was pitched above vertical canal null 
plane (here, +360 ) vary as the sine of pitch angle (solid curve). 
When the head was pi tched below the null plane, eye movements 
consisted of the anticanpensatory movements expected fran coupling 
of vertical canals to horizontal eye movers interspersed with 
periods of canpensatory eye movement so that net gain was close to 
zero. 
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horizontal and vertical canals normally contribute to horizontal 
eye movements. The relative contributions of the two canal systems 
depends uIXln orientation of the head in the pi tch plane. from the 
orientation of the semicircular canals in the cat (Blanks, et al., 
1972), for instance, it can be predicted that when the animal's 
head is in the stereotaxic plane, the horizontal canals will 
contribute 83% of the gain of the vestibulo-ocular reflex while the 
vertical canals contribute 17%. In cats with plugged horizontal 
semicircular canals, a vestibulo-ocular reflex of approximately 
this magnitude is in fact observed when the head is in the 
stereotaxic plane. As shoWl in Figure 1, this vertical canal 
generated horizontal VOR increases as the head is pitched further 
up and decreases in a sinusoidal fashion to reach zero at an angle 
corresIXlnding to the vertical canal null plane. The animal is thus 
using the vertical canal-induced VOR to assist in producing 
compensatory eye movements when its head is pitched up from the 
vertical canal null plane. The contribution of the vertical canals 
to horizontal eye movements should reverse and produce 
anticompensatory movements when the head is pi tched below the 
vertical canal null plane. The data record shoWl in Hgure 1 
exhibit periods during which such anticompensatory eye movements 
can be observed. At other periods, indicated by arrows, eye 
movement direction is reversed to produce compensatory eye 
movements. Our preliminary observations indicate that these 
latter movements are of a predictive nature. As the diagram in 
Figure 1 shows, their net effect is to cancel the anticompensatory 
VOR that would otherwise be produced by the vertical canal system. 

In sllTlnary, the basic, 1 inear VOR system is able to produce 
optimal stabilization of gaze during head rotation in normal 
animals. When system performance is modified with optical devices 
or vestibular lesions, more complex neuronal processes involving 
nonlinear, predictive behavior are brought into play to modify 
system performance in an attempt to restore gaze stabil i ty. The 
performance of these systems at high frequencies is typically far 
inferior to that of the normal VOR. 

3. CERVICO-OCULAR REFLEX 
Electrophysiological experiments have established the neuronal 

substrates for a cervico-ocular reflex (COR) by showing that 
electrical stimulation of receptors in perivertebral muscles or 
joints can modify transmission in vestibulo-ocular pathways 
(Hikosaka and Maeda, 1973) and that rotation of the neck modulates 
the activity of many neurons in the vestibular nuclei and in other 
brainstem structures related to eye movements (Jlnastasopoulos and 
Mergner, 1982; Boyle and Pompeiano, 1979; Brink et al., 1981; 
Kasper and Thoden, 1981). On the other hand, behav ioral 
measurements have failed to reveal a consistent pattern of slow eye 
movement in normal alert animals during passive rotation of the 
neck at frequencies within the normal physiological range of 0.1 -
5 Hz (Barnes and Forbat, 1979; Fuller, 1980; Dichgans et aI, 1973; 
Barmack et al., 1981). This negligible role of the COR in normal 
animals is not surprising since fuller (1980) has pointed out that 
a COR that assisted the VOR in maintaining gaze stability during 
passive head rotation would act to destablize gaze under 
circumstances where the animal used a combination of 
vestibulocollic and vestibulo-ocular reflexes to compensate for 
body rotations. Normal animals can therefore attain better gaze 
stabilization by relying solely on the VOR except possibly during 
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very slow rotations for which vestibular reflexes have low gains 
and where the COR may play a more important role (Barmack et al., 
1981). 

The situation changes when vestibular reflexes are lost 
bilaterally. Now a compensatory COR will improve gaze stability in 
all situations involving rotations of the head on the trunk. 
Dictgans et al (1973) and Kasai and Zee (1978) have shown that a 
consistent compensatory COR with a gain ranging from 0.2 to 0.7 
develops in labyrinthectomi zed monkeys or in hunans \vho have lost 
labyrinthine function due to ototoxic drugs. This adaptive 
developnent of a COR does not depend on loss of labyrinthine 
afferent fibers or on decrease in the vestibular afferent discharge 
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FIGURE 2. Horizontal cervico-ocular reflex in a cat 8 months after 
plUJging horizontal semicircular canals. Records at top show 
modulation of horizontal eye position (E) when the body was rotated 
Sinusoidally with the head held fixed in space (traces labeled P 
indicate body position) at 0.1 and 1.0 Hz. Eye movements in same 
direction as platform are compensatory. Graph shows that smooth 
eye movements produced by the cervico-ocular reflex have an 
approximately compensatory (0 deg) phase and constant gain from 0.1 
to 2.5 Hz. 
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rate since it also occurs following plugging of horizontal 
sanicircular canals. Figure 2 illustrates the COR that we (Baker 
et al., 1982) have observed in canal pI ugged cats. The reflex 
develops slowly reaching a gain of approximately 0.1 in the first 
month and 0.15 - 0.2 after 6 months. At the latter time, 
signal-ta-noise ratio of the COR is sufficiently good to permit 
measuranent of its frequency response. As shown in the figure, the 
COR maintained approximately compensatory phases and constant gains 
across the frequency range from 0.1 to 2.5 Hz, which indicates that 
central neuronal pathways are capable of transforming the neck 
afferent signal into the proper combination of eye position and eye 
velocity signals required to drive the oculomotor plant. 

The COR can thus be viewed as a backup system which comes into 
play when the VOR is lost or severely reduced by lesion. 
Appearance of the COR does not require an alteration of ongoing 
discharge of sanicircular canal afferents but instead appears to be 
caused by a gaze error signal, probably produced by the visual 
systan as in the case of plastic changes of VOR. The same visual 
feedback may also serve to suppress the COR when the VOR is 
functioning normally. 

4. VESTIBULAR AND NECK AFFERENT CONTROL OF HEAD POSITION 
In addition to their connections with oculomotor nuclei, the 

vestibular nuclei also establish direct and indirect connections 
with neck motor nuclei thus constituting the neuronal substrates of 
a vestibula-collic reflex (VCR, cf: Wilson and Melvill Jones, 
1979). While it shares the labyrinthine receptor systan with the 
VOR, the VCR is functionally different because it acts as a 
closed-loop systan and because it must share control of head 
position with a second closed-loop, negative feedback system - the 
cervico-collic reflex (CCR). Thus, any head movanent induced by 
the VCR will not only attenuate the vestibular signal that serves 
as input for this reflex but wi11 also activate neck muscles via 
the CCR. 'Ib understand the control of head position, the t~ 
reflexes must therefore be treated together. 

The interaction of the VCR and CCR is potentially exceedingly 
complex. Each system might be expected to have its own 
frequency-dependent response and the t~ outputs could interact and 
combine in a variety of ways to produce net neck motor activity. 
In fact, however, the neck motor system appears to be adapted to 
greatly simplify the mode of VCR-CCR interaction. The first 
simplification arises from the observation that both reflexes have 
essentially identical frequency responses above 0.2 Hz when 
measured in an open loop mode in either decerebrate (Peterson et 
aI, 1981) or alert cats (Goldberg et aI, 1981). As illustrated in 
Figure 3, the output of both reflexes, measured with respect to 
changes in head position, have frequency responses that can be 
approximated by a second order lead system. The time constants of 
the t~ zeros in the second order transfer functions that best fit 
the VCR and CCR data from individual cats are we11 correlated, 
which suggests that the output of the t~ reflex systans may be 
adapted to optima11y match the passive mechanics of the head-neck 
systan in each animal. Their similar time constants mean that the 
VCR and CCR will interact in a similar way at a11 frequencies of 
rotation, thus eliminating one potential source of complexity. 
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FIGURE 3. l'bdulation of electromyographic activity of the right 
cOOlplexus muscle by VCR and CCR in the same decerebrate cat. VCR 
(filled squares) was recorded during horizontal whole body 
rotation; CCR (filled circles) during horizontal rotation of the 
body with head held fixed in space. Stimulus in each case was the 
sum of 8 sinusoids with frequencies as indicated in the graIil. 
Phase is referred to peak leftward head rotation (VCR) or rightward 
body rotation (CCR), so that 0 deg is cOOlpensatory. Gain is 
defined as percent modulation of ongoing rectified EMG activity per 
degree of rotation (OdB = 1% modulation/deg). Solid line soows 
gain and phase behavior of the second order transfer function 
fitted to the CCR data. Equation at top gives the transfer 
function in LaPlace nomenclature. Transfer function contains tw:> 
zeros (frequency-dependent differentiators) with time constants of 
0.05 and 0.2 sec. 
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A second impntant simplification arises from the fact that 
VCR-CCR interactions appear to be linear. 'll1at is, the output 
produced by simultaneous activation of the t'l.O reflexes is simply 
the sun of the output of the t'l.O systans acting alone. 'll1is is 
illustrated for the case of rotation of the head on a stationary 
trunk in Figure 4. In this situation, the VCR and CCR add linearly 

A Driven Head C Head Fixed in Space 

~ 
HAD 

HAD 

NAO ~NAO 

~ ~EMG-HfS 
EMG-OR 

0 EST-VN 

B Whole Body RotOl ion 

~ HAD 

NAO 

~ EMG-FX NAO,HAO 
16· 

FIGURE 4. Interaction of vestibular and neck reflexes. Upper 
traces in A-C indicate angular deviation of the head with respect 
to space (HAD) and with respect to body (NAn) during three 
different rotational paradigms. Upward deflection indicates 
rightward (clockwise) rotation. Bottom traces show the averaged, 
rectified EMG response of the right splenius muscle together with 
the best fitting sinusoid at the fundamental stimulus (16 deg. 0.2 
Hz sinusoid) frequency. In A, both reflexes were elicited together 
by rotating the head in the horizontal plane about the CI-CZ axis, 
giving rise to the EMG-DR response. In B, the same rotatory 
stimulus was applied to the vestibular system alone, using whole 
body rotation to obtain the EMG-FX response. In C, an equivalent 
HFS rotation was used to obtain the CCR response labeled EMG-HFS. 
In 0, stimuli and EMG responses are represented by solid vectors 
wi th lengths proportional to ampli tude and wi th p:>lar angle equal 
to the phase of the fitted sinusoid measured from peak rightward 
deviation of turntable. Dotted vector EST-VN represents the vector 
sun of EMG-FX and EMG-HFS. Note that an increasing phase lag is 
plotted counterclockwise. 
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FIGURE 5. Vestibular and neck reflex contribution to the closed 
loop VCR response. a) El'IG activity in right splenius muscle and 
horizontal head torque during 15 deg, 0.2 Hz whole body rotation 
(PAD) with the head fixed to the turntable. b) J\ctivity of the 
same muscle and angular counterrotation of the head (NAD-FR) during 
identical platform rotation wi th the head free to rotate. c) EMG 
activity of the same muscle during HFS rotation with the same 
amplitude and phase as NAD-FR. d) Vector diagram showing 
amplitudes and phases of rotational stimuli and responses as in 
Fig. 40. Dashed 1 ines indicate vector sllT1llation of PAD and NAD-FR 
to obtain angular deviation of the head with respect to space (HAO) 
during closed loop VCR. D:ltted vector EST-V indicates change in 
EMG response predicted as a result of the changed vestibular 
stimulus in the closed loop sit.uation. e) Similar diagram to whid1 
the vector representing the neck reflex response (EMG-HFS) has been 
added. Jlddition of this vector to the EST-V vector produces 
EST-VN, the estimated closed loop response after compensating for 
vestibular and neck reflex effects. Note the close agreement with 
the measured closed loop response (EMG-FR). 
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to reinforce each other in damping the rotation of the head. The 
interaction is more complex in the case where the VCR is activated 
by passive body rotation. As shoW'! in Figure 5, rotation of the 
body to the right induces a VCR that acts on the left neck muscles 
to oppose rotation of the head. When the head is restrained from 
the rotating, a large EMG activation occurs (A). When the head is 
freed, EMG activation is reduced by the closed-loop arrangement of 
the VCR (D) and by the opposing action of the CCR (C, E). O1ce 
again, linear summation of motor activity produced by the VCR and 
CCR closely predicts the neck motor output but in this case the two 
reflexes oppose each other, so that the overall gain of head 
counterrotation is reduced. 

Measurements based on EMG output ignore the role played by the 
passive mechanical properties of the head-neck system in 
determining head position and leave open the possibility that these 
passive properties may play the dominant role in controlling head 
posi tion in alert, behaving animals as slljgested by Bi zzi, et al 
(1978) for the control of voluntarily generated head movements in 
alert, vestibulectomized monkeys. 'Ib explore the role of reflex 
and passive mechanical factors in controlling head position in 
alert cats, Goldberg et al (1981) developed the model shoW'! in 
Figure 6. The model, which is expressed as a block diagram, 
explores how passive rotation of the body (0) gives rise to torques 
(T) that act on the neck motor plant (P) to produce rotation of the 
head on the trunk (N). Based on measurements made in anesthetized 
cats, where the VCR and CCR were absent, P is modelled as a damped 
spring-pendulum system Whose transfer function is given in laPlace 
notation below the diagram. As indicated in the diagram, 0 acts on 
head inertia to produce a torque given by the product of head 
mov~nt of inertia (I) and the second derivative of 0 (represented 
by s in laPlace nomenclature). The sum of 0 and N give the 
position of the head in space (H), changes in which generate head 
torques due to the VCR. Similarly, changes in N generate changes 
in the torque generated by the CCR. The minus signs at the summing 
junction indicate that inertial, VCR and CCR torques all act to 
oppose any change in 0, H or N respectively. Solving the block 
diagram gives the equation at the bottom of the figure, which 
relates N to o. 

We have used the model together with open loop measurements of 
torques produced by body rotation with the head fixed to the body 
or rotation of the body with the head fixed in space to analY2e the 
role played by active (VCR and CCR) and passive elements (Is , Es, 
K) in controlling head position during passive body rotation. 1he 
results of one such analysis are illustrated in Figure 7. The open 
circles indicate the head movement produced by an alert cat that 
was rotated in darkness using a stimulus consisting of a sum of ten 
sinusoids. The solid line indicates the contribution of passive 
elements to this response, while the crosses indicate the 
contribution of the active elements. At frequencies below 1 HZ, 
the gain of the passive term falls steeply so that head position is 
determined entirely by the VCR and CCR. In this case, the t\>.O 
reflexes have approximately equal gain, so that the transfer 
function reduces to N/O = -VCR/VCR + CCR = -1/2. At higher 
frequencies both active and passive terms increase. Because of 
their differences in phase, they interact in a complex fashion to 
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FIGURE 6. Biomechanical model of head (X>si tion control system. 
Block diagram describes factors that detennine head (X>sition during 
passive rotation of the body. First equation below diagram gives 
the transfer function of the neck motor plant. Second equation 
gives the overall transfer function relating rotation of the head 
on the body (N) to the applied rotation of the body (0). Other 
symbols are: B, viscosity of neck musculature; CCR, cervicocollic 
reflex; H, head (X>si tion in space; I, head inertia; K, spring 
constant of neck musculature; P, neck motor plant; s, LaPlace 
operator; T, torque applied to head; VCR, vestibulocollic reflex. 
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FIGURE 7. Analysis of the role played by active and passive forces 
in controlling head fOsition during passive rotation of the txxly. 
An alert cat was rotated in darkness about a vertical axis passing 
through the Cl -C2 vertebral joint with its head free to rotate 
about the same axis. Stimulus was a sun of 10 sinusoids with 
frequencies ranging from 0.185 to 4.1 Hz. Open circles give 
rotation of the head on the body recorded during 200 sec of 
rotation. Solid line shows contribution of passive mechanical 
forces; crosses indicate contribution of active forces generated by 
VCR and CCR to the overall resfOnse. These contributions were 
calculated using the model in Figure 6 and head torques measured 
when the sane animal was subjected to an identical stimulus with 
its head fixed to the rotating platform or held fixed in space. 
ReSfOnses are plotted with respect to a perfectly compensatory neck 
rotation resfOnse (i.e., equal and oPfOsite to body rotation). In 
this graph, such a resfOnse would have a gain and phase of o. 
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determine overall head position. Eventually the passive term will 
approach a phase of zero and gain at one, at which point the active 
terms will not be necessary to stabilize the head. Q.\r analysis 
indicates that this only occurs at frequencies above 10 Hz. Thus, 
in a normal alert animal, the VCR and CCR play the dominant role in 
stabilizing head position over most of the normal physiological 
range of head movements. 

In both decerebrate and alert cats, the competitive 
interaction of the VCR and CCR holds the overall gain of 
compensatory head rotation to approximately one half during passive 
body rotation. Thus, it is likely that the primary role of these 
two reflexes is not to hold the head fixed in space during rotation 
of the body but rather to damp oscillation of the head with respect 
to a stationary body - a si tuation where the two reflexes act in 
concert as in Figure 4. The importance of such damping is seen in 
the canal plt.gged cat v.here the VCR is eliminated. Immediately 
after plt.gging the head becanes violently unstable and oscillates 
whenever displaced by passive forces or attempted voluntary 
movements. Head stability is regained in approximately three days. 
Analysis of EMC signals from neck muscles before and after recovery 
indicates that the animal canpensates for the loss of its VCR both 
by co-contracting its neck muscles (thus increasing passive muscle 
stiffness and viscosity) and by increasing the gain of its CCR. In 
terms of the model shown in Figure 6, these changes would 
correspond to an increase in the denaninator of the transfer 
function relating N to 0 or, in other words, to an increase in 
dClllping of head rotations. '!hus, loss of the VCR stimulates a 
readjustment of both passive and active components of the neck 
motor system in order to eliminate instability of the head. 

'!he interaction of vestibular and neck reflexes in controlling 
gaze may thus be summarized as follows. In a normal cat, the VCR 
and CCR damp out oscillation of the head and produce head 
counter rotations that partially canpensate for the rotation of the 
body, while the VOR compensates for residual rotation of the head 
with respect to space, thus producing gaze stability. In animals 
wi th vestibular lesions such as canal pI t.gging , the COR and CCR 
increase to partially compensate for the loss of vestibular 
reflexes and more complex predictive behaviors develop in an 
attempt to restore gaze stability. 

*Supported by grants EY04058 & EY00231 and by funds from Bane 
Fbundation. 
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MODIFICATION OF VOR SLOW AND QUICK COMPONENTS 
BY NECK STIMULATION AND TURNING SENSATION 

R. Jurgens, T. Mergner and W. Schmid-Burgk 
(Sektion Neurophysiologie, Universitat Ulm, 
D-7900 Ulm, Federal Republic of Germany) 

1. INTRODUCTION 
A prominent cervico-ocular reflex (COR) can be observed in man with 
loss of labyrinthine function (e.g., Kasai, Zee 1978). According to 
Meiry (1971), a COR can also be observed in subjects (Ss) with 
intact labyrinths, although it is clearly weaker; the COR was found 
to be synergistic with the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) during 
isolated head rotation, thus aiding stabilization of gaze in space. 
However, deviating results as to the direction (i.e. phase) of the 
COR have been reported by other authors (e.g., Barnes Forbat 
1979). Furthermore, it has been suggested in the past that the role 
of the neck input is mainly to reorient rather than to stabilize 
gaze in space, since it leads to a shift of overall eye position in 
the orbit ("Schlagfeldverlagerung") in the direction of head 
rotation (Frenzel 1928). 

In a previous psychophysiological study (Nardi et al. 1981), we 
observed that neck stimulation also elicits prominent turning 
sensations. They clearly depended on the "body reference", Le. on 
whether the Ss' attention was focused on their trunk in space or on 
their head in space. We wondered whether these different turning 
sensations could modify COR responses and thus explain some of the 
conflicting results obtained in the earlier literature. This led us 
to investigate quantitatively COR, VOR and the combination of both 
in relation to the head-in-space and trunk-in-space turning 
sensations. 

2. METHODS 
40 experiments were performed with 20 Ss. Ss were seated on a 
conventional Barany chair for horizontal rotation; the head was 
fixed with a bite board, which was suspended from a frame pivotable 
with respect to the rotation chair. Four stimulus conditions were 
generated: Rotation of (1) whole body (labyrinthine stimulus ,h) , (2) 
of trunk with the head remaining stationary (neck stimulus,v), (3) 
of head with the trunk remaining stationary (~,+v), and (4) of trunk 
in same direction as rotation of head, but with twice the amplitude 
(h,-~). Rotation was performed sinusoidally at frequencies of 0.05 
and 0.2 Hz, the peak velocity of A. and -V being 10'/sec. 

Two different instructions were given to the Ss: (a) "Focus your 
attention on the turning of your head in space ("HS"-task). Estimate 
the magnitude of the turning sensation and signal your estimate by 
pressing an appropriate button on a numbered keyboard while you 
experience turning from right to left.", and (b) "Focus your 
attention on the turning of your trunk in space ("TS"-task). 
Estimate ••• ". The estimates were to be related to a standard 
stimulus (~). The estimation procedure usually guaranteed a high 
level of vigilance of the Ss. 

Horizontal eye movements were recorded with conventional EOG and fed 
in a laboratory computer, together with the Ss' estimates and the 
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position readings of chair and head. Data analysis was performed 
off-line using an interactive program, which elaborated in a 
semi-automatic way the cumulative eye position separately for slow 
phases (SPs) and quick phases (QPs) (for details, cf. Jurgens, 
Becker 1978). Eight successive response cycles were averaged in the 
0.2 Rz series and 2 cycles in the 0.05 Rz series and fitted by sine 
waves. The phase and gain of these sinusoidal fits were referred to 
the head-in-space (RS) position signal (stimulus conditions/...; A. ,+V; 
A,-V) or to the head vs. trunk (RT) signal (V-condition). Responses 
elicited by the ~-stimulus were considered compensatory if they were 
180' out of phase with respect to the RT signal and in phase with 
the trunk-in-space (TS) signal, respectively. Also calculated was 
the net displacement of the eyes in the orbit by summing the SP and 
the QPs, and of gaze by further adding the RS signal. 

A .J A,+J A.,- .J 

T5 ~ ~ ~ 'C7 
"I'l 

HS ~ L .. ~ L"'>. 
""7 

SP ~ ~ L'\ ""'=7 "C:7 ""-./ 

OP ~ \:;J 
f ..............---~ .. ~ ~ [. 
~ \..J 

FIGURE 1. Illustration of the four stimulus conditions used and the 
eye movement responses (SP and QPs) of one subject. Averages of 8 
cycles; displacement left (L), upward; stimulus frequency, 0.2 Hz; 
"RS"-task. Note that both SP and QPs are anticompensatory in the 
Y-condition. 

3. RESULTS 
3.1. Turning Sensations 
The turning sensations were similar to those found in previous 
experiments (Nardi et al. 1981). The estimates for the TS turning 
sensation,)VTs' reflected rather well the actual trunk rotation, 
i.e. 'fT-s"').-V. The estimates of the RS turning sensation,YHS ' could 
be approximated bY~S~A+ay, thus they did not correspond to the 
actual HS rotation (which is proportional toA alone). The term aY 
in the latter equation stands for an illusion of RS turning as it 
occurred, for instance, during isolated trunk rotation (~), where 
the head, in fact, was stationary in space. In agreement with the 
above equation for vrHS, there was an increment of the magnitude 
estimates with isolated head rotation (A, +"1» , and a decrement with 
the reversed stimulus combination (A,-V). 
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FIGURE 2. Vector plots of SPs (upper diagrams) 
diagrams) obtained with the "HS"-task. Medians and 
ranges of 40 experiments. Stimulus frequency, 0.05 
and 0.2 Hz (right side). Phase lead plotted counter 

and QP s ( lower 
95"/, confidence 

Hz (left side) 
clockwise. 

3.2. Eye Movements 
3.2.1. Slow Phases. The SPs were basically independent 
estimation task. Thus, only responses obtained with the 
will be considered here. The corresponding median values 
95% confidence ranges taken from 40 experiments are shown 
(upper diagrams). 

from the 
"HS"-task 

and their 
in Fig. 2 

~-stimulation induced SPs with median gains of about 0.5 and, at 
0.05 Hz stimulus frequency, with a slight phase advance relative to 
exact compensation of HS rotation. ~ -induced SPs at 0.2 Hz 
stimulation frequency had a median gain of 0.1 and lagged 
compensation by 156' (i.e. they were roughly anticompensatory). It 
should be mentioned, however, that amplitude and direction of the 
~-induced SPs showed considerable inter individual scatter. At 0 . 05 
Hz, gain rose to 0.13 and phase lagged compensation by 94 ' . 

The SP induced by the ~,+~ combination hardly differed from the 
~-response. With the ~,-~ combination, by contrast, the SPs had 
almost 40% larger gains at both stimulus frequencies, and there was 
a phase lead of 35 ' at 0.05 Hz as compared to the pure A,-r e sponse. 
This asymmetric effect upon the SPs implies that the responses to 
combined 1\.- and i-stimulations are not simply the sum of the 1\.- and 
V-induced SPs. Consequently, the mean values calculated from the 
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A,+~ and ~,-~ responses (open circles) were not identical with the 
actual Il-response, rather they were about 25% larger and led the 
A-response in phase by about 10°. On the other hand, the difference 
vector between the ~,+~ and the A,-~ responses (dotted lines) 
closely corresponded to twice the pure ~-response. This was 
consistently seen with either of the two stimulus frequencies and 
tasks. In contrast to the above conclusion, this would suggest that 
the V-induced SPs are indeed added. A formal explanation for this 
contradiction is that the combination of ~- and ~-stimulations has a 
dual effect; one increasing the responses in gain and changing 
slightly their phases independently from the sign of the stimulus 
combination ("unspecific" effect), and the other being a linear 
addition of both inputs (direction specific effect). 

3.2.2. Quick Phases. Pure A.-stimulation induced the typical 
"anticompensatory" QPs; they were similar with both estimation tasks 
as were the turning sensation. With pure ~-stimulation, by 
contrast, both QPs and turning sensations depended on the estimation 
task. With the "HS"-task, the illusion of head in space turning 
()fHS~a~) was accompanied by prominent QPs in the direction of 
perceived head rotation (i.e., the QPs were anticompensatory). With 
the "TS"-task where the turning sensation is to the opposite 
direction (~~-~) QPs had a reduced gain and were, in most 
instants, compensatory . With combined A - and ii-stimulations, the 
changes of the QPs were compatible with a summation of the pure ~
and ~-responses. In particular, there were only minor changes of the 
QPs with the "TS"-task, while there were pronounced changes with the 
"HS"-task. As evident from Fig. 2 (lower diagrams), QPs obtained 
with the latter task were enlarged with the 7\., +)l stimulus 
combination and diminished with the ~,-~ combination as compared to 
pure A-stimulation. The amount of change corresponded approximately 
to the gain of the V-induced QPs. 

0.5 '1.,+ V 

1.0 

FIGURE 3. Vector plots of gaze in space obtained with the "HS"-task. 
Medians of 40 experiments. Stimulus frequency, 0.2 Hz. 

3.2.3. Gaze. With pure A-stimulation, SP and QPs had about the same 
amplitude. Thus, apart from some phase advance due to the QPs, the 
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gaze was about equal to the passive displacement of head in space. 
This applied to either of the two tasks. The changes observed with 
the combined A- and '\I-stimulations were small for the "TS"-task, but 
pronounced for the "HS"-task. As shown in Fig. 3 for the "HS"-task 
and the 0.2 Hz stimulus frequency, the gaze shift in the direction 
of head rotation is considerable enlarged with the ~,+~ combination 
and reduced with the A,-V combination. The amount of the respective 
changes corresponds closely to that expected from pure 
~-stimulation. A similar, but somewhat smaller effect was found at 
0.05 Hz. 

4. DISCUSSION 
Behaviourally, neck and vestibular input may be combined in two 
different ways (cf. Fuller 1980): (1) Rotation of head in space with 
the trunk remaining stationary ('A. and V have the same direction), and 
(2) rotation of trunk in space with the head being partially 
stabilized in space by help of the vestibulo-cervical reflex (VCR) 
(A.. is opposite to v). A "hard wired" COR-SP adding synergistically 
to the VOR-SP in one condition would be antagonistic in the other. A 
possible solution of this dilemma could be that, depending on the 
particular situation, the COR-SP polarity is switched. 

In our study, we tried to mlmlC these two behavioural situations 
applying both in-phase and counter phase combinations of the two 
inputs. We usually found a COR-SP of considerable gain mainly at the 
lower stimulus frequency (0.05 Hz). It hardly depended on the 
estimation task, and it combined with the VOR-SP such that 
compensation of head rotation slightly improved in the A,+~ 

condition as compared to pure A-stimulation, whereas it drastically 
deteriorated in the A,-V condition. These results indicate that the 
polarity of the v-contribution is not switched according to the 
behavioural situation, so that its role for gaze stabilization is 
ambivalent. Taking also in account that the COR-SP amplitude is 
quite small and variable, we doubt whether the COR-SP significantly 
contributes to gaze stabilization, at least in healthy humans. 

The COR-QPs, by contrast, did depend on the estimation task. They 
had a considerable gain mainly with the "HS"-task at the higher 
stimulus frequency (0.2 Hz) and combined linearly with the VOR-QPs. 
Consequently, if the head is rotated on a stationary trunk, gaze is 
shifted beyond the head excursion. This is in accordance with the 
earlier finding of Frenzel (1928), who assumed that the neck input 
plays a role for gaze reorientation during active as well as passive 
head rotation. On the other hand, when the head is turned as if to 
compensate for a given trunk rotation (A,-v), QPs are suppressed, 
thereby keeping gaze shifts small. In this situation, reorientation 
of gaze is, in fact, generally not desired. 

Such modulation of the QPs clearly depended on the estimation task, 
which means that the cerebral cortex is involved. This raises the 
question how the influence upon the QPs is elaborated. Conceivably, 
the cortex may control the transmission from the neck to the QP 
generator in dependence of the body reference. Another possibility 
is that the QPs are elicited by the neck induced HS turning 
sensation and thus by the cerebral cortex itself. 
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THE RELATION OF NECK MUSCLES ACTIVITY TO HORIZONTAL EYE 
POSITION IN THE ALERT CAT. I: HEAD FIXED 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
In foveate as well as in afoveate species, most displace
ments of the line of sight are accomplished by combined eye 
and head rotations. This has been demonstrated in a number 
of studies, among others by Bartz (1966) in man, Bizzi et 
al (1971) in the monkey, Gresty (1975) in the guinea-pig and 
Collewijn (1977) in the rabbit. Moreover, it has been shown 
that neck muscles are activitated in synchrony with eye sac
cades (Bizzi et ai, 1972; Guitton et ai, 1980). The torque 
exerted by the neck also increases together with eye sacca
des directed towards the ipsilateral side (Fuller, 1981). 
During vestibular stimulation in cats elicited by passive 
head rotation, Ezure and Sasaki (1978) have shown that a 
similar vestibular signal reached neck and eye muscles. 
Fuller (1981), in the rabbit, evidenced a close linkage be
tween head torque and vestibular quick phases. Gresty (1975) 
had previously shown a similar phenomenon in the guinea-pig. 
Outerbridge and Melville-Jones (1971) in man also mentioned 
the same synchronization. 
The aim of this study was to explore, in the alert cat, the 
activity of a number of neck muscles, especially small ones, 
in relation with eye movements induced in three conditions: 
spontaneous visual exploration, passive head rotation and 
Superior Colliculus (S.C.) microstimulation. First results 
obtained in head fixed animals are reported here. Some of 
these data have already been published (Vidal et ai, 1982). 

2. METHODS 
Experiments were performed in alert, intact cats whose head 
and body were firmly restrained without signs of discomfort. 
Eye movements were measured with the electromagnetic tech
nique. Calibration was performed on the anesthetized animal 
by rotating the field coils around the immobile eye. Moreo
ver, the zero position of the recorded eye in its orbit was 
determined by bringing its visual axis into coincidence 
with the field coils antero-posterior axis. The visual axis 
of the eye was estimated by aiming at the blind spot through 
an inverted image ophthalmoscope attached to the mobile 
field coils. Animal and field coils were placed on a turn
table. Bipolar electrodes made of teflon-coated stainless 
steel wire were implanted chronically in a series of pairs 
of neck muscles. Eye movements, together with electromyo
grams (E.M.G.), were stored on tape for subsequent analysis. 

3 Research Associate N.F.S.R. Belgium 
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E.M.G. could be rectified and integrated with a time con
stant of 10 ms. Horizontal and vertical eye position and in
tegrated E.M.G. were sampled at a frequency of 200 Hz by 
means of a LPA-IIK on a PDP 11-44 computer. Eye fixations 
were identified and mean value of EMG activity was computed 
during these fixations. Vertical and horizontal components 
of eye fixations could be plotted against EMG of left or 
right muscle of a pair or the sum or difference of these 
EMG's. 
Eye movements were recorded in three experimental situations: 
(a) during spontaneous or visually triggered exploratory 
behavior; (b) during horizontal vestibular stimulation eli
cited by hand turning the table in a near sinusoidal manner; 
(c) during electrical microstimulation of the Superior Col
liculus (S.C.). Stimulation technique and parameters were 
identical to those used in previous study (Guitton et ai, 
1980) . 

3. RESULTS 
Experiments were made on three cats. In one of them, 26 neck 
muscles were implanted. Eight important pairs of them are 
illustrated in fig.l. We shall here report results obtained 
in one large muscle, the splenius, and one small muscle, 
of about the size of an extraocular muscle, the obliquus 
capitis cranialis. The relationship between neck E.M.G. and 
horizontal component of eye movements will only be conside
red in this report. Analysis of data related to the vertical 
component are presently in progress. 
Fig.2 illustrates the activity of these two pairs of muscles 
during spontaneous exploratory eye movements. Both right 
splenius and obliquus muscles increase their activity in re
lation with eye deviation to the right. Left muscles exhibit 
a reciprocal behavior. These relationships with horizontal 
eye position are non linear: below a given eye eccentrici
ty, muscles remain silent; above this threshold, muscle ac
tivity increases more or less proportionally with eye eccen
tricity. It is to be emphasized that the activity threshold 
of a given muscle corresponds to a contralateral eye posi
tion. As a consequence, both muscles of a pair discharge 
together as long as eye position remains between their res
pective thresholds. The threshold of the right obliquus cor
responds to an eye deviation of about 4 degrees to the left 
whereas the threshold of the left obliquus,to about 3 de
grees to the right. This is illustrated in fig.2 by, res
pectively, the lower straight limit of the light hatched 
areas and the upper limit of the dark hatched surfaces. The 
thresholds of the splenii however, on the example shown, 
are situated a few degrees in the ipsilateral half of the 
oculomotor range. It is to be stressed that the activity 
threshold of the splenius may vary in time within intervals 
of a few minutes, whereas the threshold of the obliquus 
appears to be more stable. 
In order to further evaluate the proportionality of muscle 
activity and eye eccentricity, beyond the threshold, we 
plotted the amplitude of the rectified and integrated EMG 
of the different muscles against eye position during fixa
tion periods. The scatter of such a plot is rather high. In 
order to minimize the possible effect of a variation of mus
cle tone , suppress the non-linearity due to thresholds and 
better reflect the net balance of antagonists in a pair, 
the difference between rectified and integrated EMG of both 
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Fig. 1. Ana~omicaZ ZocaZization of 8 important pairs of 
neck muscZes in the cat. Superimposed muscuZar layers are 
illustrated by three different levels of dissection. 
Modified from Strauss-Durckheim (1845). 
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muscles of a pair was plotted against eye position. This is 
illustrated in fig.3 for both obliquus muscles. The relation
ship is almost proportional for eye positions ranging from 
15 degrees to the left to 15 degrees to the right. The li
near regression line is drawn. The correlation coefficient 
between the two variables is .82 for a sample of 802 fixa
tions. Interestingly, this line crosses the axes close to 
their origin. The same relationship computed for the two 
splenii (not illustrated) shows a larger variability. The 
correlation coefficient is .59 (546 data). During vestibu
lar stimulation, the same relationship persists, as illus
trated in fig. 4. E11G of the right obliquus has been super
imposed onto the horizontal eye position trace. The baseline 
of the EMG approximately corresponds to the muscle activity 
threshold. EMG of both muscles is closely related to eye 
position and, surprisingly, not to the vestibular signal 
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Fig.2. Relation between EMG of the pairs of s plenius (R . S . 
and L . S . : respectively right and left muscle) and obliquus 
capitis cranialis (R . O. C. C. and L. O. C. C. ) and horizontal 
component of e y e posi tion (Eh) during spontaneous explo rato
ry behavior. 
Th e dark hatche d area s are deline ated by the eye position 
t r ace and the activity threshold o f t he left obliquus , a s 
explained in the text ; the light hatched areas s imilarly 
concern the r ight obliquus . EhO: horizontal mid-position of 
the eye in the orbit ; R: right d eviation of the eye . 

itself. No compensatory vestibulo-collic reflex (~C & ) 
appears. The two black stars indicate identical moments of 
two successive cycles where h e ad velocity is close to zero 
and the table maximally deviated to the left: at these mo
ments, e y e position is differe nt and muscles discharge ac
cordingl~ The same is true for the moments indicated by 
the white star& In this example, muscle discharge appears 
to b e almost exclusively modulated by eye position and not 
by the vestibular signaL In this recording also, thresholds 
of both obliquus and splenius muscles are v ery close to each 
other. 
Some of us have previously shown that electrical microsti
mulation of the Superior Colliculus yields, together with 
an eye saccade, a discharge in the contralateral biventer 
cervicis muscl~ If the stimulus is applied in the anterior 
collicular part, the onset of muscle discharge depe nds on 
initial eye positio~ We have investigated the effects of 
S. C. stimulation in other muscles and results obtained in 
obliquus and splenius are illustrated in fig. 5. A 50 ms 
train of stimulation was applied to the right anterior S. C. 
and evoked a quasi horizontal eye saccade of about 4 degrees. 
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Fig. 3. Relationship between horizontal eye position (in 
abscissa, L: left, R: right) and difference of right and 
left rectified and integrated EMG of the obliquus musc l es 
(RM-LM, in ordinate). Eye position is calibrated in degrees. 
Each point represents the mean amplitude of the EMG differen
ce during fixations. The linear regression line is drawn 
(correl. coeff.: .82, 802 fixations). 

A.Obhauus and Hot. Eye ~'Ion 

* 

Heod VelOclly 

Fi~ 4. Right obliquus and splenius EMG's related t o nystag
mus induced by horizontal sinusoidal rotation of the table 
in the head fixed cat, in total darkness. Upward deviation 
of the head velocity trace corresponds to a rightward move
ment (clockwise). 
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A repeated stimulation evoked a succession of retinotopicsac
cades as well as bursts of activity in the left muscla As 
shown in the figure, the intensity of these bursts increa
ses as the eye moves towards more eccentric positions to the 
lef~ This phenomenon clearly appears when the three succes
sive series of stimulation are compared. Together with the
se phasic discharges, a tonic increase of activity, propor
tional to eye position, is also presen~ In the right mus
cles, the activity is antagonistic. Thresholds of right ob
liquus and splenius are slightly different in this exampla 

Ev 0- ____ ---~~--rr---------~ 
Eh 0-

R. o.CC.-

L.O.c.c.- ....... 

L. Spl.-

1S 

Fi~ ~ Activity of left and right obliquus capitis cranialis 
and splenius muscles during right Superior Colliculus deep 
layers microstimulation(train length: 50 ms, intensity: 
60 ~A). The penetration was done close to the rostral pole 
of the structure. Short dashes in the upper part indicate 
stimulation periods. R.O.C.C. and L.O.C.C.: right and left 
obliquus EMG traces; R.Spl. and L.Spl.: right and left sple
nius; Ev: vertical eye movement; Eh: horizontal eye movement; 
U: up; R: right. 

4. DISCUSSIQ\I 
In all three conditions in which we tested our head fixed 
cats, neck muscle activity faithfully reproduced eye posi
tio~ The activity of the two pairs of muscles illustrated 
here is very similaL The obliquus, however, tends to show 
a better relationship with eye position and a more stable 
threshold. The splenius behaves more like a muscle involved 
in neck tone and postural adjustments. Muscle pairs behave 
in a push-full fashion around head mid-position and the 
difference of EMG activity in a pair is almost linearly re
lated to eye position up to 15 degrees of eccentricity. 
In view of the previous reports of a tight linkage between 
eye and head movements (see introduction), these results are 
not surprising. Neck EMG, in our cats, behaves similarly to 
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head torque recorded by Fuller (1981) in alert rabbits. Ho
wever, the apparent absence of a compensatory vestibulo
collic signal in the neck muscles - the ~ C. ~ described by 
Feterson et al (1980) and Peterson and Goldberg (this volume) 
in the precollicular sectioned cat - during passive head ro
tations is remarkabl~ An explanation has been proposed 
(Vidal et al, 1982) calling upon two different types of beha
ViOL (a) When the cat is alert and visually active, the 
coupling of eye and head results in a total gaze deviation 
in the same direction in which the body is rotated. (b) When 
the animal is not visually active or maybe not as alert, 
head is stabilized with respect to external space by the 
V. C. ~ (eyes are stabilized by the V. o. R.) and gaze is thus 
stabilized by a deviation of the line of sight in the ~ 
site direction in which the body is turned. This hypothesis 
implies the existence of a switch, enabling either the for
mer or the latter behavior or of some sort of balance, put
ting emphasis on one mode rather than the other. This pro
blem will be further discussed in the following paper 
(Crommelinck et al, this volume). 

The fact that S.C stimulation evoked, in neck muscles, 
bursts of activity coupled with eye saccades, modulated by a 
tonic signal proportional to eye position, suggests that the 
collicular command sent to the neck is adjusted according to 
initial eye positio~ This mechanism might bring a piece of 
solution to a problem already underlined by Bizzi et al(1972~ 
Lots of data indeed, indicate that retinal error may be 
used directly to elaborate the eye saccadic command (Robin
son, 1972; Schiller and Stryker, 1972; Roucoux and Cromme
linck, 1976). The head motor control system, however, can 
make an adequate use of the retinal error signal only if 
initial eye position in orbit is taken into accoun~ In ot
her words, the head must receive orders in its own coordina
te system (the craniotopic system) instead of a retinotopic 
syste~ The change of coordinates might be realized by an 
eye position signal permanently sent to the neck motor cen
ters, modulating their excitabilit~ The origin of this eye 
position signal is discussed in Berthoz et aL (this volume). 
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POSITION IN THE ALERT CAT. II: HEAD FREE 

M. CROMMELINCK, A. ROUCOUX and C. VERAART 1 
Laboratoire de Neurophysiologie, University of Louvain, 
Brussels, Belgium. 

I. INTRODUCTION 
While the preceding paper examines the activity of some neck 
muscles in head fixed alert cats, this one describes first 
results obtained in the head free condition. A few recor
dings of neck EMG have been done in free head animals. 
Bizzi et al (1972) described splenius activity during orien
ting movements made by alert trained monkeys, showing phasi
tonic discharges, reciprocal innervation and synchronization 
of eye and neck muscles discharges. Peterson et al (1981) 
studied the same muscle during passive body rotations of 
precollicular-sectioned free head cats, analyzing the ves
tibulo-collic reflex (V.C.R.). 
The question that will be addressed to here is: does the 
strong correlation between eye position and neck muscles 
activity, observed with head fixed, persists in the head 
free condition? Is this activity translated into actual 
head movement? How does the V.C.R. appear in alert cats? 

2. METHODS 
Methods were similar to those described in the preceding 
paper. Cat's head could be freed at will while his body 
was restrained in a box. Head movements were recorded with 
the help of a search coil attached to the head implant, 
avoiding thus any mechanical constraint. In this condition, 
the signal generated by the eye coil corresponded to gaze 
orientation with respect to the field coils. Eye position 
in orbit was obtained by subtracting head from gaze posi
tion signals. In case of table horizontal oscillation, the 
position of gaze with respect to the room was computed as 
the sum of the eye coil and table position signals. 

3. RESULTS 
Data obtained from the obliquus capitis cranialis will be 
illustrated. The relations between muscle discharge and the 
different parameters (eye and head position) are complex, 
both in spontaneous or evoked gaze shifts. 
Fig.1 shows an example of spontaneous exploratory behavior 
in the light. Several observations can be made. (a) Eccen
tric positions of the head correspond to tonic discharges 
of the muscles. This is particularly clear, in the example 
shown, for the left obliquus (arrow 1). (b) Rapid changes 
of head position are accompanied by phasic discharges (ar
row 2) . (c) Phasic discharges accompany most of the eye sac
cades. These saccades are most often in the same direction 
as the ongoing head movement (arrows 3). (d) In some cases, 
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the eye compensates for the head movement (arrow 4) and is 
driven in the direction opposite to the head: in this case, 
neck muscle activity is dissociated from eye position, but 
correlates well with head position. On fig.2 is represented 
a sample of visual scanning behavior. A piece of food was 
moved horizontally from left to right and vice-versa in 
front of the animal. The "pursuit" movement is characteri
zed by: (a) a rather smooth alternating head movement, the 
velocity of which is modulated in synchrony with eye sacca
des; (b) series of eye saccades interspersed with compensa
tory movements. 
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Fig.l. Activity of right (R.O.e.e.) and left (L.O.e.e.) ob
liquus capitis cranialis muscles during spontaneous visual 
exploratory behavior of a head free alert cat. Eh: horizon
tal eye movements; Hh: horizontal head movements; R:right. 
Amplification of the eye position signal is 3 times higher 
than head's signal. Arrows point at particular events des
cribed in text. 

Gaze is characterized by a series of successive short fixa
tions. The difference between the integrated activity of 
right and left obliquus muscles has been computed and re
presented on the third trace (R.O.C.C.-L.O.C.C.). The ho
rizontal line (0) corresponds to an equal activity in both 
muscles, an upward deviation indicates a pre-eminence of 
the right muscle; the total amplitude is arbitrary. The 
muscle activity, besides showing a relationship with head 
position, is modulated by phasic elements: eye saccades and 
corresponding accelerations of the head. Gaze shifts are 
thus characterized by EMG bursts. During fixation periods, 
muscle activity decreases, often together with the eye 
compensatory movement. The consequence of the alternation 
of phasic discharges - linked to saccades - and decreases 
of activity - linked to gaze fixations - is that the muscle 
activity trace shows a "phase lead" of about 45 deg with 
respect to head position, the "periodic" movement of which 
occurs at a frequency of about 0.4 Hz. 

t 
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Fig.2. Di f ference of r ect i fied and i nt egr ate d EMG' s of ri gh t 
and left obliquus muscles (R . O. C. C.-L. O. C. C. ) during visual 
sc ann in g . Hor i zon t al l ine s ind ic a te z ero hor i zo ntal pos i tio n 
of eye (Eh) , head (Hh) and gaze (Gh) and the EMG baseline . 
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Fig. 3. Diffe r en ce o f re ct i fi ed and in t egrat ed EMG's o f 
right and left obliquus muscles (R . O. C. C.-L. O. C.C . ) of a 
hea d fr ee ale r t c a t du ri ng body hori z on ta l os ci l lat i on . 
A: example of vestibulo - collic compensation . B: abolition 
o f ve s tib u lo -coll i c re fl ex by ac t ive vi su al exp l ora t io n. 
Th : table horizontal position ; Gh + Th : horizontal gaze 
pos it i on wit h re sp ec t to the roo m. 
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During vestibular and optokinetic stimulation, induced by 
horizontal body rotation in a textured visual background, 
two situations could occur. In fig. 3A, the first situation 
is illustrated. The head partially compensates for the table 
movement while the eye compensates for residual head move
ments with respect to the room. In this particular example, 
gaze is not perfectly stabilized. The left obliquus muscle 
shows a discharge having a phase lead of about 30 degre es 
(frequency of table oscillation is about 0.3 Hz). The absen
ce of a right muscle discharge may be due to the tonic devi
ation of both head and e ye to the right. The second situa
tion is shown in fig.3B. The muscular activity corresponding 
to the V.C.R., as described above, is strongly attenuated 
in the first illustrated cycle and completely disappears in 
the second. It is replaced by a strong discharge of the 
right muscle corresponding to an anti-compensatory deviation 
of the head. Moreover, this discharge is clearly modulated 
in synchrony with eye saccades. Gaze displacement is anti
compensatory and looks very similar to the active scanning 
behavior shown in fig.2. This sequence ends up with a drift 
of gaze, maybe caused by a mechanical limitation of head 
movement. Situation A was observed when the animal's level 
of alertness was rather low. On the other hand, situation B 
prevailed when the cat was fully alert and visually explored 
its environment. 
Electrical stimulation of the Superior Colliculus (S.C.) was 
also applied in the head free situation. An example is shown 
~n fig.4. The microelectrode was positioned very rostrally 
ln the S.C. and the evoked saccade was horizontal and had an 
amplitude of a few degrees. A small head movement of similar 
amplitude was also evoked, accompanying each saccade. 
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Fig.4. EMG of left obliquus muscle together wi th ho r izontal 
ey e and head mov eme nt s ev oke d by micros timulati on o f the 
right Superior Colliculus anterior zone . Bottom trace indi 
cates periods of s timulation . Arrows indicate muscle dischar 
ges s ynchro nous t o evo ke d eye sacc ades . 
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As illustrated, repeated stimulation yields a total head dis
placement of 60 degrees. The left obliquus exhibits small 
phasic discharges (arrows) evoked by each stimulus, the 
amplitude of which progressively increases with head devia
tion. When the head attains its mid-position, a large motor 
unit is recruited and also discharges phasically. Other units 
are further recruited for more eccentric eye positions. Mo
reover, a tonic activity also appears at these eccentrici
ties. At the end of the stimulation period, the head re
mains almost stationary and muscle activity decreases, to 
cease when the eye crosses its mid-position. 

4. DISCUSSION 
The relationship between neck muscles activity and eye and 
head movements cannot be simply described. Our preliminary 
analysis of the data shows that obliquus EMG activity ap
pears to be first of all linked to phasic events: changes 
of head position but also eye saccades. Host of the time, as 
already underlined by Bizzi et al (1972) and also by Fuller 
(1981), head movements during visual scanning are "modulated" 
by eye saccades. Neck EMG clearly reflects this modulation 
and even sometimes magnifies it. It thus seems that the 
rather tight linkage of eye and head movements observed in 
head fixed condition subsists when the head actually moves. 
However, there are instances when this linkage fades away. 
This may occur during spontaneous head movements or passive 
body rotations. For instance, during table oscillations in 
the light, the V.C.R. either is present, sometimes with a 
gain close to 1 - the phase of muscle discharge is similar 
to that shown by Peterson et al (1980) -, or, when the ani
mal seems to be "visually attentive", the V.C.R. is almost 
completely overshadowed by anti-compensatory movements, 
synchronized with eye saccades. The choice, again, seems to 
be between a "stabilizing" behavior or an "orienting" beha
vior. These data obtained with head free tend to support the 
hypothesis put forward in the preceding paper (Roucoux et 
aI, this volume): the eye position signal may be sent or 
not to head motor centres. 
S.C. stimulation experiments show results similar to those 
obtained with head fixed. Retinotopic saccades evoked in the 
anterior zone of cat's S.C. are accompanied by small head 
movements (Roucoux et aI, 1980). These head movements short
ly follow bursts of activity in the obliquus muscle. These 
bursts are modulated by initial eye position. This fact was 
interpreted in the preceding paper as a possible mechanism 
of change of coordinates from a retinotopic to a cranioto
pic system. However, with head free, all evoked head move
ments are similar in amplitude; but, as each eye saccade is 
followed by a compensatory drift back of about the same 
amplitude, the resulting displacement of the eye is negli
gible. Consequently, it is very difficult, in head free con
ditions, to demonstrate an influence of eye position on neck 
muscle activity. Our stimulation data presently do not bring 
any argument in favor or against the hypothesis of a change 
of coordinates in the head motor command. 
The posterior zone of S.C. where saccade organization is 
different (craniotopic) has also been explored. Data are 
presently analyzed and will be reported later. 
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BRAIN STEM NEURONS MEDIATING HORIZONTAL EYE POSITION 
SIGNALS TO DORSAL NECK MUSCLES OF THE ALERT CAT 

A. BERTHOZ, P.P. VIDAL, J. CORVISIER 
Laboratoire de Physiologie Neurosensorielle du CNRS, 
Paris, France 

I. INTRODUCTION 
It is well known that neck muscles are important not 
only to allow volontary head movements but also to 
stabilize the head in space and provide an adequate 
setting of postural reflexes (Magnus, 1924; Radema
ker, 1931). In the last ten years a number of stu
dies have been devoted to the basic synaptic organi
sation of pathways controlling neck muscles. In the 
cat most studies focused on the vestibular control 
of neck muscles (Berthoz and Anderson, 1971; Ezure 
and Sasaki, 1978; Peterson, see review in this volu
me) using the decerebrate preparation in which ves
tibular reflexes are free from cortical inhibition. 
These studies lead to privilege the role of compensa
tory vestibular mechanisms (neck muscles pulling the 
head in a direction opposite to head displacement) . 
By contrast a number of studies in the alert monkey 
(Bizzi et al, 1971; Lestienne et al, 1981), rabbit 
(Fuller, 1980 and 1981; Collewijn, 1977), and cat 
(Roucoux et al, 1980; Guitton et al, 1980), stressed 
the tight syne~between eye and head displacement 
during volontary or evoked coordinated eye-head orien
ting movements. It therefore appears that neck mus
cles are controlled by distinct mechanisms which come 
into play depending upon the strategy and purpose of 
the movement. 
The detailed neuronal organization subservinq the 
synergistic action of eye and head muscles is however 
not known. Bender (1955), after several authors, hypo
thesized the presence, in the brain stem, of an "eye 
centering system" whose operation required a close 
cooperation between eye and head motor mechanisms. 
The neuronal network for this system was supposed to 
be around the abducens nucleus, in the area also 
known as the "parabducens area" (see review in Baker 
and Mc Crea, 1979). 
More recently Bizzi et al (1972) hypothesized that a 
parallel gaze signal was sent to eye and neck muscles 
by a central generator leaving to peripheral sensory 
feedback the role of adjusting reflexly the respective 
positions of eye and head. 
The recent finding of Vidal et al (1982) who showed 
that in dorsal neck muscles of the cat the EMG is 
tightly linked with the horizontal component of eye 
position, suggests that eye position signals are car
ried to neck motoneurons by descending pathways. We 
were therefore encouraged to search for neurons in the 
brain stem mediating this effect and have recorded 
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from reticular neurons in the periabducens area which 
are candidates to project to neck muscles. In the pre
sent paper, we shall report new results concerning 
reticular neurons and abducens motoneurons, and re
view, for the sake of comparison, some previous re
sults concerning second order vestibular neurons (from 
Berthoz et ai, 1981). 

2. METHODS 
2.1. Preparation, stimulation and recording conditions 
Experiments were performed on adult alert cats. Eye 
movements were recorded with the search coil technique 
with coils implanted chronically on the eye ball. 
Identification of abducens motoneurons and abducens 
nucleus field potential profiles were obtained by 
antidromic stimulation of the VIth nerve with chroni
cally implanted bipolar stimulating electrodes placed 
near the nerve as it exits from the brain stem. 
An opening of about 5mm in diameter was made in the 
occipital bone and a funnel shaped chamber was formed 
with dental cement. This chamber allowed penetration 
of the brainstem through the cerebellum with glass 
microelectrodes (1 to 1.5 ~tip) filled with NaCl. 
Electromyographic (EMG) bipolar electrodes made of 
stainless steel wire were implanted chronically in 
various neck muscles (Splenius, Longissimus capitis, 
Obliquus capitis cranialis and caudalis) . 
The head of the cat was fixed on the stereotaxic fra
me which was itself attached to a turntable. The head 
of the animal was placed at a 25° nose down position. 
The animal was completely alert and gently restrai
ned with a cloth and elastic bandage. 
Vestibular nystagmus could be induced by sinusoidal 
rotation of the turntable in total darkness. Optoki
netic stimulation could be added by rotation in the 
light. 
2.2. Data processing 
Mid-position of the eye in the orbit was calculated 
by averaging the results of two independent measure
ments: 
a) the oculomotor range over a recording session of 
about one hour was displayed on a memory oscilloscope 
and mid-position was defined as the mean of extreme 
horizontal eye movements. 
b) the computer calculated mean value of the same 
sample. 
EMG was integrated with an analog integrator (5 msec 
time constant). The integrated signal was sampled by 
the computer for further processing. Instantaneous 
firing rate of neuronal activity was calculated by 
the computer with a time resolution of 10 ~ sec. 
Reticular neurons whose activity is reported here 
were identified by their location with respect to the 
antidromic field potential of the VIth nucleus. This 
electrophysiological method has the advantage to al
low numerous recording sessions in a single animal 
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and clearly establishes when a neuron is outside of 
the boundaries of the VIth nucleus. (The field poten
tial profile extends approximately 300 to 500 vout
side of the actual histological boundary of the abdu
cens nucleus). 

3. RESULTS 
Whe shall report here only typical examples of the 
results obtained. Full reports of the results will be 
published elsewhere (Berthoz et al, 1982; Vidal et 
al, in preparation). The behavior of respectively 
abducens motoneurons, second order vestibular neu
rons, and dorsal neck motoneurons will be considered 
in the following sections. 

3.1. Relationship between neck muscle activity and 
abducens motoneurons. 
We have recorded simultaneously the vertical and ho
rizontal components of eye movements, the extracellu
lar activity of abducens motoneurones and neck 
muscles EMG. Fig.1 illustrates a typical example of 
recording. The firing of the motoneuron parallels 
the firing of the ipsilateral longissimus muscle. It 
is however interesting to note that in the EMG trace 
of this record the large motor unit which overrides 
the right EMG is not representative of the whole 
pool of motoneurones. It fires when the eye is more 
eccentric in the orbit than when the EMG actually 
appears. The fact that motor units were recruited 
at different eccentricities in the orbit was already 
shown by Vidal et al (1982). 
In order to define more precisely the relationship 
between these neurons and eye movement we have plot
ted firing rate versus eye position. Fig.2A shows 
another example of the records from the same neuron 
as in fig.l. On fig.2B the rate-position curve for 
the motoneurons is plotted (threshold with respect 
to horizontal component of eye position: 5.9 degrees 
to the right, slope 4.8 spikes per second per degree). 
We were able to simultaneously record the activity 
of two isolated motor units belonging to antagonistic 
muscles. We have calculated the relationship between 
their firing rate and horizontal eye position (fig.2C) 
The noteworthy fact is that their firing rate is 
proportional to the horizontal component of eye posi
tion in a range extending to about 15 degrees. Above 
this value recruitement of other motor units preclu
ded calculation of the firing rate. The threshold 
with respect to horizontal eye positlon is .8 degrees 
to the right and 1 degree to the left, the rate-posi
tion slopes are 3.9 and 3.7 spikes per second per 
degree. They are therefore arranged in a push-pull 
fashion with respect to the mid-position of the eye 
in the orbit. 
These data provide two results: first, the firing 
frequency of at least some individual motor units 
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Fig.l. Simultaneous r ecor ding o f eye movement , dor s al 
ne ck mus c le act iv it y and firi ng o f a n abducens moto 
neuro n in the al ert cat . Fr om top t o bo t tom : 
- Ve rti cal and ho r izontal co mp onents of e ye ang u lar 
d i splacemen t .-Extrac e llu l ar r ec ordi ng fr om an ab du
c ens motoneur on .-EMG of left and r i ght longissimus 
capiti s mu sc le s . 

in neck muscles is linearly related with ipsilateral 
horizontal angular eye position up to eccentricities 
of about 15 degrees with a threshold which is around 
mid-position in the orbit; second, they show that 
comparison of latencies of firing between abducens 
and neck motoneurons has no meaning because neck mo
toneurons firing is determined mainly by an eye posi
tion threshold. 

3.2. Are second order vestibular neurons candidates 
to carry eye position signals to neck muscles? 
Second order vestibular neurons which terminate in the 
abducens nucleus also give collaterals to the spinal 
cord (Yoshida et al, 1980; Mc Crea et al, 1981; 
Berthoz et al, 1981). Is has been shown that all t y pe 
I neurons of this kind code the horizontal component 
of eye position during spontaneous fixation saccades. 
All the recorded neurons terminating in the contrala
teral abducens nucleus, in addition to col laterals 
branching in the periabducens area, prepositus hypo
glossi and contralateral vestibular nuclei, send long 
col laterals to the spinal cord. They there fore are 
good candidates to mediate eye position signals to 
neck motoneurons. Fig. 3 shows an example of such 
neuron (from Berthoz et al, 1981). During rotation 
in darkness it behaves like a typical type I vestibu-
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B ABDUCENS MOTONEURON 
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Fig .2. Fi ring cha r acteri s t i cs o f an abducens motoneu 
ron and two motor units of left and right longiss i mus 
capitis muscles recorded simultaneously in an alert 
cat . 
A- s ame r e c ords a s in fi g . 1 
B- rate position curve for the abducen s mo t oneur on. A 
is the slope in spikes per second per d egree and I, 
the inter cept of the regression line with the abscissa . 
e- rate po s ition c urve for two isolated motor units 
be longing respe c t i vely to t he left ( star s ) and r i ght 
(dots) muscles . Unfilled stars and dots indicate firin g 
frequencies measured at the thresh o ld when the mot or 
unit stops fi r ing during the same fixation . 
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lar neuron. Notice the large amplitude of the modu
lation in phase with head velocity (fig.3B and C) . 
The firing rate of this neuron can be modulated in 
addition by the horizontal component of eye position 
(fig.3A) and to a lesser degree by eye velocity. 
Several arguments speak against the suggestion that 
this type of neuron is the best candidate to provide 
the horizontal eye position signal to neck motoneu
rons. (Although they are well suited to contribute 
to the vestibulo-collic reflex) . 
The eye position sensitivity of these vestibular neu
rons is small compared to their head velocity sensi
tivity. Therefore if they had a significant synaptic 
input to neck motoneurons in our experimental condi
tion, the neck EMG would be related mainly with head 
velocity, however we have shown that it is in fact 
roughly related to the eye position. Another argument 
is that Peterson et al (1980) have shown that the 
phase of the vestibulo-collic reflex is not modified 
by transection of the medial longitudial fasciculus 
through which their axons descend. 

3.3. Are reticular neurons in the periabducens area 
and pontine reticular formation better candidates? 
All these objections focused our attention to another 
area of the brain stem: the reticular formation below 
and around the abducens nucleus. Peterson et al (1978) 
had shown that subpopulations of neurons in this area 
terminate monosynaptically on neck motoneurons and 
particularly the dorsal part of nucleus gigantocel
lularis. Cells of origin of the medial (and part of 
lateral) reticulo-spinal tracts located in this area 
receive polysynaptic activation from the labyrinth 
and exhibit phase lagging responses similar to neck 
muscles during galvanic vestibular stimulation in the 
decerebrate cat (Peterson et aI, 1975, 1980). Further
more localized lesions of the peri abducens zone give 
specific syndromes such as lateral gaze paralysis 
accompanied by a tonic deviation of the head towards 
the side opposite to the lesion (Bennett and Savill, 
1889) . 
These facts prompted our study of reticular neurons 
in this area. We searched particularly for neurons 
having a tight coupling of their firing discharge 
with dorsal neck EMG in the alert head fixed cat. 
Fig.4 illustrates a typical example of recordings 
concerning a cell located below the abducens nucleus 
ata depth of about 2mm. Traces show the vertical and 
horizontal components of eye position, firing rate 
of the neuron and EMG of left and right obliquus ca
pitis muscles. The discharge rate of the neuron is 
clearly related to the ipsilateral obliquus capitis 
muscle EMG. Its firing frequency also follows hori
zontal eye position. 
In order to analyze more quantitatively the behavior 
of the neurons, instantaneous firing rate and inte-
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Fig.3. Intra-axonal recording of second order ves
tibular neurons ~n the alert cat. 
Schema of the experimental paradigm. Stimulation and 
recording sites. Stimulating electrodes (S2, S3) 
are implanted in the ipsi (Li) and contralateral (Lc) 
labyrinth for identification of second order vestibu
lar nucleus (VN) neurons by orthodromic stimulation. 
The intracellular recording site of the axons of 
ipsi (Vi) or contralateral (Vc) projecting vestibular 
neurons is identified in the abducens nucleus with 
the help of the antidromic stimulation of the abdu
cens nerve ( S1-Anti ). 

A. Comparison of the discharge characteristics of a 
second order Vc axon during spontaneous saccades and 
nystagmus. From top to bottom: vertical and horizon
tal eye movements, firing rate averaged over 50 mse
cond bins. The figure shows a series of fixations in 
darkness. Note that the eye position sensitivity and 
saccadic eye velocity sensitivity (pauses and tran
sient increases shown by asterisks and arrows during 
off- and on direction saccades) occur in the absence 
of visual input. 

B. Discharge characteristics of the same neuron du
ring sinusoidal rotation of the table at 0.2 Hz in 
darkness. From top to bottom: vertical and horizontal 
eye position, head velocity, firing rate. Note that 
superimposed on the clear type I modulation in phase 
with head velocity, there is a clear eye position 
and saccadic eye velocity (asterisks and arrows) 
sensitivity. 

C. Same as in B but during sinusoidal rotation in the 
illuminated laboratory (summation of vestibular and 
optokinetic nystagmus). Calibrations shown here are 
also valid for A and B. (From Berthoz et al, 198]). 

grated EMG have been calculated. Fig.S shows an 
example of another neuron located ventro-caudally 
to the abducens nucleus at a laterality of O.8mm 
(fig. SB). 
Fig.SA shows the instantaneous firing rate of the 
neuron during spontaneous fixation. It is compared 
with the integrated EMG of the ipsilateral longis
simus capitis muscle. This neurons has a phasic dis
charge during saccades directed towards the ipsila
teral side and a tonic component related to eye po
sition. The instantaneous firing rate is clearly 
correlated with ipSilateral neck EMG. This close 
similarity between the two patterns of firing is 
even more evident in fig.4C during vestibular nystag-
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RIGHT OBlIOUUS CAPITIS 

Fig.4. Recording from a reticular neuron whose firing 
rat e is related to neck EMC and hori zo ntal ey e po s i 
t ion. The inser t i ndi cat es the lo ca tion of th e neu
ron in the left brainstem . The dashed line indicates 
the elect r ode t r act throug h the Vlth nucleu s. From 
to p t o bottom : 
- ve r tical and horizontal components of eye angular 
position 
- extrac ell ular r eco r ding o f the r et icu lar neuro n 
- EMC of r espe c tively left and r i ght obliquus capitis 
muscles . 

mus. Mid-position of the eye in the orbit is indica
ted by the dashed line. Both the firing rate of the 
neuron and longissimus capitis EMG vary togethe r with 
horizontal eye position. In our study we have e ncoun
tered two extreme types of cells. The first t y p e was 
mainly "tonic" (see classification in Robinson, 1981), 
it has a discharge rate relate d to the horizontal 
compone nt of eye position, an absence of burst of 
discharge during rapid e ye movement·s. The se neurons 
sometimes paused during contralateral eye movements, 
and had a negative eye velocity sensitivity during 
contralateral eye movements. A second type was "burst
tonic". The discharge rate was modulated in r e lation 
with the horizontal component of eye position, with 
in addition, bursts during ipsilateral rapid eye mo
vements but no pause during contralateral eye move
ments. These two groups of cells have been found in 
the reticular formation in an area roughly located 
at a depth of 1.3 to 3.3 mm beneath the abducens nu
cleus and anteroposterior coordinates (according 
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Fig.5. Re cordin g of a reti cular cell , i n the aler t 
cat , whos e disc harge r ate i s related to EMG o f ip si la 
teral longissimus capitis and to horizontal eye posi 
tion . 
A- Be havi or of t he ne ur on du rin g s pon taneou s sacc ades 
and fixations . From top to bottom : - Vertical and hori 
zontal components of eye position. Instantaneous fi 
rin g rate of t he cel l. I nt egrate d EMG of th e ips ila te 
ral (left longissimus capitis) . B- Behavior of the 
neuron during vestibular nystagmus . From top to bottom : 
- Ho ri zont a l eye posi ti on . I nstantaneo us fi rin g ra t e of 
the neuron . Head velocity ( turntable velocity ). Inte
grated EMG of longissimus capitis muscle . C- Diagram 
showing the location of the reco r ded c ells i n the left 
brain stem . 6:abducen s nucl eus ; 7G: genou of f acia l ner 
ve; 12 : hypoglossal nucleus, laterality: O.8 - 1.2 - 1.6mm 
from the midline . Cross - hatched areas indicate moments 
whe n the ey e occupie s a po si tion t o t he le ft of i ts mid-
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line (corresponding to the straight bottom edge of 
those areas), in A, spontaneously and in B, during 
one oscillation cycle. 

to the atlas of Berman) which vary from 5.3 to 7.2mm 
(fig. SC). However we have only explored a small area 
around the abducens nucleus and they may be distribu
ted more widely in the reticular formation. 
A close examination of the records has revealed that 
in many occasions the neck EMG cannot be fully accoun
ted for by the firing rate pattern of each individual 
neuron, but it seems that combining the firing profile 
of "burst tonic" and "tonic" neurons is sufficient to 
account for the EMG. We therefore suggest that neck 
EMG is the result of an addition of reticulo-spinal 
inputs with different dynamic properties. 
It is interesting to compare the firing profile of 
the reticular neuron shown on fig.SB with the one 
of the second order vestibular neuron shown on fig. 
3B and C. The former is clearly related to neck EMG 
and horizontal eye position whether the latter is 
mainly modulated by head velocity. 

4. DISCUSSION 
We conclude from the present study that cells, located 
around the abducens nucleus in the area described pre
viously by Peterson (1980) as containing cells of 
origin of the medial reticulo-spinal tract and projec
ting to ipsilateral neck muscles, could be candidates 
to mediate the horizontal eye position signals found 
in dorsal neck muscles of the alert cat. It is obvious 
that, because of the absence of antidromic stimulation 
from the spinal cord, the neurons recorded here are 
only putative reticulo-spinal cells. It was however 
checked on every occasion that they are not mediating 
proprioceptive input from the neck to the reticular 
formation. The striking similarity between the firing 
pattern and neck EMG suggests that they are indeed 
premotor cells, although a reflection of interneuronal 
activity within the spinal cord cannot be excluded at 
this stage. A striking aspect of their firing characte
ristics which distinguishes them clearly from abducens 
motoneurons and prepositus neurons is the fact that 
they have a threshold around mid-position of the eye 
in the orbit. Is is therefore clear that they all 
fire only for ipsilateral eye position in the orbit 
(or ipsilateral beating field of nystagmus). The main 
question is: where does these signals originate from? 
Until now the identification of a tonic eye position 
generator is lacking and only the prepositus nucleus 
has been proposed as a possible candidate. It could be 
suggested that a common gaze generator modulates both 
abducens motoneurons and reticulo-spinal cells (in 
addition it may influence other structures such as 
the vestibular nuclei). Converging influences on re
ticular cells subsequently modify the original gaze 
command and induces a signal which is adapted for neck 
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motor control during a eye-head coordinated movement. 
Another intriguing problem is the fact that neck 
motoneuron discharge is in phase with eye position. 
Because the vestibulo-spinal neurons whose firing 
rate is coding mainly head velocity during head rota
tion do terminate on neck motoneurons it can be hypo
thesized either that their synaptic input is weak 
(which is obviously wrong because compensatory vesti
bulo-collic reflexes do exist), or that some swit
ching mechanisms occur. It may be that during an in
tentional strategy of synergistic eye-head movement, 
descending (cortical?) influences inhibit the vesti
bulo-collic reflex. If this does not happen at vesti
bular nuclei level, it then could occur at spinal 
cord level in the same way as many other reflexes 
are blocked during volontary movements. Different 
descending tracts would therefore be involved in 
different strategies ("compensatory" for the vesti
bulo-spinal tract, versus "eye-head coupling" for the 
reticulo-spinal tract). These speculations are evi
dently only working hypothesis which will have to be 
confirmed by future experiments. 
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BEHAVIOR OF PONTINE CELLS DURING EYE-HEAD COORDINATION: 
EVIDENCE OF GAZE SHIFT CODING BY PREOCULOMOTOR BURSTERS 

F. LESTIENNE::, D. WHITTINGTON, E. BIZZI (Department of 
Psychology. M.I.T., Cambridge, MA 02139 USA) 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The Pontine Reticular Formation (PRF)is known to be a pre
oculomotor area responsible for generating appropriate con
trol signal to the extraocular musculature (Bender and 
Shanzer, 1964, Blittner-Ennever and Henn, 1976; Cohen and 
Henn, 1972; Eckmiller et aI, 1980; Graybiel, 1977; Keller, 
1974, 1977; Luschei and Fuchs, 1972; Sheibel and Sheibel, 
1958; Sparks and Travis, 1971). In the Paramedian Pontine 
Reticular Formation (PPRF) there are preoculomotor cells fi
ring in relation to the pulse-step output and each phase of 
the pulse step; i.e. burst units related to the pulse and 
tonic units related to the steady position of the eye 
(Keller, 1974; Luschei and Fuchs, 1972). 
The PRF structure is also known to receive projections from 
neck musculature and vestibular system (Brodal, 1974; Ladpli 
and Brodal, 1963; Peterson et aI, 1979; Pompeiano and swett, 
1963). Furthermore the PRF contains neurons with projection 
to the neck muscles (Peterson et aI, 1975). 
If this PRF region has been studied extensively, however 
most of the findings have been derived from experiments in 
which the head was held fixed. In normal behavioral situa
tion, head movements accompany changes in gaze fixation. The 
interaction between eye movement and head movement has been 
deduced from a series of studies (Bizzi et aI, 1971, 1972; 
Bizzi, 1974; Dichgans et aI, 1973; Lanman, 1978; Morasso et 
aI, 1973). These findings have shown that coordinated eye 
and head movements are linked through the vestibular system. 
Indeed it was discovered that this coordination was accom
plished by the simple strategy of using vestibular signal 
generated by the moving head to diminish size of the saccade 
and generate compensatory eye movement to maintain fixation 
of the target during head turning (Dichgans et aI, 1973; 
Morasso et aI, 1973). When the head is restrained, the total 
gaze shift was accomplished by the eye saccade. Under such 
conditions, it is not possible to separate cell activation 
related to total gaze shift or size of saccadic eye movement. 
In order to study some aspects of the PRF neural substrate 
underlying eye-head coordination, single-unit recordings 
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combined with behavioral approaches were performed on alert 
and unrestra~ned monkeys (Lestienne et al, 1981, 1982, 
Whittington, 1980, Whittington et al, 1980). 
The present paper is directed to analyse the effects of head 
movement on the activity of two categories of preoculomotor 
neurons, i.e.: burst unit and tonic unit. 

2. METHODS 

To record the activity of the PRF structures, four adult fe
male monkeys (Macaca Mulatta) were trained to fixate, foveal
ly, visual target. The target sequence consisted of a lumi
nous spot of randomized (.4-1.5 sec) duration followed by the 
superimposition of a horizontal or vertical hairline. The 
monkeys received a reward of water for barpressing only du
ring the presentation of the vertical hairline. The hairlines 
required foveal fixation to be discriminated. When the hair
line targets were presented at various positions in the mon
key's periphery, they made coordinated eye-head movements to 
direct their gaze to the targets. The size and direction of 
the gaze shift were controlled by the experimenter's choice 
of target position. The target could be presented at each of 
nine target displays, spaced at 10° intervals from 40° left 
of the midsagittal plane to 40° right of the midsagittal pla
ne. The animal's head could also be restrained, forcing it to 
make gaze shifts utilizing saccades only. This procedure al
so allowed accurate calibration of eye position, since the 
monkeys had to be foveating to perform the discrimination. 
After the monkeys became proficient at the visual discrimina
tion task, they were anesthetized with Nembutal, and silver
silver chloride electrodes. were implanted for recording ex
traocular potentials of horizontal and vertical eye movements. 
Screws were implanted in the monkey's skull for attachment 
to a head movement recording apparatus. EMG electrodes were 
placed in the splenii capitis muscles of the neck. A stain
less steel recording well fixed to the skull, straddling the 
midline above the cerebellum. The well was inclined posterior
ly at about 17° and stereotaxically positioned to permit an 
obliquely driven micro-electrode to reach the brainstem in 
the area of the VI nucleus. 
Approprialy designed teflon microelectrodes allowed to record 
the activity of single brainstem neurons when the monkey is 
free to move his head (Lestienne et al, 1981). The location 
of the electrode tracks and the location of small electroly
tic lesions placed at the tip of specific tracks were determi
ned histologically. 
During the experimental sessions, the monkeys sat in a prima
te chair with their torso restrained and their head atta
ched by way of the skull screws to a head holder which limi
ted head movement to rotation about the vertical axis. Head 
movements were monitored from a potentiometer mechanically 
coupled to the head holder. 
The search procedure used was to make an electrode penetra
tion with the monkey in apparatus and to examine each cell 
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encountered to see if it were related to eye movement or 
head movement. Because during natural head movements both 
neck proprioceptors and vestibular receptors are stimulated, 
we devised a way to assess separately the contribution of the
se two modalities. To this end, we performed two maneuvers. 
One procedure involved rotating the monkey about its vertical 
axis with the head fixed with respect to the chair. In this 
way only vestibular receptors were stimulated. In contrast, 
the stimulation of neck afferents was obtained by maintaining 
the monkey's head fixed with respect to the ground, while ro
tating the body. 
During the recording sessions the variables were stored on a 
FM recorder. The data were later digitized, displayed and ana
lysed on a PDP 11/10 computer using appropriate analysis pro
grams. Movement data were digitized in 10 msec. bins and spi
ke data were digitized in 1 msec. bins. The use of trained 
monkeys allowed averaging of a number of virtually identical 
movements to known targets and the production of raster dis
plays. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The recordings comprising these experiments were made from 
the Pontine Reticular Formation (PRF) within a 4mm radius of 
the midpoint of a line connecting the VI nuclei. In these pe
netrations, a variety of cells were encountered; cells rela
ted to movements of the arm, head, torso, mouth, tongue, 
and eyes, as well as many cells the activity of which was not 
correlated with any variable being monitored or controlled. 
Of the more than 500 cells encountered, 75 were head related, 
while 141 were eye movement related cells which were well iso
lated and held for sufficient time to allow careful analysis. 
The eye related cells to be presented in the present paper 
feel into two classes; i.e.: tonic and burst. 

3.1. Tonic Cells 
By far the rarest of eye related cells in this study, this 
group contains only eleven cells. Despite this, their beha
vior is quite uniform and of the four classes, this is the 
most homogeneous. Tonic cells fire in relation to eye posi
tion in the orbit, and this seems to be a complete descrip
tion of their activity. They are oblivious to the exertions 
of the neck musculature and subject to vestibular influences 
only insofar as those signals provide the command signal for 
an eye movement. As observed by Robinson(1971, 1974), the 
pattern of behavior for these cells when the head is restrai
ned and fixations are made by saccades alone is one in which 
the spike frequency increases and decreases in steps corres
ponding to the stepwise changes in fixation resulting from 
saccadic movements. Figure 1 shows another aspect of these 
cells' behavior not seen before. Here the head is free to mo
ve and the eye movement is no longer source of steps but 
rather a more complex pattern typical of coordinated action 
of the eye and head. The two recordings are for movements to 
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the left (l-A) and to the right (l-B), respectively, and 
show averages of several movements (6 and 5, respectively). 
The variables displayed are head position, eye position, and 
the curve of instantaneous frequency of cell firing. The eye 
movement consists of a saccadic portion smoothly blending 
into a compensatory phase which serves to keep the gaze on 
target during the head movement. Note that the curve of in
stantaneous frequency (dotted line) is a virtually perfect 
fit, and that this is true for movements in both directions. 
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FIGURE 1. Toni c cell firing for six coordinated eye -h ead mo
vements to the left (A) and five coordinated eye-head mo ve
ments to the right (B) . 
Upp e r s olid line is averaged head position . Dotted l ine ave 
raged eye position . Remaining solid line is the inverted tra 
ce of the average o f the reciprocal o f interspik e interval. 

Although the correlation between eye position and cell acti
vity is quite good, another test was undertaken to make cer
tain that neck activity, either afferent or efferent, was 
not relevant to these cells' behavior. To test this, eye mo
vements were recorded during neck stimulation when the mon
key's body was being rotated back and forth while the head 
was restrained. During this procedure there are, of course, 
afferent signals from the neck and strenuous muscle contrac
tions as the monkey resists the rotation. 
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Table 1 shows that the neck activity produces no significant 
difference in cell firing leading to the conclusion that the
se cells act independently of neck afference or efference. 

Condition 

a b r a b r a b r 

(A) 11.1 18 .96 9.5 6 .90 17 1 .81 

(B) 10.5 20 .83 8.5 4.5 .94 18.5 1.5 .84 

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 

TABLE 1. Slopes (a: spikes per degrees) and intercepts 
(b: degrees) of lines of best fit relating firing frequency 
versus eye position. r: correlation coefficients for the res
pective regression lines. The three units whose on-direction 
was leftward has been recorded during two experimental con
ditions: (A) head fixed while body is being rotated, (B) head 
fixed. Reconstruction of the penetrations shows that the ma
jority of tonic cells were found within the VI nucleus, with 
the remainder scattered in an aera extending caudally and 
laterally to the VI nucleus (Whittington, 1980). 

In conclusion our results have clearly demonstrated a tight 
correlation between tonic activity of these cells and the 
position of the eye within the orbit regardless of the posi
tion of the head or its movement. These results were not 
unexpected, since the activity of these neurons has been 
shown to correspond to the tonic firing rate of oculomotor 
neurons when the head was restrained (Henn and Cohen, 1976; 
Keller, 1974; Luschei and Fuchs, 1972) and to reflect the 
eye position during vestibularly induced eye movements 
(Robinson, 1971). Our results reinforce the hypothesis that 
the tonic cells have just two inputs: the eye command sig
nals and the vestibular feedback signals. 

3.2. Burst Cells 
One of the first things one notices about burst cells is 
that there is a much greater diversity to them than their 
categorization by latency to eye movement would suggest. 
Most (45/52) of the bursting cells recorded in these experi
ments had latencies in the range of 5 to 10 ms, putting them 
in the category of short lead bursters. However, within this 
grouping there are at least three subclasses of bursters: 
(1) a class where firing rate is reasonably constant during 
the burst; (2) a class which fires fairly constantly at on
set and then has sporadic spikes in the last half of the 
saccade; and (3) a class which fires intensely at onset and 
tapers off. Figure 2 shows the diversity of the class of 
short lead bursters. 
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FIGURE 2. Behavio r of s hort lead bur s t cell . 
Uni t activity r e corde d fr om thr ee differen t shor t lead burs t 
uni t s, one charac ter i z e d by a con stan t intrab ur st dis charge 
(A), one by variable intraburs t di s charge ( B) and one by 
short burs t a t onse t (C). H: head movemen t , HE: hori zo nta l 
ey e mov ement, SD and SL: EMG activity o f th e rig ht and l eft 
splenii capitis , respectively . 

Of these three types, the only group which shows a tight, 
linear relation between the number of spikes in a burst and 
saccade size is the constant rate group (Fig. 2A). Recently 
Whittington et al (1980), Lestienne et al (1981, 1982) have 
shown that these constant rate cells fall into two distinct 
groups. One group shows a strong correlation between the 
size of an associated saccade and the number of spikes in the 
burst (fig. 3B), as might be expected from fixed experiments 
by Luschei and Fuchs (1972). A second group, however was 
one in which the number of spikes correlates with the size 
of the shift of gaze, whether that shift was accomplished 
entirely by eye movement, or made by a coordinated eye and 
head movement (fig. 3A). 
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FIGURE 3. Behavior of short lead burst unit (adapted from 
Lestienne et al, 1981, 198 2). 
Response of cell whose discharges are related to (A) the 
total gaze shift including head movement contribution 
("Delta-gaze" cell) and (B) the size of the saccadic eye 
movement ("Saccadic" cell). The three tracings are head mo
vement (dashed line), horizontal eye movement (dotted line) 
and total gaze shift (solid line). At the bottom are spike 
histograms (cumulated discharges on bins of 10 msec). In 
A- Head fixed (HFX): size of the first saccade, 44°, number 
of spikes, 46. Head free (HF): size of the saccade, 24°, 
size of the total gaze shift, 41°, number of spikes, 47. 
In B- (HFX): size of the first saccade, 32°, number of spi
kes, 42. (HF): size of the first saccade, 36°, size of the 
total gaze shift, 50°, number of spikes, 41. 

These two groups of cells, called "saccade" (S) cells for 
the class corresponding to the saccade size and "delta-gaze" 
(G) cells for the class corresponding to the size of the 
shift in gaze, are indistinguishable when the head does not 
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move during a shift in gaze. This is because the size of the 
shift in gaze and the size of the saccade are identical under 
these conditions. Figure 4 demonstrates the procedure used 
to describe the behavior of the Sand G cells (Lestienne et 
aI, 1981). 
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FIGURE 4. Scatter plot of nSaccade n burster (A) and nDelta
gaze n burster (B) (adapted from Lestienne et al. 1981). 
The three types of symbols are: saccades head fixed (trian
gles and dotted regression line). saccades head free (filled 
circles and solid regression line) connected to the respecti
ve head free gaze shifts (open circles and dashed regression 
line) by a vertical solid line. This vertical line indicates 
the amplitude of head contribution during eye-head movements. 
In A notice coincidence of head free saccade and head fixed 
saccades. in B notice coincidence of head fixed saccades and 
head free gaze shifts. 

In this figure, the solid triangles show the relation between 
the number of spikes in a burst and the size of the corres
ponding saccade when the head is restrained. Superimposed is 
a plot relating the number of spikes in a burst to the size 
of both the corresponding saccade and gaze shift when the 
head is free to move. In this case, the points representing 
saccade size (filled circles) are connected to their respec
tive gaze shift size (open circles) by a vertical solid line. 
Notice that the saccade size is always smaller than the gaze 
shift and that the length of the line connecting them is 
equal to the attendant head movement. Figure 4B clearly sup-
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ports the claim that this is a G cell related to the size of 
the shift in gaze, not the size of the saccade. In contrast, 
consider Figure 4A which shows an S burster. Here, it is 
saccade gaze, not gaze shift, that correlates with cell fi
ring. 
Figure 5 illustrates an other way of distinguishing between 
Sand G cells on the basis of averaging a number of identi
cal movements to the same target. In order to induce series 
of identical movements, we employed a paradigm in which the 
target appears at regular intervals at a fixed location. Un
der these experimental conditions the head begins to move 
well before (~ 200 msec) the saccade of the eye is initiated 
(Bizzi et ai, 1972). The saccadic movement is preceded and 
followed by a compensatory eye movement (fig. 5A). Each set 
of traces represents, for the same burst cell, the averaged 
recordings of ten head free (5A) and ten head fixed (5B and 
5C) responses to the presentation of visual targets. The 
location of these targets was predictable. 
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b) ten 30° saccadic eye movements with head fixed 
c) ten 20° saccadic eye movements with head fixed 
The spike histogram (cumulated discharges in bins of 10 msec) 
are shown at the bottom of each set of traces. The number of 
spikes for each histogram are, from the left to the right, 
120, 112 and 72 respectively. 

What emerges from these recordings is a clear impression that 
this cell is firing in relation to the size of the gaze shift 
rather the size of the saccade. Indeed the averaged gaze shift 
in A and B is equal (30°) and the cumulative histogram of 
spikes is fairly the same (120 and 112 respectively). In con
trast, concerning the size of the averaged saccadic eye mo
vements, the results show that the cumulative histogram of 
spikes in A and C is clearly different (120 and 72 respecti
vely) although the averaged size of eye movements is equal 
(20°) . 

We attempted to distinguish between the "G" and "S" cells on 
the basis of latency to eye movement on the assumption that 
the "G" cells were earlier in the processing chain than the 
saccade cells, but the latencies were not significantly dif
ferent. The role of other inputs, particularly neck afference 
and efference, was also considered, and, as in the case of 
the tonic cells, no effect of either could be detected in 
the cell's behavior. 
On the basis of histological examination, the majority of "s" 
and "G" burst units were grouped into two different areas; 
dorsal and ventral to the VI nucleus.Although "G" and "s" 
cells occured in overlapping regions, a cluster of "G" cells 
was identified by an electrolytic lesion. This region lies 
ventral-caudal to the VI nucleus within about 2mm of the 
midline (Whittington, 1980; Lestienne et al, 1981). 
In conclusion previous neurophysiological (Cohen and Henn, 
1972; Eckmiller et ai, 1980; Keller, 1977; Luschei and Fuchs, 
1972; Sparks and Travis, 1971) and anatomical studies 
(Buttner-Ennever and Henn,1976; Graybiel, 1977) have led to 
the acceptance of the idea that short-lead bursters provide 
the excitatory input to the oculomotor neurons, specifying 
saccade parameters. However, our experiments show that this 
class of cells can actually be partitioned into "saccade" (S) 
and "delta-gaze" (G) types according to the cells' behavior 
during coordinated eye-head movements. The first class inclu
ded cells whose firing activity was closely related to the 
size of the saccadic eye movements, while in the second class 
of bursters, the firing was correlated with the total gaze 
shifts, including the head-movement contribution. This dis
tinct behavior of "s" and "G" burst units raises the question 
of the location of these neurons in the preoculomotor control 
schema during coordinated eye and head movements. By assuming 
an independant head control system which impinges upon the 
preoculomotor control system only by vestibular feedback 
(Bizzi et ai, 1971; Dichgans et ai, 1973; Morasso et ai, 
1973) we have tentatively characterized the "G" burster cells 
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as being upstream in preoculomotor processing at a level 
where the total shift in gaze is specified. Following this 
schema, the "s" burster cells are conceived to be further 
downstream toward the oculomotor plant at a point where the 
contribution of the head has been substracted out of the 
total gaze shift, presumably via the vestibulo-ocular reflex. 
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COORDINATED EYE-HEAD MOVEMENTS IN THE CAT 

R.M. DOUGLAS" D. GUITTON and M. VOLLE. (Montreal Neurological 
Institute and AVIation Medical liesearch Unit, McGill University, Montreal, 
Quebec, Canada) 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Coordinated movements of the eyes and head were first studied 
systematically in the monkey by Bizzi et al. 1971; Morasso et al. 1973; and 
Dichgans et al. 1973. In these classic studies they showed that an animal, 
orienting to a randomly appearing visual target, encodes the same saccadic 
eye movement signal in both the head fixed and head free conditions. In the 
head free condition the vestibularly induced compensatory eye movement 
produced by the head movement is added linearly to the saccade signal. 
Since the compensatory eye movement is in the opposite direction to the 
saccade, saccade velocity and amplitude for a given target eccentricity are 
reduced. The elegance of this system is that an eye movement can be 
programmed independently of the head movement, and that a high degree of 
accuracy is achieved because the vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR) enables the 
gaze to reach and stay on-target irrespective of what the head does. This 
strategy will be called the saccade attenuation (SA) strategy. 

Blakemore, Donaghy (1980) have reported that the SA strategy is used by 
the cat. However two peculiarities of the cat with respect to the monkey 
suggest that the problem may be more complex. (1) The cat has an 
oculomotor range (OMR) of only 25° (e.g. Guitton et al. 1980) which is 
considerably less than that of the monkey, and yet Collewijn (1977) and 
Roucoux et al. (1981) have reported gaze shifts greater than 25°. If the SA 
strategy is valid in the cat, then such large gaze shifts require that, in the 
head free condition, the animal programs saccades larger than those it can 
make with its head fixed. (2) Haddad, Robinson (1977), and Blakemore, 
Donaghy (1980) have observed in the cat that a saccade of a given amplitude 
with head free is faster than one of equivalent amplitude with head fixed. 
The opposite is true in monkey (Morasso et al. 1973). 

These points, suggest that the cat may be using a strategy that is different 
than that of the monkey. This possibility is reinforced by studies of the eye 
and head movements evoked by collicular stimulation in the alert cat 
(Guitton et al. 1980; Roucoux et al. 1980). These results have suggested that 
for gaze movements beyond the OMR, a vector addition (VA) strategy is 
used in which the eye and head trajectories are preprogrammed and proceed 
independently of each other. One feature of this hypothesis is that the VOR 
must be disabled during the saccade, a not so unlikely proposition since the 
VOR does pause during quick phases of vestibular nystagmus. The object of 
the present experiments was to describe in more detail the characteristics 
of coordinated eye and head movements made by alert cats. Special 
attention was paid to the possibility that the VA strategy may be used. 

2. METHODS 

Spontaneous active eye and head movements were studied in 5 adult cats 
which were kept in a high state of arousal by occasionally giving them food. 
The food was kept hidden behind a screen and brought around randomly to 
one side or the other, towards the cats, thus eliciting a wide range of head 
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amplitudes as the cats eagerly looked around for the food. Gaze (position of 
the visual axis with respect to the world) and head position were measured 
with the magnetic search coil method. The data were sampled, linearized 
and stored on-line on a computer, and eye position with respect to the head 
was computed by subtracting the head signal from the gaze. All 
displacements in which the rapid head movement began from a standstill or 
a maximum velocity of 10° /sec were analyzed. In our test conditions these 
constituted a large fraction of all the movements, with almost 200 being 
obtained in each 8 minute session. The data shown in each figure are from 
one session in one cat, but in every case, very similar data were obtained on 
other days in the same cat, and in the other 4 animals. 

3. RESULTS 

3.1 Horizontal gaze shifts within oculomotor range «25°) 

Fig. la shows an example of coordinated eye and head movements 
associated with relatively small gaze amplitudes in one cat. Gaze shifts 
occurred intermittently whenever there was a saccade, and any head 
movement between gaze saccades was cancelled by the YOR, thus giving a 
flat gaze trace. Sacca des essentiglly never occurred without an 
accompanying head movement. Typically they occurred whenever the head 
showed a characteristic increase in velocity but a few occurred afterwards 
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FIGURE 1. a) Example of coordinated eye-head movements made by a cat. 
Note that each gaze shift is accomplished with an eye saccade and a rapid 
head movement, and that the gaze is flat between saccades. The vertical 
bars mark the start of two movements, and in each case the saccade starts 
later than the head. b) Maximum velocity-amplitude relationship for 
horizontal saccades during active head movements. Only those saccades 
associated with gaze shifts < 25° have been included in this figure. 
Characteristics of linear regression line given in upper left in this p.nd 
subsequent figures. E, amplitude of eye movement relative to the head. Em, 
maximum eye-re-head velocity. 
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FIGURE 2. a) Maximum velocity-amplitude relationship for horizontClI 
saccades when the head was held fixed. Dashed line taken from figures lb. 
Note the higher velocities in the free head condition. b) Maximum velocity
amplitude relationship for horizontal gaze sacca des in the head free 
condition. All gaze amplitud~s greater than 25 0 have been excluded from 
the graph. G, gaze amplitude, Gm, maximum gaze velocity. 

while the head continued to move (eg 4th saccade from left in Fig. la). 
These latter movements may be vestibular quick phases, and were not 
analyzed here. In spite of the fact that the movements appear quite similar 
to those of the monkey, a more quantitative examination of the data showed 
that the pattern of coordination had two important differences. First, most 
of the saccades started after the head movement began. Second, saccades 
with head free were faster than those with head fixed. Fig. Ib shows the 
relationship between the maximum velocity reached during each saccade, 
and the saccade amplitude in a cat free to move its head. Only horizontal 
gaze shifts less than 25 0 are included. As is already well known for man, 
monkey and cat (for cat see Evinger, Fuchs, 1976; Guitton, Mandl, 1980), 
large amplitude saccades reach higher peak velocities. However in 
agreement with Haddad, Robinson (1977) and Blakemore, Donaghy (1980) and 
unlike the monkey, for a given saccade amplitude, a higher velocity on the 
average was obtained when the head was actively moved (Fig. Ib) than when 
the head was stationary (Fig. 2a). This was true over a wide range of 
saccade amplitudes for all cats. It could be argued that the SA strategy 
still is being used but that the cat programs very large saccades, and that 
the VOR reduces them to the size actually observed. The different 
amplitude-velocity relationships of Fig. Ib and 2a could then be explained by 
noting that the saccade maintains its maximum velocity for only a short 
portion of its time course and that the average velocity is considerably 
lower. As the head velocity is relatively constant throughout the saccade, 
the level of the compensatory VOR signal would constitute a larger 
percentage of the average velocity than of the peak velocity. Thus the 
amplitude, which is the product of the average velocity and saccade 
duration would be reduced proportionally more than the maximum velocity. 
This could produce the lower peak velocity versus amplitude relationship 
seen in the head fixed case. 

Thus the SA hypothesis can account qualitatively for the observed data, and 
further, would predict that the velocity-amplitude relationship for the total 
gaze movement should be identical to that seen for saccades with head 
fixed. As can be seen from Fig. 2, there is a suggestion that this is true but 
the scatter in the data prohibits a firm conclusion. 
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A further interesting feature of Fig. 1a is that the duration of the saccadic 
gaze movement is greater than that of the movement of the eye with 
respect to the head (called here the eye movement). A considerable amount 
of the gaze shift takes place between the time the saccade velocity reaches 
zero and when the slow phase velocity attains unity gain. This observation 
is best explained by the SA strategy: a gaze movement is coded and the VOR 
associated with the fast head movement (see below) eventually overcomes 
and reverses the eye movement. In contrast, a more abrupt switch from 
saccade to full gain slow phase VOR, and thus equal durations, might be 
expected from the V A hypothesis. 

3.2 Horizontal gaze shifts greater than the oculomotor range (> 25°) 

In agreement with Collewijn (I977) and Roucoux et al. (I 98 I) all of our cats 
could produce large (up to 50°) single gaze and head shifts of amplitude 
greater than their oculomotor range. Beyond 25° the gaze velocity 
saturated (not shown in Fig. 2b). A characteristic feature of these 
displacements was that the velocity-time plots for the gaze and eye 
movements frequently were flat and did not exhibit the usual "bell-shaped" 
profile, seen in the small gaze shifts. 

The large gaze shifts, like the small ones, had durations that exceeded those 
of the eye itself. The difference in duration was frequently very large. This 
observation is again more compatible with the SA strategy and suggests that 
the cat can program sacca des larger than those it can make with its head 
fixed. 

3.3 Head movements 

Head movements were stereotyped. The accuracy of the head displacement 
is shown by the fact that its amplitude was equal to the total gaze shift 
(Fig. 3a). In man Barnes (1979) showed that the head movements are 
generally smaller than the target eccentricity. Moreover, in cat, this 
accuracy was accomplished despite the fact that the animals moved their 
heads extremely quickly, with peak velocities near those attained by 
saccades. Indeed the "saccade-like" nature of these head movements was 
reflected in a strong amplitude-velocity relationship. 

A further interesting observation is that the eye saccade amplitude was a 
constant proportion of the head (or gaze) amplitude. Fig. 4 shows that the 
ratio was about 0.3 over the full saccade amplitude range, even for small 
gaze shifts which lay within the cats oculomotor range, and which 
theoretically could have been accomplished with only a saccade and no head 
movement. 

3.4 Braked head movements 

While all of the above results attest to the highly organized manner in which 
cats orient, none constitute conclusive evidence for either the SA or V A 
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FIGURE 3. a) Final head amplitude versus gaze amplitude at end of eye 
saccade for horizontal movements. The graph shows that head amplitude 
equals gaze amplitude. H, head amplitude. b) Maximum velocity versus 
amplitude for horizontal head movements. The rather stereotyped nature of 
the head movements is reflected in the high correlation between maximum 
velocity reached by the head, and the final amplitude. Am, maximum head 
velocity. 
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strategies. Current experiments are examining this issue further. In these, 
the cat's head is attached to an apparatus which permits braking a 
movement just prior to its initiation. The VOR addition hypothesis would 
predict that gaze still reaches the target. We find this to be true for gaze 
shifts less than 15 degrees. But in the two trained cats examined so far we 
have never observed saccades larger than 15° even when the head is blocked 
just before an intended movement of 30-40° in amplitude. 

4. DISCUSSION 

4.1 Gaze shifts within OMR. The tendency for gaze saccades, made with 
the head either fixed or free, to have similar characteristics suggests that 
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the cat uses the SA strategy within its OMR. A similar result was obtained 
by Roucoux et al (1981). This is supported by our braking experiments and 
corroborates the results of Blakemore, Donaghy (1980). Nevertheless, 
contrary to these authors' findings, our cats almost always generated 
sacca des that began after the head movement and which were preceded by a 
short duration vestibularly induced compensatory rotation. This difference 
could be due to restrictions imposed by the head holder in the experiments 
of Blakemore, Donaghy (1980). 

4.2 Gaze shifts beyond the OMR. If the SA strategy holds, and if the cat 
orients, say, to a target of 50° eccentricity, it must program a 50° saccade 
whose amplitude is reduced by about 70% (Fig. 4) to yield a 15° saccade. 
Both the programming of a saccade so far outside the OMR, and the large 
saccade attenuation are indeed surprising. Thus perhaps, beyond the OMR 
the cat uses the VA strategy. This would be compatible with the 
observation that the head movements were stereotyped in trajectory and 
equal to gaze amplitude. Our preliminary braking experiments also suggest 
the VA strategy. But if a different strategy were being used one might 
expect a discontinuity in the relation between saccade amplitude and head 
amplitude and none was found (Fig. 4b). A further complication for the VA 
strategy is that the gaze and eye saccades never terminated simultaneously. 
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DYNAMICS OF COMPENSATORY VESTIBULAR REFLEXES IN THE 
GRASSFROG, RANA TEMPORARIA 

N. DIERINGER, W. PRECHT 
Institut fUr Hirnforschung, Universitat ZUrich 

During locomotion, maintenance of clear vision and pos
tural stability is a common problem for many animals. 
As the body moves, passive head oscillations are reduced 
by the action of compensatory vestibulo-collic and opto
kinetic-collic reflexes, which cooperatively tend to 
stabilize the position of the head in space. The slip 
of retinal images is further reduced by the action of 
these reflexes on the extraocular motor system i.e. the 
vestibulo-ocular and the optokinetic-ocular reflexes. 
In a natural situation (head free to move in response 
to rotation of the whole body) all these reflexes are 
active conjointly and simultaneously and 'stability' of 
gaze results from their combined effects through the 
collico-motor and the oculo-motor systems. 

The properties of these reflexes can be expected 
to be adjusted to the natural movement repertoire they 
have to assist. Thus, it is not surprising to find many 
species differences in the properties and in the central 
organization of these reflexes. The motor repertoire of 
amphibians is distinct enough from that of mammals, to 
expect differences in the central organization of their 
reflexes. If so, a comparison of the properties of these 
differently organized networks might be helpful in under
standing how and in which context these modifications 
have come about. 

COMPENSATORY HEAD AND EYE MOVEMENTS 

Horizontal collic reflexes were studied in intact, un
restrained frogs with a magnetic search coil technique 
(Dieringer, Precht, 1982). Stimuli consisted of sinusoi
dal oscillations of the body in the dark (vestibular) 
or in the light in front of an earth-fixed visual sur
round (combined) or of a striped pattern, generated by 
a shadow projector, oscillating around the animal (op
tokinetic). Eye movements evoked by similar stimuli 
were recorded in animals with their head fixed. 

Evoked head movements consisted of slow phases 
that were rarely interrupted by quick phases and exhi
bited several marked non-linearities. Movements evoked 
by rotation of the animal in the dark (VCR) showed a 
frequency-dependent threshold above which the gain in
creased with stimulus amplitude to reach a frequency
dependent plateau at which the system behaved approxi
mately linear. Values measured in these linear ranges 
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are shown in Fig.1 (squares). The gain of optokinetical
ly evoked head movements (OCR) was variable for small 
ampli tudes of sinusoidal stimulation, reached a frequency
dependent plateau and decreased with a further increase 
in stimulus amplitude. The gain and the phase values of 
the OCR are shown in Fig.1 by circles. 
These values are explained by a velocity-dependent gain 
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FIGURE 1. Bode plot showing gain and phase values of 
collic responses evoked by optokinetic, vestibular and 
combined stimulation. Data points represent means of 
mean values from (N) animals. Phase values of responses 
evoked by rotation of the animal were subtracted from 180 0 • 
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and a reaction time of the OCR of about 600 msec. This 
delayed onset was also observed in responses evoked by 
combined stimulation, provided peak acceleration was low 
(Fig.2) . 
In the light, head movements compensated in the linear 
range for about 80 to 90% of the imposed gaze shift with 
a small phase lag (0-10 0 ) over the frequency range tes
ted (Fig.1, triangles). Comparison of data observed du
ring combined stimulation with those calculated from the 
values obtained for the VCR and the OCR suggest a vec
torial addition of vestibularly and optokinetically 
evoked responses in the case of combined stimulation. 

Eye movements in the absence of intended head 
movements were not observed. Evoked eye movements were 
limited in amplitude to ~4-6°. Quick phases were very 
rarely observed during sinusoidal stimulation. Instead 
the eyes saturated at an eccentric position as in Fig.2. 
In contrast to the VCR, vestibularly evoked eye movements 
(VOR) exhibited neither a threshold nor an amplitude
dependent gain below saturation. The mean phase values 
from 5 animals are shown in Fig. 3. Optokinetically 
evoked eye movements (OOR) as well as responses evoked 
by combined stimulation strongly depended on stimulus 
velocity and no linear range was found. The reaction 
time of the OOR was shorter (about 200 msec,Fig.2) and 
the phase lag at 0.25 Hz was less (about 20 0 ) than that 
of the OCR. 

These compensatory eye movements, even though 
severely restricted in amplitude, are large and fast 
enough when added to head movements to enable a frog, 
to stabilize his gaze over a wide range exclusively by 
means of slow phases. The two motor systems controlling 
movements of eye and head are matched in such a way that 
the non-linearities of the one (ocular) can compensate 
for the non-linearities of the other (collie). 

: 140 
--___ : .. t.n. 

FIGURE 2. Comparison of collie and ocular responses to 
rotation of the animal in the light. Turning points of 
the table rotation (eT; 0.05 Hz) are indicated by dotted 
lines. eH and 8E : Position of head and eye. Eye movements 
were recorded with the head fixed. R indicates a movement 
direction to the right and t.n. a temporo-nasal movement 
direction for the left eye. 
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RESPONSES IN VESTIBULAR NEURONS 

In curarized frogs, primary afferent horizontal canal 
neurons were studied by Blanks and Precht (1976) and cen
tral vestibular neurons by Richter (1974) and Dieringer 
and Precht (unpubl.data). In comparison to similar stud
ies in monkey and cat (see Goldberg,Fern~ndez,1975;Prech~ 
1979;Baker et al.,1981) several differences were observed 
in the frog besides a 5 to 10 times lower resting rate: 

1. Mean acceleration gain was several times higher in 
frog peripheral neurons (1.58 spikes/sec per degree/sec 2) 
but lower and similar in central vestibular neurons to 
that in cat and monkey (ca. 1 spike/sec per degree/sec 2). 

2. Crossed inhibition between central vestibular neurons 
of synergistic canal pairs is missing in frog (Ozawa et 
al., 1974; Dieringer, Precht, 1979) as in lamprey (Rovain
en, 1976) and toadfish (Korn et al.,1977). 

3. Mean phase lag (re. head acceleration) is little smal
ler in frog primary afferents (Fig.3) than in cat or mon
key, corresponding to a shorter cupular time constant of 
3 sec (ca.4 in cat and 6 in monkey). Central vestibular 
neurons in the frog have a mean phase lag only little lar
ger than that in primary afferents (Fig.3). 

4. No central vestibular neurons were so far found in the 
frog that were reliably modulated by optokinetic stimuli. 

Some of these differences might be causally related. Thus, 
according to the presence or absence of a functional com
missural inhibition, the sensitivity from first- to second 
order vestibular neurons is either increased as in mam
mals (Shimazu,Precht,1966; but see Baker et al.,1981) or 
decreased as in the frog. This correlation is further 
corroborated by results obtained after hemilabyrinthec
tomy: in the cat (Markham et al.,1977) sensitivity of 
type I neurons on the intact side was strongly reduced, 
but not changed in the frog (unpubl.data). 

The time constants of central vestibular neurons 
in cat and monkey vary with the state of alertness. In 
decerebrate or drowsy animals the time constants are 
short due to a poorly functioning velocity integrating 
network (Raphan et al.,1977). In the frog as in rabbit 
(Collewjin et al.,1980) the estimated time constants of 
VOR (Fig.3) and of VCR (Fig.1) from frequency analyses 
are close to the cupular time constants (ca.3 sec), indi
cating that in both animals a velocity integrator is not 
charged during sinusoidal stimulation. Lack of positive 
behavioral evidence, together with point 4 leave serious 
doubts whether a frog has a functioning velocity integra
tor at all (Dieringer et al.,1982). 
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RESPONSES IN MOTONEURONS 

Direct vestibulo-ocular projections are,asfar as studied, 
similarly organized as in cat or rabbit (see Precht, 1979), 
including inhibitory vestibulo-ocular connections. Neck 
motoneurons also receive monosynaptic connections from 
central vestibular neurons (Maeda et al.,1977). Is there 
in the frog in parallel also an indirect pathway, parti
ally integrating the vestibular velocity signal into a 
position signal, as in the monkey (Skavensky,Robinson, 
1973) and cat (Shinoda,Yoshida, 1974)? 
We recorded the electromyographic (EMG) activity of se
veral neck muscles involved in horizontal head movements 
in frogs free to move their head or with their head fixed 
and multi-unit activity from the abducens nerve ofcurar
ized frogs. 
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FIGURE 3. Bode diagram summari~ing the phase shifts with 
respect to head acceleration (8Head) in the VOR of the 
frog. Mean values for primary vestibular afferents(N.VIII) 
are from Blanks,Precht,1976. The dashed area outlines 
phase values of abducens motoneurons recorded from the 
VIth nerve. Neuronal data are from curarized preparations. 
8 Eye/Head represents phase values of eye movements re
corded in animals with their head fixed. 
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Most of these experiments gave very similar results: 
The EMG activity in neck muscles and the spike activity 
in most abducens nerve recordings showed amplitude-inde
pendent phase lags (determined by computer analysis) al
most congruent with those of central vestibular neurons 
between 0.025 and 0.5 Hz. In some abducens nerve recor
dings (30%), however, the phase lag was amplitude-depend
ent. At lower amplitudes consistently only spikes of 
small size and with a larger phase lag were activated. 
Increasingly larger stimulus amplitudes recruited in ad
dition larger spikes and the phase lag decreased to reach 
values overlapping with those obtained in other abducens 
nerve, EMG or vestibular nucleus recordings. The range of 
phase lags recorded in the abducens nerve is outlined in 
Fig.3 by the dashed area. 
It is tempting to interpretate these data in terms of the 
two motor systems of the frog ("twitch" and "small nerve" 
motor systems, see Simpson, 1976) innervating fast and 
slow extraocular and skeletal muscle fibers: 
The "small nerve" motor system has a lower reflex thres
hold, generates spikes that are small when recorded ex
tracellularly (and are more difficult to detect) and slow 
muscle fibers receiving this input do not generate action 
potentials that are picked up as an EMG signal. Thus, the 
EMG signals recorded might only reflect activity in the 
"twitch" motor system, which in turn was activated only 
by the direct vestibulo-collic pathway. The same might 
hold for those abducens recordings, where the phase lag 
was short and amplitude-independent. Then, however, the 
larger phase lags observed in some abducens recordings 
for small amplitudes, might be attributed to activity of 
the "small nerve" motor system. The phase differences be
tween these abducens and vestibular neurons suggest, that 
in the frog as well an indirect pathway exists, that par
tially integrates central vestibular signals. 
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"VISUO-SPINA.L ATAXIA" CAUSED BY DISORDERS OF EYE 
MOVEMENTS + 

Th. Brandt, J. Esser, W. Blichele, S. Krafczyk 

(Neurological Clinic with Clinical Neurophysiology, 
Alfried Krupp Hospital, Essen, Federal Republic of 
Germany) 

The characteristics of central and peripheral disorders 
of ocular motility constitute valuable diagnostic signs 
for the clinician. For the patient, however, they result 
in a variety of distressing symptoms such as oscillopsia, 
diplopia, blurred vision, spatial disorientation or 
ocular vertigo including postural imbalance. Ocular 
vertigo (Adler, 1941) arises from an intersensory 
mismatch when visual information is at variance with 
vestibular and somatosensory inputs. The perceptual and 
postural consequences of ocular motor disorders are often 
neglected and it is the purpose of the present paper to 
deal especially with those of the ocular vertigo 
symptoms which can be regarded as visuo-spinal in 
origin. 

The sudden onset of an extraocular muscle paresis as 
well as acquired ocular oscillations often induce ocular 
vertigo, particularly associated with voluntary eye or 
head movements. This also affects locomotion and 
postural balance since vision is a major cue for postural 
stabilization. In order to maintain postural stability 
in the upright position, afferent (vestibular; somato
sensory; visual) signals must be generated as an input 
for compensation of natural fore-aft and lateral body 
sways. 

Postural imbalance with ocular motor disorders can be 
attributed to an acute sensory deficiency of visual 
localization of objects in egocentric coordinates; this 
is calculated from both the position of the target on 
the retina and the awareness of eye position in the 
head. Visually guided motor performance requires accurate 
information about gaze direction and body position 
relative to the surround. An extraocular muscle paresis 
as well as acquired ocular oscillations, however, cause 
a dissociation of subjective visual and somatosensory 
straight ahead (Brandt, Blichele, 1979) because the 
involuntary deviation from the "expected eye position" 
(due to the efference copy signal) is not compensated 
by adaequate afferent extraretinal information (fig. 1, 
C( i IX I ). Thus, the mismatch between the expected and 
actual eye position is responsible for the direction 
specific distortion of locomotion and reachinq movements 
as well as increased body sway amplitudes which can be 
measured by posturography (fig. 2, 3, 4). Increased body 
sway can be interpreted as a vi suo-spinal imbalance 
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FIGURE 1. Pathomechanisms of ocular vertiqo: A) In 
normals the voluntary impulse to perform a change of gaze 
releases the efference ~ to the eye muscles as well as an 
appropriate efference copy signal~' to a central store. 
This store contains the memory for the expected retinal 
slip due to the particular intended eye movement as 
calibrated prior to disease onset. Space constancy is 
maintained if the comparison of the actual with the 
expected retinal slip is 0( =~'. B) With an acute extra
ocular muscle paresis spatial disorientation occurs 
because the expected slip ~' $ - as dependent on the 
greater effort which is required for the movement -
exeeds the actual slip ex, ex -F ex' $ . Eye movement 
exercises, however, promote a rearrangement of the central 
store with subsequent diminution of the mismatch. 
C) Acquired ocular oscillations are not associated with an 

O( ~R .1.rv'. efference copy and therefore cause oscillopsia, ~~ r~ 
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FIGURE 2. Posturography of the fore-aft (black columns) 
and lateral (shaded columns) body sway with free upright 
stance in a patient suffering from an acquired paresis of 
the rectus superior and an overaction of the obliquus 
inferior, as indicated by the investigation with the 
Hess-Lees screen (top). Root mean square values RMS 
(Nm = Newton meters) of body sway are minimal in the 
primary position of gaze (1) and increase significantly 
when the gaze is directed 45 0 towards the optimal range 
of action of the affected extraocular muscles (3; 4). 
Original recordings of the fore-aft sway with gaze 
conditions 1 and 4 are depicted at the bottom. 
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FIGURE 3. Simultaneous recordings in a patient with down
beat nystagmus of vertical electronystagmography, and 
fore-aft and lateral body sway during standing with the 
head straight. With the eyes open and fixation of a 
stationary target the nystagmus amplitude is dependent on 
the lateral direction of gaze as is postural imbalance 
~op). Intended change of gaze with eyes closed, however, 
has no comparable effect on nystagmus amplitude or body 
sway (bottom). 
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FIGURE 4. Gaze dependent postural imbalance with upright 
stance (RMS values of fore-aft sway in Newton meters) in 
a patient with aphakia due to cataract surgerY,wearing a 
cataract lense for the first time (top). Spatial 
disorientation and subsequent postural imbalance with 
eccentric gaze can be attributed to the strong prismatic 
distortion when looking through the peripheral parts of 
the lense (bottom). 
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consequent to the disparate retinal slip as compared to 
the expected pattern calibrated prior to the disease 
onset. The disturbance of spatial localization and 
oscillopsia is not restriced to the fovea but involves 
the entire visual field and therefore affects the two 
modes of visual processing, "focal" and "ambient", 
respectively. The ambient mode relies on afferent 
information from the peripheral field and subserves 
spatial orientation and postural balance. 

Postural imbalance with acute extraocular muscle paresis 
is particularly apparent when voluntary head movements 
are performed (Brandt, 1982) or with intended gaze 
towards the direction of optimal range of action of the 
paretic muscle (fig. 2; Esser et al., 1981). 

Involuntary ocular oscillations such as acquired pendular 
nystagmus, spasmus nutans, superior oblique myokymia or 
downbeat nystagmus, are not associated with an appropriate 
efference copy and therefore cause oscillopsia and visual 
ataxia even without precipitating voluntary head and eye 
movements. The increased sway amplitudes increase with the 
gaze dependent increased nystagmus amplitude, as does the 
oscillopsia (fig. 3). 

Finally, as mentioned by Adler in 1941, "individuals who 
wear strong lenses for the first time, particularly 
cataract lenses, also suffer from the strong prismatic 
effect produced from looking through the peripheral parts 
of the lense" and exhibit an increased body sway (fig.4). 

In patients with acquired ocular motility disturbances 
as well as with acute abnormalities in the dioptric 
apparatus, head and eye exercises may promote sensory 
rearrangement with subsequent diminution of the described 
perceptual and postural symptoms. 
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EYE-HEAD-HAND COORDINATION 

C. PRABLANC and B. BIGUER, Lab. de Neuropsychologie 
Experimentale, Inserm unite 94, 69500 Bron, FRANCE 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The execution of such a simple task as pointing with the finger 

at a small visual target within the prehension space involves a 
series of sensory and sensorimotor processes in order to trigger 
the activation of the appropriate muscles and their synergistic 
control. Contrary to a situation of avoidance reaction where 
detection is the prime triggering stimulus, localization of the 
target with respect to the subject's body is here the initial 
source of the motor response. This spatial encoding needs 
knowledge of the head position with respect to the trunk, eye 
position with respect to the head, and finally retinal position of 
the target. An inaccurate response of a poi nting may have two 
sources of variation, one in the spatial encoding of the target, 
the other one in the arm-forearm motor program. In a normal 
situation the vision of both the hand movement (called 
reafference) and of the target will allow for a correction of the 
motor program if it were to be inaccurate. We will focus in this 
study mainly on the spatial encoding aspects, discarding the role 
of error correction based on the vision of both the hand and the 
target. This will be achieved either by never seeing the hand (no 
reafference condition) or by cutting the target off before the 
visible hand moves and thus preventing any error detection on the 
retina. As strategies are determinant in the ordering of a complex 
sequence, the instructions given to the subjects all throughout 
the different experimental conditions will be the same as to the 
final goal : to realize the best compromise between velocity and 
accuracy of the hand pointing. 

2. PROCEDURES 

2.1. Materials and methods The first experimental set up is 
schematically shown on flgure 1. Targets presentation was 
performed through a matrix of light emitting diodes. The subject 
could see binocularly the virtual image of the target through a 
semi-reflecting mirror. The space between surfaces Q and R could 
either be illuminated, allowing the subject to see his whole arm, 
or be made completely dark. Eye movements were recorded 
binocularly with an EOG technique. A logic pulse could be used to 
cut off the target at the onset of the goal directed saccade, 
preventing reti nal feedback. Hand positi on was recorded by a 
thimble attached to the subject's forefinger, which indicated its 
coordinates on the surface R. Targets were presented as step 
stimuli along horizontal or sagittal directions at 8 positions 
they always stepped from the center C' to a peripheral random 
target. When pointing under peripheral vision the subject 
continuously fixated a target 2 mm ahead of the center. The 
interstimulus interval and the sequence of positions were 
randomized in order to avoid anticipation adjustments responsible 
for latency variations (Requin, 1978 ; Becker, 1972). 

The second experimental apparatus was similar to the first one, 
with a polar (angular) stimulation and arm recording instead of a 
cartesian one. Additional signals made it possible to record 
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Fig. 1. Experimental apparatus showing on surface P the matrix of 
targets. The subject with his head fixed, sees the target on 
surface R through a semi-reflecting mirror. He can point starting 
from C' to an E' target either when seeing both the target and his 
hand (reafference) or with his hand unseen (no reafference). Hori
zontal eye movements are'recorded by an electrooculographic 
technique, and hand position by a thimble attached to the finger ; 
and transmitting its coordinates. Eye velocity can be used to 
trigger a feedback stimulation : for instance the onset of a saccade 
can cut off the target. TE, TED,BE and TH, THD , eH are 
respectively for eye and fiand the latency, duration of movement, and 
position of the response. (from Prablanc et al 1979). 

Fig. 2. Saccadic eye move
ments in response to (a) 
continuous target; (b) with 
time presentation = 200 ms 
LC : central fixation point 
LP : 20· nasal target. Tt 
is the latency of the maln 
saccade with respect to the 
onset of LP. T2 is the 
delay between the end of 
the main saccade and the 
beginning of the corrective 
saccade. The main features 
in situation b was the 
absence of the corrective 
saccade and the persistent 
residual retinal error IAcx) 
at the end of the main 
saccade (from Prablanc and 
Jeannerod, 1975,pp 465-471) 
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simultaneously eye-head-hand positions and neck and biceps 
electromyographic activities (emgs). Head movement was recorded 
with an helmet attached to a potentiometer and emgs with surface 
electrodes (right splenius capitis for the neck and biceps 
brachialis for the arm). 

Three experiments were performed: Exp. 1 investigated mainly 
the role of the extraretinal signal of the saccade on the accuracy 
of the pointing. It was performed under continuous vision of the 
whole hand-arm, but at the onset of the goal directed saccade the 
target was turned off. Exp. II was a study of the sequence of the 
overall response (eye-head and hand positions) and of the 
corresponding control signals (neck and biceps emgs). Exp. III 
investigated only the role of the head orientation response on the 
accuracy of the hand pointing. 

2.2. Does the saccade efference copy playa role in the arm 
response ? When a subject is asked to point the most quicklY and 
accurately as possible at a peripheral target, his head beeing 
restrained and without further instruction regarding eye movement, 
one observe within 200 msec a goal directed saccade followed by 
the onset of hand movement 80-100 msec later. It is important to 
know whether this delayed hand response is the result of a serial 
processing in which the efference copy of the saccade could be 
used for the encoding of the hand motor program or whether it is a 
motor processing parallel to the oculomotor response. 

Goal directed saccades corresponding to retinal stimulus beyond 
10 degrees of eccentricity are known to be composed of two 
clustered saccades : a first hypometric saccade of 90 % of the 
extent of the retinal eccentricity, followed by a small corrective 
saccade, 150 msec later, bringing the fovea onto the stimulus 
(Bartz, 1962 ; Becker, Fuchs, 1969 ; Becker, 1972 ; Prablanc, 
Jeannerod, 1975 ; Hallett, 1978 ; Deubel et al, 1982). There are 
two types of corrective saccades 1) when the error of the primary 
saccade is large ( > 15 %) secondary saccades occur, which are 
triggered by extraretinal signals, their latency is usually very 
short (~ 100 msec) but they are not fully corrective; 2) when 
the error is smaller than 10 % corrective saccade generally need a 
retinal feedback to be triggered, and the line of gaze remain in 
an uncorrected error if no retinal feedback is available (Fig. 2). 
In the further study we will take into account only those single 
saccadic responses to a brief target. 

As regards hand pointing accuracy we will see whether the 
oculomotor efference copy of the initial saccade can be the 
relevant triggering signal for the encoding of the arm motor 
program. In that case there should be a correlation between the 
hypometry of the saccade and the si gn of hand poi nti ng error. In 
order to discriminate whether the hand pointing error relied upon 
peripheral retinal uncertainly or oculomotor inaccuracy, two 
sessions were performed with visual reafferences from the arm: in 
the first session, pointings at the targets were done under 
peripheral vision (P.V.) while continously fixating a central 
point; in such a condition, visual reafferences from the arm and 
vision of the target are useless in correcting any motor program 
error. In the second session restricted vision (R.V.) the onset of 
the goal directed saccade turned the target off, preventing any 
comparison between the arm reafferences and the position of the 
target. 
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Fig. 3. Hand pointing errors in the two different conditions 
described in the text: restricted vision (R.V.) and peripheral 
vision (P.V.). Note that in both conditions, the distribution of 
errors is practically surimposed. In addition, in the restricted 
vision condition, the hypometry of saccades does not seem to be 
reflected upon the hand pointing. 
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Fig. 4. Mean latency of the eye and hand movement with respect to 
target eccentricity. Across the different eccentricities the onset 
of hand movement followed that of the eye by 80-100 msec. In this 
experiment, the head was kept fixed. 
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Results 
Errors of hand pointing and of the initial saccade toward the 

target versus eccentricity on the right side ipsilateral to the 
arm are represented on figure 3. 

In peripheral vision the mean hand pointings slightly overshoot 
the target for small eccentricities, then become centered around 
the target for larger ones. Their variance increases as 
eccentricity, reflecting the corresponding decay of visual acuity 
on the peripheral retina. 

In restricted vision where the initial saccade turns the target 
off, a quite linear relationship between stimulus eccentricity and 
saccadic initial error is observed, while the hand pointing errors 
distribution is practically superimposed on the one under 
peripheral vision, the only difference beeing a higher variance. 
Thus the hypometry of saccades does not seem to be reflected upon 
the hand pointing. In addition, within a constant target 
eccentricity, a correlation analysis between hand error versus eye 
error revealed to be nonsignificant (r = 0.05), making very 
unlikely the saccade efference copy as a quantitative signal to 
compute the arm motor program. If not used for the computation of 
the arm motor program, the efference copy could be used as a 
triggering signal for the arm movement initiation; and indeed 
figure 4 shows that eye and arm latencies follow the same parallel 
course versus target eccentricity with a nearly constant 
difference of about 85 msec, as it has also been observed in an 
oculo-manual tracking task on a display (Angel et al. 1970). 
However the degree of coupling between eye and arm latency, within 
a constant target eccentricity, appear much looser (r = 0.45). 

Contrary to fast movements performed without spatial goal, 
where arm movement duration is found to be almost independent from 
its extent, duration was found here to be highly dependent upon 
target eccentricity (F = 33.4, p < 0.001 ). In the R.V. 
condition this increased duration with eccentricity cannot be 
explained by a processing of arm visual reafferences and target 
position, the target beeing turned off at the onset of the saccade 
i.e. about 85 msec before the onset of arm movement; thus if this 
additional time rely upon a feedback processing, it may be more 
likely upon kinaesthesis. 

2.3. Initiation of the eye-head-hand responses and of their emg 
signals. When a subJect has to pOlnt qUlckly and accurately, he 
makes a saccade followed by a head orientation and then by an arm 
movement. The eye-head sequence in a visual orientation is well 
documented (Bizzi, 1971 ; Warabi, 1977 ; Barnes, 1979 ; 
Zangemeister, Stark, 1981) it consists of a saccade followed 40 
msec later by the head movement associated with a compensatory eye 
movement equal and opposite to the head displacement, through the 
vestibulo-ocular reflex (VOR). 

In order to study the overt sequence of eye-head and arm 
movement in our pointing task, an experiment was conducted with a 
simultaneous recording of eye, head, arm positions and neck and 
biceps emgs (biceps was chosen as the muscle signalling onset of 
arm movement each pointing beginning by a lift from the surface). 

Subjects participated on two sessions with and without visual 
reafferences from the arm with the same procedures as in the 
previous experiment. They were not given any instruction regarding 
the sequence of responses. 
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Results 
The typical sequence is represented on figure 5 : a saccade is 

first triggered 220 msec after the target onset followed by the 
head movement 40 msec later, and then by an arm movement 100 msec 
later. Head movement produces compensatory eye movements which 
stabilize gaze in space, but as the initial saccade is hypometric 
a corrective saccade is triggered, superimposed on the 
compensatory eye movements, bringing the gaze onto the target. Emg 
signals from neck and biceps appear to be close to the saccade 
onset which itself is known to follow the extraocular muscle emg 
10 msec later (Breinin, Kugelberg, 1955 ; Fuchs, Luschei, 1970 ; 
Henn, Cohen, 1973). If the two different conditions (reafference 
or no reafference) have no effect on the eye latency, the arm 
latency is slightly longer without reafferences ( t = 15 msec). 
The mean latencies of eye movements, neck emg and biceps emg 
versus target eccentricity are represented on figure 6. Saccade 
latency is slightly but significantly increasing with eccentricity 
as observed previously by several authors (Bartz, 1962 ; White et 
al, Prablanc, Jeannerod, 1974 ; Biguer et al, 1982). Biceps and 
neck emgs have a decreasing latency from 10 to 20 degrees, but are 
then consistently increasing with eccentricity (F = 3.62, p< 
0.02). A correlation analysis performed within each of the 20, 30 
and 40 degrees targets shows a significant but loose link between 
emgs and eye movement latency, as can be seen on table I. A 
possible explanation for this loose but significant correlation 
between latencies and for a non unity regression slope is that 
there is a first common stage corresponding to the visual process 
of target detection and localization, followed by parallel 
decisions of the different motor programs having independent 
variations. 

TABLE I. Relationships between eye and neck-biceps emg latencies. 
TE eye movement latency 
TN : neck emg latency 
TB : biceps emg latency 

CONDITION 

REAFFERENCE 

NO 

REAFFERENCE 

Correlation 
Coefficient 

0.34 

0.41 

0.39 

0.39 

Regression 
Slope 

0.47 

0.47 

0.50 

0.47 
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gaze 

eye 

neck emg 

head 

biceps emg 

hand 

Fig. 5. A typical example of eye, head and hand movements toward a 
single visual target within the extrapersonal space. While overt 
movements are sequential (to, tl t 2), the biceps and neck 
emg latencies are practically synchronized with the gaze latency. 
On the bottom curve, dotted lines indicate that hand trajectory is 
lost. 
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Fig. 6. Mean latencies and standard deviations for neck and biceps 
emg and eye movement. Data for this figure are averaged from five 
subjects. They have been obtained in the condition without visual 
reafferences from the hand movement. 
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2.4. Influence of head orientation on hand pointing accuracy The 
mechanlsm of eye-head orlentatl0n toward a perlpheral stlmulus has 
been shown to be practically independent from neck proprioceptive 
information, the final goal i.e. gaze orientation beeing reached 
with the same dynamics, whatever the situation, providing 
vestibular system is intact (Bizzi, 1979). However if from a motor 
point of view neck afferences are not crucial, spatial encoding of 
visual information rely heavily on those signals, which importance 
has been stressed by Cohen (1961), who showed that after dorsal 
roots section, monkeys had an impaired goal directed reaching, 
though they were able to maintain fixation on the object to 
reach. In addition the role of active head mobilization in 
updating afferent information has been suggested by Paillard 
(1971) and Paillard, Beaubaton (1976). However in a pointing task, 
when visual reafferences from the arm are present and eye 
movements allowed, a clear difference between head fixed or head 
free conditions can hardly been observed; indeed if the localiza
tion were to be inaccurate on the basis of a poor extra-retinal 
signal related to a too extreme position of the eyeball within the 
orbit, an inaccurate arm motor program would be corrected all 
throughout the movement by the visual reafferences of the arm 
dynami c error. 

In order to estimate the role of head orientation response 
toward the target on hand pointing accuracy, two sessions were 
performed both without visual arm reafferences, one with the head 
restrained in a straight position, the other with the head freely 
moving. 
Results 

The absolute hand pointing errors versus eccentricity are 
represented on figure 7. For 10 cm, as the head does not naturally 
move, errors are not different, up to 20 cm errors increase in 
both conditions though slower for the head free condition, then 
for 30 and 40 cm, "head free" errors decrease down to the same 
magnitude as for small eccentricities and become significantly 
smaller than "head fixed" errors (t = 3.09; p< 0.01). 
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3. DISCUSSION 
The different experiments of optimal s eye-head-hand 

coordination in a pointing task indicate a clustering of control 
signals systematically observed with or without visual 
reafferences from the arm, and which occur within a time interval 
of about 50 msec, although movements of the different systems 
appear sequential, reflecting only their own inertial properties. 
However, these control signals are unlikely to be issued from an 
oculomotor efference copy generator because they do not show a 
sharp covariation. This is also supported by the absence of 
correlation between the eye position signal issued from the 
saccade and the hand poi nti ng accuracy under fi xed head condi ti on. 
Their latencies from the onset of the target probably share a 
common process of detection and localization on the peripheral 
retina ; the second part of the latencies have more or less 
independent variations, the less sensitive to various conditions 
beeing the eye latency as also shown by Zangmeister, Stark (1982), 
the hand latency beeing sensitive to the presence or absence of 
its visual reafferences (Prablanc et al 1979 ; Herman et al 1981), 
and head latency has been shown to depend also on conditions under 
which head movement is elicited (Bizzi et al 1972 ; Barnes, 1979). 

The improvement of arm pointing accuracy when head is free has 
some indirect but important implications. The sequence of 
activation of the different motor programs stays within a 50-70 
msec average timing, with either fixed or free head. In the same 
arm pointing task, Biguer (1981) has shown that arm and head 
movements had approximately the same durations ranging from 300 to 
550 msec for targets from 10 to 40 cm. If, as observed, an 
adjustment of the arm motor program has occured when the head is 
free, it cannot be through reafferences from the final head 
positions. The dynamic reafferent neck informations and the 
corresponding recentering of the eyeball within the orbit which 
could improve the accuracy of the extraretinal signal, can be 
considered as possible mechanisms for spatial information 
sharpening and for motor program adjustments in the absence of 
visual arm reafferences. However this hypothesis neads further 
investigations of the distribution of extra-retinal and head 
position signal errors. 
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